


Important User 
information 

Because of the variety of uses for the products described in this 
publication, those responsible for the application and use of this 
control equipment must satisfy themselves that all necessary steps 
have been taken to assure that each application and use meets all 
performance and safety requirements, including any applicable laws, 
regulations, codes and standards. 

The illustrations, charts, sample programs and layout examples 
shown in this guide are intended solely for purposes of example. 
Since there are many variables and requirements associated with any 
particular installation, Allen-Bradley does not assume responsibility 

or liability (to include intellectual property liability) for actual use 
based upon the examples shown in this publication. 

Allen-Bradley publication SGI- 1.1, Snfe~ Guid&neLs for the 

Application, Installation, and Maintenance qf Solid-State Control 
(available from your local Allen-Bradley office), describes some 

important differences between solid-state equipment and 
electromechanical devices that should be taken into consideration 
when applying products such as those described in this publication. 

Reproduction of the contents of this copyrighted publication, in 
whole or in part, without written permission of Allen-Bradley 

Company, Inc., is prohibited. 

Throughout this manual we use notes to make you aware of safety 
considerations: 

A 
ATTENTION: Identifies information about practices 

! 

or circumstances that can lead to personal injury or 
death, property damage or economic loss. 

Attention statements help you to: 

l identify a hazard 

l avoid the hazard 

l recognize the consequences 

Important: Identifies information that is critical for successful 
application and understanding of the product. 

- 

- 

PLC I\ a rrglercd trademark of Allen-Rrddle) Company. Inc - 
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Chapter 
I 

Using This Manual 

Chapter Objectives This chapter provides an overview of the contents of this 
manual, and also contains a definition of the intended 
audience, and information on related publications. 

What this Manual This manual provides the information and procedures 

Contains you need to prepare the Allen-Bradley Vision Input 
Module’“, Cat. No. 2803-VIM2, for an inspection application. 
It includes information on the installation of the VIM2 
module* and use of the VIM2 menus and icons, general 
guidelines for staging a vision inspection, machine vision 
theory, and procedures and information for interfacing with 
a PLC or other host device. 

*Note: The Cat. No. 2803-VIM2 Vision Input Module is 

referred to in this manual as the “VIM2 module.” 

Table l.A, provides a brief overview of the manual contents. 

Table 1 .A 
Manual Contents 

Title 

Using This Manual 

Introduction to the VIM2 
Module 

Theory of Operation 

Summary 

includes chapter overviews, audience definition, 
and related publications. 

Introduces you to the software and hardware 
features of the VIM2 module, lists hardware 
requirements, and shows application examples. 

Introduces the operating principles behind the 
VIM2 vision tools. 

Staging Considerations for Discussesconsiderations for maximizing image 
Vision Applications quality during inspections, such as lighting 

options, lens functionality and selection, and 
workpiece positioning in the field of view. 

Connection and Powerup Provides installation procedures and power-up 
indications for the VIM2 module. 

Quick Start - Introduction to Describes how to use the VIM2 light pen/monitor 
the User interface interface, and introduces the VIM2 menus and 

icons. 

Operating Environment 

Image Acquisition and 
Brightness Compensation 

Using Line Gages 

Describes how to configure the VIM2 module for 
hosted orstandalone modes, and how to select 
the trigger source. 

Describes how to use the VIM2 module lighting 
brightness compensation and threshold images, 
how to select the image acquisition mode, and 
how to enable or disable the strobe mode. 

Describes how to select, position, and use line 
gages l-22 to inspect a workpiece. 
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What this Manual 
Contains 
(continued) 

Table l.A(continued) 
Manual Contents 

Chalpter 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Appendix 

71 

E$ 

C 

Title Summary 

Using Windows Describes how to select, position, and use the 
inspection windows to inspect a workpiece. 

Using the XIY Float Gages Describes how to select, position, and use the X 
and Y float gages in order to determine and 
compensate for shifts in workpiece positioning 
during the inspection process. 

Using Math Tools Describes how to use the math tools to combine, 
adjust, or refine the inspection tool results. 

Run Modes and Archiving Describes how to select the arm options, the 
powerup configuration, the “standard” or 
“learn” mode, and the runtime display. Also 
describes how to save configurations to EEPROM. 

Integration with the PLC Describes how to use the VIM2 module as part of 
a PLCsystem, including how to use discrete bits 
and block transfers to configure and get 
inspection results from the VIM2 module. 

Using the RS-485 Port Describes how to use the VIM2 module’s RS-485 
serial port to communicate with and send 
commands to the VIM2 module. Describes the 
commands for ASCII and DFl protocols. 

Title Summary 

Menu Branching Diagrams Illustratesthe VIM2 module icon menus and 
branching scheme. 

Configuration Blocks Lists in table format the contents of the 
configuration information transferred between 
the VIM2 module and the PLC or other host. 

Results Blocks Lists in table format the contents of the 
inspection results information transferred from 
the VIM2 module to the PLC or other host. 

Cl Statistics Blocks Lists in table format the contents of the statistics 
information transferred from the VIM2 module to 
the PLC or other host. 

ti DF 1 Protocol 

F Discrete Bit Addressing 

G ASCII Conversion Table 

ti Definition of Terms 

A Specifications 

Describes the structure and message format of 
the DFl protocol for use in interfacing with the 
VIM2 module’s RS-485 port. 

Describes addressing the VIM2 module discrete 
bits when using two-slot, one-slot, and half-slot 
addressing formats. 

Use to encode and decode ASCII characters. 

Defines terms used in this manual. 

Provides specifications for the VIM2 module. 
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Audience This manual assumes you are familiar with your inspection 
application, and have determined that the VIM2 module is 
suitable for that application. It is beyond the scope of this 
manual to describe the VIM2 module set-up procedure for a 
specific application. 

Basic electrical and mechanical experience is required for 
wiring, connecting, and mounting the VIM2 module, power 
supply, rack, and other support equipment (see Chapter 5 for 
hardware and connection information). 

No PLC or computer programming experience is required in 
order to use this manual to set up the VIM2 module where no 
PLC or serial host computer is used. If, however, you intend 
to integrate the VIM2 module in a PLC system, you should 
be familiar with the Allen-Bradley PLC and other devices 
you are using, and have experience programming ladder- 
logic. If you are connecting a computer or other device to the 
VIM2’s RS-485 serial port, you should be able to create a 
communications program which supports either of the two 
protocols, ASCII or DFl (refer to Chapter 15 for more 
information regarding the RS-485 port). 

Warnings and Warnings and Cautions occasionally appear in this 
Cautions document. They are included in order to protect both you 

and the equipment. They appear as follows: 

A 7 Warning: A warning means that people might 

0 
be injured if the stated procedures are not 
followed. 

A t Caution: A caution is used when the equipment 

0 
could be damaged or performance seriously 
impaired if stated procedures are not followed. 
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Related Publications The following publications are cited in this manual where 
appropriate. Consult your local Allen-Bradley 
representative for ordering information. 

Grounding and Wiring Guidelines - 
Publication Number 1770-4.1 

Mounting Instructions for 1771 I/O Chassis and 
Power Supply - 
Publication Number 1771- 4.5 

PLC 3 Installation Manual - 
Publication Number 177567.11 

PLC 515 Processor Manual - 
Publication Number 1785-6.8.1 

PLC 515 Assembly and Installation Manual - 
Publication Number 1785-6.6.1 

PLC 5/250 Installation and Confipuration Manual - 
Publication Number 5000-6.4.7 

Solid State Control, General Information - 
Publication Number SGI- 1.1 

A System of Universal I/O - 
Publication 1771-1.2 

Mounting Dimensions for 1771 I/O Chassis and 
Power Supplies - 
Publication Number 1771-4.5 

PLC Controllers 206 and 2/17 Processor 
User Manual - 
Publication Number 1772-6.5.8 

Product Data - Lights and Fiber Optic Cables 
Publication Number 2801- 2.1 

Product Data - Cameras and Accessories 
Publication Number 2801- 2.3 

Product Data - Cables and Accessories 
Publication Number 2801- 2.4 

Product Data - Monitors and Accessories 
Publication Number 2801- 2.5 

Product Data - Lenses and Optics 
Publication Number 2801- 2.6 



Chapter 2 /ntroduction to the 
VIM2 Module 

Chapter Objectives In this chapter, we introduce the features, functions, 
hardware requirements, and application of the VIM2 
module. 

What is the The VIM2 module provides the power of machine vision 
VIM2 Module? to the Allen-Bradley line of Programmable Logic Controllers 

(PLC). A member of the “Universal UO” family of products, 
the VIM2 module gives you the ability to make non-contact 
inspections, and allows you to communicate the results to 
your PLC system or host computer. The VIM2 module can 
inspect for workpiece presence or absence, find edge and 
center locations of workpiece features, measure feature 
widths, and measure feature area. The VIM2 module 
measurements can accommodate variations in part position 
and workstage lighting. 

Figure 2.1 
The Vicinn lnaut Module . ..- - .-.-.. “.r-‘ .-.----- 

The VIM2 module uses a solid state video camera for image 
collection. The VIM2 module is simple to install, set up, and 
operate. PLC users will find the VIM2 module to be a 
natural extension of their PLC tool kit. 
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What is the The VIM2 module (Cat. No. 2803-VIM2) is a dual-slot 
Vision Input Module? intelligent I/O module., which mounts into a standard 1771 

(continued) I/O chassis. The VIM2 module can be integrated into your 
process to inspect prod,ucts and provide direct feedback to the 
system’s PLC terminal for closed-loop process management. 

The VIM2 module can also accommodate a host computer or 
controller through its RS-485 port. You can communicate 
with the VIM2 module through the serial port using either of 
two communication protocols (DFl or ASCII). 

Note: See Chapter 15 for more information regarding the 
VIM2 module’s RS-485 port. 

The VIM2 module can be connected to either or both the PLC 
and serial line host, and still operate in standalone mode for 
process control. 

Light Pen/Monitor User Interface 
The VIM2 module is easily configured through icons 
displayed on the monitor screen. You simply “pick” the icon 
that corresponds to the function you want to activate by 
pressing the tip of the light pen against it. The icons appear 
in logically organized groups called “menus.” Selecting some 
menu icons leads to the display of other related icon menus. 
This “menu branching” is organized to allow you, for the 
most part, to complete each specific part of the set up 
procedure within a particular menu branch. 

Figure 2.2 
Liaht Pen/Monitor Interface 
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VIM2 System The VIM2 module is a member of the “Universal I/O” family 
Integration of products, using the same racks, power supplies, and 

swing-arm terminations found in all Allen-Bradley 1’77 1 
systems. The VIM2 module installation requires a 1771 L/O 
rack and power supply, in addition to the VIM2 module and 
camera hardware. The VIM2 module occupies two slots in a 
standard 1771 I/O rack (see Chapter 5 for installation 
procedures). The VIM2 module may be installed into 
existing PLC I/O racks (see Figure 2.3). 

Figure 2.5, page 2-5, illustrates the available paths for vision 
inspection results, statistics, and configuration data between 
the VIM2 module and PLC, and/or between the VIM2 
module and other host (via the RS-485 port). 

Integrating the VIM‘2 Module with PLC systems 
You can store many different VIM2 module configurations 
using the PLC controller, and download the appropriate 
configuration into the VIM2 module as needed. You can also 
obtain comprehensive tool inspection results and statistics. 
The configuration and results data may be remotely 
managed through the Allen-Bradley Data Highway. The 
VIM2 module itself can store 2 different configurations in 
non-volatile EEPROM. 

Figure 2.3 
The VIM2 Module Installed in a 1771 I/O Rack 

87-282-8 
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VIM2 Sys tern Using the Serial Port 

Integration As with the PLC host, you can store many different VIM2 
(continued) module configurations using the serial port on the swingarm 

to connect to a computer through RS-485 communication. 
You can download the appropriate configuration into the 
VIM2 module as needed. You can also obtain comprehensive 
tool inspection results and statistics. 

The VIM2 Module as a Stand-alone Vision System 
The VIM2 module may be installed as a stand-alone vision 
system. In standalone mode, you can use the discrete 
swingarm I/O for process control. Discrete outputs, for 
example, include “Decision” (inspection accept/reject) and 
“Busy” (module conducting inspection, or in setup mode). 
For triggering inspections, there is a “Trigger” input. See 
Chapter 5 for more information regarding the swingarm UO. 

Figure 2.4 
The VIM2 Module in a 1771-PSC chassis with 1771-P4 Power Supply 

87-282-6 
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V/M2 System 
integration 

(continued) 
Figure 2.5 
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WA42 System The VIM2 Module Discrete I/O 

integration The VIM2 module has a discrete I/O interface which you can 
(continued) directly connect to through the swingarm terminals (see 

Figures 2.8 and 2.9). You can use the discrete swingarm Ii0 
with or without the use of a PLC or other host. Discrete 
outputs include “Decision” (inspection accept/reject) and 
“Busy” (module conducting inspection, or in setup mode). 
There is also a “Strobe” output for synchronizing inspections 
with strobe lighting. For triggering inspections, there is a 
“Trigger” input. See Chapter 5 for more information 
regarding the swingarm UO. 

Hardware This section provides descriptions of the VIM2 module, 
Descriptions peripherals, and cables. Figure 2.6 illustrates the VIM2 

module, cables, and connections between the VIM2 module 
and peripheral equipment. 
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Hardware 
Descriptions 

(continued) 
Figure 2.6 
The VIM2 Module, Peripherals, and Cables 

WARNING: Disconnect all power before assembling. 

2801- NC2 (5M) 
2801 - NC3 (1 OM) 

JOWER CORD 
SER SUPPLIED) 

VIDEO 
IN 

I I 

t-- 
POWER CORD 

CAMERA 2801 -YB, -YD 1 CAMERA 2801 -YC 
CABLES 

I 
CABLES 

2801-NC5 (5M) 1 2801-NC14 (5M) 
2801-NC6 (1OM) I 2801-NC15 (10M) 
2801-NC7 (25M) I 2801-NC16 (25M) 
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The Vision Input Module 
(Cat- No. 2803- VIMZ) 

The VIM2 module is an. intelligent UO module. The main 
hardware features of the module are: 

l Swingarm connections, a characteristic feature of Allen- 
Bradley 1771 z/O modules, which consists of a removable 
swingarm with screw type terminals. The swingarm 
provides easy access to wiring terminations and is easily 
installed (see Figure 2.7). 

Figure 2.7 
Easy Installation of Swinqarm Field Terminations 

87-283-j 

The swingarm swings neatly off the front of the module 
during VIM2 module removal or replacement and is 
easily snapped back into place. This eliminates the need 
to disconnect any of the hard-wired terminations for the 
module during maintenance and service. Swingarm 
terminal functions are listed in the table in Figure 2.8. 

l Status LEDs -These indicator lamps light up to show the 
operating status of the VIM2 module. Input and output 
status and error conditions are indicated on the front 
panel LED’s (see Figure 2.8). 

l Front Panel Peripheral Connections - Simple plug-in 
type connectors provide easy connection for the light pen, 
monitor, and camera cables (see Figure 2.8). 
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The Vision input Module 
(Cat- No. 2803- VIM2) 

(continued) 
Figure 2.8 
VIM2 Mndule Front Panel Featuwc 

Light Pen 
Jack 

Monitor 
Connection 

Camera 
Connection 

: 

Status LED’s 

Swingarm 
Field Wiring 
Terminals 

12.5 VDC Camera Power Input 

2 Camera Power Common 

3 Trigger Input 3.3 - 32 VDC 

1 4 1 Trigger Input Common 

5 Strobe Output TTL 

6 Strobe Common 

7 Decision Output 3 - 32 VDC 1 .OA 

8 Decision Output Common 

1 9 1 Busy Output 3-32 VDC l.OA 

10 Busy Output Common 
87-282-7 

11 CLL (Communication Line Low) 

1 12 1 CLH (Communication Line High) 
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Light Pen The light pen (Figure 2.9) is used in combination with the 
(Cat. No. 2801-N7) monitor screen to complete the icon-driven user interface. 

The pen is activated by pressing (picking) the tip against the 
screen. The tip reads the screen location and the module 
responds accordingly. 

Figure 2.9 
Light Pen 
v 

87.195.8 

Camera The VIM2 module uses a solid-state camera. The camera can 
be confqured with a variety of lenses to suit individual 
application needs. See Allen-Bradley Publication No. 2801- 
2.3, Product Data, for more information regarding the 
selection of a video camera. 

Figure 2.10 
Camera and Lens 

89-012-4 
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Camera Cables The camera is available with a variety of cable lengths. See 
Allen-Bradley Publication No. 2801-2.4, Product Data, 
Machine Vision Cables, for more information regarding the 
selection of a cable. 

VIM2 Power Supply The VIM2 module power supply is an external 12.5 VDC 
(Cat. No. 2801-W) power supply housed in an aluminum case. 

Figure 2.11 
PC )wer Supply, Cat. No. 2801-Pl 

87-282-S 
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Video Monitor The Video Monitor used for VIM2 module applications is a 
(Cat. NO. 2801-A/6) monochrome video monitor (see Figure 2.12). The video 

monitor connects to the VIM2 module front panel connector 
using a BNC type coaxial cable. 

Figure 2.12 
Video Monitor 

Video Monitor Cables The video connection cable from the VIM2 module to the 
monitor is available in different lengths. See Publication 
No. 2801-2.4, Product Data, Machine Vision Cables, for more 
information regarding the selection of a cable. 
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Functional Features The VIM2 module comes complete with a set of image 
analysis tools which perform vision tasks. The tools include 
four measurement windows, 22 line gages, two “float” gages, 
12 math tools, and a brightness probe. These tools are 
combined with the VIM2 module’s ability to close the process 
loop through the decision output, or through direct 
communication to a PLC system or serial host. 

Some of the key features of the VIM2 module are: 

22 Line Gage Measurements 
Up to 22 line gages may be set to perform any of 15 different 
measurements to inspect features of interest on a workpiece. 
Each line gage used provides two measurements 
simultaneously. These include measurements for edge, 
center, and width of “blobs.” They also include counting 
operations for counting blobs, black or white pixels, and blob 
edges. You assign an acceptance (“Hi/Lo”) range for each 
line gage measurement used to enable accept/reject 
decisions. 

Line Gage Filtering 
You can use filtering to enhance features in order to improve 
measurement accuracy. Filtering allows the line gage to 
ignore pixel “noise” in the image. One or two pixel filtering 
is available. 

Four Window Measurements 
You can use up to four inspection windows to inspect areas of 
interest in the image. The windows measure area by 
counting black or white pixels. You assign an acceptance 
(“Hi/Lo”) range for each window measurement to enable 
accept/reject decisions. 

Multiple Threshold Settings 
The VIM2 module makes measurements based upon 
binarized images (see Chapter 3 for information on the VIM2 
module theory of operation). Four binarized (or “threshold”) 
images may be used, each based on a different threshold that 
you set. By using different thresholds, you can enhance 
different features in the video image. For example, you must 
assign each inspection line gage you use to one of the four 
threshold images. This allows you to reference a threshold 
image which enhances the specific feature(s) of interest of 
the workpiece for the tools you are setting up. 

Brightness Pro be 
The brightness probe may be used to measure the brightness 
of the workpiece or product and to make an accept/reject 
decision. This tool might be used to test the intensity of a 
light or the brightness of a surface. 
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functiond Automatic Lighting Brightness Compensation 

features The “brightness probe” feature may be used to monitor the 
(continued) light level on the workstage and adjust the threshold images 

to accommodate lighting variation. 

Brightness Registration 
You can use the brightness registration feature to 
automatically change all the threshold image settings, in 
case of a permanent change in lighting brightness. 

Automatic X/Y Shift Compensation 
Two line gages (the X and Y “float” gages) can be used to 
automatically adjust for horizontal and/or vertical shifts in 
the workpiece’s inspection position from inspection to 
inspection. This allows the VIM2 module to provide 
measurement consistency throughout the inspection process 
despite variation in workpiece positioning. 

Tool Registration 
You can use the tool registration feature when there is a 
permanent change in the nominal position of the workpiece. 
Use tool registration to permanently change the positions of 
all the vision tools which reference the X and Y float gages. 

Math Tools 
The math tools provide a number of options for combining 
and/or adjusting the inspection results of the line gages and 
windows. Math tool operations are: logical AND, logical OR, 
addition of constants or results, subtraction of constants or 
results, multiplication, division by a constant, and minimum 
or maximum value of a tool’s results. You can use up to 12 
math tools. 

Two Archived Configurations 
You can store, or “archive,” two different configurations in 
the non-volatile EEPROM of the VIM2 module. You must 
select which of the two configurations is the “start-up” 
configuration. Upon power-up, the VIM2 module downloads 
the start-up configuration from EEPROM to RAM. The 
configuration in RAM is the working configuration. 

Learn Mode and Statistics 
You can place the VIM2 module in a “learn” mode, perform a 
“trial run,” and accumulate statistics. You can then refine 
your VIM2 module configuration parameters or your process 
based on these statistics. Statistics can be accumulated for 
windows, line gages, brightness probe, and math tools. 
These statistics include number of triggers processed, 
number of failures per tool/probe, and tool/probe minimum, 
maximum, and average values for inspection results falling 
within the user-defined acceptance range. 
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Chapter Objectives This chapter describes some basic principles of machine 
vision inspection theory, and provides an overview of how 
the VIM2 module inspection tools work. 

The VIM2 Module The VIM2 module is designed to receive input from a solid- 
Imaging Process state video camera. The camera collects light using 

thousands of light-sensitive elements. Collectively, the light 
seen in these elements forms the “image” used by the VIM2 
module for inspection. 

Characteristics of Images The video image seen on the monitor is made up of many 
small picture elements referred to as “pixels.” The pixels are 
arranged in a rectangular array consisting of horizontal 
rows of pixels and vertical columns of pixels (see Figure 3.1). 

Figure 3.1 
Pixels Arranaed in Rows and Columns 
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ChJrJcteristics of images The Camera Array 
(continued) The camera is set up so that the image of a workpiece is 

focused on the camera’s array of light sensitive elements. 
Each element responds with an electrical signal 
corresponding to the intensity of the light which falls upon 
it. These signals are then sent to the VIM2 module. 

The Camera Scanning Process 
The camera scans the light sensitive elements and transfers 
the readings to the VIM2 module using a “raster scan” 
method. The scan starts at the upper left-hand corner of the 
array and moves horizontally across the top row of pixels. It 
then scans across row two in the same manner. This raster 
scanning process continues until all of the rows are scanned. 

Figure 3.2 
lmaae Scannina Pattern and lmaae Coordinates 
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DIRECTION 

Image Coordinates 
Features within the video image are located in terms of X- 
and Y-coordinates. The coordinate references allow the 
VIM2 to track feature positions and measurements (see 
Figure 3.2). The X-coordinate designates the pixel column. 
X-coordinate values increase moving to the right of the 
screen. The Y-coordinate designates the pixel row. The Y- 
coordinate values increase moving toward the bottom of the 
screen. All X- and Y-coordinate values are positive. 
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Gray Level 
Con version 

Analog values for brightness are collected by each light 
sensitive element in the camera’s array. These analog 
values are converted to digital values by the VIM2 module. 
This is called analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion. The VIM2 
module assigns digital brightness values, or “gray levels,” to 
corresponding pixels in the rows and columns of monitor 
image to create a “gray-level image.” Each pixel in the 
image has a a specific level of brightness which corresponds 
to the gray level value it is assigned. 

The A/D conversion process creates a range of brightness 
levels corresponding to the range of pixel values present in 
the image - from black, through a wide range of gray values, 
to white. A gray-level image is characterized by the number 
of levels of brightness that can be represented; for the VIM2, 
this is 256. 

To see how gray-level conversion works, let’s look at how a 
simpler, 4-level converter might work. Suppose an image is 
collected by the camera and sent to the A/D converter, which 
is designed to convert each analog image signal into one of 
four gray levels (see Figure 3.3). Each of these gray levels 
represents a specific measure of brightness. 

All dark gray and black analog signals collected by the 
camera are converted to a value of 0, for black. All signals in 
the medium range of gray are converted to a value of 1, for 
medium gray. Lighter gray signals are assigned a value of 2, 
and very light and white values, 3, for white. Each pixel in 
the resulting video image would have an assigned 
brightness, or gray level, of 0, 1,2, or 3. No other, 
intermediate grays would appear in the image. 

Figure 3.3 
Four Grav Level Values 

1 Value 
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The VIM2 Module The VIM2 module converts brightness to 256 gray levels. 
Gray Levels (Note: This is called Y-bit” gray scale, because 256 different 

values for each pixel can be encoded by using one byte (8 
bits) per pixel). Images displayed using 256 gray levels look 
very much like analog black and white television images, 
with a wide range of grays in the image. Figure 3.4 shows a 
gray-level image. This type of image, although based on 
digital gray-level values, is called “analog” in this manual, 
because of its resemblance to an analog image. 

Figure 3.4 
Gray-level (Analog) Image 
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Threshold hages The VIM2 module uses “threshold” images for image 
processing, which simplifies image-processing tasks. In 
threshold images, all pixels are assigned only one bit of 
information: 0 or 1 -black or white. 

In creating threshold image from the gray-level image from 
the camera, all pixels are converted to one of two colors - 
black or white. To accomplish this, a “threshold level” value 
is used. This threshold level is the dividing line used to 
determine which gray levels are converted to black, and 
which are converted to white. All gray-level values below or 
equal to the threshold are converted to 0 (black) and values 
above the threshold are converted to 1 (white). The resultant 
“threshold” image shows only black and white pixels. 
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Threshold images 
(continued) 

Figure 3.5 
Threshold Image With a Low Threshold Level 
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The threshold setting can alter the appearance of the image 
substantially. As the threshold is increased, the image 
becomes darker; more gray values fall below the threshold 
and take on the 0 (black) value. As the threshold is 
decreased, the image becomes lighter; more gray values fall 
above the threshold and take on the 1 (white) value. 

Varying the threshold can have the effect of enhancing 
certain image features, and/or detracting from the 
appearance of certain image features. 

The ability to vary the threshold provides flexibility to allow 
you to enhance features of interest. The VIM2 allows you to 
set up to four different threshold values for image inspection 
(see “Setting Threshold Images” in Chapter 8). 
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The Inspection Tools: 
Line Gages 

The VIM2 module performs inspections through the use of 

and Windows 
vision inspection “tools” - line gages and windows - and 
utilizes other tools as well, such as math tools, and the 
brightness probe. 

This section discusses the theory of operation for the line 
gages and windows. You can use up to 22 line gages for 
measurement, and two more (the X and Y float gages) can be 
used for shift compensation. You can use up to four windows. 

SettingAccep~anceRanges When setting up an inspection tool, you assign an acceptance 
(“Hi/Lo”) range for that tool. You set a low limit value and a 
high limit value for the inspection result. If the measured 
value for a particular tool falls within the preset acceptance 
range for the tool, that tool passes inspection. If the value 
falls beyond the range, the tool fails. A tool failure causes 
the VIM2’s Decision output to indicate a Reject. 

Line gages The line gages operate by inspecting a predefined segment of 
pixels in a row or column in the video image. Line gages are 
either horizontal or vertical. A horizontal line gage inspects 
a specified segment of a pixel row. A vertical line gage 
inspects a specified segment of a pixel column. 

Some basics of line gage operation are previewed here. 

Figure 3.6 
Pixels and Corremondina Diaital Values 
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Line gages Figure 3.6 shows an example of a horizontal line gage 
(continued) positioned over the perimeter of a square object in the 

monitor image. The pixels under the line gage are read for 
their values by the VIM2. The line segment from the 
binarized image is thus represented by a string of O’s and l’s, 
corresponding to the value of the pixels in the line segment. 

The line gages operate by analyzing line segments as strings 
of binary bits. These strings can be used to find: “blob” edge 
locations, “blob” widths, the number of edges, to count white 
and black pixels, and to count numbers of “blobs.” 

What is a Blob? 
Blobs are defined as clusters of consecutive pixels of the 
same color (black or white). Blobs typically correspond to 
features in the image that the line gage crosses (see Figure 
3.7). Line gages measure blob width by counting the number 
of pixels in the blob, and can be set to look for either white 
pixel or black pixel blob groupings. 

Figure 3.7 
Black and White “Blobs” 
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What is an Edge? 
An edge is the point at which a white blob and a black blob 
meet. Line gages locate edges according to row or column 
coordinates, depending on whether the line gage is vertical 
or horizontal. This is why it is important to understand the 
screen coordinate system (see pages 3-l to 3-2). Edge 
location is defined as the row or column location of the first 
pixel at the beginning of a blob. Edges detected by horizontal 
line gages are located by column number. Edges detected by 
uertical line gages are located by row number. Line gages 
can be set to locate the edge for either end of a blob. 
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Line gages Line Gage Function - The VIM2 module offers 15 different 
(con tin ued) measurement and feature counting functions based on pixel, 

blob, and edge detection. Each line gage used performs two 
measurement functions simultaneously. 

Line Gage Positioning - You position line gages within the 
image area. 

Line Gage Orientation -Line gages can be set to either 
vertical or horizontal orientation. 

Example Inspection - Stripped Wire Dimensions 
In the manufacture of cable harnesses, wires are cut to 
length, stripped, attached to connectors, and bundled 
together. Since the wire stripping process feeds the 
connector attachment process, improperly stripped wires 
cause jams and other problems for the connector attacher. 
Positive verification of proper wire stripping is thus a 
valuable control. 

Figure 3.8 

In this application, a single, stripped wire end is back-lit in 
front of a camera so that the entire bare conductor strand 
and part of the insulation are visible. As shown in Figure 
3.8, five horizontal line gages are positioned in order to 
verify that: 

1. The correct wire diameter is being run; 

2. The correct amount of insulation has been removed; 

3. The conductor has not been severed, damaged, or bent; 

4. An appropriate length of bare conductor is exposed. 

Since the monitor image has high contrast between the 
wire and its background, a single threshold image can be 
used for all gages. Image quality is relatively insensitive 
to light variations. Brightness compensation is riot 
necessary. 
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Windows Windows are area measurement tools. Windows count the 
number of pixels in the area over which the window is 
positioned (see Figure 3.9). Each window can be set up to 
count either white or black pixels. You define the window 
size, shape, and location (see Chapter 10 for more 
information on windows). You can use up to four windows 
for your vision inspection task. 

In setting up a window, you learn the acceptable range for 
pixel count using one or more good (nominal) workpieces. 
The specific feature measured, such as a screw, label, or hole, 
provides a specific pixel count reading. The pixel count is 
proportional to the surface area of the feature in the window. 
You select the pixel color you want to count, then set an 
acceptance range that checks the measurement and makes 
an accept/reject decision. 

Figure 3.9 
R63rtannrrlar Windnw 

Workpiece 
image displayed 
on monitor 

Rectangular 
window placed 
over workpiece 
feature 

Setting Window Shape -Each window can be set to one of 
several different shapes, including: a rectangular window, a 
right angle triangle with four possible orientations, a 
circular window, a “donut” window, and a “train-through- 
the-lens” mask window. 

Window Positioning -Each window can be positioned 
anywhere within the image area, with this exception: the 
top 48 rows of the screen cannot be used for windows in some 
cases if brightness compensation is used (see Chapter 10 for 
more information). The “train-through-the-lens” windows 
cannot be moved. 
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Windows Setting Window Size -Window sizes are individually 
(continued) adjusted. Note: The “train-through-the-lens” windows 

cannot be adjusted for size. 

Counting Pixels -The windows operate by counting the 
number of pixels (black or white) in the window. “Train- 
through-the-lens” masks count pixels which lie under white 
areas of the window. Donut windows count the number of 
pixels under the window, minus the number of pixels covered 
by the donut “hole.” 

Example Inspection -Test Punched Holes 
Punched hole presence/absence is a simple example of a 
windowing application. The task is to check for the 
presence/absence of a hole in a workpiece. The hole is backlit 
and appears as a white circle. A window is set to view the 
area where the hole should be found (the window is seen as 
the gray area over the hole in the part). If the hole is not 
large enough, or fails to clear through the part, there will be 
too few white pixels in the image. 

During setup, using a known good (nominal) part, the 
acceptance range is set to detect when there are too many or 
too few white pixels, and to output an accept/reject signal. 
Figure 3.10 shows an acceptable hole which has been set up 
for verification using a circular window. The “Hi-Lo” limits 
are set to 1100 and 1500. The actual measurement reading 
of this hole is 1338, indicating an acceptable hole. Figure 
3.11 shows an unacceptable part. Notice that the reading is 
133, which is well below the low range limit (llOO), 
indicating an unacceptable hole. 
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Windows 
(continued) 

Figure 3.10 
Hole Presence Verification Using a Circular Window 
Image of a Properly Punched Hole 
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Figure 3.11 
Hole Presence Verification Using a Circular Window 
Image of an Improperly Punched Hole 
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Chapter 4 Staging Considerations for 
Vision Applications 

Chapter Objectives The objective of this chapter is to provide information for 
maximizing image quality during inspections through the 
application of “staging,” which includes such considerations 
as lighting options, lens functionality and selection, and 
workpiece positioning in the vision system’s field of view. 

Image Quality Successful vision applications require image quality. Image 
quality refers to the quality of the presentation of the 
workpiece or workpiece features to the machine vision 
system. Image quality helps determine the feasability, 
precision, and consistency in vision inspections. To use the 
VIM2 vision system effectively, present a quality image to 
the VIM2 vision system. 

One way to determine the feasability of your application is 
through the use of the video monitor. For example, keep the 
following rule of thumb in mind when setting up your vision 
application using the VIM2 vision system: 

Ifyou don’t see workpiece features of interest clearly in the 
video monitor, then you probably won’t be able to inspect it 
with the vision system. 

Image quality is accomplished through the process of 
“staging,” which is the topic of the remainder of this chapter. 

Staging The term “staging” refers to the application of lighting, 
camera, and lens to present the workpiece features to the 
vision system for inspection. Through the process of staging, 
you create a vision “workstage,” the area where the vision 
inspections take place. There are two main objectives in the 
design of a workstage: 

1) To make the features of interest clearly visible 

2) To reduce clutter in the image and eliminate 
irrelevant features from the image. 

This chapter discusses speciIic tools and techniques to 
achieve the required image quality. Two key elements 
which affect image quality, focus and image contrast, are 
discussed in the next two sections. 
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Focus The collection of light through the camera lens is a critical 
step in the formation of the image. The lens must be set at 
the proper distance from the workpiece and then properly 
focused. Lens focus determines the sharpness of the features 
in the image. 

Image features such as edges and thin sections must be 
clearly focused to prevent a loss of clarity due to blurring. 
Blurred images may change appearance as the binary 
threshold levels are changed. This is because features like 
edges may appear as blurred transitions from white to gray 
to black and threshold changes move the apparent positionof 
the edge along with the changing gray level of the blurred 
edge. This problem is not encountered when edges have 
crisp contrast with no blurring. 

Blurring can be caused by rapid motion in high-speed 
applications. In this case, you can use a strobe light to stop 
the action and eliminate the motion blurring. 

Poor focus also impairs the ability to see small detail. Small 
features may be blurred and lose the sharp definition 
required for precision measurements. 

If you wish to inspect features at different distances from the 
camera, you may want to increase the depth of field (depth of 
focus) of your lens. To do this, you narrow the aperture 
(increase the F-stop setting), and add more light to the 
workstage to compensate for the loss of brightness. You can 
also restrict the depth of field to defocus a busy background. 
In any case, experimentation is critically important. 

Image Contrast Image contrast is extremely important to the successful 
application of the VIM2 module. An ideal contrast situation 
can be created through the use of backlighting. Back- 
lighting illuminates the object from the rear. The workpiece 
blocks the light and appears as a solid black silhouette 
against a bright, white background. This distinct contrast in 
gray scale, from the very dark object to the very bright 
background, makes it very easy to set an acceptable 
threshold and makes the vision system relatively insensitive 
to small variations in light level. Features that have only 
minor variation in gray-scale intensity (low contrast) are 
more difficult to separate. 

When setting up your application, try to create as much 
crisp, well-focused contrast as possible between features of 
interest and the background. This ensures that the 
thresholds will be more easily set and that consistent 
measurements will more easily be obtained. 
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The importance of We have seen that focus and image contrast are key 
Lighting elements in image formation. Both of these elements are 

highly dependent upon the lighting provided in the 
inspection area, or workstage. Because light is the medium 
used by the vision system to make measurements, it is 
crucial that the workstage lighting both be appropriate for 
the intended inspection, and also be consistent from one 
inspection to the next. 

You should light the workstage as best suits your 
application. Before lighting the workstage, you should 
consider workpiece’s features, color and reflectivity, as well 
as the background, in order to determine which type of 
lighting works best. 

The image received by the vision system is partially the 
result of direct and reflected light. The camera “sees” only 
the light intensity; it does not see color. The gray level of a 
feature in the workstage is determined by the interaction of 
light and the surfaces of objects in the workstage area. 
When light strikes a surface, it can be absorbed, transmitted, 
or reflected. 

l Absorbed Light 
A red object appears red because all the light rays except 
red are absorbed. Dark objects absorb a lot of light. Light 
objects absorb very little light and reflect most of it away. 

l Transmitted Light 
Light passes through many types of glasses and plastics. 
The light path is often radically modified by this 
transmission. This light is called transmitted light. 

l Reflected Light 
Light that is not absorbed or transmitted is reflected. 
The two types of reflected light are specular and diffuse, 
and usually both types are present. A glossy magazine 
cover exhibits both types of reflection. When held at a 
certain angle, light is reflected directly into the reader’s 
eyes (specular reflection), and the print cannot be 
observed. When tilted slightly, the specular reflections 
are directed away from the reader and the diffusely 
reflected light allows the print to be observed. Figure 4.1 
shows both types of reflection. 
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The /m,portance of 
Lighting 
(continued) 

Figure 4.1 
Specular and Diffuse Reflection 
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Different Types of 
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Several types of lighting devices may be used with the 
VIM2 module. Many of these may be ordered directly from 
Allen-Bradley as accessories. See your local representative 
for details. 

1. Incandescent Lighting 
Incandescent lamps are popular because they are 
economical and their intensity is easily adjusted. 
However, ordinary incandescent lamps have limitations 
since they exhibit a constant degradation in light during 
their operating life. Using a halogen light source results 
in a more consistent light output. 

2. Fluorescent Lighting 
Fluorescent lamps produce less heat than incandescent 
lamps yet produce the same amount of light. Some 
fluorescent lamps, in multiple-lamp fixtures, provide 
large, diffuse illumination. Circular fluorescent bulbs 
are excellent for illuminating small objects. Some 
fluorescent lamps flicker at a rate of 60 Hz. This is the 
same rate as the video frame rate. This flicker may cause 
some jitter in the image. This jitter is most apparent in 
image areas such as edges. 
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Different Types of 
Llgh ting 

3. Strobe Lamps 
When an object is moving past the camera at high speeds, 

(continued) a strobe lamp flash of light can “freeze” the motion to 
create clear images. The strobe produces high intensity 
light for a very short period of time. The brightness of the 
strobe flash may vary from flash to flash. 

The timing of the flash must be synchronized so that the 
workpiece is present when the camera scans the area. 
The VIM2 module can trigger an accessory strobe light 
through the trigger output on the swingarm. 

Methods of Lighting In addition to evaluating what type of lighting is most 
appropriate, you must also determine the optimal placement 
of the light source(s). 

Lighting methods fall into two categories - direct lighting 
(backlighting), and indirect lighting (front lighting). 

Direct f ighting When direct lighting is used, light travels directly from the 
(Backlighting) source to the camera lens, and is not reflected. The 

workpiece is placed between the light source and the lens, 
producing a silhouette. Direct lighting is also called 
backlighting because the light comes from behind the 
workpiece. Backlighting allows detection of edge features 
only. Features that fall within the workpiece edges are not 
detected. Figure 4.2 shows an example of diffuse 
backlighting. 

Figure 4.2 
Example of Diffuse Backlighting 

Diffuse Backlighting This form of direct illumination is useful when a high-contrast 
silhouette is required. This is the most easily constructed of all 
backlighting methods. This approach works especially well 

Camera 
with flat workpieces; a well defined silhouette is produced. 
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/direct Lighting When using indirect lighting, light is reflected from the 
(Fran t Lighting) workpiece to the camera lens, making surface features 

visible. This technique is also called front lighting. Front 
lighting allows the vision system to capture normally visible 
features of the part and to make distinctions based upon 
gray-level appearances. It may also cast shadows or create 
reflections which may or may not be useful. 

Indirect lighting is used when surface features must be 
inspected, or where backlighting is not possible. Figure 4.3 
illustrates several examples of indirect lighting. 

Figure 4.3 
Examples of Indirect Lighting 

Front Lighting - Directed Bright Field Directed bright field lighting places the camera near the angle 
of reflected light. This is the area of brightest intensity in most 
cases. This is particularly true of highly reflective parts with 
glossy surfaces or light colors. 

The shadows cast by bright field lighting may be used to create 
strong contrast between a feature in the workstage and its 
shadow. Use directed lighting to create strong contrast 
between features of interest and their background areas. 

Front Lighting - Diffuse Reflection Diffuse reflection is usually preferred to directed bright field 
lighting because it offers a wider range of gray values for image 
analysis. This is because the image is the result of the light 
absorbing and diffusing qualities of the features, not the 
reflecting qualities. 

A commonly used method is to place the illumination source at 
45 degrees to the workpiece surface and the camera viewing 
angle, assuming the camera is perpendicular to the surface. 

Front Lighting - Directed Dark Field Directed dark field is a side lighting technique where the angle 

Q 
of illumination (angle of incidence) is very shallow. A very 
small amount of the diffusely reflected light reaches the 
camera, and the surface appears dark. Any abrupt change in 
surface height causes a bright reflection into the camera’s lens, 
often with an accompanying dark shadow next to it. Surface 
flaws such as scratches and bumps are often detected using this 
technique. 
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indirect Lighting Bright Field Front Lighting 
(Front Lighting) The image is greatly impacted by the angular relationship of 

(continued) the lighting and camera. This is because most reflected light 
bounces off of a surface at an angle equal to the angle of 
incidence (angle of approach). The camera lens collects the 
most light if its angle of incidence is along the axis of the 
reflected light. This bright reflection creates a bright image 
in the camera field of view and is referred to as “Bright 
Field”lighting (see Figure 4.3). Bright Field lighting can 
produce glare which may or may not be useful. 

Diffuse Front Lighting 
Diffuse lighting moves the camera out of the main reflected 
beam to collect the secondary light that is diffused 
(scattered) by the object surface. The angle is enough to 
reduce glare and still catch strong illumination from the 
diffused light. 

Dark Field Front Lighting 
Dark field lighting places the camera at such an extreme 
angle, away from the angle of reflection, that very little light 
is reflected or diffused to the camera and a dark image is 
formed. Directed dark field lighting is often used to 
highlight surface variations such as scratches and pits. 

Backdrops 
You can create high contrast between the workpiece and 
background simply by providing an appropriate backdrop. 
For example, a medium gray object appears light against a 
black background and dark against a white background. 
You can also place the backdrop far enough from the 
workpiece that it is out of focus enough to eliminate clutter. 

Lens Selection 
and Adjustment 

Another factor in quality image formation is lens 
selection and use. The lens projects the image of the 
workstage into the camera and onto the image collection 
electronics (the image array). The lens must form a sharp, 
even, undistorted image for consistent measurements to be 
achieved. A brief discussion of the subject is presented here. 

How a Lens Works Lenses bend light rays as they move from air into glass and 
then emerge from the glass into the air. (The degree the 
light rays bend depends on the angle of incidence and the 
indices of refraction for glass and air.) Figure 4.4 shows two 
simple lenses focusing light onto the image plane. In solid- 
state video cameras, the image plane is a photosensitive 
array on an integrated circuit. A broad selection of lenses is 
available to meet a variety of application requirements. 
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How a Lens Works Field of View 
(con timed) Lens selection is largely determined by the field of view 

(FOV) required to see the full area of interest in the work 
stage (see page 4-10 to determine FOV size). When 
considering the required FOV, allow room for variation in 
part position from inspection to inspection, if applicable. 

The FOV is the area (field) seen by the camera and viewed on 
the video monitor. There may be several lenses capable of 
meeting your FOV requirements. Each of the lenses has a 
different standoff distance for the same size FOV (see table 
4.A or 4.B). 

Figure 4.4 
Relationship of the Focal Length of a Lens to 
Standoff Distance Given a Constant Field of View 
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How a Lens Works Lens Standoff Distance From the Workpiece 
(con tin ued) Standoff is the ideal distance between the lens and the item 

being inspected. The standoff for a given field of view is 
determined by the fixed array size and the focal length of the 
lens. The focal length is the distance between the lens center 
and the image plane (image array in this case) when objects 
in the field of view are in focus. Lenses are measured by 
their focal length. A lens with a short focal length, such as a 
12.5 mm lens, has a shorter standoff for a given field of view 
than a 25 mm lens. This is illustrated in Figure 4.4. 

The camera should be mounted far enough away so that it 
does not interfere with the process or with the workstage 
lighting. Other considerations might include keeping away 
from parts that are hot or that emit vapors or dust; all of 
which degrade the performance of the system. 

Lens Aperture (F-stop) Settings 
You can control the amount of light collected by the lens 
using the F-stop ring located around the camera lens. The F- 
stop acts much like the pupil of your eye, controlling the 
amount of light that comes in contact with the lens. 

The F-stop number indicates the relative amount of light 
that passes through the lens aperture. As the F-stop setting 
increases, the aperture and the brightness of the image 
decrease, but the depth of field (depth of focus) increases (see 
Figure 4.5). A typical set of lens F-stop values is 2.8,4,5.6, 
8,11, and 16. For each step up in F-stop value (e.g., going 
from 2.8 to 4), the image brightness decreases by l/2. 

Adjust the F-stop to obtain the best possible image contrast, 
after the lens has been focused. 

Note: Always switch the monitor display to the “live” 
analog image before adjusting the camera focus or F-stop. To 
do this, touch the light pen to the top half of the monitor 
screen; repeat until the live analog image appears (assuming 
your VIM2 system is connected and powered up, of course - 
see Chapter 5 for connection and power-up information). 

If your workpiece has features at different distances from the 
camera, you may need to increase the depth of field. To do 
this, increase the F-stop setting. If the inspected surface of 
the workpiece is basically two-dimensional (as in most 
cases), a large depth of field is not necessary, and you can use 
smaller F-stop settings. 

Note: When you change F-stop settings, you will have to 
adjust the brightness compensation range and threshold 
image settings (see Chapter 8), and/or adjust the lighting 
intensity in the workstage to compensate. 
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How $a Lens Works Lens Aperture (F-stop) Settings 
(continued) 

Figure 4.5 
Control of Brightness and Depth of Field Using the F-stop 

More Depth of field 
Aperture 

Higher F-stop setting -Aperture is smaller, decreasing brightness and increasing depth of field. 

/ 

Less Depth of field Aperture 

Lower F-stop setting -Aperture is greater, increasing brightness and decreasing depth of field. 

Lens Section View 

Selecting the Lens for The following instructions aid you in the selection and 
Your Application setup of lenses to suit your applications. 

l Determine the field of view (FOV) size requirement 
The FOV is the area that the camera “sees.” The FOV is 
rectangular in shape (see Figure 4.6); its width is greater 
(X 1.33) than its height (this is due to the 3:4 “aspect 
ratio” of the camera and monitor). 

In setting the FOV size, the FOV should be large enough 
to include all the workpiece features to be inspected, and 
to accomodate for positional variation of the workpiece 
during inspections. Beyond this, a margin of 20% should 
be added to the FOV. Also, in setting the FOV size, the 
FOV should not be so large that the features of interest 
cannot be distinguished clearly in the video monitor. 
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Selecting the Lens for 
Your Application 

(continued) 
Figure 4.6 
Asaect Ratio 

3 : 4 Aspect 
Ratio 

x=4 - 

(133% of Y) 
v. ., 

Example FOV calculation: Suppose the features of 
interest on a carton are located on a 5 X 5 inch (127 X 

127 mm) area. Suppose that the position variation is 
f 1 inch (25.4 mm) - or 2 inches (50.8 mm) -for both 
horizontal and vertical positioning. 

Approximate height of the FOV would be: 

(5 in. + 2 in.) X 1.2 (20% margin) = 8.4 inches, or 
(127 mm + 50.8 mm) X 1.2 = 213.4 mm 

Approximate length of the FOV would be (since the 
length is greater ( X 1.33) than the height): 

8.4 inches X 1.33 = 11.2 inches, or 
213.4mm x 1.33 = 283.8mm. 

Thus the required FOV would approximately be 8.4 X 

11.2 inches, or 213.4 X 283.8 mm (Note: Multiply the 
FOV by .75 when using a Cat. No. 2801-YD camera). 

l Determine the Standoff Distance 
Determine your ideal camera and lens standoff (distance 
away) from the part. This is often dictated by a clearance 
requirement to stay out of the way of moving machinery 
or workpieces. Sometimes it is limited by available floor 
space or ceiling height, or by a requirement to shroud the 
workstage. It might also be the standoff distance that is 
simply the most convenient for setup and maintenance. 
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Selecting the Lens for 
Your Application 

(continued) 

Note: The size of the FOV is determined by two factors: 
the type of lens, and the standoff distance. Generally, for 
a specific lens type, the greater the standoff, the larger 
the FOV. 

l Determine Accuracy 
Determine the accuracy to which the object must be 
measured. 

l Determine the Need for Extension Tubes 
Some lenses need an extension tube to focus at close 
distances. The extension tube is placed between the 
camera and lens. If an extension tube is needed at a 
given standoff, the length of the tube is listed in Table 
4.A. 

Note: There are techniques for folding and enlarging the 
standoff distance. For example, the camera can view the 
workstage through a mirror or prism. This allows 
considerable freedom in camera placement and angle. 

Using the Lens Table 4.A can aid you in selecting the best lens for your 
Selection Tables application. The first column of the tables lists the height, 

then width, for FOVs. The second column gives the accuracy 
to which an object will be measured at each FOV. The third 
column gives the pixel size. You may use the table based 
upon a known FOV or a desired accuracy. 

Lens Selection if To use the lens selection table, if the FOV is known, 
FOV is Known use the first FOV (listed in the first column of the table) that 

is larger than the FOV required. 

On the right side of the table, the standoff distance for each 
lens is shown for each FOV. 

Lens Selection if To use the lens selection table if the desired accuracy 
Accuracy is Known of the measurement is known, find the desired accuracy 

listed in the second column of the table. The required FOV is 
listed in the first column, and the lens standoff distance is 
listed in the right columns. 
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Lens and Camera 
Set-up 

(continued) 

ield of View’ 
in inches 

(millimeters) 

leight Width 
--r- 

0.3 0.4 

(8) (10) 

0.4 0.5 

(10) (13) 

0.5 0.7 

(13) (17) 

0.6 0.8 

(15) (20) 

0.8 1.1 

(20) (27) 

1 .o 1.3 

(25) (34) 

1.2 1.6 

(30) (41) 

1.5 2.0 

(38) (51) 

1.8 2.4 

(46) (61) 

2.1 2.8 

(53) (71) 

2.4 3.2 

(61) (81) 

2.7 3.6 

(69) (91) 

3.0 4.0 

(76) (102) 

3.5 4.7 

(89) (119) 

If you are i 

I 

-L 
Jsi 

Desired 
Accuracy 
in inches 

(millimeters) 

deight Width 

3.0039 0.004E 

(0.1) (0.12) 

1.0051 0.006: 

(0.13) (0.16) 

3.0063 0.007t 

(0.16) (0.2) 

3.0078 0009: 

(0.2) (0.24) 

0010 0012 

(0.25) (0.3) 

0.013 0.016 

(0.33) (0.41) 

0.016 0.019 

[0.41) (048) 

0019 0.023 

(0.48) (0.58) 

0023 0.028 

(0.58) (0.71) 

0.027 0.033 

(0.69) (0.84) 

0.031 0.038 

(0.79) (0.97) 

0.035 0.042 

(0.89) (1.07) 

0.039 0.047 

(0.99) (1.19) 

0.045 0.055 

(1.14) (1.4) 

ng a Catalo 
- A hyphen in a column ir 

Table 4.A (continued on next page) 

Lens Selection Table 

Pixel Size 12.5mm Lens 25mm Lens 50mm Lens 
in inches 2801 -NL2 2801-NLl 2801-NL6 

(millimeters) in inches in inches in inches 
(millimeters) (millimeters) (millimeters) 

0.013 0.016 

0.015 0.018 

t 

icates that the standoff distance is not possible with the specified lens. 

l05mm 
2801 -NL4 
in inches 

(millimeters) 

Dist. Exten- 
:o Obj. sion 

5.9 

(226) 
40mm 

10.5 

(267) 
1Omm 

12 1 

(307) 
None 

13.7 

(347) 
None 

16.9 

(428) 
None 

20.0 

(509) 
None 

23.2 

(590) 
None 

28.0 

(711) 
None 

32.8 

(83 2) 
None 

37.5 

(954) 
None 

42.3 

(1075) None 

47.1 

(1196) None 

51.9 

(1317) None 

59.9 

(1520) None 
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Lens and Camera 
Set-up 

(continued) 

Table 4.A (continued) 

Lens Selection Table 

Geld of View* Pixel Size 12.5mm Lens 25mm Lens 50mm Lens 55mm 60mm Lens 105mm 
in inches 2801-NL2 2801-NLl 2801-NL6 2801- 2801 -NL9 2801-NL4 

(millimeters) in inches in inches in inches NL3 in inches in inches 
(millimeters) (millimeters) (millimeters) (millimeters) (millimeters) 

Width Height Width Dist. Exten- Dist. Exten- Dist. Exten- Dist. Dist. Exten- Dist. Exten- 
toObj. sion toObj. sion toObj. sion to Obj. toObj. sion to Obj. sion 

0.062 0017 0021 8.1 

0.5mm 

16.1 32.2 35.5 67.7 
(1.57) (0.43) (0 53) (205) (410) None (819) None (901) (%-;) 

None (,720) None 

0.070 0.019 0.023 9.0 
0.5mm 

18.0 
None (tti, 

39.7 43.3 75.7 
(1 78) (0.48) (0 58) (229) (458) None (1008) (1099) None (1923) None 

0.079 0022 0026 10.0 19.9 
(201) (0.56) (0.66) (253) 0.5mm (506) None (:091;: None (;A3i8n, (;;i85) Ncne $2;) None 

0.086 0024 0029 10.9 21.8 43.6 
(2 18) (0.61) (0 74) (277) None (554) None (1708) None 

48.0 52.3 91.6 

(1219) (1329) None (2326) None 

0.09 0026 0031 11.9 

None :Bo-;) None 
47.4 56.9 99 6 

(2.4) (066) (0.79) (273) (1204) None ($t) (1446) 
None (2530) None 

0.11 0.030 0036 13.7 115.5 
(2.8) (0.76) (0.91) (349) None :89:) None (:35906) None (%) ($6) 

None (2g34) None 

0.12 0.034 0041 15.6 

(3.1) (0.86) (104) (398) None ($;I None (k",, None (l";fh'g, &I'S, None ,li!j,", None 

0.14 0039 0047 17.5 
None (%:) None (:%) None (:;f$) (28fjzs) None 

147.3 
(3.6) (0.99) (1 19) (446) 

(3742) None 

0.15 0.043 0051 19.4 

(3.9) (1.09) (1.30) (494) None 
38.8 

(986) 
None ($,i) None (:f$) (:$$ None c~~~~ None 

0.19 0052 0062 23.2 
None 

46.4 
None (,9'p,, None 

102.2 111.4 
(4.8) (1.32) (1.57) (590) (1180) 

(2595) (2831) 
None (ii;:) None 

0.23 0064 0.078 28.9 

None (%:) None 
115.6 

None 
127.2 138.7 242.8 

(5.9) (1 63) (1 98) (734) (2936) (3230) (3524) None (6166) None 

0.28 0077 0.094 34.6 None (14'55, None (::::) No"e 152.2 166.0 (7.1) (1.96) (2.39) (878) None 290.5 
(3865) (4216) (7379) None 

0.33 0.090 0.109 40.3 

(8.3) (2.29) (2.77) (1023) None 
80.5 

(2045) None ,b",b-:, None (4500) (4909) 
177.2 193.3 None 338.2 

(8591) None 

0.37 0 103 0.125 45.9 
(9.5) (2.62) (3.18) (1167) None (%) None (%:I None 

202.2 220.5 
(5135) (5602) None (~8~~1 None 

--- ..- 
If you are using a Catalog No. 2801-YD camera, multiply the field of view by 0.75. 

- A hyphen in a column indicates that the standoff distance is not possible with the specified lens. 
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Lens i3f7d Camera When mounting your camera and lens assembly, set the 
Set- up front of the lens of the camera at the standoff distance listed 

in the table for your field of view. This distance is an 
approximation; it will get your camera close to the ideal 
location. From there, focus the lens and set the F-stop for 
maximum clarity and brightness. 

Example One 
The desired FOV is 3 by 4 inches (76X 102 mm). Referring to 
Table 4.A, you can use a variety of lenses, depending on the 
required standoff distance. For a standoff distance of 27.2 
inches (690 mm), for example, you would use the 55mm lens. 

Example Two 
The desired accuracy of measurement is l/16 of an inch, or 
0.063 inch (1.6 mm). The closest value in the table is 0.052 
X 0.070 (1.37 X 1.78 mm) with an FOV of 4.5 X 6.0 inches 
(114 X 152 mm). Referring to Table 4.A, for a standoff 
distance of 18 inches (458 mm), for example, you would use 
the 25mm lens. 

Workpiece Positioning The presentation of the workpiece within the VIM2 module 
FOV can fall into into one of two categories: 

1) The workpiece is not moving (still) during inspection. 

2) The workpiece is moving during inspection. 

If the workpiece is still during inspection, the staging of an 
inspection application is generally simpler than if it were 
moving. Both categories of positioning are described below. 

S?ill Workpiece When the workpiece is still, the optimum set-up would be to 
position the workpiece in front of the camera, with a 
tolerance of less than 1% of the FOV. For example, in a FOV 
of 3 X 4 inches (76 X 102 mm), the tolerance would be * l/32 
inch (0.79 mm). If the object cannot be positioned accurately, 
the VIM2 tools (X and Y float gages) can be used to 
compensate for position variations. It is desirable to fixture 
the workpiece so that the variation in workpiece location 
will be less than 25% of the FOV. (Note that the use of these 
float gages tools slightly increases the time required to 
inspect each workpiece). 
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Moving Workpiece If the workpiece is moving, a strobe light is probably needed 
to “freeze” the workpiece’s motion in order to eliminate blur 
in the image. A strobe light is positioned in the same 
manner as a fluorescent or incandescent light. The VIM2 
module’s Strobe output, located on the VIM2 swingarm, 
must be used to trigger the strobe light at the correct time. 

In order for the strobe light to eliminate blur in the image, it 
must be much brighter than the ambient lighting. A cover 
or shroud may be needed around the workstage to reduce the 
ambient light. The shroud can also prevent the strobe light 
flashes from becoming a distraction to nearby workers. 

To determine whether a strobe light is needed, first calculate 
the FOV necessary for the inspection. Then find the size of a 
pixel for that FOV using table 4.A or 4.B. Divide the speed of 
the workpiece in inches (or mm) per second by 60 seconds. If 
the result is greater than one-half the pixel size, a strobe 
light should be used. 

0 Example 
Suppose the workpiece is a ring with a diameter of 2.5 inches 
(63.5 mm) moving at a speed of 6 inches (152.4 mm) per 
second. You select an FOV of 3 X 4 inches (76.2 X 101.6 
mm). From table 4.A or 4.B, the pixel size is 0.013 X 0.016 
inches (-330 X .406 mm). 

Divide the speed of the workpiece, 6 inches (152.4 mm) per 
second, by 60 seconds: 

6 in./sec. + 60 sec. = 0.1 inch, or 
152.4 mm/set. + 60 sec. = 2.54 mm 

The result is greater than one-half the pixel size; therefore, a 
strobe light is needed. The workpiece speed would have to be 
less than 0.5 inch (12.7 mm) per second to eliminate the need 
for a strobe light in this case. 
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Using Filters With Filters are devices used to suppress interference which 
the VIM2 Module would appear as noise in an image. Lens and lighting filters 

may be used in a VIM2 module application situation. 

Lens filters A colored lens filter can be useful in an application situation 
that requires a certain colored item to stand out. If you are 
inspecting shiny, transparent, or translucent workpieces, 
polarizing filters can be valuable. Neutral density filters can 
be used to restrict the focus or depth of field of a lens setup. 
Use an infrared pass or cut filter if your workpiece is heated 
or if you want to exclude ambient visible light. 

Photographers have used lens filters for more than a 
century. The techniques they have developed are all 
applicable to machine vision. It is beyond the scope of this 
manual to discuss the use of lens filtering in detail. 

Lighting filters Lighting filters can also be used, or a combination of lighting 
and lens filters can be used. For example, you can light a 
fluorescent workpiece with ultraviolet light and observe the 
visible light it gives off. You can also illuminate the 
workpiece with horizontally polarized light and view 
through a vertical polarizing filter. 

Workstage Shielding To control contrast and shadows you need to enclose (shroud) 
the workstage. This prevents stray reflections and shadows 
from interfering with the automatic operation of your 
system. Shrouding also provides a dark black background 
which can increase the contrast. 

It is also good practice to have any fixtures close to the 
workstage finished in a flat black color. This prevents 
reflections and the resulting uneven lighting. This is the 
reason that camera lenses are black. 
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Chapter 5 Connection 
and Power-up 

Chapter Objectives This chapter provides guidelines for installation and 
connection of the VIM2 module and peripheral system 
components, describes power-up indications and checks, and 
describes the VIM2 LED indicators and swingarm I/O. 

VIM2 Sys tern The procedures in this chapter relate only to those 
Components components that are part of the VIM2 machine vision 

system, namely: 

l VIM2 module, Cat. No. 2803-VIM2. 

l 1771 I/O rack: 

PLC 1771 I/O rack 

1771-PSC rack (standalone) 

l Chassis power supply (any of a number of suitable power 
supplies) 

l External 12.5 VDC power supply (one of several suitable 
power supplies, depending on line input voltage) 

l Monochrome video monitor: 

g-inch, 115 VAC, Cat. No. 2801-N9. 

g-inch, 230 VAC, Cat. No. 2801-N20. 

12-inch, 115 VAC, Cat. No. 2801-N6. 

l Light pen, Cat. No. 2801-N7 

l Camera: 

Cat. No. 2801-YC 

Cat. No. 2801-YD 

l Interconnecting wires and cables 

Additional components may be required for some 
installations. These will be identified where appropriate in 
this chapter. 

Connecting the V/M2 Before you install your VIM2 system at its factory-floor 
System Components site, you may find it useful to connect the basic components 

temporarily on a workbench or tabletop, where you can 
perform a connection and power-up check. There you can 
also get acquainted with the VIM2 user interface and the 
functional features, and review the set-up techniques 
presented in this manual. 
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Requirements for 
/nsta//ation of 

This section discusses requirements for installing the VIM2 

the VIM2 Modde 
module into a 1771 r/O rack, or a standalone rack, such as 
the Allen-Bradley Cat.. No. 1771-PSC. 

installation Into an Installation of a VIM2 module into an installed 1771 I/O 
Installed 1771 II0 Rack rack is dependent upon two requirements: availability of slot 

space and availability of sufficient power. 

Availability of Space 
The VIM.2 module requires a module group (two adjacent 
vacant slots) in which to be mounted. If your existing 1771 
I/O rack does not have two adjacent empty slots, you have 
two options: 

1) acquire a larger rack; 
2) acquire an additional rack. 

See your local Allen-Bradley representative for details. 

Availability of Sufficient Power 
If your existing I/O rack has the required space, next 
determine whether the existing power supply has enough 
current to satisfy the VIM2 module. The VIM2 module 
requires 3 amps of current (maximum) in order to operate. 

To determine if your power source has sufficient current, 
subtract the total amount of current consumed by each 
individual component in the rack (see individual unit 
documentation), other than the VIM2 module, from the total 
amount of current output from your power source (see power 
supply documentation:). If the resultant number is greater 
than or equal to 3 amps, sufficient current is available. 

Total Current Output - Total Current Consumed = Available Current 

If your existing 1771 I/O rack does not have enough power, 
you have two options: 

1) employ a larger power supply; 
2) acquire an additional rack with power supply. 

See your local Allen-Bradley representative for details. 

If your I/O rack meets power and space requirements, you 
can install your VIM2 module (see “VIM2 Module 
Installation” in this section). 
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Requirement5 for A standalone I/O rack (such as catalog number 1771-PSC) 
installation Into a 1771 has four slots, two for the VIM2 module and two for an in- 

Standalone II0 Rack rack power supply (catalog number 1771-P3). Since the 
standalone unit is self-contained, there will always be 
enough space and current. For additional rack installation 
information refer to the documentation accompanying your 
standalone rack. 

/IO Rack Installation For information on I/O rack installation, see documents 
1771-4.5, “Mounting Instructions for 1771 I/O Chassis and 
Power Supply,” and 1770-4.1 “Grounding and Wiring 
Guidelines.” Read these documents before installing rack. 

A t 

CAUTION: Ground loops can seriously impair 
the performance of the VIM2 module. Ensure 

l that proper grounding procedures are followed. 
Refer to Cat. No. 1770-4.1, “Grounding and 
Wiring Guidelines” for correct grounding 
procedures. 

Power Supply Installation Many PLC system power supplies are available for use by 
the VIM2 module. For information on the installation of 
specific power supplies, refer to the documentation 
accompanying that power supply as well as Cat. No. 1770- 
4.1, “Grounding and Wiring Guidelines.” 

VIM2 Module Installation This section provides guidelines for installing the VIM2 
module. 

A 
WARNING: Remove system power before 

t 
attempting installation of VIM2 module. Failure 

l to do so may result in electrical shock. 

Use of Keying Bands 
Keying bands are shipped with each I/O chassis. Use of 
keying bands is recommended. Use of keying bands helps to 
prevent installation of a module in the wrong slot. Keying 
bands can be installed and replaced with needle-nose pliers. 
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VIM2 Moduk lnstalla tion Install keying bands before installing the VIM2 module, as 
follows: 

(continued) 

1. Each VIM2 module plugs into two addressing slots on the 
backplane (two per slot) - determine which two slots the 
VIM2 module will occupy. 

2. Install two keying bands on the top right socket of the two 
slots used by the VIM2 module. The socket has guide 
numbers along the right side to aid in the positioning of 
the keying bands. Install keying bands between numbers 
16 - 18 and 26 - 28 for the VIM2 module (see Figure 5.1). 

Figure 5.1 
Installation of Kevinq Bands 

Install Keying 

1. 

$!E 
. _.........: 
::m 

II 

:.:.:.:.;; ;zz;; 
Bands in 

:.:.:.:.:.:.: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ::::$$::::: 
these two I 
locations 

Top Right 
Backplane 
Socket 

2 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 

16 
18 
20 
22 
24 
26 
28 
30 
32 
34 
36 
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VIM2 Module Installation Setting the I/O Chassis Configuration Plug 
(continued) Many 1771 I/O chassis contain a “configuration plug.“This 

is a stake-pin jumper located on the chassis backplane near 
the PLC controller slot. Set the configuration plug to the 
Y (left) position - covering the middle and left prongs - or to 
the N (right) position - covering the middle and right prongs 
-depending on the presence of a PLC and power supplies, as 
follows (refer to Figure 5.2): 

Set to Y when either - 

- You are using an in-rack power supply module, or 

- You are using the VIM2 module(s) in the chassis with no 
PLC processor present. 

Set to N when - 

- You are using both an external power supply and a PLC 
controller. 

Figure 5.2 
C&figuration PII ug Settings on 1771 I/O chassis backalane 

L Y 

USING 
POWER SUPPLY 
MODULE IN 
THIS CHASSIS? 

- 
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VIM2 Module Installation VIM2 Module Installation 
(continued) To install the VIM2 module into the 1771 chassis (see Figure 

5.3): 

1. Lift open the module locking latch at the top of the chassis 
slot. 

2. Insert the module into the slots, sliding the module along 
the plastic guides on the top and bottom of each slot. 

Note: Do not force the module into its backplane socket. 
Apply firm and even pressure to seat it into its sockets. 

3. After the VIM2 module is seated in place, close the module 
locking latch. 

At this point the VI1M2 module has been installed. Next you 
will connect the video camera, video monitor, camera power 
supply (to the swingarm), and swingarm. 

Figure 5.3 
installation of the VIM2 Module 
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Camera Component This section describes installation procedures for the video 
hstalla tion camera, cable, lens, and extension tube. 

Lenses 
You have the option of using any of several lenses depending 
upon your application needs. See Chapter 4 for information 
regarding lens characteristics and specifications; also refer 
to the Product Data sheet, Publication No. 2801-2.6. 

See Figure 5.4 for an illustration of camera and lens 
configurations. All lenses include an installation and 
maintenance instruction booklet. Consult your local Allen- 
Bradley representative for additional information. 

Camera Extension Tubes 
The optional camera extension tubes (see Figure 5.4) are 
used to alter the image focal length. This allows you to use 
the lenses at shorter distances. See Chapter 4 for lens 
extension information. Installation instructions are 
provided with each unit. 
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Camera Component 
Installation 

(con hued) 
Figure 5.4 
TVDid Camera Confiaurations 

C-MOUNT LENS 

Cat. No. 2801-K Camera 

Extension Tube 
2801 -Nl 
(Optional) 

C-MOUNT Lens 
2801-NLl (25 mm) 
2801 -NL2 (I 2.5 mm) 
2801 -NL5 (12 - 75 mm zoom) 
2801 -NL6 (50 mm) 

PHOTOGRAPHIC LENS 
C-MOUNT To 
PHOTOGRAPHIC 
Len5 Adapter 
2801 -N2 

Cat. No. 2801-K Camera 

Extension Tube 
2801-Nl 
(Optional) 

Lens ’ 
2801-NL3 (105 mm) 
2801-NL4 (55 mm) 
2801-NL8 (35 - 70 mm zoom) 
2801 -NL9 (60 mm) 
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Camera Component Connecting the Camera to the VIM2 Module 
lnstalla tion Connect the camera to the VIM2 module through the 12-pin 

(continued) camera connector cable. Connector cables are offered in 
various lengths; refer to the Product Data sheet, publication 
no. 2801-2.4, for connector cable information. To connect 
the camera cable: 

1. Plug the male end of the cable into the CAMERA input 
jack on the face of the VIM2 module (see Figure 5.6). 

2. Plug the other end of the cable into the 12-pin output 
jack on the back of the camera (see Figure 5.5) which is 
labeled VISION SYSTEM. If resistance is encountered 
realign the pins and try again. 

3. To remove the cable from its connection, slide the collar 
of the connector back towards you while pulling the 
cable out of its jack. 

Figure 5.5 
Camera I/O Locations 

r Insert Cam&a Cable 

i 

Connector 

Camera Rear View DC In/Ext. Svnc. - 

Video Out i 
No Connections 

Note: In order to operate, the video camera requires an 
external 12.5 VDC power source, which must be connected to 
the VW2 module swingarm. See the section covering 
connection of the camera power supply under “Swingarm 
Installation,” this chapter. 
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Camera1 Component 
lnstalla tion 

(continued) 
Figure 5.6 

The VIM2 Module. Perioherais. and cables 

I- WARNING. Disconnect all power before assembling. 

LIGHT PEN 
2801 - N7 

2801-- NC2 (5M) 
2801- NC3 (1 OM) 

VIDEO MONITOR 
280146 
280149 
2801~N20 

VIDEO 
IN 

0 

-3 POWER CORD 

POWER CORD 
(USER SUPPLIED) 

MACHINE VISION 

f 
CAMERA 2801 -YB, -YD ; CAMERA 2801 -YC 

CABLE5 
I 

CABLES 

2801 -NC5 (34) 1 2801-NC14 (5M) 
2801-NC6 (10M) I 2801-NC15 (10M) 
2801-NC7 (25M) I 2801-NC16 (25M) 
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Video Monitor Connection Connect the monochrome video monitor to the VIM2 module 
with a BNC type coaxial cable (see the Product Data sheet, 
Publication No. 2801-2.4 for more information on cables). 

Note: Remove the outer plastic screen shield, if any, that 
may have come with your video monitor. The shield may 
adversely affect light pen operation. 

1. Connect one end of the cable to the MONITOR connector 
on the face of the VIM2 module by aligning the slots on the 
connector with the cylindrical keys on the MONITOR 
input jack. Twist clockwise to lock. 

2. Connect the other end of the cable to the Line A ‘TN” jack 
located on the rear panel of the monitor (see Figure 5.7). 

3. Set the LINE A switch on the monitor back panel to “ON.” 

4. Set the monitor LINE button (on the front panel) to A. 

5. Set the monitor SCAN button to underscan. This allows 
you to see all the way to the edges of the image (Note: 
Adjust the monitor brightness and contrast later as 
necessary, when viewing images on the monitor screen. 
Be sure to set the brightness to a level bright enough to 
allow the light pen to pick the icons on the screen). 

Figure 5.7 

Video Monitor Connections 
, 

-_. -..- 

4 

VIDEO 

As LINE m B 

I 3FF ON I OFF ON 

I I 

0 0 IN 0 0 

I I 
0 0 OUT 0 0 

t 4 
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Light Pen lnstai/ation Attach the light pen (Cat. No. 2801-N7) to the VIM2 module 
see Figure 5.8: 

1. Align the clear plastic plug on the end of the light pen cord 
with the LIGHT PEiV jack located on the face of the VIM2 
module (see Figure 5.6); 

2. Insert the plug into the jack; if resistance is encountered, 
the release tab may not be properly seated in the slot. 

3. To remove the light pen, press the release tab while 
pulling the plug out of the jack. 

Figure 5.8 
iight Pen (Cat. No. 2801-N7) 

67-195-8 

Swingarm This section describes the swingarm I/O connection device. 
Swingarm connections are discussed as well as swingarm 
installation and removal procedures. 

The swingarm (see Figure 5.9) can be disconnected and 
removed from the VIM2 module without disconnecting any 
connected wiring. This capability enables you to remove or 
replace the VIM2 module without having to disconnect and 
reconnect wiring from individual terminals. 

Note: Use of shielded cables is highly recommended for 
connecting any and all I/O devices to the swingarm; shielded 
cables reduce susceptibility to electrical noise. 
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Swingarm Installation To install the swingarm onto the VIM2 module: 

A 
WARNING: Remove system power before 

t 
attempting installation, disconnection, or 

l removal of the swingarm. Failure to do so may 
result in electrical shock. 

1. Remove system power. 

2. Snap the lower end of the swingarm (the C-shaped 
bracket) onto the horizontal bar of the I/O chassis in the 
area beneath the VIM2 Indicator LEDs (see Figure 5.9). 

3. Pivot the swingarm upward and snap onto the front 
connector edge of the VIM2 module (see Figure 5.10). 

To disconnect and remove the swingarm: 

1. Remove system power. 

2. Lift the release tab located just beneath the VIM2 
indicator LEDs. 

Note: The swingarm release tab requires a fair amount of 
pressure; be careful not to lift the tab too hard because 
damage may occur. 

3. To disconnect the swingarm from the VIM2, pivot the 
swingarm downward and out of its seating in the VIM2. 

4. To completely remove the swingarmfrom the chassis, 
carefully pull the swingarm from the chassis bar. 
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Swingarm Installation 
(con timed) 

Figure 5.9 
installation of thl e’ Swingarm 

87-283-Z 

Figure 5.10 
Swinqarm Latch Connection 

87-283.1 
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Swingarm Connections Swingarm terminal assignments are listed in Figure 5.11: 

Figure 5.11 
Swingarm - Field Wiring Terminals 

Terminal Function 

1 12.5 VDC Camera Power InDut 

I2 I Camera Power Common 

r- I ~~~ 3 Trigger Input 3.3 - 32 VDC 

1 4 1 Trigger Input Common 

1 5 1 Strobe Output7TL 

6 Strobe Common 

7 Decision Output 3 - 32 VDC 1 .OA 

18 i Decision Output Common 

9 Busy Output 3 - 32 VDC l.OA 

10 Busy Output Common 

11 CLL (Comm. Lline Low) THE DIFFERENTIAL VOLTAGE BETWEEN 

THESE TWO PINS MUST NOT EXCEED 

12 CLH (Comm. Line High) 
10.5 VOLTS (MAX ) 

I Use With 1771-WB Wiring Arm 

A 
WARNING: Always disconnect the swingarm 

1 from the VIM2 module before connecting wires to 
l or disconnecting wires from the swingarm. 

Remove system power before installation, 
disconnection, or removal of the swingarm. 
Failure to do so may result in electrical shock. 

A 
WARNING: Do not use the Busy output 

1 (terminals 9 and 10) to directly energize external 
l equipment. The Busy output is energized during 

power-up and reset to indicate that the module is 
not yet ready to perform an inspection. 

A 
CAUTION: Take care not to miswire high 

1 
voltage AC power directly to any swing arm 

l terminal - connecting high voltage AC to any 
swingarm terminal can result in serious damage 
to the VIM2 module. 
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Swingarm IConnections The following describes each swingarm terminal in 
(continued) further detail: 

Camera Power Supply Input -Terminals 1 and 2 
In order to supply power for the camera used with the VIM2, 
an external 12.5 volt power is required. Connect the externa 
power supply for the camera to terminals 1 and 2. The 
following power supplies can be used: 

l The Cat. No. 2801-Pl power supply (see Figure 5.12). 
Input line voltage 85-132 VAC (47-63 Hz). Output is 12.5 
VDC, 1.2 A nominal (enough power for four cameras). 

l The Cat. No. 2801-P2 power supply. Input line voltage 
170-264 VAC (47-63 Hz). Output is 12.5 VDC, 1.2 A 
nominal (enough power for four cameras). 

Note: See Product Data, Publication No. 2801-2.3, for more 
detailed power supply specifications. 

WARNING: Remove VIM2 system power and 
power to the external power supply before 
attempting installation. Failure to do so may 
result in electrical shock. 

Figure 5.12 
Power Supply, Cat. No. 2801-PI 
h 
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Swingarm Connections Camera Power Supply Input - Terminals 1 and 2 
(con timed) To connect the Cat. No. 2801-Pl power supply to the VIM2 

module, follow this procedure (see Figure 5.13): 

1. Make sure the VIM2 module is not powered up. 

2. Make sure the external power supply unit is disconnected 
from its power source. 

3. Disconnect the swing arm from the VIM2 module (see 
“Swingarm Installation” this chapter). If desired, remove 
the swingarm from the chassis bar completely. 

4. Connect power supply terminals 3,4, and 5 to power cord 
for line input VAC. Connect terminal 3 to ground. 
Connect terminal 4 to AC line. Connect terminal 5 to AC 
neutral. 

5. Connect power supply terminal 1 to swingarm terminal 1. 
Connect power supply terminal 2 to swingarm terminal 2. 

6. Reinstall the swingarm onto the VIM2 modules (see 
“Swingarm Installation” this chapter). 

Figure 5.13 
ypical Wiring from Camera Power Supply to Camera Power Input 

VIM2 module 
swingarm 

Cat. No. 2801 -Pl 
Power Supply 

+ 01 

-- 02 
Camera 

Power 

SUPPlY 
Terminals 

01 + 

02 - 

03 Grd 

04 (AC Line) 

05 (AC Neutral) 

Power 
Cord 
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Swingarmt Connection5 Trigger Input-Terminals 3 and 4 
(continued) Connect external trigger input devices to terminals 3 and 4. 

The trigger signal must be held high for at least 50 
microseconds for the trigger to be recognized. 

The external trigger input signal must be from + 3.3 VDC to 
32 VDC (the internal resistance of the trigger input is 
equivalent to a lkohm resistor). 

When the trigger input is high, the SWG TRIGGER LED 
goes On. (provided the trigger input signal supplies at least 
10 ma current; if the input current is less than 10 ma, the 
SWG TRIGGER LED does not go On). 

Refer to Figures 5.14 and 5.15 for typical wiring for current 
source and current sink sensor input devices. 

Note: By incorporating the camera power supply (terminals 
1 and 2), you can use a pushbutton as a trigger device. See 
“Pushbutton Triggering” this chapter. 
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Swinganm Connections Trigger Input - Terminals 3 and 4 
(continued) 

Figure 5.34 

0 
3 

I SUPPlY 

+ 8 Source 
output 

,t 03 
Power 

Trigger Sensor 
SuPPlY 

- 04 r A 

Swingarm 

4. 03 
Triggter 

-- 04 

Swingarm 

ipical Wiring for Current Sourcing Sensor 

Trigger when sensor goes ON 

- Gnd 

Trigger when sensor goes OFF 

SUPPlY 
. m 

‘V* 
Source 
output 

\; 

J ,I mm-m-2 

Rl 

Sensor 

- Gnd 

+ 

Power 

SUPPlY 

RI = Resistor, 470 Ohms, typical 
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Swingarm Connections Trigger Input - Terminals 3 and 4 
(continued) 

Figure 5.15 
ypical Wiring for Current Sinking Sensor 

+ 03 
Trigger 

- 04 

Trigger when sensor goes OFF 

1 SUPPlY 

output 1 

Swingarm 

lol 
+ 03 

Trigger 
- 04 

Swinga,rm 

I L 

V+ 

Sensor 
------ 

.I 
1 
I 

r’! 
I -Gnd 
1 

Rl = Resistor, 470 Ohms, typical 

Trigger when sensor goes ON 

+ 

Power 

SUPPlY 

- 
0 

I 
Sink 
output 

L 

1 SUPPlY 

v+ 

Sensor 
------ 

. I 
1 
I 

A 
i -Gnd 

Power 

SUPPlY 
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5 wingarm Connections Trigger Input - Terminals 3 and 4 
(continued) 

Pushbutton Triggering: You may want to trigger the 
VIM2 module using a push button connected to the 
swingarm. This is useful for lab testing and system 
integration. Two examples of triggering circuits are 
provided in Figures 5.16 and 5.17. One is a “single shot” 
trigger which initiates a single inspection cycle and the 
other is a continuous trigger which repeats cycles as long as 
the button is pressed (Note: The module must be set to “SWG 
TRIG” mode - see Chapter 7 - to use the pushbutton trigger 
as shown). 

“Single Shot” Push Button -This circuit diagram describes 
the connections for a push-button switch which you may 
attach to the swingarm to manually control triggering of the 
VIM2 module. The module must be set to “SWG TRIG” mode 
to use the pushbutton trigger as shown. 

Figure 5.16 
“Single Shot” Push-button Circuit 

+ 01 
Camera Pwr. 

- 02 

+ 03 
Trigger 

- 04 

+05 
Strobe 

-06 

+07 
Decision 

- 08 

Swingarm 

1 

51 = Momentary 
push button 

(normally open). 
Such as 

A-8 Cat. No. 800-AMZAR 
or 800-AMZAG. 

+09 
Busy 
-10 

CLH 12 
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Swingam Connections Trigger Input-Terminals 3 and 4 
(con timed) 

“Continuous” Push Button -The continuous trigger will 
repeatedly cycle the VIM2 module as long as the push button 
is pressed. The BUSY output is used to loop back a Trigger 
signal. 

Figure 5.17 
“Cnntinlinllc” Pllrh.huttnn Circuit --......---- --......---- . --.. --_.-.. -.. --.- . --.. --_.-.. -.. --.- 

Swingarm Swingarm 

+ 01 
Camera Pwr. 

- 02 

+ 03 
Trigger 

- 04 

+05 
Strobe 

-06 

+07 
Decision 

-08 

CLL 11 

CLH 12 

Rl = Resistor, 560 Ohms, 20% 
51 = Momentary Push Button. Normally open. 
A-B Cat No. 800-AMZAR or 800-AMZAG 
Open = No Trigger 
Closed = Trigger Oscillations 
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Swingar,m Connections Strobe Light Output - Terminals 5 and 6 
(continued) This output provides a 5 volt ‘M’L strobe light (positive edge) 

trigger. The strobe trigger cable must be of shielded type 
and terminated (to 7.5k ohms, typical). Shielded cables 
reduce noise and interference and are highly recommended. 

Note: Refer to Figure 5.18 for typical wiring to a strobe 
light trigger input. 

Figure 5.18 
TyDid Wirina for Strobe Outtxit to Strobe Triaaer Input 

R 
0 
rc\ 
u 

l-l - Strobe Light 

+ 05 
Strobe Trigger 

- 06 

Strobe 
Trigger 
Input 

I Rl = Resistor, 7.5 K Ohms, typical 
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Swingarm Connections Decision Output-Terminals 7 and 8 
(con tin ued) The VIM2 module communicates summary accept/reject 

results through the Decision discrete output bit, and through 
the Decision terminal on the swingarm. The Decision 
transmits a reject signal if any of the acceptance range tests 
for the line gages, windows, probe, or math tools fail. 

The swingarm Decision output toggle ON/OFF according to 
the inspection result. This is an open-collector transistor 
type output, rated for 3 to 32 VDC, 1 ampere. Accept = 
Decision LED OFF, high impedance (approximately 1 
kohm). REJECT = Decision LED ON, low impedance to 
common. 

Note: You can use the 12.5 VDC camera power as a current 
source for the Decision output. Refer to Figure 5.19 for 
typical wiring to a 1771 input board. 

Figure 5.19 
Typical Wiring for 
r 

Decision Output (to 1771~IB input Board) 

+ 01 
Camera Power 

-02 

+07 
Decision 

-08 

Swingarm 

17714B Input 

. 

I 
- DC common 

Input 
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Swingarm Connections Busy Output-Terminals 9 and 10 
(continued) The Busy signal indicates that the module is busy and a 

decision is pending. It comes on as soon as the trigger has 
been received and goes off after trigger has been reset and 
the Decision output is set/reset. This is an open-collector 
transistor type output, rated for 3 to 32 VDC, 1 ampere. 
Busy = low impedance to common and Busy LED ON. Not 
Busy or Ready = high impedance (approximately 1 kohm) 
and B my LED OFF. 

A 
WARNING: Do not use the Busy output 

t 
(terminals 9 and 10) to directly energize external 

l equipment. The Busy output is energized during 
power-up and reset to indicate that the module is 
not yet ready to perform an inspection. 

Note: You can use the 12.5 VDC camera power as a current 
source for the Busy output. Refer to Figure 5.20 for typical 
wiring to a 1771 input board. 

Figure 5.20 
TvDical Wirina for Busv Outr>ut (to 17714B InDut Board) 

+ 01 
Camera Power 

-02 

+09 
Busy 

-10 

Swingarm 

17714B Input 

0 I - DC common 

0 

0 7 input 

0 

0 
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Swingarm Connections RS-485 Port - Terminals 11 and 12 
(continued) Connect your external host computer, if you intend to use 

one, to the RS-485 port at swingarm terminals 11 and 12. 
You will need to supply the communications cable to link 
your host device to the VIM2 module. Use shielded, twisted- 
pair cabling (such as Belden type 9841) for noise immunity. 

The VIM2 RS-485 port has been designed to comply with 
Electronic Industries Association (EIA) standards for RS-485 
balanced digital point-to-point systems. Consult the EIA 
RS-485 standards, if necessary, for additional information. 
Also see Chapter 15 for more information regarding the use 
of the RS-485 port. 

Communication terminals (11 and 12) are marked as follows 
(see Figure 5.21 f or t ypical wiring to the RS-485 port): 

Terrninal 11 - CLL (communication line low) 

Terminal 12 - CLH (communication line high) 

Note: Reversing the connections of the RS-485 port to the 
host will not damage the unit, but will prevent any 
communication from occurring. 

For connecting host devices with RS-232 ports, use of an RS- 
232/RS-485 adapter is required. 

Figure 5.21 
pical Wirina for RS-485 Port 

Shielded Cable 

To host 

- 
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Indicdt~r LEDs The VIM2 module is equipped with seven indicator LEDs. 
The LEDs are located on the front panel of the VIM2 module 
(see Figure 5.6) and depict the current status of the module. 

PWR - This Power Indicator LED goes ON when the 
chassis power is on, OFF when the chassis power is offi 

CPU FAULT-This LED goes ON when a possible 
hardware failure has been detected. During normal 
operation it will be OFF. When this light is ON, the 
module does not respond to triggers, and the Decision 
output goes OFF (Pow). 

Note: At power-up, the CPU FAULT LED goes ON 
until the reset sequence is complete. 

CONFIG FAULT -This Configuration Fault LED 
indicates that the module is not properly configured. 
This can be caused by a loss of memory, an invalid 
configuration download, a power loss during 
configuration transfer or by the loss of a “train-through- 
the-lens” mask due to a power outage. When this light is 
ON, the module will not respond to triggers, and the 
Decision output goes OFF. Clear the configuration fault 
by either of two means: 

l Configure the VIM2 module with the light pen, or 

l Download a configuration from the master host 
device (PLC or serial host), if there is one. 

The CONFIG FAULT LED goes ON at power-up until 
the reset sequence is complete. 

ACQ ERROR -This Acquisition Error LED indicates 
that the camera is not acquiring a satisfactory image. 
The LED goes ON when any of these conditions occur: 

l The brightness probe is out of range. This can be 
caused by a disconnected camera or loss of 
illumination, such as a burnt-out light bulb. 

l Either the X or Y float gage values are out of range 
or in error, such as if, for example, the X or Y-gage 
fails to find a blob edge. 

l Any window or line gage is floated too far so that it 
collides with the edge of the screen. “Through-the- 
lens” windows will not cause an ACQ ERROR. 

The “ACQ ERROR” conditions cause a reject decision, 
and cause the Decision LED to go ON. 
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lnahtor LEDs 
(continued) 

SWG TRIGGER - This LED goes ON when a trigger 
request is made from the swingarm. It remains ON as 
long as the input is held high. 

Note: This LED does not indicate trigger requests 
from the master host (either PLC or serial host). 

BUSY - This LED goes ON when the module is actively 
performing an inspection. This LED is yellow and goes 
OFF when the inspection cycle is complete and when the 
Trigger input is reset. Also, this LED is on during 
software download operations and configuration setup. 

DECISION-The Decision LED goes ON when a reject 
decision is delivered. It remains on until an accept 
decision is made. The output is valid only when the Busy 
LED is OFF and Busy output is low. 

Typical Inspection The handshake sequence for triggering an inspection (upon 
Handshake Sequence which the PLC or serial host communications can be based, 

for example) is as follows (see Figure 5.22): 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

The master host sets the Trigger bit (PLC master host) or 
issues a command (serial master host) to initiate an 
inspection cycle (see Figure 5.22). 

The host (if PLC master host) monitors the Busy output 
bit, and waits for the Busy bit to go high, indicating the 
VIM2 module has begun the inspection. 

The VIM2 module receives the Trigger signal or 
command, and responds by setting the Busy bit. Then the 
VIM2 module begins the inspection of the image. 

The host receives the Busy signal (the PLC, if master 
host, responds by clearing the Trigger bit). The host 
waits for the Busy bit to go low. 

The VIM2 module completes the inspection. Since the 
host Trigger is now low (if PLC is master host), the VIM2 
module places the Decision output to the appropriate 
level (either low (accept) or high (reject)>. Then the VIM2 
module sets the Busy bit to low to indicate the Decision 
bit is properly set, and that the VIM2 module is ready for 
the next inspection. 

When the host sees the Busy bit go low, it reads the 
Decision bit for the accept/reject result of the inspection. 
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Typica/ hpection 7) (Optional) -If a PLC is used, the PLC can perform a 
Handshake Sequence block transfer read the results block (after having set the 

(continued) discrete bits necessary to specify the read request). If a 
serial host is used, it can send a “read results” command. 
The host then uses the results to make more complex 
decisions or to make process control updates. (Note: 
Neither host device - PLC or serial host -has to be the 
master host in order for it to read results). 

8) The inspection cycle is complete. The next cycle can now 
begin. 

Figure 5.22 
VIM2 Module Handshake Cycles 

Handshake sequence with shot-t trigger (50 psec minimum) 

1 ms 

i Trigger input 

I I : Busy output 

Decision output 

0.1 ms 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 

Handshake sequence with long trigger 

I!, Trigger input 

Busy output 

Decision output 

0.1 ms 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..s.....f.. 

I_); +- 

0.1 ms 

Inspection Cycle Time Inspection Cycle Time” is the elapsed time from the trigger 
until the inspection is complete. The inspection cycle time 
depends upon the configuration setup, the controller, and the 
image. 

At a minimum, it takes 1/6Oth of a second to receive and 
process a new image from the camera. 
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Inspection Cycle Time The module typically can capture an image from the camera 
(con timed) and analyze it in less time than it takes for the next 

workpiece to advance into position on the production line. 
The following section provides timing information which 
may help you in high-speed situations where the inspection 
cycle time is critical. 

The fastest VIM2 module cycle time attainable is achieved 
using TRIGGER, BUSY, and DECISION signals via the 
swingarm. With all four (4) windows enabled and anchored 
and all line gages and math tools disabled, the inspection 
cycle time is 1/60th of a second. 

Enabling the X-gage and Y-gage and floating the four (4) 
windows in X and Y results in a cycle time of approximately 
1/15th of a second. Employing filtering to eliminate 
transitions of length 1 pixel for both the X-gage and Y-gage 
does not change this number appreciably unless there are 
many white to black and black to white transitions along 
these gages. 

Inspection cycle times increase as more line gages are 
enabled, as the lengths of the line gages are increased, as 
math tools are enabled, and/or as statistics are computed. 
See Figure 5.23 for example inspection times. 

In the worst case (without using math tools, or computing 
statistics), enabling and floating all four (4) windows, 
enabling all twenty-two (22) line gages as 128 pixels in 
length, floated in X and Y and using Filter Selection 2 
results in a cycle time of approximately l/6-1/4th second. 

When you must know precisely what the cycle time is with 
your particular configuration, the best way to obtain that 
information is to measure it directly. This may be done by 
connecting an oscilloscope to the TRIGGER and BUSY 
terminals on the VIM2 module’s swingarm. Trigger the 
scope scan with the rising edge of the TRIGGER signal. 
Measure the time from this trigger until the BUSY signal 
drops. This is the inspection cycle time. Make sure to 
measure it under a variety of image conditions - this may 
affect the cycle time somewhat. 
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Inspection Cycle Time 
(continued) 

Figure 5.23 
InsDection Cvcle Times . 

Inspection Rate With All 
Windows Active, Swingarm Trigger Activated 

And No Block Transfers to PK. 

SPEED XY Lighting Strobe # of 
Inspect/Cycles Position Compensation Light “Standard” 

Per Second Compensation Ena bled Line Gages 

(1) (4) (2) 
BESTCASE) 60 (3) N N N 0 
FASTEST 30 N Y N 0 

30 N N Y 0 
30 

y (6) 
Y Y 0 

30 Y Y 4 
20 Y Y N 4 
15 Y Y Y 4 
12 Y Y Y 10 
10 Y Y Y 16 

8 Y Y Y 22 
WORST CASE) 4 Y Y Y 22(S) 
SLOWEST 

(1 ) At least 1 window has XY float option. 
(2) “STANDARD” line gage is about tscreen length -64 pixels long, 

medium (I-PIXEL FILTER) filter option and simple image. The two X 
and Y source-of-float gagesare not included in number. 

(3) Case only applies to continuous inspections. 
(4) Mode 2 Lighting Compensation: FULL IMAGE threshold adjust. No 

compensation or Mode 1 (Immediate Brightness Compensation) 
causes no speed penalty. 

(5) General worst case (SLOWEST). All lines maximum length, heavy (2- 
PIXEL FILTER) filter option and complex (VERY BUSY) image. 

(6) No XY floating windows allowed. All 4 line gages are XY-floating. 

Note: The use of math tools, to the degree they are used, and/or 
collecting statistics in the learn mode, will impact cycle times. 
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Powerin 
9 

Up the After you have completed the installation procedures, 
V/M Sys tern and all the components are connected together, you can 

connect power to the system in order to check the power-up 
indicators, and prepare for the next chapter, “Quick Start - 
An Introduction to the User Interface.” 

Follow these steps in powering up the VIM2 module: 

1. Plug the power cord for the video monitor into the AC 
outlet. 

2. Set the monitor POWER switch to ON. 

3. Connect the external camera power supply to AC power. 

4. Plug the VIM2 system power cord into the AC outlet. 

5. Turn the POWER switch on the rack power supply to ON. 

Successful Power Up Indications 
Upon completing the above steps, look for the indications 
listed below for a successful VIM2 module powerup: 

1. Three VIM2 module LEDs go ON - the CPU FA ULT, 
CONFIG FAULT, and POWER LEDs. 

2. Next, the AC& ERROR and BUSY LEDs go ON. 

3. The CPU FAULT, CONFIG FAULT, and AC& ERROR 
LEDs go OFF. 

4. The video monitor sequentially displays the four window / 
threshold images, then displays a thresholded video image 
from the camera. 

5. The BUSY LED goes OFF. 

6. If the LEDs and monitor follow this sequence of 
indications, the powerup is successful; continue on to 
Chapter 6, for an introduction to the user interface. 

Note: The first time you power up a new VIM2 module, the 
CONFIG FAULT and BUSY LEDs stay ON at the end of the 
powerup sequence (this is because the VIM2 modules comes 
from the factory without a stored configuration). To clear 
the CONFIG FAULT and BUSY indications, place the VIM2 
module in setup mode using the light pen and monitor (see 
Chapter 61, or download a configuration from the PLC (see 
Chapter 14) or from the serial host (see Chapter 15). 

Power Up Failure Indications 
If the CPU FA ULT LED remains ON after powerup, the 
power up sequence failed, indicating a malfunction. Try 
turning the rack power supply switch OFF, then switching it 
back to ON. If this fails to bring about a successful powerup 
sequence, the VIM2 module must be replaced. 
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Power Up Failure Indications (continued) 

If, after powerup, the CPU FAULT, CONFIG FAULT, and 
(continued) POWER LEDs remain on, check the UO Chassis 

configuration plug (see page 5-5 for plug placement 
guidelines). 

WIM2 Powerup When the VIM2 module is powered up, regardless of the 
Host Check Sequence master host selection (PLC, serial, or no master host - see 

Chapter 7) it first conducts a number of self-diagnostic tests. 
The VIM2 module also checks the two configurations stored 
in the EEPROM; if both are valid, the selected Starting 
Configuration is downloaded from EEPROM to RAM to 
become the working configuration. 

The VIM2 module then checks to see if a host is present. If 
no PLC host is present, and the PLC is the master host, the 
VIM2 module reverts to operation in the standalone mode. If 
a PLC is present, then the VIM2 module begins operation in 
run mode, unless the Unlock bit is asserted (see Chapter 14). 

If the serial line has been selected as the master host, the 
VIM2 module waits for five seconds for a command from the 
serial host after the diagnostics are complete. If a command 
from the serial host is not received within five seconds, the 
VIM2 will automatically be “unlocked,” and the VIM2 
module will go to standby* mode. The selection of serial line 
as the master host is maintained by the VIM2 module. 

If a command from the serial host is received within five 
seconds, the VIM2 module will be locked and will go to run 
mode (unless the command is the Unlock command, in which 
case the VIM2 module goes to standby* mode). 

*Note: Standby mode is an interim mode of the VIM2 
module which occurs upon leaving run mode, and before 
entering setup mode. When the VIM2 module is in standby 
mode, the title banner is displayed on the monitor. The 
VIM2 module enters standby mode when: 

l The VIM2 module, in run mode, is unlocked by the 
master host. 

l The VIM2 module is in setup mode and a master host is 
present, and you exit setup mode by picking the Run icon. 

l The VIM2 module is in run mode and operating as a 
standalone unit, and you pick the monitor screen once 
with the light pen. 
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Chapter 6 Quick Start - Introduction to 
the User Interface 

Chapter Objectives The objective of this chapter is to provide a “quick start” self- 
teach procedure which introduces you to the light pen and 
video monitor (the “user interface”) you will use to set up the 
VIM2 module. 

After completing this chapter, you will understand the 
basics of accessing icon menus and selecting icons to 
configure the VIM2 module (Note: For more self-training 
material, refer also to the VIM Self-Teach Manual, Cat. No. 
2803-SM2, which was written for the Cat. No. 2803-VIMl). 

The User Interface The term “user interface” refers to the specific devices you 
use to interact with the VIM2 module. The user interface 
consists of two main parts: 

1. The light pen. 

2. Graphic figures on the video monitor representing VIM2 
module’s functional features. 

You use the light pen and monitor to configure the VIM2 
module for vision inspection tasks. The VIM2 module has 
been designed for easy operation using “icons.” Icons are 
small symbols that can be selected to activate a function, 
perform a task, or move through selections of options. You 
select the icons by “picking” them with the tip of the light 
pen (see Figure 6.1). 

Figure 6.1 
“Picking” an Icon Using the Light Pen 

87-283-7 
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Picking with the The light pen has a switch in the pen tip. You activate the 
Light Pen light pen by depressing the pen tip, which activates the 

switch. When you point the light pen at the video screen, 
and depress the tip against the screen, this is called 
“picking.” When you place the light pen tip over an icon 
shown on the monitor, and depress the light pen tip against 
the icon, you “pick,” or select, that icon. 

Other Light Pen There are other ways to use the light pen besides picking 
Functions icons on the monitor screen. These include: 

l Run Mode Display Selection -You can depress the 
light pen tip away from the monitor, while the VIM2 
module is in “run” mode (see Chapter 13), to cycle 
through six different monitor display options, and select 
an appropriate display. The six display modes are - 

(1) Show threshold image #l and window #1 

(2) Show threshold image #2 and window #2 

(3) Show threshold image #3 and window #3 

(4) Show threshold image #4 and window #4 

(5) Show threshold image #l and windows #l-4 

(6) Show “live” analog image (direct - camera to monitor) 

The threshold images l-4 are high contrast images; each 
pixel on the screen is either white or black -there are no 
intermediate gray levels, as with a “live” analog image. 

l Setup Display Selection -If you pick a bright area* in 
the top one-half of the monitor screen, while the VIM2 
module is in setup mode, you can cycle through three 
image options: 

(1) Show the current thresholded image, but do not show 
the icon menu strip on the monitor screen (this is 
helpful during set up if the menu strip is blocking a 
feature of interest on the monitor image). 

(2) Show the “analog” image direct from the camera (this 
is helpful for aiming and focusing the camera). 

(3) Return the menu strip and current thresholded image 
to the screen. 

*Note: If there is no bright area on the top part of the screen 
the light pen may not be able to “pick.” In this case, turn up 
the BRIGHT knob on the video monitor and try again. 
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Quick Start 
Procedure 

Setting up the 
Quick Start Workplace 

Your Action 

Secure a location to serue 
as your Quick Start workplace. 

Connect #and power up 
the ‘VIM2 system. 

Remove the target pattern 
from inside the back cover. 

Mount the targetpattern. 

Position and aim the camera 
toward the ttzrgetpattern. 

This section guides you through a “quick start” self-teach 
procedure, which demonstrates the VIM2 module user 
interface and also some of the VIM2 module functions. 

Note: Before powering up and using the VIM2 system 
components as described in this section, make sure the VIM2 
system is not currently incorporated in a vision inspection 
process, or otherwise being utilized, and that you have 
proper permission to use the VIM2 module for demonstration 
and/or setup purposes. 

In order to demonstrate some of the VIM2 capabilities, the 
VIM2 system must first be connected and powered up (see 
Chapter 5). Next, the video camera must aimed and focused 
at the target pattern supplied (see Figure 6.3). In order to 
accomplish these tasks, refer to the steps below: 

Comment5 

Find a location for connecting and using the VIM2 system 
module, rack, monitor, power supply, and light pen, which 
has the following available for use: 

l A desk top, table top, or other flat horizontal surface 
capable of supporting the video monitor and camera. 

l A nearby vertical surface (wall or partition) for 
mounting the target pattern (or, if necessary, use the 
side of the video monitor). 

l Exposure to normal ambient room lighting. 

Once you have secured an appropriate location, connect 
and power up the VIM2 system (see Chapter 51, placing the 
video monitor and camera on a table top or other flat 
horizontal surface (see Figure 6.2 for an example setup). 

The target pattern shown in Figure 6.3 is also printed on 
card stock and located on the inside of the back cover. 

Using tape or other adhesive, mount the target pattern on a 
vertical surface near the video monitor (or use the side of the 
video monitor). Position the target pattern with the top side 
up, as shown in Figure 6.2. 

Place the camera in front of the target pattern, about 20 
inches away from the pattern at first (the final distance will 
vary, depending on the type of lens). Aim the camera toward 
the pattern so that the pattern is shown on the monitor. 
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Setting up the 
Quick Start Workplace 

(continued) 

Your Action Comments 

Depress the tip of the light Depressing the light pen tip with your finger or thumb 
pen to s(elect the “live” changes the monitor display; cycle through the different 

analog monitor image. monitor displays until the “live” analog image of the pattern 
is shown on the video monitor. 

Turn the focal ring on the Turn the focal ring on the camera until the monitor image of 
camera to focus the image. the target pattern is sharp. If the image does not come into 

focus, adjust the camera-to-target distance, and try again. 

Correct the size of the Compare the video image with Figure 6.4. If the target 
target pattern in the pattern takes up more of the video monitor screen than is 

monitor image. indicated in Figure 6.4, move the camera back; if the target 
takes up less of the video monitor screen than is shown in 
Figure 6.4, move the camera toward the target. 

Aim and refocus the camera. Aim the camera to center the pattern in the monitor image. 
Refocus the camera as necessary. 

Secure the camera With the camera in position and focused, secure the camera 
in position. in position. 

Figure 6.2 
Example Quick Start SetuD 
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Setting up the 
Quick Sta,rt Workplace 

(continued) Figure 6.4 
Monitor Image of the Target Pattern 

Accessing the With the focused target pattern on the monitor, begin to 
Setup Mode and use the light pen and monitor to access the icons and menus, 

Main Menu starting with the Main menu. In the following steps, you 
will place the VIM2 module in setup mode, allowing you to 
access the icons and menus, and configure the VIM2 module. 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the m.onitor screen Depress the tip of the light pen against the screen once; the 
to display the title banner. Allen-Bradley VIM2 module banner is displayed. 

Pick the screen again When you pick the screen again, the VIM2 Module goes into 
to activate the “‘setup” mode. the setup mode; the Main menu* appears, and you can begin 

to configure the VIM2 module: 

Main Menu 

*Note: If the Main menu does not appear when the screen is 
picked, the VIM2 module may be “locked” - if the VIM2 
module is integrated with a PLC, or connected to a host 
through the RS-485 port, and one of these devices is the 
“master host.” To “unlock” the VIM2 module and allow 
configuration, see Chapter 14 or 15, as appropriate. 
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Using the /cons The Main menu is a series of individual icons, each 
and Menus representing a specific function or acting as a gate to other 

menus. Before using the light pen and Main menu icons, 
read the information below: 

Icons 
The icons represent the functional options and tools which 
the VIM2 module uses to conduct vision inspections. Each 
icon is designed to symbolically represent the function which 
it controls. The icons are presented in sets called “menus” 
(the Main menu is typical of the menus you’ll see on the 
VIM2 module video monitor). 

Menus 
A menu is a group of icons associated with a particular vision 
task. Each menu appears in the black bar displayed near the 
bottom of the screen. A menu consists of a set of icons related 
to a specific task or tool, and also contain icons which take 
you to other menus, such as the three described below. 

l Menu Access Icons - The “menu access” icons are 
identified by an angular cut on the lower-right corner. 
Picking a menu access icon displays the menu 
represented by the menu access icon you picked. 

Setup icon El 
Angular 

I / 
cut 

l ETC Icons - ETC appears on a menu when all of the 
icons related to a tool cannot be displayed on one monitor 
screen. Picking ETC (et cetera) displays an additional set 
of icons relating to the current menu selected. The 
additional set of icons also includes an ETC icon; picking 
it returns the original menu. 

q ETC ETC (et cetera) Icon 

l OK Icons -The “OK” icon is used to exit a selected menu 
and return to the previous menu. Repeated picking of the 
“OK” icons eventually returns you to the Main menu. 

OK Icon 
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The Menu The menus and icons are strategically situated to allow you 
Branching Map to access the necessary icons within a single menu to 

complete one setup task or subtask per menu. The result is a 
menu “branching” structure that can be represented as a 
“branching tree chart.” The diagram below shows the major 
menu access icons and the major branches in the menu 
structure. See Appendix A for a complete menu branching 
chart. 

Main Menu 

RUN MODE MENU 

TO TO 
ARCHIVE RUN MODE 

MENU 

I TO REGISTRATION MENU 

TO MATH TOOL MENU 

TO WINDOW MENU 

v 

SETUP MENU 

TO LINE GAGE MENU 

TO IMAGE MENU 

TO ENVIRONMENT MENU 
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Using Main Menu Icons The following is a brief demonstation of some of the Main 
menu icons. You can, at your option, pick each icon as it is 
discussed in order to illustrate the use of each. 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the Archive icon. Notice that the Archive icon has an angular cut in the lower 
right corner; this indicates that picking this icon will display 
a subsequent menu. 

Main Menu 

Archive Icon 

Archive Menu 

When you pick the Archive icon, the Archive Menu appears, 
replacing the Main menu in the icon strip. 

Use the Archive menu after you configure the VIM2 module 
to save the RAM (working) configuration to one of two 
EEPROM stored configurations. Or, you can load a 
previously stored EEPROM configuration as the working 
configuration (Chapter 13 discusses archiving in more 
detail). 

Pick the OK icon. Picking “OK” on the Archive menu returns the Main menu: 

OK Icon A 

Pick the Standard I Notice there is no angular cut in the lower right corner of 
Learn icon several times. this icon. When you pick this icon, it toggles between two 

icons: 

Main Menu 

s K Standard Mode icon 

-Learn Mode Icon 

Select Standard mode. For now, pick the Standard/Learn icon so the Standard mode 
icon is displayed (Chapter 13 discusses the Learn and 
Standard modes in more detail). 
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The Setup Menu 

Your Action 

Pick the Setup icon. 

Main Menu 

The majority of the icons used for configuring the VIM2 
module are accessed through the Setup menu (Note: Each 
icon on the Setup menu is a menu access icon, except for the 
OK icon; picking any Setup menu icon displays a subsequent 
menu). To see the Setup menu icons, access the Setup menu: 

Comments 

When you pick the Setup icon, the Setup menu appears: 

Setup Icon y + 

Setup Menu 

El 

II 
•l 

El 

Here are brief descriptions of the Setup menu icons: 

Environment-Pick this icon to select operating 
environment parameters such as standalone or hosted 
operation, master host device (serial port vs. PLC), baud rate 
(for serial port), trigger source (host or swingarm), and setup 
trigger source. 

Image -Pick this icon to set such parameters as brightness 
compensation, threshold images, and strobe or non-strobe 
light usage. 

Line Gage - Pick this icon to set up line gages an&or float 
gages for use by the VIM2 module in the inspection process. 
Select orientation, adjust length and position, select 
function, and select threshold image for each. 

Window - Pick this icon to set up inspection windows for use 
by the VIM2 module in the inspection process. Select shape, 
adjust size and position, and select function. 

Math Tool -Pick this icon to set up math tools for use in the 
inspection process. Select from eight math tool operations, 
and reference inspection windows, gages and/or other math 
tools for use in the math tool formula. 

Registration - Pick this icon to automatically shift all 
inspections tools according to a new nominal part position, 
and/or automatically shift all threshold image settings 
according to a new nominal brightness level. 
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Using Setup Menu /cons Picking any of the Setup menu icons accesses a subsequent 
menu represented by that icon. You then use the icons on 
the subsequent menu as necessary in order to select or adjust 
the operating parameters controlled by that menu. 

To illustrate the use of the Setup icons and subsequent 
menus, perform example procedure below. 

Example Procedure: Threshold Image Demonstration 
This section steps through a procedure for setting up two of 
the threshold images. Recall from Chapter 3 that the VIM2 
module produces four threshold (“binarized”) images for use 
with line gages and windows. Also note that this section 
assumes the VIM2 system is connected and powered up, and 
that the video camera is aimed and focused upon the target 
pattern as described earlier in this chapter. 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the Image icon. Picking the Image icon displays the Image menu: 

Setup Menu 

Image Icon x 

Image Menu 

Threshold icon ’ 

The Image menu consists of a number of icons used for 
adjusting the way the VIM2 module acquires images for 
processing. One of these is the threshold icon. 

Pick the Threshold icon on Picking the threshold icon (see diagram above) displays the 
the Image menu to display threshold menu (shown below). The threshold menu consists 

the Threshold menu. of icons used for adjusting each of the threshold images. One 
of these is the image number icon: 

Threshold Menu 

’ Image Number Icon 
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Using Setu,p Menu Icons 
(continued) 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the Image Number The Image Number icon determines which of the four 
icon several times. available threshold images is selected and displayed on the 

monitor screen. When a specific threshold image is selected, 
you can change the threshold level for that threshold image. 

Select image number 1. Pick the Image Number icon again until the number “1” is 
shown on the Image Number icon. With “1” selected, 
threshold image 1 is shown on the monitor. 

Threshold Menu 

Observe the threshold Note the number displayed on the right side of the menu. 
level number. This is the threshold level setting for threshold image 1. 

Recall from Chapter 3 that this threshold number has to do 
with the “binarization” of the video image. Pixels in the 
video image have brightness values ranging from 0 to 255. 
Within binarized, or thresholded, images, any pixel with a 
gray level above the threshold level number changes to 1 
(white), while any pixel with a gray level lower than the 
threshold changes to 0 (black). The result is a picture with 
only two shades - white or black. 

Pick the Threshold Up icon Picking the Threshold Up icon increases the threshold 
several times to increase level number, one unit at a time. 

the threshold level. 

Threshold Menu 

Threshold Up Icon fl 

Hold the light pen against the Holding the light pen against the icon so the tip is held down 
icon to increase the threshold for a second or two - causes the threshold number to increase 

level rapidly. rapidly, until you lift up the light pen, or the upper threshold 
limit (255) is reached. 

Notice that as the threshold number increases, the screen 
darkens - more and more pixels have values lower than the 
threshold number. 
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Using Setup Menu /cons 
(continued) 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the Threshold Down icon. Picking the Threshold Down icon decreases the threshold 
several times to decrease level number, one unit at a time. 

the threshold level. 

Threshold Menu 

Threshold Down Icon y 

Decrease the threshold 
level rapidly to 0. 

Set the threshold level 
of image number 1 so 

only the dark round spot 
is shown on the monitor. 

Hold the light pen against the threshold down icon so the tip 
is held down for a second or two - the threshold number 
begins decreasing rapidly. Keep the light pen pressed 
against the icon until the lower limit (0) is reached. 

Notice that as the threshold number decreases, the screen 
has more white area - more and more pixels have values 
higher than the threshold number, until finally, at level 0, 
all pixels are white, and the screen is blank. 

Hold the light pen tip against the threshold up icon, 
increasing the threshold number until the dark spot on the 
left of the target pattern begins to appear. Then, pick the 
threshold up or down icons as necessary until the dark spot 
appears solid, and no other dark spots or “noise” (random 
black or white pixels) appear in the image (see Figure 6.5). 

Figure 6.5 
Threshold lmaae 1 Shown on the Monitor 
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Using Setu,p Menu /cons With threshold image 1 set as shown in Figure 6.5, now 
(continued) set threshold image 2. 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the image number icon Picking the image number icon again changes the number to 
to select image number 2. “2.” With “2” selected, threshold image 2 is shown on the 

monitor. 

Threshold Menu 

Change the threshold number Using the threshold up or down icon as necessary, change 
so that the threshold image the threshold number of threshold image 2 until the image 

matches Figure 6.6. on the monitor matches Figure 6.6. Hint: Start by setting 
the threshold number to about 30 units greater than the 
number set for image 1. Then adjust the number up or down 
until the image matches that shown in Figure 6.6. 

Figure 6.6 
hreshold lmaae 2 Shown on the Monitor 
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Using Setup Menu /cons Note that threshold image 1 (Figure 6.5) shows only the 
(continued) black spot. This is because the threshold is set so that only 

the very dark pixels in the spot have a gray level lower than 
the threshold number for threshold image 1. Thus threshold 
image 1 has effectively isolated this one feature from all the 
rest of the target pattern. Selecting threshold image 1 for a 
given gage would allow you to measure attributes of this 
single dark object. 

Also, note that threshold image 2 (Figure 6.6) shows a white 
square surrounded by the larger black rectangle. This is 
because the threshold is set so that both the dark spot, and 
the medium gray rectangle, have gray levels lower than the 
threshold number set for threshold image 2. The light gray 
square has a gray level greater than the threshold number. 
Thus threshold image 2 has effectively highlighted two 
features, the larger dark rectangle, and the smaller bright 
square inside the rectangle. Selecting threshold image 2 for 
a given gage would allow you to measure attributes of both 
the dark rectangle, and the bright square. 

With threshold images 1 and 2 set as described above, return 
to the Setup menu. 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the OK icon Picking the OK icon returns you to the previous menu (that 
to return to the Setup menu. is, the Setup menu). Note: The threshold image you last 

selected remains on screen while the VIM2 module is in 
setup mode. 

Points to Remember l Picking the OK icon returns you to the previous menu. 
When Using the 

Menus and /cons 
l Picking the ETC icon displays additional icons which are 

part of the same menu branch. 

l Picking any icon with an anguEar cut on its lower right 
corner displays a subsequent menu for working with the 
function indicated by that icon. 

This chapter has introduced you to the basics of using the 
icon interface. The remaining chapters describe in detail the 
specific functions and operations of each of the icon menus in 
the VIM2 module user interface. 
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Chapter 7 Operating Environment 

Chapter Objectives The objective of this ,chapter is to show how to use the 
Environment menu icons to configure the VIM2 module 
operating environment. For the most part, the operating 
environment parameters define the relationship between the 
VIM2 module and external host devices and trigger sources. 

Note: For more information on the interfacing with the 
VIM2 module, see Chapters 14 and 15. See Chapter 14 for 
more information regarding the PLCI VIM2 module 
interface. See Chapter 15 regarding the RS-485 port 
interface on the VIM2 module. 

Operating Environment Using the Environment menu icons, you can select the 
following operating environment parameters: 

Master Host or Standalone Mode: Select whether the 
VIM2 module operates as a standalone unit, or is controlled 
by a master host - either a PLC, or a host device connected to 
the RS-485 serial port. 

Note: The RS-485 port on the VIM2 module is point-to- 
point, half-duplex only. See Chapter 15 for more information 
on the RS-485 interface. 

Enable serial host/protocol: Enable VIM2 module 
communication to a host device connected to the RS-485 
serial port, and select either DFl or ASCII protocol for serial 
communication. 

Select baud rate: Select the baud rate for communication 
with a host device connected to the RS-485 port. 

Select run mode trigger: Select run mode trigger source - 
either the VIM2 module’s swingarm trigger input, or the 
trigger signal from the host. 

Select setup mode trigger: Select triggering to be used 
during setup - either automatic internal triggering and 
image acquisition, or the run mode trigger (either host or 
swingarm trigger source, whichever has been selected). 
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Accessing the To begin to set up the operating environment, first access the 
Environment Menu the Environment menu as described below. 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the Environment icon If the Main menu is displayed, first access the Setup menu by 
on the Setup menu to access picking the Setup icon (the “open padlock”). Then, with the 

the Environment menu. Setup menu displayed, pick the Environment icon. 

Setup Menu 

1 b Environment /con 

Environment Menu 

Here are brief descriptions of the Environment menu icons: 

Master Host / Standalone -Pick this icon to select the 
standalone mode, or to select a master host (PLC or the 
device connected to the RS-485 port). This icon, when 
picked, toggles between the PLC host icon and the 
Standalone icon (indicated by diagonal slash across the icon). 

The third icon, the Serial host icon, is available also, ifthe 
VIM2 module’s RS-485 port is enabled (see the next icon). 

Serial Enable - Pick this icon to enable the VIM2 module’s 
RS-485 port, and to select the protocol (DFI or ASCII) you 
will use in RS-485 communications. 

This icon, when picked repeatedly, cycles through three 
selections: 1) RS-485 port disabled (indicated by diagonal 
slash across the icon), 2) RS-485 port enabled, using DF1 
protocol, and 3) RS-485 port enabled, using ASCU protocol. 

Baud Rate -When using the RS-485 port, pick this icon to 
select the baud rate for RS-485 communications, from a 
choice of 1200,2400,4800, or 9600. 

Run Mode Trigger-Pick this icon to select the trigger 
source for VIM2 module inspections. 

This icon, when picked, toggles between HOST TRIG (host 
triggered) and SWG TRIG (swingarm triggered). 

Setup Trigger - Pick this icon to select the trigger source 
during setup. This icon, when picked, toggles between two 
choices; select either internal trigger (indicated by diagonal 
slash across the icon) or Run Mode trigger (host or swingarm 
triggered, as selected by the Run Mode Trigger icon). 
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Master Host vs. 
Stands/one Mode 

Select the Master Host or Standalone mode according to 
whether the VIM2 will be operated as a standalone unit, or a 
PLC or other device has control as the master host. 

Note that you can install the VIM2 with the PLC as a host, 
and/or connect a host device to the VIM2 module through the 
RS-485 port. Where two host devices are used, only one can 
act as the master host at any one time; you can, in this case, 
select the master host using the Master Host / Standalone 
icon. The master host is exclusively permitted to perform 
certain functions, such as downloading configurations to the 
VIM2 module, or triggering inspections. 

You can also choose to have no device serve as master host by 
selecting standalone mode, even though one or two host 
devices are used. In this case, no device operates as master 
host, although a subset of the master host functions can be 
performed by the PLC or serial device, such as collection of 
configuration or results information (for more specific 
command information for either the PLC and serial host, 
refer to Chapters 14 and 15, respectively). 

To select a master host or standalone mode, pick the Master 
Host I Standalone icon. 

Your Action 

Pick the Master Host / 
Standalone icon as necessary 

to select the appropriate mode. 

w Master Host f Standalone Icon 

PLC IEd 

l&l 
El 

Comments 

Here are descriptions of the Master Host 1 Standalone 
icon options: 

PLC Host: Select this icon if you are configuring the VIM2 
system with the PLC as the master host to the VIM2 module. 

Standalone: Select this icon if you are configuring the 
VIM2 system without a PLC or other host device connected 
to the VIM2. 

Serial Host: Select this icon if you are configuring the 
VIM2 system with device connected to the VIM2 RS-485 
lines as the master host to the VIM2 module. 

Note: The Serial Host icon is not available unless you first 
enable the RS-485 communication using the Serial Enable 
icon (described on the following page). 
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Enabling the RS-485 
Serial POti 

The VIM2 module can communicate to a device through 
the RS-485 communication port, which is available through 
the VIM2’s swingarm interface. A device connected to the 
RS-485 port must communicate with the VIM2 module using 
one of two protocols - DFl or ASCII. 

Note: For more information regarding use of these 
protocols, see Chapter 15. See also Appendix E for a 
description of DFl protocol. 

Use the Serial Enable icon to select whether or not the VIM2 
module will communicate to a host device connected to the 
serial port, and to select either DFl or ASCII protocol for 
serial communciation. 

Serial Enable Icon fl m Baud Rate Icon 

Your Action 

Pick the Serial Enable 
icon as necessary to select 

the appropriate mode. 

Selecting the 
Baud Rate 

Pick the Baud Rate 
icon as necessary to set the 

baud rate for communication. 

Comments 

Here are descriptions of the Serial Enable icon options: 

Serial Disabled: Select this mode if you are not connecting 
any device to the VIM2 RS-485 lines. Note: You cannot 
select this icon if the serial host has been selected as the 
master host (see previous page). 

Enabled / DFl: Select this mode, if you are connecting a 
device to the VIM2 RS-485 lines, and if you intend to use 
DFl protocol to communicate with the VIM2 module. 

Enabled / ASCII: Select this mode, if you are connecting a 
device to the VIM2 RS-485 lines, and if you intend to use 
ASCII protocol to communicate with the VIM2 module. 

If you are connecting a device to the RS-485 port of the VIM2 
module, pick the baud rate icon to select the baud rate for 
RS-485 communications. 

Picking this icon repeatedly cycles through the baud rate 
options - 1200,2400,4800, or 9600. 
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Selecting Run Mode The VIM2 module requires a trigger signal to initiate 
Trigger inspections in run mode. You can supply the trigger signal 

to VIM2 module by either of two methods: 

l Host trigger - communication from the master host 
(either PLC or a device connected to the RS-485 port). 

0 Swingarm trigger - direct hardware interface with the 
swingarm trigger input terminal. 

If no master host is used, you must use the swingarm trigger 
method to trigger the VIM2 module. If you are using a 
master host with your VIM2 module, you can use either the 
host or the swingarm trigger method, but not both. 

Select the trigger source by picking the Run Mode Trigger 
icon, for the trigger method you intend to use. 

Run Mode Trigger /con H 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the Run Mode Trigger When you pick the Run Mode Trigger icon, it toggles 
icon as necessary to select between two options - Swingarm trigger and Host trigger. 

the appropriate mode. Here are descriptions of the two options: 

HOST 

cl 

Host Trigger - Select this icon if you intend to trigger the 
TRIG VIM2 module through communication from the host device. 

r-l KCG Swingarm Trigger - Select this icon if you intend to trigger 
the VIM2 module through the swingarm terminal. 

Note: If you select Host Trigger, the VIM2 module ignores 
the swingarm trigger (however, the SWG Trigger LED is 
always activated when you supply a trigger signal to the 
swingarm). If you select Swingarm Trigger, the VIM2 
module ignores any attempt to trigger through 
communication from the (master) host. 
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Selecting the 
Setup lngger 

When the VIM2 module is ih setup mode and is being 
configured, the module must at times acquire a video image 
for analysis from the video camera, in order to complete the 
setup procedure in progress. For example, whenever you 
attempt change the threshold level of a threshold image, or 
change the acceptance range of a line gage or window, the 
VIM2 module must acquire an image for analysis. 

You can select one of two methods for image acquisition 
during setup: 

l Internal trigger-when the VIM2 needs to acquire an 
image during setup, it will do so automatically, without a 
trigger signal. 

l Run Mode trigger - when the VIM2 needs to acquire an 
image during setup, it will do so only upon receiving the 
trigger signal from the selected run mode trigger. 

Use the run mode trigger setting to synchronize the image 
acquisition to an external trigger source during setup; this is 
especially valuable if you preparing to use strobe lighting, 
for example, or if the workpiece is positioned periodically in 
the workstage. 

Select the setup trigger by picking the Setup Trigger icon. 

Your Action 

Pick the Setup Trigger 
icon as necessary to select 

the appropriate mode. 

lsl 
El bG 

Setup Trigger Icon 

Comments 

Here are descriptions of the Setup Trigger icon options: 

Internal Trigger - Select this icon if you do not intend to 
use the run mode trigger during setup; the VIM2 will 
automatically acquire an image as needed. 

Run Mode Trigger - Select this icon if you intend to use the 
run mode trigger during setup; the VIM2 will wait for a 
trigger signal to acquire an image. 
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Selecting the Note: If, during setup, the VIM2 Setup Trigger icon is set for 
Setup Trrgger run node trigger, and an image is required, the VIM2 

(continued) module will wait for a trigger signal. If no trigger signal is 
received within one second, this image is displayed across 
the monitor screen, while the VIM2 awaits a signal: 

To complete the procedure in progress, supply a trigger 
signal (from the host or through the swingarm, as 
configured). If this is not possible, and you wish to continue 
your configuration process, depress the tip of the light pen 
for about one second. The image acquisition occurs, and then 
the process in progress is completed. 
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Chapter 8 Image Acquisition and 
Brightness Compensation 

Chapter Objectives The objective of this chapter is to show how to use the Image 
menu icons to set up the VIM2 module’s brightness 
compensation and other image acquisition capabilities. This 
chapter also decribes using the Registration menu icons to 
automatically adjust threshold image settings. 

Note: Before attempting to set the image acquisition 
parameters described in this chapter, you should first set up 
the workstage to establish the lighting and workpiece 
positioning during inspection, and establish the camera 
focus and F-stop setting. For information on the staging for 
VIM2 vision inspections, see Chapter 4. 

Image Acquisition 
and Brightness 

Using the Image and Registration menu icons, you can set 

Compensation 
the following parameters: 

Brightness Compensation: Set up the VIM2 module’s 
brightness compensation capability to account for lighting 
brightness variations. First select from two modes - mode 1 
(same frame compensation) or mode 2 (next frame compensa- 
tion). Then place the brightness probe on the monitor 
screen, and set an acceptance range for the brightness probe. 

Strobe Enable: Set the VIM2 module to utilize the strobe 
light during setup and/or run mode. 

Threshold Images: Set the threshold value for the 
threshold images you intend to use during inspection. 

Halted Image: Set the VIM2 module to utilize a halted or 
“live” video image during setup. 

Brightness Registration: Automatically adjust the 
threshold image settings to a new nominal brightness level. 

Accessing the 
Image Menu 

To begin to set up the image acquisition and brightness 
parameters, first access the Image menu as described below. 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the Setup icon If the Main menu is displayed, access the Setup menu by 
on the Main menu to picking the Setup icon (the “open padlock”). If the Setup 

access the Setup menu. menu is already displayed (as shown below), skip this step. 

Setup Menu 
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Accessing the 
hage Men 4.4 

(continued) 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the Image icon on the Picking the Image icon causes the Image menu to appear. 
Setup menu to access the Notice that a small rectangular window also appears on the 

Image Menu. screen; this is the brightness probe. 

I - image Icon 

q -b 
q 
ml 
IF;31 

El d 
I\1 

El 

HI la L 

ml 

Here are brief descriptions of the Image menu icons: 

Image Acquisition -Pick this icon to select the image 
acquisition mode to be ,used by the VIM2 module during 
setup. This icon, when picked, toggles between two modes - 
image acquisition, and halt image. 

Strobe -Pick this icon to enable or disable the strobe 
capability of the VIM2 module. This icon, when picked, 
toggles between enabled or disabled (disabled is indicated by 
diagonal slash across the icon). 

Mode Select-Pick this icon to select the brightness 
compensation mode. This icon, when picked, toggles between 
mode 1 (same frame compensation) and mode 2 (next frame 
compensation). 

Probe Move - Pick this icon to access the Probe Move menu. 
Use the Probe Moue menu to position the brightness probe on 
the monitor image. 

Acceptance Range - Pick this icon to access the Acceptance 
Range menu. Use the ,4cceptance Range menu to set the 
upper and lower limits for the brightness probe, and to read 
the current probe result, and probe statistics. 

Threshold -Pick this icon to access the Threshold menu. 
Use the Threshold menu to set the threshold level for any or 
all of the four threshold images. 
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Brightness The VIM2 module has a brightness compensation capability 
Compensation which allows the VIM2 module to automatically adjust for 

changes in lighting intensity from inspection to inspection. 

What does brightness compensation do? 
Each time the VIM2 module conducts an inspection, it 
analyzes the threshold images with the vision tools which 
have been configured. The composition of these threshold 
images can change if the lighting intensity changes - that is, 
if lighting becomes dimmer, more black pixels may appear in 
the images; if the lighting becomes brighter, more white 
pixels may appear in the images. If this happens, the 
measurement accuracy of line gages and windows can be 
affected; this can cause mistaken reject or accept decisions. 

When you use brightness compensation, if a change in 
lighting brightness occurs in the workstage area (for 
example, a light bulb fails), the VIM2 module automatically 
adjusts threshold levels to account for the change, so that the 
threshold images are relatively unaffected. The result is 
that VIM2 measurements are relatively unaffected. 

How do you set up brightness compensation? 
During setup, you place the brightness probe - a special type 
of window - in the video image. This brightness probe 
measures the average level of brightness in a small area of 
the gray-level image from the camera. During setup, the 
brightness probe learns the nominal brightness level in the 
image; the range for measurement values is a scale from 0 
(completely dark) to 255 (very bright). During VIM2 
operation, the probe detects the brightness level for each 
inspection, and compares this to the nominal level. Then, if 
any change in lighting is detected, the threshold levels of the 
threshold images are changed also. 

When setting up the brightness probe, you also set an 
acceptance range for brightness. If the measured brightness 
value is beyond this preset range, an image acqzksition error 
occurs. This allows you to limit the amount of acceptable 
lightning variation, and help distinguish between inspection 
failures due to bad parts, and those due to bad lighting. 

Which threshold images are affected by brightness 
compensation? 
Any or all of the threshold images can be set to use the 
brightness compensation capability; you enubEe or disable 
brightness compensation for each threshold image using the 
Anchor/Flout icon on the Threshold menu. 

Is brightness compensation the same for strobe 
lighting and non-strobe lighting? 
No, there are two different brightness compensation modes - 
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Brightness 
Cornpensa tion 

mode 1, for strobe or non-strobe lighting (sane frame 
compensation), and mode 2, for non-strobe lighting only (next 

(continued) frame compensation). You select the mode using the 
Compensation Mode icon. 

When do you set up brightness compensation? 
Set up brightness compensation after you have set up the 
workstage, and have a. workpiece in position (see Chapter 4), 
so that the workpiece features to be inspected are shown 
clearly in the field of view (and on the monitor). 

Selecting the When setting up brightness compensation for your 
Compensation Mode application, you must select the compensation mode. You 

can choose one of two modes - mode 1, (same frame compen- 
sation), or mode 2 (next frame compensation). You select the 
mode using the Compensation Mode icon on the Image menu. 

When compensation mode 1 is selected, the brightness 
compensation is applied to the same image (the same frame) 
used to detect the lighting brightness. Thus it is ideal for 
strobe-lit inspections, although it can also be used in non- 
stobe lighting applications. 

When using compensation mode 2, the brightness compensa- 
tion is applied to the subsequent acquired image (the next 
frame). This mode is more suited to non-strobe light sources; 
do not use mode 2 when using strobe lighting. 

Note: If you select mode 1, you can only place the 
brightness probe in the top 40 rows of the monitor image. 
And, you cannot place any part of a line gage or window in 
the top 48 rows of the monitor image. 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the Compensation Mode The Compensation Mode icon is the icon third from the left 
icon on the Image menu to on the Image menu. The Compensation Mode icon, when 

set the Compensation Mode. picked, toggles between mode 1 and mode 2. 

Image Menu 

&I* Compensation Mode Icon 

Note: The VIM2 module does not allow you to select mode 1 
if the brightness probe is placed somewhere below the top 40 
rows of the monitor image, or if any window or line gage is 
positioned in the top 48 rows of the image. 
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f/acing the Brightness In order to use a brightness probe for lighting brightness 
Probe compensation, you must place that brightness probe in a 

suitable position in the monitor image. 

Generally speaking, you should place the probe so that it 
window covers a referencepatch in the video image. 

What is a “reference patch?” 
A reference patch is an area of consistent color and shading 
which you should place in the camera field of view when you 
are setting up the workstage, if you intend to use brightness 
compensation. The reference patch is necessary to assure 
that any detected change in brightness is due to variations in 
the lighting, and not due to changes of shading of objects in 
the workstage. When the brightness probe is used, any 
change in brightness from inspection to inspection is 
detected by the probe as a change in lighting. The purpose of 
the reference patch is to supply an area in the monitor image 
whose shading will not change from inspection to inspection, 
so that the brightness probe detects only a brightness change 
which is due to change in lighting intensity. 

An example procedure in this section illustrates the 
placement of the brightness probe over a reference patch. 

How do you position the reference patch? 
The position of the reference patch should be fixed in the 
workstage area in relation to the camera, so that it appears 
in the same place in each inspection image. Also, the 
reference patch should be placed so the position of the 
workpiece will not obstruct the camera’s view of the 
reference patch during inspection. This helps assure that 
the brightness probe readings will remain effective. 

Note: If you are using brightness compensation mode 1, you 
must position the reference patch so that it appears in the 
top 40 rows of the monitor image. 

What shade should the reference patch be? 
The appropriate shade of the reference patch will depend on 
the brightness of the lighting in the workplace. The shade of 
the reference patch should be such that, when the brightness 
probe is placed over it, a midrange reading results (the 
overall brightness range is 0 to 255; midrange would be 
approximately 70-180). This allows brightness 
compensation in either direction (for brighter or darker 
brightness changes). 

Note: When using backlighting, it may be necessary to 
place a patch of somewhat transparent, yet shaded material 
over part of the backlit area to obtain a midrange reading. 
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P/acing the Brightness To place the brightness probe you need to use the Probe Moue 
Probe menu (Note: You cannot adjust size or shape of the probe). 

(continued) Pick the Probe Moue icon to access the Probe Moue menu, as 
described below: 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the Probe Move icon to The Probe Moue icon is the fourth icon from the left on the 
access the Probe Move menu. Image menu (indicated by the four directional arrows). 

\ Probe Move Icon 

J( Probe Move Menu 

~el9B+B+B 
OK, 

UP 
\ \ 

Down Left Right 

The Probe Moue menu includes four directional arrow icons. 
To moue the probe into the desired position, pick the 
appropriate arrow icon(s), in one of two ways: 

l Pick the arrow icon to move the probe one pixel in the 
direction indicated by the icon. 

l Pick and hold the light pen down against the arrow icon 
to cause continuous imouement in the indicated direction 
(ifyoupick a n arrow icon and it fZashes, this indicates 
that the window is at a boundary - such as the screen 
edge -and cannot be moved further in that direction). 

Note: Depending on the brightness compensation mode 
you have selected, placement of the probe may be 
restricted - if you have selected mode lcsame fr-ame 
compensation), you can only place the probe in the top 40 
rows (or about the top 17%) of the video image. 
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Placing the Brightness 
Probe 

(continued) 

Your Action 

Pick the upper half of the 
monitor screen twice. 

0 bserve and remember 
the reference patch position. 

Reference 
Patch 

Analog image - 
of tarlget pattern 

Example Probe Move 
This demonstration places the brightness probe over the 
reference patch on the monitor image. 

Note: For example purposes, these procedures refer to the 
target pattern included with this manual. See Chapters 5 
and 6 to set up the VIM2 module, peripheral equipment, and 
target pattern. 

In order to locate the reference patch in the monitor image, 
you may first need to briefly change the video display mode, 
so the monitor displays the analog image, instead of the 
threshold image. 

Comments 

Picking the screen twice with the light pen displays the 
analog image (the probe is not displayed on screen). 

The reference patch is the light gray rectangle in the upper 
half of the analog image (see illustration below). 

Pick the upper half of the 
monitor screen once. 

Picking the screen once redisplays the threshold image, 
the Probe Moue menu, and the brightness probe. 

Reference 
patch 
location 

Threshold image 2 
(example image) - 

- Original position 
of probe 
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Placing the Brightness Example Probe Move fcontinued) 

Probe 
(continued) 

Pick the left arrow Picking the left arrow .moves the probe to the left. 
until the probe is placed 
over the referencepatch. 

la 
Probe moved left to 

/ 

center of reference patch 
position on threshold 
image 2 (example image). 

Original position 
of probe 

- Reference 
patch 
location 

Pick the OK icon. Once the brightness probe has been placed, you can return to 
the Image menu using the OK icon. 

Probe Move 
Menu 

Acceptance Range /con 

Image Menu 

Pick the Acceptance Range The current measured result of the brightness probe is 
icon to access th.e Acceptance listed as the middle number of the three numbers on the 

Range menu. right side of the Acceptance Range menu. 

Acceptance 
Range 
Menu 

Current probe result ” 

0 bserve the probe result. Ideally, the probe result should be a midrange reading (the 
range is O-255, midrange is approximately 70-180). Note: If 
the reading is not in midrange during setup, you may have to 
adjust either or both the workstage lighting or the F-stop 
setting of the lens (see Chapter 4). Or, if the lighting and F- 
stop setting are satisfactory, you can change the reference 
patch to a different shade to get a midrange reading. 
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Setting the Once you have placed the brightness probe, the next step 
Acceptance Range is to set the acceptance range of the brightness probe. 

What is the acceptance range? 
When you set up you the brightness probe, you must set the 
range of acceptable measurement values. That is, you set an 
upper limit and a lower limit for the brightness probe results. 
When you set the acceptance range limits, you determine the 
amount of lighting variation allowed during inspections. 

How does the acceptance range work? 
When the VIM2 performs an inspection, the brightness probe 
returns results based on the lighting brightness detected; if 
the brightness probe results do not come within the upper 
and lower limits (or acceptance range), an acquisition error is 
generated; the inspection fails, and the Acq EFFOF LED goes 
On. The VIM2 module indicates a Reject decision through 
the swingarm, the Decision LED, and the discrete bit, as well 
as through the results data blocks. 

What is the acceptance range used for? 
In each application, there is a point of lighting change 
beyond which the brightness compensation of the VIM2 is no 
longer effective; the threshold images remain distorted 
despite the brightness compensation. The acceptance range 
can be used to limit the allowable lighting variation, so that 
if this limit is surpassed, an acquisition error is generated. 
Thus you can use the acceptance range, and the acquisition 
error signal, to help distinguish whether failed inspections 
are the result of bad parts, or the result of bad lighting. 

You can use the acceptance range limit to prevent 
inspections from passing when the lighting is inadequate. 
You can also use the acquisition error signal as an alarm 
indicating the lighting for the inspection is no longer 
adequate, and the light source must be adjusted or replaced. 

How do you determine the acceptance range limits? 
You can set the acceptance range limits to detect when 
lighting has failed entirely. Do this by observing brightness 
probe result with lighting at optimal level, then observing 
brightness probe result with lighting removed. Set the 
acceptance range limit so that the reading for the removed 
lighting is out of range. 

Or, you can experiment with different lighting levels during 
trial inspections with known good parts, to see how much 
lighting variance is necessary to begin to cause failures. You 
can then observe the brightness probe reading at the point 
where failures begin to occur due to lighting variance, and 
set acceptance range limits accordingly. 
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Setting the To set the acceptance range for the brightness probe, access 
Acceptance Range the Acceptance Range menu. 

(continued) 

Your Action Comment 

Pick the Acce:ptance Range 
icon on the Image menu. 

Image Menu 

I ’ Acceptance Range /con 

v Acceptance Range Menu 

v 

Increase 
. 

Decrease increment 
Limit Icon Limit Icon Select Icon 

Observe thleprobe result. On the right side of the Acceptance Range menu are three 
numbers, separated by ” < =” signs. The middle number is 
the current measured result of the brightness probe. 

Pick the limit (upper The lower limit is the left number of the three numbers 
OF lower) you w’ant to change. displayed on the right side of the menu, the upper limit is the 

number on the right (Note: Default values are displayed for 
the limits initially). To select either limit, pick that limit 
with the light pen. The selected limit is underlined. 

Selected limit is underlined ” 

Pick the Increment Select The Increment Select icon sets the amount by which the 
icon, if necessary, to change selected limit will change when you pick the Increase Limit 

the increment. or Decrease Limit icon. When picked, the Increment Select 
icon toggles between 1 and 10. 

Pick the Increase Limit icon To increase the selected limit by the amount shown on the 
or the Decrease Limit icon, as Increment Select icon, pick the Increase Limit icon. To 

necessary, to increase OF decrease the selected limit, pick the Decrease Limit icon. To 
decrease the selected limit. change the limit value rapidly, pick and hold the light pen 

tip against the icon. 
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Setting the 
Acceptance Range 

(continued) 

Your Action 

Pick the OK icon to 
set the nominal brightness 

level and go to the Image menu. 

Note: The VIM2 module does not allow you to set the upper 
limit to a value lower than the lower limit, or to set the lower 
limit to a value higher than the upper limit. 

Comment 

When you pick the OK icon on the Acceptance Range menu, 
the VIM2 samples the brightness level, and sets the nominal 
brightness level based on the sample. This setting is the 
value used for comparison during run mode, when lighting 
brightness compensation is in effect. 

Acceptance 
Range 
Menu 

image Menu 

Using the Learn Mode and other Run Mode Functions 
The VIM2 module features a variation of its run mode called 
the learn mode. In learn mode, the VIM2 accumulates 
statistics for each enabled inspection tool, and the brightness 
pro be, based on a number of trial inspections. Use of the 
learn mode can be helpful in determining the optimal 
acceptance range for inspection tools and probe. 

The VIM2 module also features a number of run mode arm 
options, which can be helpful in refining your configuration. 
See Chapter 13 for more information regarding use of the 
learn mode and other run mode options. 

Accessing Statistics When you run the VIM2 in learn mode, you accumulate 
statistics for all enabled visions tools and probes. To observe 
the collected statistics for the brightness probe, first access 
the Acceptance Range menu on the Image menu, as described 
on the next page. 
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Accessing 5 ta tis tics 
(continued) 

Your Action Comment 

Pi& the Acceptance Range 
icon on the Image menu. 

Acceptance Range Icon 
2f 

I Current measured result 

Acceptance Range Menu 

Pick the current measured On the right side of the Acceptance Range menu are three 
result. numbers, separated by “< =” signs. The middle number is 

the current measured result of the brightness probe. When 
you pick this number, the brightness probe disappears, and 
the statistics are displayed (see diagram below). 

Total of triggers processed 

Number of probe failures 

Lowest result collected 

Highest result collected 

Average of all results 
collected 

#JL 0 
qiiJ 0 

4f 0 

ft 0 

+ 0 

Note: The results of failed inspections for the probe are not 
included in the lowest, highest, and average values. These 
statistics are based on passing inspections only. Therefore, 
for preliminary trial runs, you may want to set the 
acceptance range to extreme limits initially, for the purpose 
of collecting statistics for all inspections. 

Pick the current measured Picking the current measured result again redisplays the 
result again to remove the brightness probe and removes the statistics display. 

statistics display. 
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Strobe f nab/e The VIM2 module can operate using a strobe light as the 
light source. If you are going to use strobe lighting, either 
during setup mode or during run mode, you must first enable 
the VIM2 module’s strobe capability using the Strobe icon. 

Note: If you are using the strobe lighting during setup, see 
Chapter 5 for more information regarding the strobe light 
signal output on the VIM2 swingarm. 

With Strobe enabEed during setup mode, the monitor image 
appears frozen. Each time an image acquisition is required, 
such as after moving the brightness probe, the strobe output 
on the VIM2 module’s swingarm is energized just before the 
image is acquired. 

With Strobe enab2ed during run mode, the strobe output is 
energized just before the image is acquired, and the monitor 
image appears frozen after each inspection. 

To enable operation using the strobe lighting, pick the 
Strobe icon. 

Your Action Comment 

Pi& the Strobe icon 
on the Image menu 

When picked, the Strobe icon toggles between enabled 

to enable strobe operation. 
and disabled (disabled is indicated by the diagonal slash 
across the icon). With the Strobe enabled, the monitor image 
appears “frozen,” but images are acquired by the VIM2 
module as needed. When image acquisition takes place, the 
VIM2 module activates the strobe trigger signal on the 
swingarm (see Chapter 5 for information on strobe trigger 
connections). 

Image Menu 

Strobe 

Strobe Icon 

1 
Strobe 
Disabled 

Pick the Strobe icon With the Strobe disabled, the VIM2 module resumes normal 
icon on the Image menu 

to disable strobe operation. 
“live” video display. 
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Threshold hages The VIM2 module produces four threshold images for use 
with line gages and windows. You can use one, or up to all 
four threshold images in your configuration. Each line gage 
or window is assigned a threshold image to inspect; each tool 
inspects only the threshold image to which it is assigned. 

What is a threshold image? 
Recall from Chapter 3 that a threshold image is a high- 
contrast image consisting of pixels of only two colors -black 
and white. The VIM2 module allows you to set up a different 
threshold level for each of the four different threshold images 
it produces with each inspection. 

What is a threshold level? 
The threshold level determines which pixels will be black, 
and which will be white, in the threshold image. Recall from 
Chapter 3 that the image from the video camera contains an 
array of pixels, each of whose brightness levels, or “gray- 
levels,” can vary along a range of values from O-255. The 
value “0” indicates black, and “255” indicates white. The 
values from l-254 represent the range of grays in between; 
the lower the number, the darker the gray. 

In creating a threshold image from this gray-level image, the 
VIM2 module converts each pixel to one of two colors - black 
or white. To accomplish this, the VIM2 uses a “threshold 
level,” which you must supply. This threshold level is the 
dividing line that determines which pixels are converted to 
black, and which are converted to white. All pixels having 
gray-level values below or equal to the threshold (the darker 
pixels) are converted to black, and those above (the brighter 
pixels) are converted to white. The result is a high-contrast 
“threshold” image with only black and white pixels. 

Changing the threshold level setting can alter the image 
substantially. When the threshold is increased, the image 
becomes darker as more pixels fall below the threshold, and 
and are converted to black. When the threshold is decreased, 
the image becomes lighter, as more pixels are above the 
threshold, and are converted to white. 

Why are different threshold levels used? 
Varying the threshold can have the effect of enhancing 
certain image features, and/or detracting from the 
appearance of certain image features. The ability to vary the 
threshold allows you to enhance the features of interest on 
the workpiece you are inspecting. 

The VIM2 module has four available threshold images. You 
must set up at least one threshold image. You can set up 
each of the four threshold images, each with a different 
threshold level, with each highlighting different features. 
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Threshold Images 
(continued) 

Accessing the Threshold 
Menu 

Your Action 

Pick the Threshold icon 
on the Setup menu to 

access the Threshold menu. 

Or you can set up the threshold images with some high- 
lighting the same features. You do not necessarily have to set 
up and use all four of the threshold images; set up only as 
many of the threshold images as you need to use to highlight 
the different features of interest on the workpiece. 

How are threshold images referenced? 
Each time you configure a line gage, you assign a threshold 
image for that line gage; the line gage inspects only the 
threshold image assigned. When you configure any window, 
l-4, each window that you configure is automatically 
assigned the threshold image of the same number (see 
Chapters 9 and 10 for line gage and window information). 

When do you set up a threshold image? 
Set up a threshold image: 
l After you have set up the workstage, and have a 

workpiece in position (see Chapter 41, so that the 
workpiece features to be inspected are shown clearly in 
the field of view (and on the monitor). 

l After you have positioned the brightness probe. 
l After you have selected the appropriate strobe setting. 
l Before attempting to configure a line gage and/or window 

assigned to the threshold image. 

To set up a threshold image, first access the Threshold menu. 

Note: The “Quick Start Procedure” in Chapter 6 includes a 
specific example of setting up threshold images 1 and 2. The 
two example threshold images are used in example 
procedures throughout this manual. 

Comments 

The Threshold icon is the icon second from the right on the 
Setup menu. Picking the Threshold icon displays the 
ThreshoEd menu. 

Image Menu 

Threshold Icon f 

I 
Thres,hold Level 

Threshold Menu JI r 
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Selecting the Threshold Select the threshold image you want to set up by using the 
image Image Select icon. 

Your Action 

Pick the Imalge Select icon 
to change the image number. 

Select Anchor or Fioa t 
Status 

Threshold 
Menu 

image Select /con 

Comment5 

Picking the Image Select icon (the first icon on the left) 
changes the image number. As you change the image 
number by picking the Image Select icon, the corresponding 
threshold image is displayed on the monitor. Picking the 
Image Select icon repeatedly cycles through the four 
threshold images. Pick the icon until you have selected the 
threshold image you wish to set up. 

Note: When selecting the threshold image, remember - if 
you intend to use one ‘or more windows in your inspection - 
each window, l-4, is automatically assigned to inspect the 
threshold image of the same number. That is, window 1 
always inspects threshold image 1, window 2 inspects 
threshold image 2, etc. (see Chapter 10 for more information 
on windows). For line gages, you can select any one of the 
four threshold images for each line gage you configure. 

After selecting the threshold image number, set the Anchor/ 
Float status of the threshold image using the Anchor / Float 
icon. Anchor or Float status refers to the VIM2 module’s 
brightness compensation capability (see “Brightness 
Compensation” earlier in this chapter). 

Anchor / Float Icon 
. 

Anchor 

Itd 3 ,+q,Igks whenprcked) 
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Select Anchor or Flea t 
Status 

(con timed) 

Your Action 

Pick the Anchor / Float icon 

Anchor 

Setting the Threshold level 

When setting up a threshold image, you select Float if you 
expect the lighting to vary, and you want to enable the 
threshold image to use the brightness compensation 
capability. With Anchor selected, brightness compensation 
is disabled for that threshold image. 

Comments 

Picking the Anchor/Flout icon toggles the threshold image 
status between Anchor (indicated by the Anchor icon) and 
Float (indicated by three wavy lines in the icon). As you 
toggle the icon, the appearance of the threshold image on the 
monitor does not change. 

Current Threshold level 

Threshold 
Menu 

Decrease Icon Increase Icon 

To change the threshold level, pick either the Increase icon 
(to increase the threshold level), or the Decrease icon (to 
decrease the threshold level): 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the Decrease icon to Each time you pick the Decrease icon, the threshold level 
decrease the threshold level. decreases one unit. Pick and hold to decrease rapidly. 

Pick the Increase icon to Each time you pick the Increase icon, the threshold level 
increase the threshold level. increases one unit. Pick and hold to increase rapidly. 

As previously discussed in this chapter and in Chapter 3, 
changing the threshold level can dramatically alter the 
threshold image. Set the threshold level in order to best 
highlight the feature(s) of interest you want to measure. 

Notice the number on the right side of the Threshold menu; 
this number is the current threshold level of the selected 
threshold image. You can set this number to a value from 0 
to 255. The default setting is 128. 
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Halting hage 
Acquisition 

When the VIM2 module is in the setup mode (the mode used 
for configuring the VIM2 module), images normally are 
repeatedly and automatically acquired by the VIM2 module. 
If you choose, you can halt the image acquisition at any time, 
so that an acquired image remains “frozen” on the monitor. 
You halt automatic image acquisitions using the Image 
Acquisition icon on the Image menu. 

Why use the “halt image” capability? 
During configuration, it may be necessary or desirable to 
halt the image acquisitions. For example, you may want to 
configure vision tools based on the workpiece image, but the 
workpiece is not available for the entire setup process. 

How can you use the “halt image” capability? 
If you can have a workpiece in position in the workstage for 
only a limited time, you can, when the workpiece is 
available, run the VIM2 module in the normal Image 
Acquisition mode. Then, before the workpiece is removed 
from the field of view, you can select the Halt Image mode. 

Another opportunity for using the halt image capability 
occurs when you use one of the Halt Image arm modes during 
a trial run of the VIM2 module (Chapter 13 provides 
information on the arm modes). When you set the VIM2 
module for either the Halt on Reject or the Halt on Next 
Inspection option, and a halt occurs, the VIM2 module stops 
inspections, and stores all four of the threshold images from 
the inspection. You can at that point re-enter setup mode; 
the halt image feature will automatically be enabled. 

What happens with ‘“halt image” selected? 
With the Halt Image mode selected, the VIM2 module stops 
acquiring images; all four of the threshold images remain 
intact for the last image acquired. This allows you to 
configure or adjust line gages and windows based on these 
threshold images. However, you cannot move the brightness 
probe, or change the threshold levels of the four threshold 
images while Halt Image is selected. 
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Halting Image 
Acquisition 

To select the Halt Image mode, begin by picking the Image 
Acquisition icon on the Image menu. 

(continued) 

Your Action Comment 

Pick the Image Acquisition When the Image Acquisition icon is picked, the icon menu 
icon on the Image menu. strip disappears from the screen. The VIM2 module begins 

to repeatedly acquire images, and updates the monitor 
image. Each image displayed is brightness compensated. 

Image Menu 

\ Image Acquisition /con 

Depress the light pen tip When you depress the light pen tip at this point, the VIM2 
to halt image acquisition. module stops acquiring new images. The monitor image 

appears “frozen.” The icon menu strip reappears, with the 
Halt Image icon in place of the Image Acquisition icon. 

Image Menu 

\ Halt Image Icon 

Note: If you select the halt on reject mode (see Chapter 13 for 
run mode information), and you return to the setup mode 
after a reject decision occurs during run mode, the Halt 
Image mode will be selected automatically, so that the last 
acquired image is saved. This way you can review your line 
gage and/or window configurations and results as desired, 
based on the last acquired image. If and when you pick the 
Halt Image icon to resume the normal Image Acquisition 
mode, the last acquired image is lost, as the VIM2 module 
begins acquiring new images. Therefore make sure your 
work with the halted image is complete before resuming 
normal image acquisition. 

To resume image acquisition: 

Pick the H:alt Image icon 
icon on the Image menu. 

When the Halt Image icon is picked, the icon menu strip 
disappears. The VIM2 module begins to repeatedly acquire 
images; images displayed are still brightness compensated. 

Depress the light pen tip 
to begin image acquisition. 

When you depress the light pen tip at this point, the VIM2 
module stops acquiring new images. The monitor image is 
“live” as usual during setup (unless the Strobe option is 
enabled) without brightness compensation. The icon menu 
strip reappears, with the Image Acquisition icon in place of 
the Halt Image icon. 
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Brightness Registration The VIM2 module has a capability called brightness 
registration which allows you to automatically adjust the 
threshold levels of threshold images according to a new 
nominal brightness level. 

Note: In order to make use of this capability, threshold 
images must be set to Float status (i.e., brightness 
compensation enabled). Any threshold image which is set for 
Anchor status (brightness compensation disabled) is not 
affected by the use of brightness registration. 

Use brightness registration when the nominal or usual 
brightness level for your inspection changes, and you want to 
readjust the threshold images accordingly. 

Note: Brightness registration can be used with either a 
“live” image or a halted image. If the Halt Image icon is 
selected, registration is based on probe levels and thresholds 
computed during the prior image acquisition. 

To use brightness registration, return to the Setup menu, 
and pick the Registration icon to access the Registration 
menu. 

Your Action Comment 

Pick the Registration icon on The Registration icon lis the next to last icon on the Setup 
the Setup menu to access menu. 

the Registration menu. 

I “ Registration Icon 

I?egis tra tion Menu 

Brightness 
Registration Icon 

Store 
Registration /con 

After you have accessed the Registration menu, effecting 
brightness registration requires just two steps - picking the 
Brightness Registration icon, then picking the Store 
Registration icon. 

Pick the Brightness Picking the brightness registration icon (the icon color is 
Registration icon on the inverted when picked) causes brightness registration to take 

Registration menu. effect immediately. 
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Brightness Registration If the brightness probe detects a brightness level which is 
(continued) different from the learned nominal level, the newly detected 

level becomes the nominal level. Each threshold image 
which is configured for float (brightness compensation 
enabled) is then adjusted in the same amount and direction 
as the change in the brightness level; you can verify this by 
checking the threshold levels for the threshold images. 

Note: If you do not want to use the new nominal brightness 
level and threshold levels, pick the Brightness Registration 
icon again, or simply pick the OK icon to exit the 
Registration menu. The brightness registration will be 
cancelled. 

Otherwise, if you do want to use the new nominal brightness 
level and threshold levels, you must store them us follows: 

Your Action Comment 

Pick the Store registration Picking the Store Registration icon stores the new nominal 
icon to save the new brightness level and thresholds as part of the current 

parameters. working (RAM) configuration. 

Store 
Registration Icon 

Note: If brightness registration is active, shift registration 
will use a compensated image when initiated (see Shift 
Registration in Chapter 11). 

Note: Brightness and shift registration will be stored at the 
same time when you pick the Store Registration icon. 
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Chapter 9 Using line Gages 

Chap tier Objectives The objective of this chapter is to show how to use the Line 
Gage menu icons to set up a line gage as part of a VIM2 
module configuration for an inspection application. This 
chapter begins with questions and answers about gages. 

Some Questions and 
Answers about Gages 

This section introduces the topic of line gages by posing some 
questions about line gages, and answering them. 

What is a line gage? 
A line gage is an inspection tool which checks features in a 
selected binarized (threshold) image by analyzing linear 
groups of pixels -either black or white (see Chapter 3). 

What does a line gage detect? 
Line gages can be set to operate in any of a number of ways. 
A line gage can detect position of edges of “blobs” (see 
Chapter 3 for ‘blob” description), detect position of center of 
blobs, detect widths of blobs, count number of pixels crossed 
(black or white), or count number of edges crossed. 

How many line gages are there? 
There are 24 line gages in all - line gages X, Y, and numbers 
l-22. This chapter discusses only line gages I-22. Line gages 
X and Y are special cases -they are used for workpiece 
position shift compensation (discussed in Chapter 11). 

How do you set up a line gage? 
Using the Line Gage menu icons, you first select the line 
gage number (l-221, ‘and enable the gage. You then 
configure the selected line gage, which is shown on the 
monitor: you select which one of four threshold images to 
inspect; you select attributes such as vertical or horizontal 
orientation, line gage function, pixel color, etc.; you place the 
line gage over the feature(s) of interest on the threshold 
image; and you then set an acceptance range for the line 
gage inspection results - during inspection this range 
provides the basis for an accept or reject decision. 

How can you place a line gage? 
Using the Line Gage menu icons you can: 
l Select horizontal or vertical orientation (line gages can 

have only one of two orientations, vertical or horizontal). 
l Lengthen or shorten the line gage (a line gage can cross 

the entire monitor screen if need be, or be as short as a 
single pixel). 

l Move the line gage up or down, and/or side to side, until 
positioned as required over the feature(s) of interest. 
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Some Questions and 
Answers arbout Gages 

What does a line gage inspect? 
A line gage inspects only the pixels it crosses in the selected 

(continued) threshold image, so positioning is very important. A line 
gage analyzes the pixels it crosses to detect blobs, edges, or 
pixels (see Chapter 3 far an overview of line gage operation). 

When do you set up a line gage? 
Set up a line gage after you have: 
l Set up the workstage, and have a workpiece in the 

nominal or ideal position (see Chapter 41, so that the 
workpiece features to be inspected are shown clearly in 
the field of view (and on the monitor). 

l Set the threshold image(s) to enhance the particular 
feature(s) you are going to inspect (see Chapter 8). 

Accessing the 
Line Gage Menu 

To begin to set up a line gage, first access the Line Gage 
menu as described below. 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the Setup icon If the Main menu is displayed, access the Setup menu by 
on the Main menu to picking the Setup icon (the “open padlock”). If the Setup 

access the Setup menu. menu is already displayed (as shown below), skip this step. 

Setup Menu H Line Gage Icon 

Pick the Line Gage icon. Picking the Line Gage icon on the Setup menu displays the 
Line Gage menu: 

Line Gage 
Menu 

Enable ! Disable /con When you pick this icon, the diagonal slash disappears. 

Pick the second Picking the enable /disable icon enables the line gage, and 
(enableldisable)icon. allows you to pick other icons on the Line Gage menu. 

Pick the ETC icon. Picking the ETC icon leads to more Line Gage icons: 
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The Line Gage Icons Here are brief descriptions of each of the Line Gage icons, 
beginning with the first set: 

lzl X 

I-1 
m 
El 
III 

Kl 1 

Gage Select - Pick this icon to select the gage from a choice 
of X, Y, or numbers l-22. X, Y, then numbers l-22, then X, 
Y, etc., are displayed in sequence as you repeatedly pick the 
icon, or hold the light pen tip down against the icon. The 
selected line gage is displayed on the monitor. 

Gage Enable - Pick this icon to enable or disable the 
selected gage. This icon, when picked, toggles between 
enabled or disabled (disabled is indicated by diagonal slash 
across the icon). You must enable a selected gage in order to 
use the remaining Line Gage icons to configure a gage. Also, 
a gage must be enabled in order to be part of your inspection 
configuration. 

Gage Orientation -Pick this icon to select line gage 
orientation -either horizontal or vertical. For gages l-22, 
this icon, when picked, toggles between vertical and 
horizontal. 

Anchor / Float -This icon appears as shown at left when 
either the X or Y gage is selected. 

For gages l-22, this icon enables or disables position shift 
compensation, and when picked toggles between enabled 
(indicated by wavy lines) or disabled (indicated by anchor). 

Threshold Image -Pick this icon to select the threshold 
image which the gage will inspect (there are 4 threshold 
image choices). As you repeatedly pick this icon, numbers l- 
4 are displayed in sequence, indicating the selected 
threshold image. The selected threshold image is displayed 
on the monitor. 

The other two icons displayed on the menu are the familiar 
ETC icon and OK icon. Recall that picking the OK icon 
returns you to the previous menu (the Setup menu in this 
case). Picking the ETC icon displays additional Line Gage 
menu icons (see next page). 
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The fine Gage /cons If you pick the ETC icon on the Line Gage menu, a second set 
(continued) of Line Gage icons appears. These additional Line Gage icons 

are described below: 

El 

1 
nil 

f 

I 

w-w 

* 

•l # 

El I 

HI bl L 

-0 I4 

Exiting the Lime Gage Menu 

Gage Move - Pick this icon to access the Gage Moue menu 
for the selected line gage. Use the Gage Moue menu to 
strategically position the line gage on the image shown on 
the monitor screen. 

Gage Size - Pick this icon to access the Gage Size menu for 
the selected line gage. Use the Gage Size menu to lengthen 
or shorten the line gage. 

Gage Function-Pick this icon to assign the functions for 
the selected line gage. This icon, when picked, displays in 
sequence the different icons symbolizing the available line 
gage functions. Each icon represents two functions; a line 
gage always performs two inspection functions 
simultaneously. 

Color - Pick this icon to select the color - either black or 
white - of the blobs or pixels to be detected by the line gage 
inspection. This icon, when picked, toggles between black 
(indicated by the black box with white “#“) and white (white 
box with black “#“). 

Acceptance Range - Pick this icon to access the Acceptarzce 
Range menu for the selected line gage. Use the Acceptance 
Range menu to set the upper and lower limits for the 
inspection results, and to read the current line gage result 
and/or line gage statistics. 

Gage Filter - Pick this icon to select the type of pixel 
filtering for the selected line gage. Picking this icon toggles 
through the three options - none (“O”), l-, or 2-pixel filtering. 

If you pick the ETC icon on the second Line Gage menu, the 
first set of Line Gage icons returns to the screen. 

Remember, to exit the Line Gage menu, you must return to 
the first set of line gage icons, which includes the OK icon. 
Then, pick the OK icon to exit the Line Gage menu and 
return to the Setup menu. 
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Configuring Line Gages This section explores the features and options you will 
encounter when configuring a line gage, and leads you 
through example procedures for setting up a line gage. 

Note: For example purposes, these procedures refer to the 
target pattern included with this manual. Refer to the 
“Quick Start” section of Chapter 6 for more information. 

Access the Line Gage Menu Your first step is to access the Line Gage menu. 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the Setup icon If the Main menu is displayed, pick the Setup (the “open 
on the Main menu to padlock”) icon to access the Setup menu (if the Setup menu 

access the Setup menu is already displayed, skip this step): 

Line Gage /con 

Pick the Line Gage icon to When you pick the Line Gage icon, the Line Gage menu 
access the Line Gage menu. appears: 

When you select the Line Gage menu, a line gage is 
displayed on the monitor. The first time you use the Line 
Gage menu, the line gage is displayed in the default position 
in the center of the screen, with horizontal orientation (see 
illustration below). The default threshold image is “1.” 

line gage displayed on 
threshold image 1 
(example image). 
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Select and Ena b/e Line Gage Select the line gage you wish to configure using the Gage 
Select icon (Note: Two special cases of line gage, the “X” and 
“Y” float gages, are discussed in Chapter 11; this chapter 
refers only to line gages l-22). 

Gage Enable Icon 

When you pick the Gage Select icon, the number increments 
through all the line gages - X, Y, 1,2 . . .22, X, Y, 1, etc. The 
selected line gage is displayed on the monitor; when first 
displayed, the line gage is shown in the “home” position in 
the center of the monitor, with horizontal orientation. 

Gage Enable -In order to configure the selected line gage, 
you must enable the line gage. Pick the Gage Enable icon so 
the diagonal slash is removed, indicating gage is enabled. 

Note: A line gage must be enabled in order to be part of your 
inspection operation. You can disable a line gage after you 
have configured it - when disabled, a line gage does not 
function as part of the configuration (Note: A line gage 
cannot be disabled if it is included in a math tool 
configuration - see Chapter 12). 

Your Action Comments 

Select the line gage number. Pick the Gage Select icon (the first icon on the left) to change 
the gage number. To cycle through the line gages rapidly, 
hold the light pen tip down against the icon. 

Select line gage number 1. 

Enable selelcted line gage. 

Example: Select and Enable Line Gage 1 
Pick the Gage Select icon until the number “1” is displayed. 

El 1 

Pick the Gage EnabZe icon (the second icon) so the diagonal 
slash is removed, indicating the line gage is enabled. 
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Select Gage Orientation Each line gage is oriented in either of two selectable 
directions - horizontal or uertical; you select the gage 
orientation by picking the Gage Orientation icon. 

. 
Gage Orientation 

Line gages are horizontal when first selected. As you pick 
the Gage Orientation icon, the icon toggles. The orientation 
of the line gage on the screen matches that of the icon. 

Select the orientation based on the application. If you wish 
to measure vertical dimensions of the workpiece feature(s), 
for example, choose vertical for the line gage orientation. 

Your Action Comments 

Change the Gage Orientation. Pick the Gage Orientation icon to toggle the line gage 
between vertical and horizontal. 

Horizontal 

Example - Select Horizontal Orientation 
Select horizontal. Pick the Gage Orientation icon so the horizontal line gage is 

displayed on the screen. 

Horizontal line Gage in “Home” Position Vertical Line Gage in “Home” Position 1 :!. :: .I 

Note: The VIM2 module stores the horizontal and vertical 
selections as two different gages in terms of line gage 
placement. For example, if you select vertical, then change 
the position of the gage, then select horizontal, the gage 
orientation changes Ito horizontal, and the line gage returns 
to its “home” position in the center of the screen. If you then 
select vertical again, the line gage returns to the last position 
it held as a vertical gage. 
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Select Anchor or Float Anchor or Float status refers to VIM2 module’s X/Y shift 
Status compensation capability. Use the Anchor / Float icon to 

enable or disable the XNshift compensation feature. 

’ Anchor / Float icon 

X1 Y Shift compensation -The VIM2 module can be 
configured to adjust for shifts of the workpiece in the image 
from inspection to inspection, using the “X” and “Y” float 
gages (the VIM2 module’s X./Y shift compensation is 
discussed in detail in Chapter 11). 

When configuring a line gage, you select Float if you expect 
the workpiece to shift, and you want to enable the line gage 
to use the shift compensation capability. With Anchor 
selected, position shift compensation is disabled. 

Your Action Comments 

Change the Anchor I Float Pick the Anchor I Float icon to toggle the line gage status 
status. between anchor (indicated by the anchor in the icon) and 

/lout (indicated by the three wavy lines).* As you toggle the 
icon, the appearance of the line gage does not change. 

Float 

*Note: In order to select the float status for a line gage, 
either or both of the “X” and “Y” float gages must first be 
enabled (if the Anchor/Float icon does not toggle, this is 
because both the “X” and “Y” float gages are disabled). 

Select Anchor Status 
Example - Select Ant hor 
Pick the Anchor / Float icon so that the Anchor is displayed. 

X El Y 

*Note: The Anchor/Float icon appears as shown above for 
line gages l-22 only. When either “X” or “Y” float gages are 
selected, the icon has a different function, and toggles 
between these two icons (see Chapter 11 regarding float gage 
information): 
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Select Threshold image Select the threshold image you wish to use with the selected 
line gage. There are four different threshold images 
(numbered l-4) available. The number in the threshold 
image icon indicates the selected threshold image. The 
selected threshold image is displayed on the screen. 

’ Threshold Image /con 

In selecting the threshold image, pick the one which best 
highlights the feature you wish to measure with the selected 
line gage. That is, the feature you want to measure should 
stand out in contrast from the area surrounding that feature. 

Note: Prior to setting up the line gages, first set the 
threshold images you wish to use for your inspections, at 
least preliminarily (see Chapter 7). For example purposes, 
we refer in this chapter to the use of the two threshold 
images set in the “Quick Start” section of Chapter 6. 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the threshold image icon Picking the threshold image icon cycles through images 
to change threshold images. l- 4. The corresponding images are shown on the monitor. 

Example - Select Threshold Image 2 
Select threshold image 2. Pick the icon until the number “2” appears in the icon. 

With the icon showing “2,” threshold image 2 appears on the 
screen (see diagram below). 

Line Gage Displayed on 
Threshold Image 2 
(example image) 
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Additional Line Gage Icons At this point, go on to the second set of line gage icons to 
continue. To do this, use the ETC icon. 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the ETC icon to When you pick the ETC icon, the second part of the line gage 
access the second set of menu is displayed (Note: Pick EZ’C on the second menu to 
Line Gage menu icons. redisplay the first). 

Pick ETC to switch menus 

Second set of icons 

Placing the Line Gage Placing the Eine gage includes both moving the gage, and also 
adjusting the gage size (length) as necessary. This section 
discusses using the Gage Moue and Gage Size menus for the 
purpose of placing a line gage in position for an inspection. 

Generally speaking, you should place a gage so that the gage 
crosses the feature to be measured with some overlap on each 
side of the feature. To do this, you probably will need to both 
move the line gage (using the Gage Move menu), and adjust 
the line gage length (using the Gage Size menu). 

Line gage moved and lengthened 
to cross entire black rectangle on 
threshold image 2 
(example image) 
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Placing the fine Gage The first two icons on the second Line Gage menu are the 
(continued) Gage Move icon (used to access the Gage Move menu), and 

the Gage Size icon (used to access the Gage Size menu). 

Gage Move km /f k Gage Size Icon 

First let’s look at the Gage Move menu. 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the Gage Move icon to The Gage Move icon is the first icon on the second Line Gage 
access the Gage Move menu. menu (indicated by the four directional arrows). 

‘\ Gage Move Icon 

V Gage Move Menu 

1+1+1 

k k y GageSizelcon 
Left Right 

The Gage Move menu includes four directional arrow icons. 
Notice the Gage Move menu also includes the Gage Size icon 
for immediate access to the Gage Size menu (the Gage Size 
Menu has a Gage Move icon as well). The VIM2 line gage 
menus allow you to conveniently toggle back and forth 
between the Gage Size and Gage Move menus while placing 
the line gage. 

To move the line gage into the desired position, pick the 
appropriate arrow icon(s), in one of two ways: 

l Pick the arrow icon to move the line gage one pixel in the 
direction indicated by the icon. 

l Pick and hold the light pen down against the arrow icon 
to cause continuous movement in the indicated direction 
(ifyoupick a n arrow icon and it flashes, this indicates 
that the line gage is at a boundary - such as the screen 
edge -and cannot ‘be moved further in that direction). 
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Placing the Line Gage 
(continued) 

Your Action 

Place the line gage 
across the left edge of the black 

rectangle of the target. 

Note: Depending on the brightness compensation mode you 
have selected, placement of the line gage may be restricted 
(see Chapter 7 for brightness compensation information). 
Briefly, if you have selected same frame compensation (mode 
Y”), you cannot place a line gage in the top 48 pixel rows (or 
about the top 20%) of the video image. 

Example Line Gage Move 
This demonstration places the line gage at the left edge of 
large black rectangle in threshold image 2. 

Hint: When placing a line gage, moue the gage first before 
adjusting the length. And, because the line gage length is 
adjusted from the right (or bottom) end, first move the gage 
so the left (top) end of the gage is in the desired position. 
Then adjust the length (using the Gage Size menu) so the 
right (bottom) end is in the desired position. 

Comments 

Pick the left arrow icon as necessary to move the line gage so 
the line gage crosses the left side of the black rectangle. 

El 
Line gage moved left to 

II:.:..:..-.:.:: 
. . . :;.:. ?. 

: .: i: : ::j “.;::i-; ;z.;, . . : :.:..:..: . . . . . . . Original position of line gage .i $ $1 

left ealge of black rectangle 
on threshold image 2 
(example image) 
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Placing the Line Gage Adjusting Gage Size - Use the Gage Size menu to shorten 
(continued) or lengthen the line gage. 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the Gage Size icon on If the Gage Moue menu is displayed, access the Gage Size 
the Gage Move menu. menu by picking the Gage Size icon: 

I ’ Gage Size icon 

Gage Size Menu 

Lengthen Icon Gage Move Icon 

Shorten Icon 

Note: Remember you can also access the Gage Size from 
the Line Gage menu by picking the Gage Size icon on that 
menu. Also, notice the Gage Moue icon, which can be 
used for immediate access to the Gage Move menu. 

There are two ways of adjusting the line gage length using 
the Gage Size icons: 

Pick the appropriate Gage Size icon to lengthen or 
shorten the line gage one pixel at a time. 

Pick and hold the light pen down against the appropriate 
icon to cause continuous lengthening or shortening. 

If you pick Gage Size icon and it flashes, this indicates 
that the line gage is at its limit and cannot be further 
adjusted in the direction indicated by the selected icon. 

Note: When you change the length of a line gage, the left 
(top) end of th e 1 ine gage remains fixed; only the position 
of the right (bottom) end of the line gage changes. 

Gage Size Limits 
You can lengthen a line gage until it meets either the bottom 
edge (for a vertical gage) or right edge (for a horizontal gage) 
of the screen. 

You can shorten a line gage to a single pixel in length. 
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Placing the Line Gage For a horizontal gage, pick the lengthen icon to lengthen 
(continued) to the right, or the shorten icon to shorten from the right: 

Horizontal Gage 

Lengthen 

Shorten 

ISGI 

Vertical Gage 

Gage extends to the right, 
left end remains fixed. 

Gage shortens from the right, 
m left end remains fixed. 

For a verticaE gage, pick the lengthen icon to lengthen 
downward, or pick the shorten icon to shorten upward: 

El Shorten 

Gage shot-tens upward, 
top end remains fixed. 

Example Size Adjustment 
Lengthen the line gage so it crosses the entire width of black 
rectangle on the target pattern in threshold image 2. 

Your Action Comments 

Lengthen the line gage 
so it crosses the right edge 

Pick and hold the Lengthen icon as necessary to lengthen the 

of the bZack rectangle. 
line gage until it crosses the right edge of the black rectangle 
on the target pattern in threshold image 2: 

Line gage lengthened to cross 
entire black rectangle on 
Threshoild Image 2 
(exampIle image) 

Make sure the line gage 
crosses over the white square. 

After placing the line gage, check to see if the line gage also 
crosses over the white square. If not, pick the Gage Moue 
icon to access the Gage Move menu. Use the Up or Down 
icons to move the line gage so it crosses the white square. 

Note: After placing the line gage, return to the Line Gage 
Menu by picking the OK icon. 
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Setting the Each of the line gages can perform several types of 
Line Gage function inspections. Setting the line gage function involves the use 

of these two icons: 

Gage Function /con - Pick this icon to H \ Color Icon - Pick this icon to select 

assign the function for the selected the blob or pixel color-either black 

line gage. or white -for the line gage function. 

Gage Function 
To set up the line gage function, (1) pick the Gage Function 
icon to select the function, then (2) pick the Color icon to set 
the color (black or white) for the selected function. 

Recall from Chapter 3 that a line gage can be set up to detect 
three basic types of image characteristics (see figure below): 

l Blob - a group of consecutive pixels of the same color 

l Edge -wherever a black and a white blob meet (that is, 
wherever a black pixel is next to a white pixel) * 

l Pixel counts-either black or white pixels. Recall that 
each threshold image consists of black and white pixels. 

Horizontal 
Line Gage 

Pixels 

White Black 
Blob Blob 

*Note on edge location: The location given for the left (top) 
edge of a blob is the location of the first pixel of the blob - 
that is, where the line gage first detects a transition in color, 
indicating the beginning of a blob (the uertical line gage 
scans from top to bottom; the horizontal line gage scans from 
left to right). The location given for the right (bottom) edge of 
a blob is the location of the last pixel of that blob, before a 
change in pixel color is detected. 
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Setting the 
Line Gage Function 

(continued) 

Your Action 

Pi& the Gage Function icon 
9 times to cycle through 

all the available functions 

f B-m 
l-l # 

I 
B-m 4z 

r-l 

m-m 

t; 

f 
l-l -- 4-b 

l-l 2&- 

You select the function by picking the Gage Function icon. 
The Gage Function icon, when picked repeatedly, cycles 
through the icons symbolizing the available functions. Each 
icon represents two functions (referred to as upper and lower 
functions); each enabled line gage always performs the two 
selected functions (upper and lower) simultaneously. 

Comment5 

Picking the Gage Function icon changes the icon. 
The nine different icons and their associated functions are 
described throughout this section (Note: The last two icons 
below are not available for the X and Y float gages): 

(Upper) 
(Lower) 

Functions (Upper and Lower) 

Locate left (top)* edge of largest blob 
Width of largest blob 

Wpper) Locate right (bottom)* edge of largest blob 
(Lower) Width of largest blob 

(Upper) Locate center of largest blob 
(Lower) Width of largest blob 

(Upper) Locate left (top) edge of leftmost (top)* blob 
(Lower) Width of leftmost (top)* blob 

Wpper) Locate center of leftmost (top)* blob 
(Lower) Width of leftmost (top)* blob 

(Upper) Locate right (bottom)* edge of rightmost (bottom)* blob 
(Lower) Width of rightmost (bottom)* blob 

(Upped Locate center of rightmost (bottom) blob 
(Lower) Width of rightmost (bottom)* blob 

(Upper) Count white pixels 
(Lower) Count black pixels 

(Upper) Count blobs 
(Lower) Count edges 

*Parentheses indicate function as used with a vertical line gage, 
as opposed to a horizontal line gage. 
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Setting the 
Line Gage Function 

(continued) 

Your Action 

Select the first icon 
(.shown below). 

+ 
m-w 

/’ 

f - - .- 
Q 4-b 

m-m 

# 

Select the appropriate Color. 

This section describes the different Gage Function icons and 
their associated functions, providing examples of most of 
the line gage functions. The remaining functions are similar 
to those illustrated by example, with only small differences 
in operation (these differences are explained). 

Comment5 

Pick the Gage Function icon as necessary until the first icon 
is displayed (Note: This icon is the default setting). 

Upper Function - Gives pixel location of the left edge (or, 
for vertical gages, the top edge) of the Zargest blob (black or 
white, as selected by Color icon) crossed by the line gage. 
The location given for the edge is actually the pixel column 
number for horizontaZ line gages, or pixel row number for 
vertical (see example on next page). 

Lower Function - Gives the pixel count of the width of the 
Zargest blob (black or white, as selected by color icon) crossed 
by the line gage (see example on next page). 

Pick the Color icon to select the color (black or white). 

Note on displaying line gage measurement results: 
When setting up a line gage, access the Acceptance Range 
menu to display the measurement results of the line gage 
functions. To do this, after placing the gage, selecting the 
line gage function, and selecting color, pick the Acceptance 
Range (“Hi/Lo”) icon: 

I ’ Acceptance Range Icon 

Pick this icon to select 
f 

Middle number is the current 
upperor Iower function measured result of the selected 
(lower function is shown) function. 

Note: For the upper function of the first seven gage function 
icons, if the line gage cannot locate a blob of the selected 
color (no pixels of the selected color are crossed by the line 
gage), a result value of 255 is listed, and the line gage fails. 
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Setting the 
Line Gage Function 

(continued) 

3L - 

CIIII 
4-b 

m-w 

* 

Here are examples of the upper and lower functions of the 
first Gage Function icon: 

Example: UpperFunction of first icon -Assuming the Color icon is set to 
black, the horizontal line gage shown below gives the location of the 
left edge of the largest black blob, which corresponds in this case to the 
left edge of the black rectangle (Note: the example pixel location = 30; 
pick the Acceptance Range icon to see the actual measured value). 

Leftmost edge of 
largest black blob, 

1 Pixel location = 30 

Smaller 
black blob 

J 

\\?ar gest black blob \ 

horizontal line gage 
on threshold image 2 

Example: Lower Function of first icon -Assuming the Color icon is set to 
white, the horizontal the gage shown below gives the width (in pixel 
units) of the largest white blob, which corresponds in this case to the 
width of the white square (Note: the example pixel count = 70; pick the 
Acceptance Range icon to see the actual measured value). 

Smaller 
white blob 

Width of largest 
white blob, 

Pixelcount = 70 

Monitor Image shows a 
horizontal line gage 

\ 

on threshold image 2 

Largest white blob 
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Setting the 
Line Gage Function 

(continued) 

Select the second icon 
(‘shown below). 

f 
m-m 

/’ w-w IIII ii m-B +b 

Pick the Gage Function icon to display the second icon. 

Upper Function -Locates and gives pixel location of the 
right (bottom) edge of the largest blob (black or white, as 
selected by Color icon) crossed by the line gage. 

Lower Function - (same as lower function of first icon). 

Example: Upper Function -Assuming the Color icon is set to white, the 
horizontal line gage shown below gives the pixel location of the right 
edge of the largest white blob, which corresponds in this case to the 
location of the right edge of the white square (Note: the example pixel 
location = 210; pick the Acceptance Range icon to see the actual 
measured value). 

Right edge of 
largest white blob, 
Pixel location = 210 

\ 

Largest white blob 

Monitor Image shows a 
horizontal line gage \ 

on threshold image 2 

\ 

I 
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Setting the 
Line G:age Function 

(continued) 

Select the third icon 
(shown below). 

2, 
/’ 

w-w 

# 

Pick the Gage Function icon to display the t,hird icon. 

Upper Function - Gives location of the center pixel of the 
largest blob (black or white, as selected by Color icon) crossed 
by the line gage. 

Lower Function - (same as lower function of first icon). 

Example: UpperFunction- Assuming the Coloricon isset to white, the 
horizontal line gage shown below gives the location of the center pixel 
of the largest white blob, which corresponds to the horizontal center of 
the white square (Note : the example pixel location = 175; pick the 
Acceptance Range icon to seethe actual measured value). 

Center of largest 

white blob, 
Pixel location = 175 

\ LargestwhiTb y 1 , 

Monitor Image 

horizontal line gage 
on threshold image 2 
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Setting the 
line Gage Function 

(con timed) 

Select the fourth icon 
(shown below). 

f -- 
/’ 

-- 
* 

Pick the Gage Function icon to display the fourth icon. 

Upper Function - Gives pixel location of the left (top) edge 
of the leftmost (top) blob (black or white, as selected by Color 
icon) crossed by the line gage. 

Lower Function - Gives the pixel count of the width of the 
leftmost (top) blob (black or white, as selected by color icon) 
crossed by the line gage. This is similar to the lower function 
of the first icon (see first icon example); the only difference is 
this function gives the width of the leftmost (top) blob instead 
of the largest blob. 

Example: Upper Function -Assuming the Color icon is set to black, the 
horizontal line gage gives the location of the left edge of the leftmost 
black blob, which corresponds to the left edge of the black rectangle 
(Note : the example pixel location = 30; pick the Acceptance Range icon 
to see the actual measured value). 

Left edge of 
leftmost black blob, 

Leftmost black 

Monitor Image shows a ‘\ 
horizontal line gage 
on threshold image 2 
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Setting the 
Line Gage function 

(continued) 

Select the fifth icon 
(shown below). 

A, 
f 

A -- 
# 

Select the sixth icon 
(shown below). 

r7 -3’ 4-b 
-- 

# 

Pick the Gage Function icon to display the fifth icon. 

Upper Function - Gives pixel location of the center of the 
leftmost (top) blob (black or white, as selected by Color icon). 
This is similar to the third icon upper function (see third icon 
example); the only difference is this function locates the 
center of the leftmost (‘top) blob instead of the center of the 
largest blob. 

Lower Function - (same as lower function of fourth icon). 

Pick the Gage Function icon to display the sixth icon. 

Upper Function - Gives pixel location of the right (bottom) 
edge of the rightmost (‘bottom) blob (black or white, as 
selected by Color icon) crossed by the line gage. 

Lower Function - Gives the pixel count of the width of the 
rightmost (bottom) blob (black or white, as selected by color 
icon). This is similar to the first icon lower function (see first 
icon example); the only difference is this function gives the 
width of the rightmost (bottom) blob instead of the largest 
blob. 

Example: Upper Function of sixth icon -Assuming the Color icon is set 
to black, a horizontal line gage gives the location of the right edge of 
the right-most black blob, corresponding tothe right edge of the black 
rectangle (Note : the example pixel location = 225; pick the Acceptance 
Range icon to see the actual measured value). 

Right edge of 
rightmost black blob, 
Pixel location = 225 

horizontal line gage 
on threshold image 2 
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Setting the 
Line (Gage function 

(continued) 

Select th:e seventh icon 
(shown below). 

f -- 
/’ 

El\ -.g. 
-- * 

Select the eighth icon 
(shown below). 

Pick the Gage Function icon to display the seventh icon. 

Upper Function-Gives pixel location of the center of the 
rightmost (bottom) blob (black or white, as selected by Color 
icon). This is similar to the third icon upper function (see 
third icon example); the only difference is this function 
locates the center of the rightmost (bottom) blob instead of 
the center of the largest blob. 

Lower Function - (same as lower function of sixth icon). 

Pick the Gage Function icon to display the eighth icon. 

Upper Function - Gives total of all white pixels crossed by 
the line gage (status of Color icon has no effect on this 
function). 

Lower Function - Gives total of all black pixels crossed by 
the line gage (status of Color icon has no effect on this 
function). 

Example of Upperand Lowerfunctions -A horizontal line gage gives 
the number of black pixels crossed, and the number of white pixels 
crossed (Note: the example black pixel count = 125, and the example 
white pixel count = 95; pick the Acceptance Range icon to see the actual 
measured values). 

Total of all black 

Monitor image shows a 
horizontal line gage 

\ 

on threshold image 2 

pixels = 95 
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Setting the 
Line Gbge Function 

(continued) 

Select ,the ninth icon Pick the Gage Function icon to display the ninth icon. 
(shown below). 

f#* Upper Function - Gives total of all blobs (black or white, as 
selected by Color icon) crossed by the line gage. 

Lower Function - Gives total of all edges crossed by the line 
#A- gage (status of Color icon has no effect on this function). 

Example: Upper Function -Assuming the Color icon isset to black, a 
horizontal line gage givesthe number of black blobs crossed (2 in the 
diagram). Note: If the Co/or icon were set to white, the number of 
white blobs crossed would be 3 in the diagram below). 

Monitor Image shows a 
horizontal line gage 
on threshold image 2 

\ Total of all / 
black blobs = 2 

Example: LowerFunction ,-A horizontal line gage gives the number of 
edges crossed (4 in the diagram below). Note: The line gage ends are 
not counted as edges by the line gage-only transitions from white to 
black or black to white are counted as edges). 

Total of all 

edges crossed = 4 

horizontal line gage 
on threshold image 2 
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Setting the Once you have placed a line gage and set the functions, 
Acceptance Range the next step is to set the acceptance range of the line gage. 

What is the acceptance range? 
Before you use a line gage to measure the feature(s) of 
interest on a workpiece, you must set the range of acceptable 
measurement values for each function of that line gage. 
That is, you set an upper limit and a Zouler limit for the line 
gage results, for both the upper and lower function. 

When the VIM2 performs an inspection, each line gage 
returns two results based on its two functions; if both line 
gage results come within the upper and lower limits (or 
acceptance range) for those functions, the line gage 
inspection passes. If either result is not within range, the 
line gage fails. If a line gage fails, the inspection fails; as a 
result, the VIM2 module indicates a Reject decision through 
the swingarm, the Decision LED, and the discrete bit, as well 
as through the results data blocks. 

How do you set the acceptance range for a line gage? 
In order to set the acceptance range for a line gage function, 
you must know (1) the measured result of the line gage 
function for a nominal or ideal part, and (2) the amount of 
variation that is acceptable for that measurement (if any). 
What you must do is: 

1. Stage and light the ideal (or nominal) part with the part 
in the ideal (or nominal) position for inspection. 

2. Set up the line gage (select and enable line gage, select 
threshold image, place the line gage, and select function). 

3. Pick the Acceptance Range icon and observe the result for 
the ideal part for each of the two line gage functions. 

4. Determine the amount of acceptable variation for the 
measured value for each of the two line gage functions, 
and set the upper and lower limits for each function. 

Hint: If you are interested in applying the result of only 
one of the two functions, set the upper and lower limits 
for the unused function to extreme values, so that the 
unused function does not fail during inspection. 

Do the same any time you need to use a gage function 
result and you do not want the result to cause the 
inspection to fail during operation. For example, you 
may want to use the line gage result in a math tool, and 
not have the line gage result cause an inspection failure. 
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Setting the 
Acceptance Range 

(continued) 

5. Test the inspection configuration by using the VIM2 
module as configured, and inspecting typical parts. 
Refine the line gage function limits as necessary. 

Can you use the VIM2 module’s Learn mode and 
statistics to help set the acceptance ranges? 
Yes, a good way to set an appropriate acceptance range 
would be to use the VIM2 module’s learn mode. You 
could, for example, set the acceptance ranges as follows: 

1. When configuring the VIM2 module for your 
inspection, set the acceptance ranges for the line gage 
functions to extreme limits, since the VIM2 module 
does not include results of failed inspections in the 
statistics. 

2. Set the VIM2 module to run in learn mode (see 
Chapter 13 for more information on the learn mode) 
before exiting to run mode. 

3. While the VIM2 module is running in learn mode 
mode, inspect a sampling of known good parts. 

4. Go back to setup mode, and observe and record the 
statistics for the line gage functions (see “Accessing 
Statistics” this chapter) for known good parts. Note: 
The statistics will include minimum result, maximum 
result, and average result for the inspected sample for 
each line gage .function. 

5. Reset, the statistics to 0 (see Resetting the Statistics, 
Chapter 13). 

6. Inspect a sampling of known bad parts, with the VIM2 
module set to Eearn mode. 

7. Go back to setup mode, and observe and record the 
statistics for the line gage functions for known bad 
parts. 

8. Adjust the acceptance range limits according to the 
statistical feedback. That is, set, the acceptance 
ranges so that results for good parts will be within 
range, and results for bad parts will be out of range. 

The next section tells how to use the Acceptance Range 
menu to set the upper and lower limits, or acceptance 
range, of the line gage functions. 
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Setting the To set the acceptance range for a line gage function, access 
Acceptance Range the Acceptance Range menu. 

(continued) 

Your Action Comment 

Pick the Acceptance Range 
icon on the Lin.e Gage menu. 

I ’ Acceptance Range Icon 

Function select ’ 
$yr or lower) 

Lower limit / 
I &per 

Current measured value 
limit 

Pick the Function Select icon Select either the upper or the lower function of the line gage. 
to select the upper or lower The icon, when picked, toggles between the upper and lower 

function. function of the function icon selected on the Line Gage menu: 

Selected Gage 
function icon on 
Line Gage menu 

[‘t) r) -*,I function Select icon toggles 
between upper and lower function 

Observe the function result. On the right side of the Acceptance Range menu are three 
numbers, separated by tt< =” signs. The middle number is 
the current measured result of the selected line gage 
function. For example, if you selected the upper function, 
the result of the line gage’s upper function is displayed. 

Select the limit (upper The lower Zimit is the left number of the three numbers 
or lower) you want to change. displayed on the right side of the menu, the upper limit is the 

number on the right (Note: Default values are displayed for 
the limits initially). To select either limit, pick that limit 
with the light pen. The selected limit is underlined. 

Selected limit is underlined 
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Setting the 
Acce,ptance Range 

(continued) 

Acceptance Range Menu 

DeI+I 1 I-q-pK 
ff 4 

Increase Dec,rease lncremen t 
Limit /con Limiit /con Select /con 

Your Action 

Pick the Increment Select 
icon to select the increment 

Increase or decrease limit. 

When finished, pick the OK 
icon to display the Line Gage 

menu. 

Comments 

Picking the Increment Select icon toggles the icon between 
1 and 10. 

To increase the selected limit by the amount shown on the 
Increment Select icon, pick the Increase Limit icon. You can 
increase the limit to the maximum allowed by the line gage 
(this depends on the function, size of gage, and position of 
gage). 

To decrease the selected limit by the amount shown on the 
Increment Select icon, pick the Decrease Limit icon. You can 
decrease the limit to a value of 0. 

Note: The VIM2 does not allow you to set the upper limit to 
a value lower than the lower limit, or to set the lower limit to 
a value higher than the upper limit. 

After you have set both limits as desired, return to the 
Line Gage menu. 
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Setting the Example: Setting Acceptance Range 
Acceptance Range Let’s suppose that the target pattern represents a part. 

(continued) Suppose you want to inspect the width of the light colored 
square on the part (shown as a white square within a black 
rectangle in threshold image 2, as illustrated below). 

Line gage 1 displayed on 
thlreshold image 2 
(example image) 

Your Action Comments 

Set up linegage 1 using the To gage the size of the white square, set up line gage 1 
Line Gage menu icons. (using the Line Gage menu icons) as follows: 

l Select horizontal orientation. 

l Select threshold image 2. 

l Place the line gage to cross and overlap the white square. 

l Set Gage Function icon to the first icon (in order to use the 
lower function - width oflargest blob). 

l Set Color icon to white. 

Width of largest 
white blob 

First Icon - 
lower function 

m-m 
# 

Horizontal line gage 1 
placed over the white 
square on threshold image 2 
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Setting the Example: Setting Acceptance Range (continued) 

Acceptance Range 
(continued) 

Your Action Comments 

Access the Acceptance Range With line gage 1 in place and configured as described 
menu. on the previous page, pick the Acceptance Range icon. 

I - Acceptance Range Icon 

Lower function selected 
Acceptance Range Menu 

Select the lower function With the Acceptance Range menu displayed, pick the 
Function Select icon so the lower function icon is displayed; 
that way, the current measured result (the middle number of 
the three numbers) for the lower function is given. 

0 bserue the measured result Suppose the lower function result is 70 - that is, the width of 
and determine the limits. the square, as measured by the line gage, is 70 pixels across. 

Ideal pixel f 1 

count = 70 
IIIcnlllII~IIl,I~III- 

\ I 

Horizontal line gage 1 
placed over the white 
squareon threshold image 2 

Suppose the value of “70” is for the ideal part, and that you 
can accept any part within f lo%, or 70 pixels * 7 pixels. 
You then set the upper limit to 77, and the lower limit to 63. 

Select and set the upper limit Pick the upper limit. Then pick the Increase Limit or 
to 77. Decrease Limit icons to change the limit to 77. 

Select and set the lower limit Pick the lower limit. Then pick the Increase Limit or 
to 63. Decrease Limit icons as necessary to change the limit to 63. 
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Se tthg the Example: Setting Acceptance Range (continued) 
Acceptance Range Remember that a gage performs two functions. You have 

(continued) set the acceptance range limits for one function (the lower 
functiolz); you must now set the range for the upper function 
(which locates the left edge of the largest blob). 

Suppose that, in this case, you do not need to use the upper 
function result. Then, you should set the limits of the unused 
to extreme values, so that the line gage does not fail due to 
the upper function result. 

Function select icon 
Acceptance Range Menu 

Lower limit 8 Upper Iimit 

Your Action Comments 

Select the upper function. Pick the Function Select icon on the Acceptance Range menu 
so the upper function is indicated. This allows you to set the 
upper function limits. 

Select and set the lower limit. Pick the lower limit. With the lower limit selected, pick and 
hold the Decrease Limit icon until the icon flashes; this 
indicates the lowest possible setting has been reached. 

Select and set the upper limit. Pick the upper limit. With the upper limit selected, then 
pick and hold the Increase Limit icon until the icon flashes; 
this indicates the highest possible setting has been reached. 

With the upper function acceptance range set to as wide a 
range as possible, the line gage upper function will not fail 
unless the line gage fails to detect even a a single white pixel 
anywhere on the line gage; in that case, however, the lower 
gage function would have failed anyway. 
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Setting the Using the Learn Mode and other Run Mode Functions 
Acceptance Range As mentioned previously in this chapter, the VIM2 module 

(continued) features a variation of its run mode called the learn mode. In 
learn mode, the VIM2 module accumulates statistics for each 
enabled inspection tool, and the brightness probe, based on a 
number of trial inspections. Use of the learn mode can be 
helpful in determining the optimal acceptance range for 
inspection tools and probe. 

The VIM2 module also features a number of run mode arm 
options, which can be helpful in refining your configuration. 
See Chapter 13 for more information regarding use of the 
learn mode and other run mode options. 

Accessing Statistics When you run the VIM2 module in learn mode, you 
accumulate statistics for all enabled visions tools and probes. 
To observe the collected statistics for a line gage function, 
first access the Acceptance Range menu on the Line Gage 
menu, as described below: 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the Acceptance Range 
icon on the Line Gage menu. 

Functi0.n select icon with I ’ Acceptance Range icon 

lower function selected v Acceptance Range Menu 

Select the upper/lower function With the Acceptance Range menu displayed, pick the 
Function Select icon so the desired function icon (upper or 
Zozuer) is displayed. 

Pick the current measured On the right side of the Acceptance Range menu are three 
result. numbers, separated by “< =” signs. The middle number is 

the current measured resuEt of the selected line gage 
function. When you pick this number, the line gage 
disappears, and the statistics are displayed (see diagram on 
the next page). 
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Accessing Statistics Note: The results of failed inspections for the line gage 
(continued) functions are not included in the lowest, highest, and average 

values. These statistics are based on passing inspections 
only. Therefore, for preliminary trial runs, you may want to 
set the acceptance range limits to extreme limits initially, 
for the purpose of collecting statistics for all inspections. 

Total of triggers processed 

Number of failures for line gage function 

Lowest result collected 

Highest result collected 

Average of ail results 
collected 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the current measured Picking the current measured result again removes the 
result again to remove the statistics display and redisplays the line gage. 

statistics display. 
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Using the The VIM2 line gages have a ‘Slter” capability which you can 
Line Gage Filter activate using the Gage Filter icon on the Line Gage menu. 

Gage Filter /con 1 

The line gage filter can help reduce or eliminate the effect of 
“noise” in the threshold images used by the line gages. Noise 
may appear in the image as “graininess” near the edges of 
features in the image (this can happen especially under “low- 
contrast” conditions, where there is not a great difference in 
the background brightness and the brightness of the feature 
of interest). Line gage filtering can be useful if noise appears 
in the image, or if the measured results of the line gage seem 
to be inconsistent, unsteady, or unexpected. 

What is “noise?” 
In some applications, there may be difficulty in establishing 
or maintaining an ideal, “clean” threshold image for use 
during inspection. That is, “noise” occurs in the image - 
random black pixels appear in white areas in the image, or 
random white pixels appear in black areas. These random 
pixels do not correspond to feature characteristics, and 
create variations which can be interpreted by the VIM2 as 
blobs, or breaks between blobs, where none should exist. 

Line Gage detects pixel “noise” 

Noise (random pixels of opposite color) 

Line Gage shown on noisy 
threshold image 

When noise in the image is crossed by a line gage, the line 
gage, without filtering, recognizes the noise as additional 
blobs or edges, which affects size or location measurement 
results, or affects the pixel counts. 
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Using the Note: Before using line gage filtering, eliminate noise in the 
Line Gage filter image, as much as possible, by making adjustments in the 

(continued) level of threshold in the threshold image (see Chapter 8), or 
by making adjustments in the staging and lighting (see 
Chapter 4). 

What does the line gage filtering do? 
The line gage filtering allows the line gage to ignore or 
“filter” the noise. You can set the filtering to operate in one 
of two ways - 1 -pixel filtering, or Z-pixel filtering. 

Note: There is no change in appearance of the line gage or 
the threshold image when you use line gage filtering. 

You select the type of filtering by picking the Gage Filter 
icon. When picked, the icon cycles through three settings - 
Filtering Off, 1 -p ixel filtering, and 2 -pixel filtering: 

Filtering off I-pixel Filtering Z-pixel Filtering 

1 - pixel filtering: 
The line gage ignores the occurrence of one white pixel 
within an otherwise all-black blob (or, one black pixel within 
an otherwise all-white blob). 

Lilne Gage detecting noise, 
without filtering 

Lime Gage filters out “l-pixel” noise 

2 - pixel filtering: 
The line gage ignores the occurrence of one or two 
consecutive white pixels within a black blob (or, one or two 
black pixels within an otherwise all white blob). 

Line Gage detecting noise, 
without filtering 

Line Gage filters out both “l-pixel” 
and “2-pixel” noise 
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Using the How do you determine whether to use line gage 
Line Gage Filter filtering, and how much filtering to use? 

(con timed) It is a good practice to try using both l- and 2-pixel filtering 
with any line gage, and use the filtering which yields the 
best results. As a general rule, after trial and observation, 
use the least amount of filtering which yields good results; 
filtering can increase VIM2 module processing time per 
inspection. 
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Chapteir Objectives The objective of this chapter is to show how to use the 
Windoul menu icons to set up a window as part of a VIM2 
module configuration for an inspection application. This 
chapter begins with questions and answers about windows. 

Some Questions and 
Answers about Windows 

This section introduces the topic of wirzzdows by posing some 
questions about windows, and answering them. 

What is a window? 
A window is a two-dimensional inspection tool which checks 
features in a selected area of a binarized (threshold) image. 

What does a window do? 
Unlike line gages, which can be set to operate in any of a 
number of ways, a window performs only one function - it 
counts the number of pixels (either black or white) in the 
area of the image over which a window is placed. 

How many windows are available for use? 
There are 4 windows (l-4), with 8 different window shape 
options available, including rectangular, triangular, 
circular, donut, and train-thru-the lens mask windows. 

How do you set up a window? 
Using the Window menu icons, you first select the window 
number (l-4), and enable the window. You then configure 
the selected window, which is shown on the monitor: you 
select window shape; select pixel color; place the window over 
the feature(s) of interest on the threshold image (Note: Each 
threshold image, l-4, is always assigned to the window of the 
respective number); and then set an acceptance range for the 
window inspection results - this range provides the basis for 
an accept or reject decision. 

How can you place a window? 
Using the Window menu icons you can: 
l Increase or decrease the window height; 
l Increase or decrease the window width; 
l Move the window up or down, and/or side to side, until 

positioned as required over the feature(s) of interest. 

When do you set up a window? 
Set up a window after you have: 
l Set up the workstage, and have a workpiece in the 

nominal or ideal position (see Chapter 41, so that the 
workpiece features to be inspected are shown clearly in 
the field of view (and on the monitor). 

l Set the threshold image(s) to enhance the particular 
feature(s) you are going to inspect (see Chapter 8). 
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Accessing the 
Window Menu 

To begin to set up a window, first access the windour 
menu as described below. 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the Setup icon If the Main menu is displayed, access the Setup menu by 
on the Main menu to picking the Setup icon (the “open padlock”). If the Setup 

access the Setup menu. menu is already displayed (as shown below), skip this step. 

Setup Menu \ 

x 
Window /con 

Pick the Window icon. Picking the Window icon on the Setup menu displays the 
Window menu (Note: The Window menu has two parts; the 
first part is displayed when you pick the Window icon): 

- Enable I Disable Icon 

Pick the second Picking the enable / disable icon enables the window, and 
(enable/disable) icon. allows you to pick other icons on the Window menu. 

m-n When you pick this icon, the diagonal slash disappears. 

Pick the ETC icon. Picking the EZ’C icon displays the second part of the Window 
menu: 

Second part of the I 
ETC Icon 

Window menu 
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The IWindow /cons Here are brief descriptions of each of the Window icons, 
beginning with the first part of the Window menu: 

•l 1 

Eil 
IUI 

Window Select-Pick this icon to select the window from a 
choice of numbers l-4. Numbers l-4 are displayed in 
sequence as you repeatedly pick the icon, or hold the light 
pen tip down against the icon. The selected window is 
displayed on the monitor. 

Window Enable -Pick this icon to enable or disable the 
selected window. This icon, when picked, toggles between 
enabled or disabled (disabled is indicated by diagonal slash 
across the icon). You must enable a selected window in order 
to use the remaining Window icons to configure a window. 
Also, a window must be enabled in order to be part of your 
inspection configuration. 

Window Shape- Pick this icon to select window shape; 
there are 8 different shapes available. This icon, when 
picked, toggles through the 8 shape choices - rectangular, 
triangular (4 different triangle orientations), circular, donut, 
and “train-through-the-lens mask.” 

Anchor / Float - Pick this icon to enable or disable position 
shift compensation. This icon, when picked, toggles between 
enabled (indicated by wavy lines) or disabled (indicated by 
anchor). 

ETC and OK -The other two icons displayed on the menu 
are the familiar ETC icon and OK icon. Recall that picking 
the OK icon returns you to the previous menu (the Setup 
menu in this case). Picking the EZ’C icon displays additional 
Window menu icons (see next page). 
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The Window /cons If you pick the ETC icon on the first part of the Window 
(continued) menu, the second part of the Window menu appears: 

El 

I 00 

Ia # 

la I 

HI PiI LO 

I ETC 

Exiting the Window Menu 

Window Move -Pick this icon to access the Window Moue 
menu for the selected window. Use the Window Moue menu 
to strategically position the window on the image shown on 
the monitor screen. 

Window Size - Pick this icon to access the Window Size 
menu for the selected window. Use the Window Size menu to 
increase or decrease the size of the window. 

Color -Pick this icon to select the color - either black or 
white - of the pixels to be counted by the window inspection. 
This icon, when picked, toggles between white (white box 
with black “#“) and black (indicated by the black box with 
white “#“). 

Acceptance Range -Pick this icon to access the Acceptance 
Range menu for the selected window. Use the Acceptance 
Range menu to set the upper and lower limits for the 
inspection results, to read the current window result, and to 
read window statistics. 

ETC - If you pick the ETC icon on the second part of the 
Window menu, the first part of the Window menu returns to 
the screen. 

Remember, to exit the Window menu, you must return to the 
first part of the Window menu, which includes the OK icon. 
Then, pick the OK icon to exit the Window menu and return 
to the Setup menu. 
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Configuring Windows This section explores the features and options you will 
encounter when configuring a window, and leads you 
through procedures for setting up a window for inspection. 
Note: For example purposes, these procedures refer to the 
target pattern included with this manual. See the “Quick 
Start” section of Chapter 6 to set up the VIM2 module, 
peripheral equipment, and target pattern. 

Access the Window Menu Your first step is to access the Window menu. 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the Setup icon If the Main menu is displayed, pick the Setup (the “open 
on the Main menu to padlock”) icon to access the Setup menu (if the Setup menu 

access the Setup menu is already displayed, skip this step): 

Window Icon /I 

Pick the Window icon to When you pick the Window icon, the Window menu 
access the Window menu. appears: 

When you select the Window menu, a window is displayed on 
the monitor. The first time you use the Window menu, the 
window is displayed in the default position in the center of 
the screen, with rectangle shape (see illustration below). 
The threshold image is number “1” (the threshold image 
number is always the same as the window number). 

Wi!ndow displayed on 
threshold image 1 
(example image). 
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Select and Enable Window Select a window to configure using the Window SeZect icon. 

Window Select Icon Window Enable Icon 

When you pick the Window SeZect icon, the number 
increments through all the windows - 1,2,3,4,1,2, etc. The 
selected window is displayed on the monitor. 

Note: In selecting a window, be aware that you are also 
selecting the threshold image you will use. This is because 
each window is linked to the threshold image of the same 
number; that is, window 1 is always placed on threshold 
image 1, window 2 uses threshold image 2, etc. You cannot 
otherwise select a threshold image for a window. 

Window Enable -In order to configure a window, you must 
enable the window. Pick the Window Enable icon so the 
diagonal slash is removed, indicating the window is enabled. 

Note: A window must be enabled in order to be part of your 
inspection operation. You can disable a window after you 
have configured it-when disabled, a window does not 
function as part of the configuration (Note: A window 
cannot be disabled if it is included in a math tool 
configuration -see Chapter 12). 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the Wind.ow Select icon 
to change the window number. 

Picking the Window Select icon (the first icon on the left) 
changes the window number. To cycle through the windows 
rapidly, hold the light pen tip down against the icon. 

Pick the Window Select icon 
so that “2” is displayed. 

Example: Select and Enable Window 2 
With “2” selected, window number 2 is displayed over 
threshold image number 2. 

Pick the Window Enable icon 
to enable the window. 

When the diagonal slash disappears, this indicates the 
window is enabled. 

Note: As you cycle through the windows l-4, notice you are 
cycling through the threshold images l-4 at the same time. 
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Select Window Shape Each window can be assigned a specific shape; you select the 
window shape by picking the Window shape icon. 

Window Shape Icon 

Windows are rectangular when first selected. As you pick 
the Window Shape icon, the icon cycles through eight shape 
selections, and the shape of the displayed window changes to 
match the icon, except for the train-thru-the-lens mask 
(Note: The train-thru-the-lens musk window is a special 
case of window shape,, which allows you to design the shape 
of the window. This is discussed later in this chapter). 

Select the window shape according to the application 
requirements. 

Your Action Comment5 

Pick the Window Shape icon. Picking the Window Shape icon repeatedly toggles through 
the eight window shapes. 

Rectangular Triangular Circular Donut Train-thru- 
the-lens 

Example - Select Rectangular Shape 
Select rectangular. Pick the Window Shape icon so the rectangular window is 

displayed on the screen. 

Rectangular window 2 
displayed on 
threshold image 2. 
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Select Window Shape Note: The VIM2 module stores the window shape selections 
(con timed) as different windows in terms of window placement. For 

example, if you select rectangular, then change the position 
of the window, then select circular, the window shape 
changes to circular, and the window returns to its home 
(default) position in the center of the screen. 

Select Anchor or Float Anchor or Float status refers to VIM2 module’s X/Y shift 
Status compensation capability. Use the Anchor/Float icon to 

enable or disable the shift compensation feature. 

’ Anchor / Float Icon 

X/Y shift compensation - the VIM2 module can be 
configured to adjust for shifts of the workpiece in the image 
from inspection to inspection, using the “X” and “Y” float 
windows (the VIM2 module’s X/Y shift compensation is 
discussed in detail in Chapter 11). 

When configuring a window, select Float to enable the 
window to use the shift compensation capability. With 
Anchor selected, shift compensation is disabled. 

Your Action Commen t5 

Pick the Anchor/Float Picking the Anchor I Float icon toggles the window status 
icon. between anchor (indicated by the anchor in the icon) and 

float (indicated by the three wavy lines).* As you toggle the 
icon, the appearance of the window does not change. 

Note: In order to select the float status for a window, either 
or both of the “X” and “Y” float windows must first be 
enabled (if the Anchor/Float icon does not toggle, this is 
because both the “X” and “Y” float windows are disabled). 

Example - Select Anchor 
Select Anchor Status Pick the Anchor / Float icon so that the Anchor is displayed. 
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Additional INindow /cons At this point, go on to the secorzzd part of the Window menu to 
continue. To do this, use the ETC icon. 

Your Action Comment5 

Pick the ETC icon to When you pick the ETC icon, the second part of the Window 
access the second set of menu is displayed (Note: Pick ETC on the second menu to 

Window menu icons. redisplay the first). 

Pick ETC to switch menus 
I 

Pick ETC to switch menus 

Movimg the window In order to use a window for inspection, you must place that 
window over the feature of interest you want to inspect. 

Generally speaking, you should place a window so that the 
window covers the feature to be measured with some 
overlap. To place a window, you probably will need to both 
move the window (using the Window Moue menu), and adjust 
the window size (using the Window Size menu). 

This section discusses using the Window Moue menu to place 
a window in position for an inspection. Using the Window 
Size menu is discussed in the next section. 

Window moved and sized 
to cover entire white square on 

’ threshold image 2 
(example image) 
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Moving the Window The first two icons on the second Windoul menu are the 
(con timed) Window Moue icon (used to access the Window Move menu), 

and the Window Size icon (to access the Window Size menu). 

Window Move Icon ’ ” Window Size icon 

First let’s look at the Window Moue menu. 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the Windovv Move icon to The Window Moue icon is the first icon on the second Window 
access the Window Move menu. menu (indicated by the four directional arrows). 

Window Move Menu 

UP 
Down 

N k 
Left Right K Window Size/con 

The Window Moue menu includes four directional arrow 
icons. Notice the Window Moue menu also includes the 
Window Size icon for immediate access to the Window Size 
menu (the Window Size Menu has a Window Moue icon as 
well). The VIM2 window menus allow you to conveniently 
toggle back and forth between the Window Size and Window 
Moue menus while placing the window. 

To moue the window into the desired position, pick the 
appropriate arrow icon(s), in one of two ways: 

l Pick the arrow icon to move the window one pixel in the 
direction indicated by the icon. 

l Pick and hold the light pen down against the arrow icon 
to cause continuous movement in the indicated direction 

l If you pick an arrow icon and it flashes, this indicates 
that the window is at a boundary - such as the screen 
edge -and cannot be moved further in that direction. 
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Moving the Window Note: Depending on the brightness compensation mode you 
(continued) have selected, placement of the window may be restricted 

(see Chapter 8 for brightness compensation information). 
Briefly, if you have selected mode 1 (same frame compensa- 
tion), you cannot place a window in the top 48 pixel rows (or 
about the top 20%) of the video image. 

Example Window Move 
This demonstration places a rectangular-shaped window 2 at 
the upper left corner of white square in threshold image 2. 

Your Action Comments 

Place the window Pick the right arrow icon to move the window until the 
across the left side of window crosses the left side of the white square. 

the white square in the target. 

Window moved right to 
left edge of white square 
on threshold image 2 
(example image) 

Place the window Pick the up arrow icon as necessary to move the window so 
across the upp,er left corner of the window crosses the top side of the white square. 

the white square in the target. 

Window moved up to 
upper left corner of white 
square on threshold 
image 2 (example image) 
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Sizing the Window Use the Window Size menu to adjust the window size to cover 
the feature of interest in the threshold image. You use the 
Window Size menu icons to increase or decrease the height 
and/or the width of a window. The method for changing the 
window size differs with each window shape. 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the Window Size icon on If the Window Move menu is displayed, access the Window 
the Window Move menu. Size menu by picking the Window Size icon: 

I ’ Window Size /con 

Window Size Menu 

OK 

increase k Window Move Icon 

Height Icon Decrease 
Height Icon 

I 

Increase 
Width Icon 

\ 
Decrease 
Width Icon 

Note: Remember you can also access the Window Size 
from the Window menu by picking the Window Size icon 
on that menu. Also, notice the Window Move icon, which 
can be used for access to the Window Move menu. 

As illustrated above, there are four Window Size menu icons: 
Increase Height, Decrease Height, Increase Width, and 
Decrease Width. The actual function of these icons differs, 
depending on the selected shape of the window (these 
differences are explained throughout in this section). 

There are two ways of using the Window Size icons for 
adjusting the window size: 

l Pick the appropriate arrow icon to decrease or enlarge the 
window size in a given direction, one pixel at a time. 

l Pick and hold the light pen down against the appropriate 
icon to cause continuous enlarging or decreasing of size. 

l If you pick an arrow icon and it flashes, this indicates 
that the window is at its limit and cannot be further 
adjusted in the direction indicated by the selected icon. 
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Sizing the Window 
(continued) 

Increase height 

Rectangular Window Sizing 
When you change the size of a rectanguZar window, the top 
left corner of the window remains fixed; only the position of 
the right or bottom side of the window changes. 

To change the height of a rectangular window, pick the 
increase height icon to increase height downward, or pick the 
decrease height icon to decrease height upward: 

mi I:nl Ki Decrease height 

Window extends downward, 
top side remains fixed. 

Window shortens upward, 
top side remains fixed. 

To change the window width, pick the increase width icon to 
increase width to the right, or pick the decrease width icon to 
decrease width from the right: 

Increase Width 

Decrease Width 

Window extends to the right, left 

Window shortens from the right, 

Rectangular Window Size Limits 

l You can increase a rectangular window’s size until it 
meets the bottom edge (for a height increase) or right edge 
(for a width increase) of the screen. 

l You can decrease a rectangular window’s size to a single 
pillcel in height and/or width. 
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Sizing the Widow Example Size Adjustment of a Rectangular Window 
(continued) Adjust both the width and height of the rectangular window 

so it covers the entire white square on the target pattern in 
threshold image 2 (Note: This procedure assumes you have 
moved the rectangular window 2 to the top left corner of the 
white square as shown on page 10-11). 

Your Action Comment5 

Increase the window width by Increase the window width until it covers the top side of the 
picking al;td holding the white square on the target pattern in threshold image 2: 

Increase Width icon. 

Window width increased 
so it covers entire top 
side of white square on 
threshold image 2 
(example image) 

Increase the window height by Increase the window height until the window covers the 
picking and holding the entire white square in threshold image 2: 

Increase Height icon. 

Window height increased 
so window covers entire 
white square on 
threshold image 2 
(example image) 

Pi& the OK icon. After placing the window, return to the Window menu by 
picking the OK icon. 
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Sizimg the Window Triangular Window Sizing 
(continued) There are four triangular windows shapes. Each triangular 

shape is a right triangle; the difference is in the orientation 
of the right ang2e corner of each. The four selectable 
triangular shapes are shown below in order of selection: 

First triangular shape _I_) 

Right angle corner 

When you change the size of a triangular window, the 
position of the right angle corner of the window remains 
fixed; the lengths of each of the two sides adjacent to the 
right angle corner can be increased or decreased. 

For example, to change the height of a first triangular shape 
window, pick the increase height icon to increase height 
away from the right angle corner, or pick the decrease height 
icon to decrease height toward the right angle corner. 

increase height 

Window extendsupward 
El Decrease 

Window shortens downward 

height 

Right angle corner remains fixed 

To change the width, pick the increase width icon to increase 
width away from the right angle corner, or pick the decrease 
width icon to decrease width toward the right angle corner: 

Increase Width 

Decrease Width 

Window extends away from right 
angle corner 

Window shortens toward right 
angle corner 

Right angle corner remains fixed 
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Sizing the Window Triangular Window Sizing (continued) 

(continued) The procedures for adjusting the size of the remaining three 
triangular shapes, you will find, are similar to the above 
procedure for the first triangular shape, so these procedures 
are not discussed further here. 

Triangular Window Size Limits 

l You can increase a triangular window’s size until it 
meets a top or bottom edge (for a height increase) or right 
or left edge (for a width increase) of the screen. 

l You can decrease a triangular window’s size to a single 
pixel in height and/or width. 

Circular Window Sizing 
When you change the size of a circular window, the center of 
the window remains fixed; the radius and area of the circle 
increase or decrease. 

To increase the area of a circular window, pick either the 
increase height icon or the increase width icon -both work 
the same way to increase the area of circular windows. 

Increase height m 
f /-. \ Window extends outward, 

or 
Increase Width 

El 

0 

+’ ; center remains fixed. 
\ / .-. 

To decrease the area of a circular window, pick either the 
decrease height icon or the decrease zuidth icon -both work 
the same way to decrease the area of circular windows. 

Decrease height lxl 
or 

Decrease Width 

Window shrinks inward, 
center remains fixed. 

Circular Window Size Limits 

l You can increase a circular window’s size until it meets a 
top or bottom limit or right or left edge of the screen. 

l You can decrease a circular window’s size until it 
becomes a small square (3 pixels X 3 pixels in size). 
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Sizimg the Window Donut Window Sizing 
(continued) When sizing a donut window, you change the size of two 

parts of the window: 1) the outer white circle - the active 
inspection area of the window, and 2) the inner dark circle, 
which masks out the part of the outer circle area it covers - 
the window does not inspect this area (the “donut hole”). 

Donut Window 

Outer circle area -active 
inspection area of window 

Inner circle area-masked area 
not inspected by window 

When you adjust the size of either the inner or the outer 
circle, the circle center remains fixed; the radius and area of 
the circles increase or decrease. 

Outer circle -To adjust the area of the outer circle of the 
donut window, pick the increase height icon to increase the 
area, or pick the decrease height icon to decrease the area. 

Outer circle extends 
outward,center remains fixed. 

Inner circle -To adjust the area of the inner circle of the 
donut window, pick the increase width icon to increase the 
area, or pick the decrease width icon to decrease the area. 

Increase Width 

Inner circle extenlds 
outward,center remains fixed. 

Ia 
Decrease Width 
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Bottle cap 

Sizimg the Window Example Application of-the Donut Window 
(continued) Suppose you are inspecting bottle caps before they are placed 

on the bottles. You want to check for the presense of a seal 
on the underside of the cap, and need to use a circular-shaped 
window to count pixels. However, on some bottle caps there 
is a logo placed on the bottle cap underside, but on others no 
logo is placed there. This inconsistency would cause a 
variation in pixel count from cap to cap when using a 
circular-shaped window, and could make setting the 
acceptance range for the window difficult, or impossible. 

Seal Material 

Bottle cap with seal missing 
\ 

No seal material 

However, using a donut window, you could mask out the part 
of the bottle cap where the label appears, in order to count 
pixels only where the seal is placed. This would create much 
more consistency in pixel count from cap to cap -the 
presense or non-presense of a logo would have no effect on 
the pixel count - and allow you to set the window acceptance 
range to a workable range. 

Outer circle area -active 
inspection area of window Bottle cap 

Donut window placed 
over bottle cap 

I 

Donut 
window 

Masked area 
not inspected 
by window 

Masked area Seal material 
not inspected inspected 
by window by window 
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Sizing the Window Donut Window Size Limits 
(continued) 

l You can increase the size of the o&er circle until it meets 
a top or bottom limit or right or left edge of the screen. 

l You can decrease the outer circle’s size until its radius is 
within 4 pixels in length of the inner circle’s radius - that 
is, the outer circle always has a radius that is at least 4 
pixels longer than that of the inner circle. 

l You can increase the inner circle’s size until its radius is 
within 4 pixels in length of the outer circle’s radius. 

l You can decrease the inner circle until it becomes a small 
square (3 pixels X 3 pixels). 

Train- thru- the-lens Mask The last of the selectable window shapes is the train-thru- 
the-lens mask window (Note: This selection is available for 
windows 1 to 3 only). This selection is really not a shape, but 
an option which allows you to custom design the size and 
shape of a window. This feature can be especially useful 
when none of the preset window shapes is satisfactory for a 
specific feature of a workpiece you want to inspect. 

For example, suppose your workpiece appears in the 
threshold image as shown below: 

Rectangular part of the 
threshold image to be \ 
inspected (example 
image). 

Circular parts of the 
threshold image to be 
ignored. 

Now suppose you to want to set up a window to inspect only 
the central, somewhat rectangular feature of the workpiece, 
and to ignore the two circular features in the image. In this 
case, a preset zuindow shape would not be the solution, 
because not one of the preset window shapes could be placed 
so that it would cover all of the rectangular features, yet not 
cover any of the circular features. In this case, a train-thru- 
the-lens mask window would be required. 
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Train-thru-the-lens Mask In this case, the window you design using the train-thru-the- 
Window lens mask window might look like the one shown below: 

(con timed) 

Custom window 
designed using the 
train-thru-the-lens 
mask option. 

Only the area covered by the window (shown in white) would 
be inspected. In this case, only the somewhat rectangular 
feature, and not the circular features, would be inspected. 

Example - Creating a train-t/vu-the-/ens mask window 
This section leads you through a sample procedure for 
creating a train-thru-the-lens mask window, based on the 
case of the example workpiece illustrated above. 

Your Action Comment 

Select the window (and After staging and lighting the workpiece, and setting up a 
threshold image) number. threshold image to highlight the feature(s) of interest for the 

inspection, select the appropriate window (and thus, the 
threshold image) which highlights the feature(s) of interest. 

Determine the shape and Upon observing the workpiece as it appears in the threshold 
size required for the window. image, determine the required window size and shape. In 

our example case, the required window would look like this: 

Required window size, 
shape, and positlion. 
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Train-thru-the-lens Mask Example - Creating a train-thru-the-lens mask window 
Widow (continued) 

(continued) 

Your Action Comment 

Make a tem:plate to match Design a template such that, when placed in the camera field 
the desired window of view, the area(s) to be inspected appear white in the 

size, shape, and position. selected threshold image, and the areas to be ignored appear 
black. In our case, the template might look like this: 

Place the template in the With the template in the threshold image, adjust the 
camera field of view so that distance between the camera and the template, and adjust 

the threshold image indicates the horizontal and vertical orientation of the template, 
correct size and position. so that the white areas of the template match the required 

inspection area of the window: 

Template shown in 
threshold image 
matching required 
window size, shape, 
and position. 

Pick the Windo’w Shape icon When you select the train-thru-the-lens mask icon, the VIM2 
to select the train-thru-the- module takes a “snapshot” of the template; the white area 

lens mask option. shown in the threshold image is now the window. 

Note: If the window does not come out right the first time, 
simply make any adjustments necessary, then cycle through 
the Window Shape icons and reselect the train-thru-the-lens 
mask icon. 
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Train- thru-the-lens Mask 
Window 

(continued) 

The train-thru-the-lens mask window cannot be resized or 
moved using the Window Moue or Window Size menu icons. 
The only way to alter the train-thru-the-lens mask window is 
to redo the set-up procedure previously described, after 
making the necessary changes to the template or to the 
positioning of the template. 

Selecting the 
Window Co/or 

The windows can perform one function; they count pixels 
of a specified color - either black or white. To specify the 
color, after selecting and placing the window, pick the Color 
icon on the second part of the Window menu: 

Your Action Comments 

Pick ;the Color icon 
to select the window color. 

The icon toggles between two options - white (white box 
with a black “#“) or black (black box with a white “#“). 

\ Color /con- Pick this icon to select 
the pixel color-either black or 
white-for the window function. 

Select the window color based on the color of the feature of 
interest you are inspecting - if you are inspecting a black 
feature on a white background, select black; if you are 
inspecting a white feature on a black background, select 
white. 

White -With white selected, thb 
window counts the number of 
white pixels it co’uers. 

’ Black - With black selected, the 
window counts the number of 
black pixels it covers. 
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Setting the Once you have placed a window and selected the shape and 
Acceptance Range color, next set the acceptance range of the window. 

Note: For an overview of the acceptance range concepts and 
setup, see page 9-25, which discusses setting the acceptance 
range for line gages. This information is also generally 
applicable in setting the acceptance range for windows. 

Your Action Comments 

Pi& the Accleptance Range When you pick the Acceptance Range (“HI/LO”) icon on the 
icon on the Window menu. Window menu, the Acceptance Range menu appears: 

Acceptance Range /con f 

I 

f 
Lower timit 

! 
Upper limit 

Current measured value 

Observe the window result. On the right side of the Acceptance Range menu are three 
numbers, separated by “< = ” signs. The middle number is 
the current measured result of the window. For example, if 
you select the color black, then pick the Acceptance Range 
icon, the number of black pixels covered by the window is 
displayed. 

Select the limit (upper The lower limit is the left number of the three numbers 
OF lower) you want to change. displayed on the right. side of the menu, the upper limit is the 

number on the right (Note: Default values are displayed for 
the limits initially). To select either limit, pick that limit 
with the light pen. The selected limit is underlined. 

Selected limit is underlined 
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Setting the 
Acceptance Range 

(continued) 

Acceptance Range Menu 

Increase 
rr t 

Decrease increment 
Limit Icon Limit /con Select Icon 

Your Action 

Pick the Increment.Select icon 
to select the desired increment. 

Increase or decrease limit. 

Comments 

Picking the Increment Select icon causes the icon to cycle 
through the increment choices: 1, 10,100, and 1000. 

To increase the selected limit by the amount shown on the 
Increment Select icon, pick the Increase Limit icon. You can 
increase the limit to the maximum allowed by the window 
(this depends on the size ofthe window). 

To decrease the selected limit by the amount shown on the 
Increment Select icon, pick the Decrease Limit icon. You can 
decrease the limit to a value of 0. 

Note: The VIM2 does not allow you to set the upper limit to 
a value lower than the lower limit, or to set the lower limit to 
a value higher than the upper limit. 

When finished, pick the OK icon Picking the OK icon at this point returns the Windoul menu. 
to display the Window menu. 
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Setting the Example: Setting Acceptance Range 
Acceptance Range Let’s suppose that the target pattern represents a part. 

(continued) Suppose you want to inspect the size of the dark circle on the 
part (shown as a lone black circle in threshold image 1, as 
illustrated below). 

Window 1 displayed on 
threshold image 1 
(example image) 

Your Action Comments 

Set up wina!ow 1 using the To measure the size of the black circle, set up window 1 
Window menu icons. (using the Window menu icons) as follows: 

l Select window 1 (and thus, threshold image 1). 

l Select circular as the shape. 

l Place the window to overlap the black circle. 

l Set Color icon to black. 

Circular window 1 displayed 
on threshold image 1 
(example image) 
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Setting the Example: Setting Acceptance Range fcontinuedJ 
Acceptance Range 

(continued) 

Your Action Comments 

Access the Acce:ptance Range With window 1 in place and configured as described 
menu. on the previous page, pick the Acceptance Range icon. 

Acceptance Range Icon Current measured result 

Observe the measured result Suppose the measured result is 5700 -that is, the area of 
and determine the limits. the black circle, as measured by the window, is 5700 pixels. 

Circular window 1 displayed 
on threshold image 1 
(example image) \ 

5700 3: Ideal 
f pixel count 

Suppose the value, 5700, is for the ideal part, and you can 
accept a part within f 5%, or 5700 (pixels), IL 285. You then 
set the upper limit to 5985, and the lower limit to 5415. 

Select and set the upper limit Pick the upper limit. Then pick the Increase Limit or 
to 5985. Decrease Limit icons as necessary to change the limit. 

Select and set the lower limit Pick the lower limit. Then pick the Increase Limit or 
to 5415. Decrease Limit icons as necessary to change the limit. 
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Setting the 
Acceptance Range 

(con tin ued) 

Using the Learn Mode and other Run Mode Functions 
The VIM2 module features a variation of its Run mode called 
the learn mode. In learn mode, the VIM2 accumulates 
statistics for each enabled inspection tool, based on a number 
of trial inspections. Use of the learn mode can be helpful in 
determining the optimal acceptance range for inspection 
tools and probe. 

The VIM2 module also features a number of run mode arm 
options, which can be helpful in refining your configuration. 

See Chapter 13 for more information regarding use of the 
learn mode and other run mode options. 

Accessing Statistics 

Your Action 

Pick the Acceptance Range 
icon to access the 

Acceptance Range menu. 

When you run the VIM2 module in learn mode, you 
accumulate statistics for all enabled visions tools and probes. 
To observe the collected statistics for a particular window, 
first access the Acceptance Range menu on the Window 
menu: 

Comments 

Picking the Acceptance Range icon on the Window menu 
displays the Acceptance Range menu. 

Acceptance Range Icon f 

I 
Current measured result 

I 

Pick the current measured On the right side of the Acceptance Range menu are three 
result. numbers, separated by “-c =” signs. The middle number is 

the current measured result of the window. When you pick 
this number, the statistics are displayed (see diagram on the 
next page) and the window disappears from the screen. 

Pick the current measured Picking the current measured result again redisplays the 
result again. to remove the window and removes the statistics display. 

statistics display. 
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Accessing Statistics 
(continued) 

Total of triggers processed 

Number of failures for window 

Lowest result collected 

Highest result collected 

Average of all results collected 

I I #JL 01 

qQ 0 

&/ 0 

,A 0 

+ 0 

Note: The results of failed inspections for the window are 
not included in the lourest, highest, and average values. 
These statistics are based on passing inspections only. 
Therefore, for preliminary trial runs, you may want to set 
the acceptance range to extreme limits initially, for the 
purpose of collecting statistics for all inspections. 
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Chapter Objectives The objective of this chapter is to explain the concepts of shift 
compensation and shift registration, and show how to set up 
X/Y float gages in order to use the VIM2 module’s shift 
compensation and shift registration capabilities. 

Note: Before reading this chapter, be sure you have read 
and understand at least Chapters 6,9, and 10. 

Some Questions and This section introduces the topic of X/Y flout gages by posing 
Answers some questions about float gages, and answering them. 

What is a float gage? 
A float gage is a special case of line gage (see Chapter 9 for 
more about line gages). Like other line gages, float gages 
detect position of edges or centers of “blobs” (see Chapter 3 
for “blob” definition), or widths of blobs. The flout gages 
(gages “X” and “Y”), however, have a special purpose - they 
are specifically used for setting up the VIM2 module’s X/Y 
shift compensation capability. 

What is “X/Y shift compensation?” 
X/Y shift compensation is a function of the VIM2 module 
which adjusts the line gage and window positions to 
compensate for horizontal (X) and/or vertical (Y) shifts in 
workpiece position from inspection to inspection. Without 
this shift compensation, if the workpiece is not in precisely 
the same position from inspection to inspection, the 
measurement of line gages and windows is affected; this can 
cause mistaken reject or accept decisions. 

How does X/Y shift compensation work? 
During setup, line gages and/or windows are placed in 
specific positions based on the nominal (setup) workpiece 
position in the threshold image(s). During setup, float gages 
can be placed as well, also based on the nominal workpiece 
position. Then if, during an inspection, the workpiece 
position varies from the setup position, the float gages 
measure the amount and direction of variance. X/Y shift 
compensation is then applied - line gages an&or windows are 
shifted in exactly the same amount and direction as the 
workpiece. In some cases of line gage upper functions (i.e., 
any functions which locate a blob edge or blob center), the 
acceptance range limits are adjusted also. The result is that 
the line gage and window uccep t / reject decisions are not 
affected by the shift in workpiece position. In the cases of 
windows (which count pixels), and line gage functions which 
measure width, or count pixels, blobs, or edges, the 
measurement results are relatively unaffected as well. 
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Some Questt;.s;g: Which vision tools are affected by shift compensation? 
Any line gage or window you configure can be set to use shift 

(con timed) compensation; you enable or disable shift compensation for 
each line gage or window using the Anchor/Float icon (see 
Chapters 9 and 10 for line gage and window information). 
You must, of course, also set up at least one float gage in 
order to use shift compensation. 

What kinds of float gages are there? 
There are 2 float gages - “X” and “Y .” Use float gage X for 
horizontaZ shift compensation; use Y for vertical shift 
compensation. You can use either or both float gages in your 
configuration, depending on your application requirements. 

When do you need to use float gages? 
Use float gages whenever the position of the workpiece may 
vary from inspection to inspection. 

When do you set up a float gage? 
As with any line gage, set up a float gage after you have: 
l Set up the workstage, and have a workpiece in the 

nominal or ideal position (see Chapter 4), so that the 
workpiece features to be inspected are shown clearly in 
the field of view (and on the monitor). 

l Set the threshold image(s) to enhance the particular 
feature(s) you are going to inspect (see Chapter 8). 

Shift Compensation This section discusses the concept of shift compensation, 
beginning with horizontal shift compensation (this section 
assumes the VIM2 module and target pattern are set up as 
described in Chapter 6). 

To illustrate the horizontal shift compensation, suppose that 
the black rectangle in threshold image 2 is a workpiece. 
Suppose that you place window 2 so it covers the white 
square (see Chapter 10 for window information). 

Window 2 placed to 
cover the white square 

@on threshold image 2 
(example image) 
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Shift Compensation Then you set up window 2 to count white pixels, in order to 
(continued) measure the size of the white square. 

Now suppose that during your inspection process, the 
workpiece position varies horizontally from inspection to 
inspection - sometimes the workpiece is positioned a little 
right of the initial setup position, or a little left of it. Let’s 
look at one case where, during an inspection, the workpiece 
is detected left of the setup position, as shown below: 

Actual workpiece position 

during an inspection is left 

of the setup position 

Amount of 

shift to left 
L 

Setup 

position 

m Inspected 

position 

Amount of 

shift to left 
A 

Without shift compensation (see diagram below), window 2 
inspects the same area over which it was placed during 
setup, no matter what the actual position of the workpiece is. 

- Without shift 

compensation, window 2 

stays in setup position 

Window 2 counts pixels in 

both these white areas 

As shown above, the workpiece position during an inspection 
is not the same as the setup position. During the inspection, 
window 2 covers only part of the white square, and covers a 
white area outside the black rectangle; this results in an 
inaccurate measurement of the white square. Now suppose 
that you do use shift compensation. To do this, you set up 
horizontal float gage X, using it to measure the horizontal 
position shift. 
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Shift Compensation When using horizontal float gage X to measure horizontal 
(continued) position shift, if the workpiece position shifts relative to the 

setup position, the window is shifted also - in the same 
amount and direction as the workpiece: 

Window 2 
, setup position 

With horizontal shift 
compensation,window 2 is shifted 
left to cover the white square on 
threshold image 2 

~ Shift compensated 
position 

The above example illustrates a case requiring horizontal 
shift compensation. Vertical shift compensation can also be 
applied, using float gage Y, for vertical position shifts: 

With vertical shift compensation, 
window 2 is shifted upward to 
cover the white square on 
threshold image 2 

- Shift compensated 
window position 

- Window2 
setup position 

Horizontal and vertical compensation can both be applied to 
compensate for a combination of horizorztal and vertical shift: 

:.~ji:jj::;,::ij:~.~i.j:.~.;j: ::: :? 
I .:,: ,... :: : 

With both horizontaland vertical 
shift compensation,window 2 is 
shifted both left and upward to 
cover the white square on 
threshold image 2 

Workpiece 
position 

Workpiece 
position 

inspected 

setup 
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HO w to Use the Once you have determined that your application requires 
F/oat Gages horizontaZ and/or vertical shift compensation, you will need 

to configure the appropriate float gage(s): 

l Configure float gage X (which is always horizontal) to 
measure the horizontal position shift, along the gage’s 
length, of a feature in the assigned threshold image. 

Float gage X displayed on 
threshold image 2 
(example image) :. ., : .:. 

./.: ,.:... $1. ....... ‘. ., 
‘.‘.....1 : .. : 
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: : . . : 

.j.: 
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Float gage X placed over ’ 
left edge of black rectangle 

to gage amount of shift 

..:... .:.: 

: 

::. .::. 

‘, .:.:. 

Float gage Y displayed 
threshold image 2 
(example image) 

Float gage Y placed over 
top edgle of black rectangle 
to gage amount of shift 

l Configure float gage Y (which is always vertical) to 
measure the uerticd position shift, along the gage’s 
length, of a feature in the assigned threshold image. 

l Use both float gages X and Y, if necessary, to measure 
both the horizontal shift and the vertical shift. 
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How a Float Gage Works Suppose that the black rectangle in threshold image 2 
(shown below) represents a workpiece. Suppose that during 
setup you have placed a horizontal line gage over the white 
square. You have configured the line gage with shift 
compensation enabled. And you have placed float gage X 
over the left edge of black rectangle in the threshold image, 
as shown. 

Float gage X, and one othc 
line (gage, displayed on 
threshold image 2 
(example image) 

Float gage X placed over 
left edige of black rectangle 
to gage amount of shift 

F 
er .::< I,?;;,$ ji; ~:.“.:i:::i,:::i.:~::,,-:: .:.:ii. ::,~,:,j:j.~~:..:~:.: ;.,i::i., 

,:., jj : 
:,:b:j.:.:,>;;! .. :. ::;:‘:“. :,, : ... :,.I .j,: 

_,.: : :.: : 
:,::,: . ‘j ,: j: .:. 

i 
. . . 

,::j: .;. ., ‘.: i;;: .: :: .: ‘. 

While setting up float gage X in order to locate the edge of 
the black rectangle, you have: 

l Selected the first Gage Function icon, the upper function 
of which locates the left edge of the largest blob. 

l Set the Color to black, to locate the left edge of the largest 
black blob. 

During setup of float gage X, you pick the Acceptance Range 
(“Hi/Lo”) icon to read the current measurement of the upper 
function; this turns out to be “32,” which is the pixel location 
of the left edge of the black rectangle. When you exit the 
Acceptance Range menu, the “nominal” result for the float 
gage X upper function is set to 32. 

Pixel location = 32 
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How a Float Gage Works Suppose that later, with the VIM2 performing a particular 
(continued) inspection, the workpiece position is shifted - the location of 

the left edge is “42.” That means that the workpiece has 
shifted 10 pixels to the right. 

Left edge of 
largest black blob, 
Pixel location = 42 

Any line gages or windows which you have configured with 
shift compensation enabZed, will be shifted 10 pixels to the 
right also, for this particular inspection. The line gages 
and/or windows then proceed to measure as usual. 

Float gage X detects 
amount of shift 
(10 pixels) 

The line gage is 

/ 
shifted to the right 
(IO pixels) 

Acceptance Range Shift: For some line gage functions, the 
acceptance range is udjmted according to the amount and 
direction of shift detected. This is true for any line gage 
function which detects the locution of a blob edge or center 
(i.e., the upper function for the first seven line gage function 
icons shown on page 9-16; see pages 9-15 to 9-24 for more line 
gage function information). For example, let’s say the line 
gage shown above is used to detect the center of the white 
square, with the acceptance range lower limit set to 160, and 
the upper limit to 180. With a detected shift to the right of 
10 pixels, the lower limit is changed, for this one inspection, 
from 160 to 170, and the upper limit from 180 to 190. 
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How to Set Up the In order to set up float gages effectively: 
Float Gages 

l Select a threshold image for each float gage which has at 
least one straight edge to locate (for float gage X, this 
would be a uertical edge, for float gage Y, horizontal). 

Place vertical float gage Y 
across horizontal edge 

Threshold image 2 
(example image) 

Place hol+ontal float gage X 
across vertical edge 

Vertical edge 

Horizontal 
edge 

l Position the float gage, and select the gage function, to 

locate the feature of your choice. The chosen feature 
must be in a position fur enough away from the screen’s 
boundaries to allow the gage to overlap over each side of 
the feature; in this way the gage can accomodate the 
workpiece shifting in two directions. 

Float gage X displayed on 
threshold image 2 
(example image) 

Float gage X placed over 
left edge of black rectangle 

/ 

Maximum left and right shift allowed 

“‘3’. and compensated for by float gage X. .:...: j ; j; 

Note: In setting the fZoat gage function, only the first 
seven of the function icons (see listing on page 9-16) are 
available for the float gage. Also, the shift compensation 
is based on the float gage’s upper function only. 

l Set the acceptance range for the float gage to limit the 
amount of workpiece shift so that no line gage or window 
is shifted partially or entirely off of the screen (this would 
cause the inspection to fail). 
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Flea t Gage X - Horizontal Set up float gage X using the same general procedure you 
Shift Compensation might use to set up any other line gage - first, access the Lilze 

Gage menu. 

Listed below is an example procedure which lists the basic 
steps for setting up the float gage (Note: The steps listed 
below assume the VIM2 module is set up as described in the 
“Quick Start” section of Chapter 6): 

Your Action Comments 

Select and enable Pick the Gage Function and Gage Enable icons to select and 
float gage X. enable float gage X. 

I!ine Gage Menu 

Noa t Gage X selected ’ Gage Orientation icon 

Ignore the Gage Orientation The float gage orientation cannot be changed. Float gage X 
icon. is always set to horizontal; float gage Y is always vertical. 

With a float gage selected, when you pick the Gage 
Orientation icon, it flashes, but does not change. 

Pick the Sequence icon When either the X or Y float gage are selected, the fourth 
to assign float gage sequence. icon on the first part of the Line Gage menu is the Sequence 

icon. When picked, this icon toggles between two selections - 
“XlN2” and “YUX2.” For example purposes, pick “XlN2.” 

Y Sequence icon - 
‘When picked, this icon toggles 

[:cwf/ between these two settings 

The Sequence icon is used to assign float gage sequence when 
both X and Y float gages are used. Float gage sequence is 
discussed further under “Assigning Float Gage Sequence” 
later in this chapter. 
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Flea t Gage X - Horizontal 
Shift Compensation 

(continued) 

Your Action Comment5 

Pick the Threshold Image As with any line gage, you select which of the four threshold 
icon to select threshold images you will inspect with the selected gage. 

image 2. 
With threshold image 2 selected, float gage X is displayed on 
the screen over threshold image 2: 

Float gage X displayed on 
threshold image 2 
(example image) 

Pick th.e ETC icon to When you pick the ETC icon, the second part of the Line 
access the second set of Gage menu is displayed (Note: Pick ETC on the second 
Line Gage menu icons. menu to redisplay the first). 

Pick ETCtoswitch menus r 

Second set of icons 
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flea t Gage I( - Horizontal 
Shift Compensation 

(continued) 

Your Action Comments 

Choose a straight, vertical edge When using the horizontal float gage X, look for a straight, 
to locate (on the selected vertical edge to locate. For example, in threshold image 2, 

threshold image), in order to there are several straight, vertical edges. In our example, 
gage the workpiece position. we will locate the left edge of the black rectangle. 

Left and right edges of black rectangle 

Float gage X displayed 01 
threshold image 2 
(example image) 

n 

Float gage X placed over 
left eclge of black rectangle 

Left and right edges of white square 

Using the Gage Move and To measure the left edge of the black rectangle, place the 
Gage Size menus, place the float gage so it crosses this edge, allowing the gage to overlap 
float gage ov’er the left edge on each side of the edge, as shown above. 

of the bkack rectangle. 

Pick the Gage Function In order to measure the position of the left edge, select the 
icon and select the first icon. first icon; recall that the upper function measures the 

position of the “left edge of the largest blob.” 

f --I 
l-l 4-b Upper Function: Locate left edge of largest blob. 

Note: You could also select other functions, such as the 
fourth icon, which locates the “left edge of the leftmost blob.” 

Pick the Color icon 
to select black. 

la 
I e Select black. 
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Float Gage x’ - Horizontal With the float gage in position, and with the Gage Function 
Shift Compensation and Color selected, now set the acceptance range for the 

(continued) float gage. 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the Acceptance Range Picking the Acceptance Range icon displays the Acceptance 
icon. Range menu. 

Function Select /con 

Acceptance Range Icon 

Acceptance Range Menu 

Pick the Function Select icon When you select the upper function, the current measured 
to select the upper function. result for the upper function is displayed. 

Set the upper and lower Setting the limits may require several attempts at trial and 
limits for the upper function. observation before an optimum range is achieved. Or, you 

might perform a trial run in learn mode, and then display 
the float gage statistics in order to help establish acceptance 
range limits (see “Accessing Statistics” in this chapter). 

Remember to set both the upper and lower limits in 
consideration of these limitations: 

l The acceptance range should not be so broad as to allow 
any line gage or window to be shifted off of the image 
(this constitutes an “acquisition error”). 

l Do not set the upper or lower limits of a float gage’s upper 
function to their respective extreme value - this would 
not allow the float gage ever to fail; the shift 
compensation would take place, but only as far as the 
float gage could detect. 

Note: If the amount of shifting that actually occurs shifts 
any line gages or windows off the screen, you may have to 
reposition the line gages or windows, or rearrange the 
workstage, to better accomodate the position shift. 

Pick the Functio’n Select icon When you select the lower function, the current measured 
to select the lower function. result for the lower function is displayed. 

Set the upper and lower Set the upper and lower limits to extreme values so that the 
limits for the lower function. float gage cannot fail due to a lower function measurement. 
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Flea t Gage Y - Vertical Set up float gage Y using generally the same procedure 
Shift Compensation described for setting up float gage X. The difference is, of 

course, you place the vertical float gage Y to locate the 
position of a horizontal edge, so that it measures the amount 
of shift of that edge per inspection. 

Place vertical float gage Y 
across horizontal edge 

Threshold image 2 
(example image) 

: . ..“.’ : : 
..; .,..,.::,,:. ., .: .. :... .:.: 

. . . . . . 
,. .: :,::,jl ., 

,,,i 
: ‘.:” 

., ::(,:.:,::~ ., ..I 
: 

. 

Horizontal 
edge 

Note: Remember that the float gage acceptance range 
should not be so broad as to allow any line gage or window to 
be shifted off of the image (this constitutes an “acquisition 
error”). Or, if “mode 1” (same frame compensation) of 
brightness compensation is selected, do not allow any line 
gages or windows to shift into the top 48 rows of the image. 

Using the Learn Mode and other Run Mode Functions 
The VIM2 module features a variation of its run mode called 
the learn mode. In learn mode, the VIM2 module 
accumulates statistics for each enabled inspection tool, based 
on a number of trial inspections. Use of the learn mode can 
be helpful in determining the optimal acceptance range for 
the float gages and other vision tools. 

The VIM2 module also features a number of run mode arm 
options, which can be helpful in refining your configuration. 
See Chapter 13 for more information regarding use of the 
learn mode and other run mode options. 

Accessing Statistics When you run the VIM2 module in learn mode, you 
accumulate statistics for all enabled visions tools and probes. 
To observe the collected statistics for a particular float gage, 
first access the Acceptance Range menu for the float gage, as 
described on the next page. 
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Accessing 5 ta tistics 
(continued) 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the Acceptance Range Picking the Acceptance Range icon displays the Acceptance 
icon on the Line Gage menu. Range menu. 

Acceptance Range /con Current measured result 

Acceptance Range Menu 

Pick the current measured On the right side of the Acceptance Range menu are three 
result. numbers, separated by “-c = ” signs. The middle number is 

the current result of the float gage. When you pick this 
number, the statistics are displayed (see diagram below), 
and the float gage disappears. 

Total of triggers processed 

Total of failures for float gage function 

Lowest result collected 

Highest result collected 

Average of all results collected 

Pick the current measured Picking the current measured result again removes the 
result again to remoue the 

statistics display. 
statistics display and redisplays the line gage. 

Note: The results of failed inspections are not included in 
the lowest, highest, and average values. These statistics are 
based on passing inspections only. Therefore, for 
preliminary trial runs, you may want to set the acceptance 
range to extreme limits initially, for the purpose of collecting 
statistics for all inspections. 
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Assigning Flea t Gage Whenever you configure a float gage, you must set the float 
Sequence gage sequence. You do this by picking the Sequence icon. 

When you use only one float gage, either X or Y, the setting 
of the Sequence icon does not matter. However, when you 
use both the X and Y float gages, the setting of the Sequence 
icon does matter. 

When picked, the Sequence icon toggles between two 
selections (XUYZ, or YllXZ), as shown below: 

‘1 Sequence Icon - 

Float gage X 
is exercised first is exercised first 

The Sequence icon setting determines which float gage is 
exercised first. The amount of shift determined by the first 
float gage is applied to shift the position of the second float 
gage. The two Sequence selections are illustrated below: 

X1lY2 - In general, select Xl lY2 if you expect more 
horizontal shift than vertical, or if the width of the feature 
measured by float gage Y is more limited than the height of 
the feature measured by float gage X. 

With Xl lY2 selected: Float gage X results are read first by 
the VIM2 module, then the horizontal shift is applied to float 
gage Y. At this point, both X and Y results are used to 
reposition the line gages and/or windows: 

Horizontal shift applied to 
float gage Y (in this case, 
withlout the horizontal 
shift, float gage Y would 
fail). 

Fiirst float gage X 
detects horizontal shift. 
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Assigning Float Gage 
Sequence 
(con timed) 

Y1/XZ - In general, select Yl /X2 if you expect more vertical 
shift than horizontal, or if the height of the feature measured 
by float gage X is more limited than the width of the feature 
measured by float gage Y. 

With Yl/X2 selected: Float gage Y results are read first by 
the VIM2 module, then vertical shift is applied to float gage 
X. At this point, both X and Y results are used to reposition 
the line gages and/or windows: 

First float gage Y 
detects vertical shift. 

Then the vertical shift is 
applied to float gage X (in 
this case, without the 
vertical <shift, float gage X 
would fail). 

Observing Shift 
Compensation in Action 

Once you have set up your configuration using shift 
compensation, if you place the VIM2 module in run mode 
(see Chapter 13), you can observe shift compensation in 
action. For example, if you are using a particular window in 
your configuration (and enable shift compensation for that 
window), you can select the display mode which shows that 
window. Then if, for an inspection, the workpiece location 
shifts, the position of the window shifts accordingly; the shift 
in workpiece location and in window position will be 
observable on the monitor (Note: The shift compensation 
will be applied to the displayed window, whether or not the 
shift compensation has been enabled for the window). 
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Shift Registration The VIM2 module has a capability called shift registration 
which allows you to permanently adjust line gages and 
windows according to a new nominal part position during 
setup. Use shift registration during setup when you change 
the nominal workpiece position for your inspection, and you 
want to readjust the line gage and window positions 
accordingly. 

Shift registration. works just like shift compensation, except 
that, instead of adjusting line gages and windows for a single 
inspection, shift registration permanently repositions the 
line gages and windows in your configuration. To use shift 
registration, you must first configure the VIM2 module for 
shift compensation, as described earlier in this chapter. 

In order to make use of shift registration, line gages and 
windows must be set to Flout status (i.e., shift compensation 
enabled), as with shift compensation. The positions of any 
line gages or windows which are set for A~ZOF status (shift 
compensation disabled), and the positions of truin-thru-the- 
lens windows, are not affected by shift registration. 

Note: Shift registration is a viable option only when the 
workpiece position shift is within the feasible limits of the 
X/Y shift compensation; that is, when the amount of position 
shift detected does not force the shift any of the vision tools 
off the inspected image. Or, if “mode 1” (same frame 
compensation) of brightness compensation is selected, do not 
allow any vision tools to shift into the top 48 rows of the 
image. 

In order to use Shift Registration, return to the Setup menu, 
and pick the Registration icon. 

Your Action Comment 

Pick the Registration icon on The Registration icon is the second to last icon on the Setup 
the Setup menu to access menu. 

the Registration menu. 

Setup Menu 

I R Registration /con 

Registration Menu t 

Store 
Registration Icon Registration /con 
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Shift Registration 
(continued) 

Your Action 

Pick the Shift 
Registration icon on the 

Registration menu. 

Pick the Store Registration 
icon to saue the new 

parameters. 

After you have accessed the Registration menu, applying 
shift registration requires just two steps - picking the Shift 
Registration icon, then picking the Store Registration icon. 

Comment 

After you have accessed the Registration menu, picking 
the Shift Registration icon (the icon color is inverted 
when picked) causes shift registration to take effect 
immediately. That is, if the float gages detect a workpiece 
position which is different from the learned nominal 
position, the newly detected position becomes the nominal 
position. Each line gage or window which is configured for 
float (shift compensation enabled) is then repositioned in the 
same amount and direction as the workpiece shift. The shift 
of tool positions is displayed on the monitor. 

Note: If you decide not to use the new line gage and tool 
positions, pick the Shift Registration icon again, or simply 
pick the OK icon to exit the Registration menu without 
picking the Store Registration icon. The shift registration 
will be cancelled. If you decide to use the new nominal 
workpiece position, pick the Store Registration icon. 

Picking the Store Registration icon stores the new nominal 
position and line gage and window positions as part of the 
current working configuration. 

Here are some additional points regarding the use of the 
Store Registration icon: 

l Picking the Store Registration icon will also store the new 
lighting parameters if brightness registration is enabled 
(see Chapter 8 for brightness registration information). 

l If brightness registration is already enabled when you 
are engaging shift registration, shift registration will be 
implemented based on the brightness compensated 
image(s). 

l Picking the Store Registration icon before enabling shift 
(or brightness) registration will have no effect, except 
that the Store Registration icon will flash. 

l If the amount of shift will move any of the tools offscreen 
(or, when same frame compensation is selected, into the 
top 48 rows of the image), picking the Shift Registration 
icon will have no effect, except that the Shift Registration 
icon will flash. 

l Acceptance range limits for the registered tools are not 
affected by shift registration. This means that you will 
have to return to the Line Gage menu and adjust the 
acceptance ranges for those line gages which measure 
position (blob center position, blob edge position, etc.). 
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Shift Registration Example Shift Compensation 
(continued) Note: This example refers to threshold image 2 acquired by 

using the target pattern included with this manual and 
following the “Quick Start Procedure” in Chapter 6. 

Suppose, for example, that the black rectangle in threshold 
image 2 (see diagram below) represents a workpiece in the 
learned nominal position. Suppose that you place two line 
gages and a window as shown over the threshold image. 

You also use float gages X and Y, and you set the float gage 
sequence to Y 1/X2, so that any shift detected by the Y gage is 
applied to the X gage. You enable shift compensation for 
each line gage and window. 

Suppose now that you change the nominal workpiece 
position for your inspection to a position slightly above that 
of the old position, so that it appears shifted, as shown below, 
on the monitor: 

New workpiece 
position 

Original 
- workpiece position 
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Shift Registration Example Shift Compensation (continued) 
(continued) With the workpiece placed in the new position, use shift 

registration as follows: 

Your Action Comment 

Pick the Registr,ation icon on The Registration icon is the second to last icon on the Setup 
the Setup menu to access menu. 

the Registration menu. 

Setup Menu 

~Yy+ll umle+l°K~ 

I A Registration Icon 

Registration Menu v 

Regristration icon Registration Icon 

With the Registration Menu displayed on the monitor, all the 
enabled tools are displayed on the screen as well - in their 
original positions: 

- Window2 

As you can see, the original positions of the line gages and 
window are no longer adequate for the most part, and must 
be adjusted to comply with the position change. 
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Shift Registration Example Shift Compensation fcontinuedl 

(continued) 

Your Action Comment 

Pick the Shift After you have accessed the Registration menu, picking 
Registration icon on the the Shift Registration icon (the icon color is inverted 

Regist,ration menu. when picked) causes shift registration to take effect. 

Shift Registration Icon 

Line gages and window are repositioned in the same amount 
and direction as the workpiece shift. The shift of tool 
positions is displayed on the monitor. 

The positions of line gages and 
window are shifted. Note the 
position of the Y gage has not 
changed in this case. 

Note the position of the Y gage has not changed in this case, 
but the X gage is shifted vertically. This is because the float 
gage sequence selection was set to YI/XZ, so that the vertical 
change detected by the Y gage is applied to the X gage. 
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Shift R’egistra tion 
(continued) 

Your Action 

Pick the Shift 
Registration icon again. 

Example Shift Compensation (continued) 

If you decide not to use the new line gage and tool positions, 
pick the Shift Registration icon again, or simply pick the OK 
icon to exit the Registration menu without picking the Store 
Registration icon (as described below). The shift registration 
will be cancelled. 

Comment 

Picking the Shift Registration icon a second time cancels the 
shift registration (the Shift Registration icon color reverts to 
its original color). All line gages and windows revert to their 
original positions. 

Y 
Shift Registration Icon 

Pick the Shift You can enable the shift registration again by simply pick 
Registration icon again. the Shift Registration icon again. 

If you decide to use the new nominal workpiece position, pick 
the Store Registration icon while the Shift Registration is 
enabled. 

Pick the Store Registration Picking the Store Registration icon stores the new nominal 
icon to save the new position and line gage and window positions as part of the 

parameters. current working configuration. 

’ Store Registration Icon 
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Chapter Objectives The objective of this chapter is to show how to use the Math 
Tool menu icons to configure math tools as part of a VIM2 
module configuration for an inspection application (Note: 
This chapter assumes you have already read and understand 
the previous chapters in this manual, especially Chapters 9, 
10, and 11, which discuss line gages and windows). 

Some Questions and This section introduces the topic of math tools by posing some 
Answers about 

Math Tools 
questions about math tools, and answering them. 

What are math tools? 
Math tools are really formulas, which you create, to combine 
or adjust the results ofone or more inspection tools, through 
either arithmetic or logical operations. 

How many math tools are there? 
There are 12 math tools in all - numbered 1-12 - available 
for you to configure. 

How do math tools work? 
Math tools use an operator (such as + , -, X , or logical OR) to 
perform an operation on one or more operands (e.g., line gage 
results, other math tool results, and/or constants) in order to 
obtain a result. This result is then compared to a preset 
acceptance range, just as window and line gage results are, in 
order to help provide the basis for accept or reject decisions 
(Note: The logical operators AND and OR are exceptions). 

What kinds of math tool ‘toperators” are there? 
Math tool operators include: 
+ (add): add together the operands 
- (subtract): subtract one operand from another 
x (multiply): multiply one operand times another 
+ (divide): divide one operand by a constant 
(logical) AND: AND result status of the listed operands 
(logical) OR: OR result status of the listed operands 
Minimum: the minimum result amongst the listed tools 
Muxim~m: the maximum result, amongst the listed tools 

How do you set up a math tool? 
Using the Math Tool menu icons, you first select the math 
tool number (l-12), and enable the math tool. You then 
configure the math tool: you select the operator (such as + , 
-3 X , etc.); you select the operands (line gages, and/or 
windows, an&or math tools, and/or constants) which will be 
used in the math tool; and you then set an acceptance runge 
for the math tool results - during inspection this range helps 
provide the basis for an accept or reject decision. 
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Some Questions and 
Answers about 

What can you do with math tools? 

Math Tools 
Using math tools you can, for example: 
l Use addition to sum tool results 

(continued) l Use multiplication or division to scale tool results 
l Use subtraction to find the difference (distance or area) 

between two tool results 
l Use addition and division to average tool results 
l Use AND or OR operators to group the accept / reject 

results of different tools 
0 Use maximum or minimum to compare results 

When do you set up a math tool? 
Set up a math tool after you have: 
l Set up the workstage, and have a workpiece in the 

nominal or ideal position (see Chapter 4), so that the 
workpiece features to be inspected are shown clearly in 
the field of view (and on the monitor). 

l Set up all the line gages and windows (see Chapters 9 and 
10 for information), or other math tools you will use as 
the operands when configuring the math tool. 

Accessing the 
Math Tool Menu 

To begin to set up a math tool, first access the Math Tool 
menu as described below. 

Your Action Comments 

Pick title Setup icon If the Main menu is displayed, access the Setup menu by 
on the Main menu to picking the Setup icon (the “open padlock”). If the Setup 

access the Setup menu. menu is already displayed (as shown below), skip this step. 

d 
Math Tool Icon 

Pick the Math Tool icon. Picking the Math Too2 icon on the Setup menu displays the 
first part of the Math Tool menu: 

Note: You cannot access the Math Tool menu unless at least 
one window is enabled, or at least one line gage (numbered 
from l-22 only) is enabled. 
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Accessing the 
Math Tool Menu 

(continued) 

Your Action 

Pick the second 
(enable/disable) icon 

to enable the math tool. 

When you pick this icon - 

Pick the ETC icon. 

Comments 

Picking the enable /disable icon toggles the icon between 
enabled and disabled (indicated by the diagonal slash across 
the icon. When this icon is set to enabled, this allows you to 
pick other icons on the Math Tool menu. 

the diagonal slash disappears. 

Picking the ETC icon displays the second part of the Math 
Tool menu (picking ETC on the second part of the menu 
redisplays the first part of the menu). 

Note: If the only tools enabled are line gages (other than 
math tools), the first and second part of the Math Tool menu 
appear as follows, when first accessed, after you have 
enabled the math tool (Le., line gage upper function icons 
replace the window icons): 

The line gage upper function icon r 
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Math Tool 
Menu 

Accessing the 
Math Tool Menu 
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Below are descriptions of the icons on the first part of the 
Math Tool menu (other than the ETC and OK icons): 

Math Tool Select-Pick this icon to select the math tool 
from a choice of numbers 1-12. Numbers 1-12, then back to 1 
again, etc., are displayed in sequence as you repeatedly pick 
the icon, or hold the light pen tip down against the icon. 

Math Tool Enable -Pick this icon to enable or disable the 
selected math tool. This icon, when picked, toggles between 
enabled or disabled (disabled is indicated by diagonal slash 
across the icon). You must enable a selected math tool in 
order to use the remaining Math TooE icons to configure a 
math tool. Also, a math tool must be enabled in order to be 
part of your inspection configuration. 

Operator -Pick this icon to select the type of operator the 
math tool will use. Picking the icon repeatedly toggles the 
icon through eight different operator icons, in the following 
order -AND (shown at left), OR, Minimum, Maximum, Add, 
Subtract, Multiply, and Divide. 

First Operand Type -Pick this icon to select which type of 
tool the math tool will use as the first operand. Picking the 
icon repeatedly toggles this icon through the available 
selection of operand types - window (shown at top left), line 
gage upper function, line gage lower function, and/or math 
tool (a constant operand is also available for operands other 
than the first). This icon works in conjunction with the First 
Operand Number icon. Note: If no windows are enabled, the 
Line Gage Upper Function icon is displayed (shown at left) 
when the math tool is enabled. 

First Operand Number-This icon works in conjunction 
with the First Operand Type icon. Pick this icon to select the 
specific number of the tool whose type-is indicated by the 
First Operand Type icon. Picking this icon repeatedly 
toggles this icon through the available numbers for the tool - 
all numbers of tools of the selected type which are ena bled 
comprise the selectable operand numbers. Note: The 
asterisk-shaped icon shown at left selects all tools of the type 
indicated by the First Operand Type icon. 
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Accessing the The second part of the Math Tool menu consists of three 
Math Tool Menu more operand type and operand number icons, the Acceptance 

(continued) Range icon, and the ETC icon. Below are descriptions of 
these icons (other than the ETC icon): 

Second Operand Type and 
Operand Number Icons 

1111 

mEl 

msEl 
HI m LO 

Thir‘d Opkrand Type and 
Operand Number Icons 

Fourth Operand Type and 
Operand Number Icons 

Second Operand Type -Pick this icon to select which type 
of vision tool the math tool will use as the second operand. 
This icon works in conjunction with the Second Operand 
Number icon to select the second operand; this icon works 
just like the First Operand Type icon, with some exceptions. 

Second Operand Number -This icon works in conjunction 
with the Second Operand Type icon to select the second 
operand. This icon works just like the First Operand 
Number icon, with some restrictions. 

Third Operand Type and Number - Pick these icons to 
select the third operand of the vision tool. These icons work 
just like the Second Operand Type and Number icons, with 
some exceptions. 

Fourth Operand Type and Number - Pick these icons to 
select the fourth operand of the vision tool. These icons work 
together just like the Third Operand Type and Number 
icons, with some exceptions. 

Acceptance Range -Pick this icon to access the Acceptance 
Range menu for the selected math tool. Use the Acceptance 
Range menu to set the upper and lower limits for the math 
tool results, and to read the current math tool result. 

Note: The next section, “Math Tool Components,” discusses 
the Operator Type, Operand Type, and Operand Number 
icons further. 
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Math Tool 
Menu 

Math Tool Wh 
Components 

en you configure a math tool, you create a formula 
consisting of a combination of operator and operands that act 
together to produce a result. The three terms, operator 
operand, and result, are defined below: 

Operator - A symbol (such as + ) or a term (such as AND) 
that represents an arithmetic or logical operation performed 
upon one or more operands (all eight of the operators are 
described under “The Operators” heading in this section). 

Operand -A quantity or value (such as a constant, or the 
measured result from a specific window, or the accept / reject 
result from a line gage function) upon which the operator 
acts (all of the operands are described under ‘The Operands” 
heading in this section). 

Result-The value generated by the math tool as a 
consequence of the operator acting upon the operands. This 
result is compared to a preset acceptance range, just as 
window and line gage results are, in order to help provide the 
basis for an accept or reject decision (Note: The logical 
operators AND and OR are exceptions to this). 

To review the math tool components, first access the Math 
Tool menu as described on pages 12-2 and 12-3. 

The Operator5 For each math tool you configure, you select a single 
operator; the choice of operator determines the type of 
operation the math tool will perform involving the selected 
operands. Select the operator by picking the Operator icon. 

\ Operator Icon 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the Operator icon. When the math tool is first selected, the Operator icon is set 
to AND. Picking the icon repeatedly will cycle the icon 
through eight operator icons, as shown below: 

AND OR Minimum Maximum Add Subtract Multiply Divide 
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The Operators 
(continued) 
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Here are brief descriptions of the operators (the operators are 
each described more fully later in this chapter, under the 
“Math Tool Examples’” heading). 

AND -The AND operator checks the decision status (accept/ 
reject) of each of the selected tools (operands). The AND 
result is always O*; the AND decision status is: 

0 - (accept) if all selected tools had accept decisions 
1 - (reject) if at least one tool had a reject decision 

OR -The OR operator checks the decision status (accept / 
reject) of each of the selected tools (operands). The OR result 
is always O*; the OR decision status is: 

0 - (accept) if at least one tool had an accept decision 
1 - (reject) if all tools had reject decisions 

*Note: For AND and OR, the decision status is displayed as 
the current result value in the acceptance range display. 
The range limits have no meaning and are ignored. 

Minimum -The Minimum operator compares the numerical 
(measured) results of each of the selected tools (operands); 
the Minimum result indicates the lowest value measured 
amongst the results of the selected tools. 

Maximum -The Maximum operator compares the 
numerical (measured) results of each of the selected tools 
(operands); the Maximum result indicates the highest value 
measured amongst the results of the selected tools. 

Add - The Add operator adds the numerical (measured) 
results of each of the selected operands; the Add result 
indicates the sum of the measured results of the operands. 

Subtract-The Subtract operator subtracts the numerical 
(measured) result of one operand from that of another (only 
two operands are allowed, and the second can be a constant); 
the Subtract result indicates the difference (in absolute 
value) between the results of the two operands. 

Multiply -The MuZtipZy operator multiplies the numerical 
(measured) result of one tool (operand) by that of another 
(only two operands are allowed; the second can be a 
constant); the MuZtipZy result is the product of the operands. 

Divide -The Divide operator divides the numerical 
(measured) result of one tool (operand) by a constant (only 
two operands are allowed, and the second must be a 
constant); the Divide result indicates the quotient of the first 
operand divided by the second. 
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Example 
Math Tool 
Menu - 
first part 

Example 
Math Tool 
Menu - 
second pat-t 

The Operands After selecting the math tool operator, you select the math 
tool operands by using two types of icons - the Operand Type 
and Operand Number icons (there are four of each of these 
icons in the Math Tool menu). The two icon types work 
together to select the operand; you might consider these 
eight icons to be four Operand icon pairs. Diagrammed 
below is a typical Math. Tool menu (both parts), showing the 
four Operand icon pairs: 

Operand Type icon 

\ J 

Operand Number icon 

~-;/~~~I + Brig I m ETC pa 

ir- 
Four Operand Icon Pairs 1st ODerand 

Operand Type /cons -Picking an Operand Type icon selects 
the type of operand - Window, Line Gage Upper, Line Gage 
Lower, Math Tool, Constant, or No Selection. 

Note: The selection of operand type is subject to restrictions, 
Not all types are available in all cases (see “Operand Type 
and Number Restrictions” on page 12-10). 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the First Operand Type Picking the icon repeatedly cycles the icon through the 
icon. available Operand Type icons (not all operands are available 

in all cases). All of the Operand Type icons are shown below: 

Window Line Gage 

(upper 
function) 

Line Gage 
(lower 
function) 

Math 
Tool 

Constant No 
Selection 

Note: When you pick either an operand type icon or operand 
number icon on the Math Tool menu, the selected line gage 
or window is displayed on the monitor over its respective 
threshold image. If you select a math tool as the operand, all 
enabled windows are displayed over threshold image 1; if no 
windows are enabled, all enabled line gages are displayed 
over threshold image 1. If the third or fourth operands are 
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The Operands selected, then disabled, the second operand will be displayed. 
(con timed) If the second operand is a constant, the first operand is 

displayed. If the third or fourth operand is a constant, the 
second operand is displayed. 

Operand Number Icon -After selecting the Operand Type, 
picking the Operand Number icon selects the specific tool 
number (or constant value, if constant is operand type). The 
range of selectable numbers depends on the Operand Type 
icon selected - 

l Window (l-4, *) 

l Line Gage Upper or Lower (l-22, *) 

l Math Tool (l-12) 

l Constant (l-30,50, or 100) 

where “*” selects all enabled tools of the selected type. 

Note: The selection of operand number is subject to 
restrictions. Not all numbers are available in all cases (see 
“Operand Type and Number Restrictions” on the next page). 
For example, you are not allowed to choose a number to 
select a specific tool unless that tool is enabled. 

Your Action Comments 

Pi& the First Operand Picking the icon repeatedly cycles the icon through the 
Number icon. auaiZabZe operand number icons (the illustration shown 

below assumes all four windows are enabled): 

Example 
Math Tool 
Menu - 
first part 

First Operand Type Icon (Window) 
\u J 

First Operand Number Icon 

k Picking this icon cycles through the 

1c 
numbers of all the enabledwindows. 
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The Operands Operand Type and Number Restrictions - You will 
(con timed) encounter the following restrictions when selecting the 

Operand Type and Operand Number icons: 

The VIM2 module does not allow you to select an operand 
type if no tools of that type are currently enabled (for 
example, if no windows are enabled, the Window icon is 
not an option for any of the four Operand Type icons). 

You are not allowed to select either the constant or the No 
Selection icon as the First Operand Type icon. You are not 
allowed to select the No Selection icon as the Second 
Operand Type icon. 

If you select either the AND or OR operator, you are not 
allowed to select the constant icon as an operand type. 

You are not allowed to select a Fourth Operand Type icon 
if the Third Operand Type icon is No Selection. Also, the 
VIM2 does not allow you to pick No Selection as the Third 
Operand Type if a Fourth Operand Type other than No 
Selection is selected. 

You are not allowed to pick an operand number 
representing a tool which is disabled. For example, if 
only windows 1 and 2 are currently enabled, and Window 
is the selected operand type icon, you are allowed only to 
select 1,2, or, in some cases, the all tools (asterisk) icon. 

You can select the all tools (asterisk) icon only for the 
AND, OR, Minimum and Maximum operators. 

You can select the all tools (asterisk) icon only for the 
First Operand Number icon; once you select all tools for 
the First Operand Number icon, the VIM2 does not allow 
you to select any other operands for that math tool (all 
other operand icon pairs appear the same as the first). 

If you select Math Tool icon as an operand type, you 
cannot select the all tools icon for operand number. Also, 
you are not allowed to select the number for the same 
math tool you are configuring. And, you are not allowed 
to select a particular math tool as an operand if that 
particular math tool contains the math tool you are 
configuring as an operand, or if it contains a tool which 
contains the math tool, etc. 

If you select the Multiply operator, you are allowed only 
to select two operands (you are allowed to use only the 
first and second operand icon pairs). You are not allowed 
to use the all tools icon as an operator number. 

If you select the Divide operator, you are allowed to select 
two operands only (you use only the first and second 
operand icon pairs). You can not use the all tools icon as 
the operator number. For the second operand type you 
are only allowed to use the constant icon. 
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Setting the Once you have selected the operator and operands, you 
Acceptance Range can access the Acceptance Range menu for the math tool; by 

accessing the Acceptawe Range menu, you can observe the 
current result value of the math tool, and set the upper and 
lower limits (the acceptance range) for the math tool. 

As with the line gage and window acceptance ranges, when 
the result of the math tool is not within the specified 
acceptance range for an inspection, the math tool fails, 
resulting in an inspection reject decision (Exception: Range 
limits do not apply with either the AND or OR operator). 

The math tool result range is subject to these limitations: 

l For logical operations (AND or OR), the math tool result 
is always 0 (zero), and the range limits do not apply. The 
accept / reject decision (0 =Accept, 1 = Reject) is instead 
displayed as the current result value in the acceptance 
range display. 

l For all other operations, the math tool results are limited 
to a range from a lower limit of 0 to an upper limit of 
65,534. If a result of greater than 65,534 is achieved, the 
resdt value reads 65,535, and the math tool fails. 

Note: If an operand fails, the math tool result will still be 
computed as usual, unless the failed tool is a line gage which 
was unable to detect an edge. In this case, the math tool 
result is 65,535, and the math tool fails. 

To demonstrate how to set the acceptance range for the math 
tool, access the Acceptance Range menu, as described below: 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the Acceptance Range 
icon on the Mat,h Tool menu. 

When you pick the Acceptance Range (“HI/LO”) icon on the 
Math Tool menu, the Acceptance Range menu appears: 

Acceptance Range Icon f 

I 
Acceptance Range Menu 

/ 
Lower limit 

Current result value 

\ Upper limit 
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Setting the 
Acceptance Range 

(continued) 

Your Action Comments 

Observe the math tool result. On the right side of the Acceptance Range menu are three 
numbers, separated by “c = ” signs. The middle number is 
the current result value of the math tool. 

Select the limit (upper The lower limit is the left number of the three numbers 
or lower) you want to change. displayed on the right side of the menu, the upper limit is the 

number on the right (Note: Default values are displayed for 
the limits initially). To select either limit, pick that limit 
with the light pen. The selected limit is underlined. 

Acceptance Range Menu 

increase 
f P 4 

increment 
Limit icon 

Decrease 
Limit Icon Select icon 

Select the increment. Pick the Increment SeZect icon to set the amount by which the 
selected limit will change when you pick the Increase Limit 
or Decrease Limit icon. Picking the Increment Select icon, 
cycle through the increment choices - 1, 10,100, and 1000. 

Increase or decrease limit. To increase the selected limit by the amount shown on the 
Increment Select icon, pick the Increase Limit icon. You can 
increase the limit to a maximum of 65,534. 

To decrease the selected limit by the amount shown on the 
Increment Select icon, pick the Decrease Limit icon. You can 
decrease the limit to a value of 0. 

Note: The VIM2 module does not allow you to set the upper 
limit to a value lower than the lower limit, or to set the lower 
limit to a value higher than the upper limit. 

When finished, pick the OK icon Picking the OK icon at this point returns the Math Tool 
to display the Math Tool menu. menu. 
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Setting the Using the Learn Mode and other Run Mode Functions 
Acceptance Range The VIM2 module features a variation of its run mode called 

(continued) the learn mode. In learn mode, the VIM2 accumulates 
statistics for each enabled inspection tool, based on a number 
of trial inspections. Use of the learn mode can be helpful in 
determining the optimal acceptance range for inspection 
tools and probes. 

The VIM2 module also features a number of other run mode 
options, which can be helpful in refining your configuration. 

See Chapter 13 for more information regarding use of the 
learn mode and other run mode options. 

Accessing Statistics When you run the VIM2 module in learn mode, you 
accumulate statistics for all enabled visions tools and probes. 
To observe the collected statistics for a math tool, first access 
the Acceptance Range menu on the Math Tool menu: 

Your Action Comment5 

Pick the Acceptance Range Picking the Acceptance Range icon on the Math Tool menu 
icon to access the Acceptance displays the Acceptance Range menu. 

Range menu. 

Acceptance Range Icon ” 
I 

/ 
Lower limit I \ Upper limit 

Current result value 

Pick the current result. On the right side of the Acceptance Range menu are three 
numbers, separated by ” < = ” signs. The middle number is 
the current resuZt of the math tool. When you pick this 
number, the statistics are displayed (see diagram next page), 
and the current tool display disappears from the screen. 

Pick the current result again Picking the current result again removes the statistics from 
to remove the statistics display. the screen, and the current tool display reappears. 
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Accessing Math Tool Statistics 
(continued) 

Total of triggers processed 

Total failures for this math too/ 

Lowest result collected 

Note: The results of failed inspections for the math tool are 
not included in the Zoruest, highest, and average values. 
These statistics are based on passing inspections only. 
Therefore, for preliminary trial runs, you may want to set 
the acceptance range to extreme limits initially, for the 
purpose of collecting statistics for all inspections. 

Highest result collected 

Average of all results collected 
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Math TOO/ 

Examples 
This section provides examples demonstrating each of the 
eight types of math tool operation - AND, OR, Minimum, 
Maximum, Add, Subtract, Multiply, and Divide. 

AND OR Minimum Maximum Add Subtract Multiply Divide 

For example purposes, these procedures refer to the target 
pattern included with this manual. See the “Quick Start 
Procedure” in Chapter 6 to set up the VIM2 module, 
peripheral equipment, and target pattern. 

Note: The VIM2 Decision outputs (including the Decision 
swingarm output, Decision LED and Decision discrete bit) 
always indicate a reject decision when any one of the enabled 
math tools, line gages, or windows fails, and indicate an 
accept decision when none of the tools fail. In order 
distinguish an individual math tool (or other tool) accept or 
reject result from the general inspection accept / reject 
decision, you must obtain the individual tool result from the 
results block (this means you must use a PLC and/or serial 
host). See Chapters 14 and 15, and Appendix C, for 
information regarding the use of the results block. 

Using AND The AND operator performs a logical AND of the accept / 
reject status of the selected operands (constants are not 
allowed as operands). For the AND operator, an accept 
decision (tool result within acceptance range) is a logic true; a 
reject (tool result not within acceptance range) is a logic false. 
If all of the selected operands are true (accept) the math tool 
result status is accept. If at least one of the operands is false 
(reject), the math tool result status is reject. 

The stored numerical result (in the results block) of the AND 
operation is always 0 (zero); measured results do not apply to 
the AND operator. Note, however, that the math tool accept 
/ reject status is displayed when you access the acceptance 
range. The value listed is always either 0 or 1: 

0 - (accept) if all tools had an accept decision 
1 - (reject) if at least one tool had a reject decision 

Acceptance Range -The acceptance range has no meaning 
for the AND operation; the range limits are ignored. 
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Using AND Example AND Operation 
(continued) Suppose you want to measure two distinct workpiece 

features, such as the large black rectangle and small white 
square in threshold image 2 (shown below). For example, 
locate the edges of the black rectangle using upper (edge) 
functions of line gages 1-4; measure the width of the ulhite 
square with lower (width) functions of line gages 5 and 6. 

Line Gages 1-6 shown 
on threshold image 2 
(when configuring the 
line gages, only one 
line gage is displayed 
at a time). 

You can group all the results for the black rectangle 
measurements (upper functions of line gages l-41, for 
example, using math tool 1, and the AND operator: 

Example 
Math Tool 
Menu - 
first part 

AND Operator Line Gage - Upper Function 

” Line Gage 1 

Math’Tool 
Menu - 
second part 

The math tool shown above ANDs together the results of the 
upper functions of line gages 1,2,3, and 4. That is, if any of 
the upper functions of the four line gages fails, the math tool 
fails, and the decision status is 1 (reject); if none fail, the 
math tool passes, and the decision status is 0 (accept). Then, 
by simply checking for a 1 in the decision status of math tool 
1 in the results block, you can find out if an inspection failure 
was due to one of the four measurements of the large 
rectangle. 
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Example 
Math Tool 
Menu - 
first part 

Example 
Math Tool 
Menu - 
second part 

Using AND Example AND Operation (continued) 
(continued) In a similar fashion, you can AND together the results of the 

two line gages which measure the white square. You can 
group the results for white square measurements (lower 
functions of line gages 5 and 6), for example, using math tool 
2 and the AND operator, as shown below: 

Line Gage - f ower Function _ 

wage 5 

The above math tool 2 ANDs together the decision status of 
the lower functions of line gages 5 and 6. That is, if either of 
the two line gages fails, the math tool fails, and the decision 
status is 1 (reject); if neither fails, the math tool passes, and 
the decision status is 0 (accept). By simply checking for a 1 
in the decision status of math tool 2 in the results block, you 
can find out if an inspection failure was due to one of the 
measurements of the white square. 

Using OR The OR operator performs a logical OR of the accept / reject 

ml 

status of the selected operands (constants are not allowed as 
operands). For the OR operator, an accept decision (tool 
result within acceptance range) is a logic true; a reject (tool 
result not within acceptance range) is a logic false. If at least 
one of the selected operands is true (accept) the math tool 
result status is accept. If all of the operands are false (reject), 
the math tool result status is reject. 

The stored numerical result of the OR operation is always 0 
(zero); measured results do not apply to the OR operator. 
Note, however, that the OR accept / reject status is displayed 
when you access the acceptance range. The value listed is 
always either 0 or 1: 

0 - (accept) if any selected tool had an accept decision 
1 - (reject) if none of the tools had an accept decision 

Acceptance Range - The acceptance range has no meaning 
for the OR operation, the range limits are ignored. 
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Using OR Example OR Operation 
(continued) Suppose you want to measure the size of a distinct workpiece 

feature, such as the small white square in threshold image 2 
(shown below), using a rectangular window to count white 
pixels. Suppose the workpiece can be positioned so that the 
small white square might end up on either the right side of 
the large black rectangle, or on the left side (the workpiece is 
rotated 180 degrees). 

In this case, you decide to use two rectangular windows 
(windows 2 and 3), positioning one over each of the two 
possible locations of the white square (Note: Threshold 
images 2 and 3 must be set up identically to show the white 
square box; windows 2 and 3 have the same acceptance 
range; window 3 is set up with the workpiece rotated so the 
white square appears on the left side of the black rectangle). 

Window 2 positioned 
on threshold image 2 

Window 3 positioned 
on threshold image 3 
with workpiece rotated 
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Example 
Math Tool 
Menu - 
first part 

Example 
Math Tool 
Menu - 
second part 

Using OR Example OR operation (continued) 

(continued) In using windows 2 and 3 to measure the same feature in two 
different possible locations, only one of the two windows can 
pass during any one inspection (the white square can only be 
in one of the two positions). However, if both windows fail 
during the inspection, then the white square box fails to 
meet the measurement criteria. You can use a math tool 
with an OR operator to combine the window 2 and 3 results 
into a single accept / reject result, as shown below: 

Wind0h +GiwP 

Using Minimum 

III &/ 

The above math tool 3 ORs together the results of windows 2 
and 3. That is, if either one of the windows passes, the math 
tool 3 result is 0 (accept); if both fail, the math tool 3 result is 
1 (reject). By checking the result of math tool 3 in the results 
block, you can find out if either window passes, or if both 
failed. And, if either window passes, you know that the 
white square box passes the inspection criteria. 

The Minimz~m operator compares the selected operands (the 
operands are either the measured results of selected vision 
tools, or a selected constant value). The math tool outputs 
the minimum value among the selected operands. 

Example Minimum Operation 
Suppose you want to measure the distance between the edges 
of two workpiece features, and that this distance must be 
above a certain minimum for the workpiece to be acceptable. 
To do this, you can use several line gages to measure the 
“gap” between the two edges, then use math tool with the 
Minimz~m operator to determine the lowest result among the 
selected line gages. You can then set the acceptance range of 
the math tool to reject the workpiece if the “gap” is too small 
at any point along the edges. 
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Using Minimum Example Minimum Operation (continued) 
(continued) In this case, for example, you decide to use line gages l-4 to 

measure the distance across the white square, at various 
points, in threshold image 2 (see diagram below). Then you 
use a math tool to find the minimum result among the four 
line gages. If this result is too small, the part is rejected. 

Note: In this case, the line gages are each set to vertical, and 
the Color icon of each is set to white pixels. The function icon 
of each is set to the first function icon - see page 9-18 - so 
that the line gage lower function counts the number of pixels 
across white square. The acceptance ranges for each of the 
line gages’ functions is set to extreme values, so that the line 
gages will not fail individually (instead, the acceptance 
range of the math tool with the Minimum operator is set to 
distinguish between acceptable or rejected workpieces). 

Line Gages l-4 
shown on threshold 
imageZ... 

Example 
Math Tool 
Menu - 
first part 

Example 
Math Tool 
Menu - 

second pat-t 

------- 

I ------_ 
. _ . measuring the “gap” 
between the two 
edges 

The math tool 4 shown below compares the results of the 
lower functions of line gages 1-4. The math tool result is the 
lowest of the four line gage results. You set the acceptance 
range so that if the math tool result is too small, the math 
tool fails, and the VIM2 outputs a reject decision. 

Line Gage -Lower Function 

LineGag/e2 ,, YeCpgeJ,, , f A , LineGage 
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Example 
Math Tool 
Menu - 
first part 

Example 
Math Tool 
Menu - 
second pat-t 

Using Minimum Example Minimum Operation (continued) 

(continued) Note: In the example, if the line gages 1-4 are the only line 
gages enabled for this inspection, you can use the all tools 
(asterisk) icon as the First Operand Number icon in order to 
select all line gage lower functions. You select the all tools 
icon as the First Operand Number icon; all other Operand 
Type and Operand Number icons are automatically set the 
same way, as shown below: 

Line Gage -lower Function 

The Maximum operator compares the selected operands (the 
operands are either the measured results of selected vision 
tools, or a selected constant value). The math tool outputs 
the maximum value among the selected operands. 

Example Maximum Operation 
Suppose you want to measure the height of a workpiece 
feature and that the height can vary in places, but if the 
height exceeds a certain measurement, the workpiece must 
be rejected. To do this, you can use several line gages to 
measure the height of the feature, then use math tool with 
the Maximum operator to determine the maximum result 
among the line gages. You can then set the acceptance range 
of the math tool to reject the workpiece if the height is too 
great at any point along the feature. 

In this case, for example, you decide to use line gages l-4 to 
measure the height of the black rectangle, at various points, 
in threshold image 2 (see diagram next page). Then you use 
a math tool to find the maximum result among the four line 
gages. If this result is too high, the part is rejected. 
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Using Maximum Example Maximum Operation (continued 

(continued) 

Note: In this case, the line gages are each set to vertical, and 
the Color icon of each is set to black pixels. The function icon 
of each is set so that the line gage lower function counts the 
number of pixels across the black rectangle. The acceptance 
range for each of the line gages’ functions is set to extreme 
values, so that the line gages will not fail individually 
(instead, the acceptance range of the math tool with the 
Maximum operator is set to distinguish between acceptable 
or rejected workpieces). 

Line Gages l-4 
shown on threshold 
image2... H . . _ measuring the 

height of the 
black rectangle 

t -----_ 

The math tool 5 shown below compares the results of the 
lower functions of line gages l-4. The math tool result is the 
maximum value among the line gage results. You set the 
acceptance range so that if the math tool result is too high, 
the math tool fails, and the VIM2 outputs a reject decision. 

Example 
Math Tool 
Menu - 
first part 

Line Gage -Lower Function All Tools icon 

Example f 

Math Tool 

(-A-, Line Gage 4 

Menu - 
second part I 

Note: As noted with the Minimzm example on page 12-21, if 
line gages l-4 are the only line gages enabled for this 
inspection, you can select the all tools (asterisk) icon for the 
First Operand Number icon to select all line gage lower 
functions. 
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Using Add The Add operator adds the numerical results of all the 
selected operands; the math tool Add result indicates the 
sum of the numerical results of all the operands. 

Example Add Operation 
Suppose that your process includes packing cans into 
cartons, and that you must count the the number of cans in 
each carton at a certain point. The number of cans in a 
carton determines the line speed of the conveyor. 

In this case, you use line gages l-4, each counting the 
number of cans in a row in the carton (see diagram below). 
Then you use a math tool to total the results of the four line 
gages. The math tool total (the total number of cans) is used 
as a factor in determining the conveyor line speed. 

Note: In this case, the line gages are each set to horizontal. 
The cans appear white in the monitor image, against a black 
background, so the Color icon of each of the line gages is set 
to white. The function icon of each line gage menu is set to 
the ninth function icon - see Chapter 9 - so that the line gage 
upper function counts the number of blobs (each can is 
counted as a blob by the line gages). The acceptance range 
for each of the line gages’ functions is set to extreme values, 
so that the line gages will not fail individually. 

Line Gages 1-4 
shown.. . 

. . . counting the 
number of cans 
(white blobs) 
in the carton 
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Example 
Math Tool 
Menu - 
first part 

Example 
Math Tool 
Menu - 
second part 

Using Add Example Add Operation (continued) 

(continued) The math tool 6 shown below adds the results of the lower 
functions of line gages l-4. The math tool result is the total 
of the four line gage results. 

Add operator k 
Al 

line Gage - Upper Function 

\ / 

” Line Gage 1 

LineGa/ge2 A yeFge3,, , f -LineGaged 

Note: You can select a constant as the operand type for any 
but the First Operand Type icon. Also, you are not allowed to 
use the all took (asterisk) icon for the Operand Number icon 
with the Add operator. 

Using Subtract The Subtract operator subtracts the numerical (measured) 

El 

result of one operand from that of another (only two operands 
are allowed, and the second can be a constant); the Subtract 
result indicates the difference (in absolute value) between 
the results of the two operands. 

Example Subtract Operation 
Suppose you want to determine whether a label is attached 
correctly on a workpiece (that is, with the side of the label 
exactly perpendicular to the horizontal axis of the field of 
view of the camera). To do this, you can, for example, use two 
horizontal line gages to locate the edge of the label, one near 
the label top, and one near the bottom. Then you can use a 
math tool with the Subtract operator to find out if there is 
any difference in line gage edge location (Note: If the side of 
the label is perpendicular, then the two line gage results are 
identical; subtracting one from the other would yield a zero 
result). You can then set the acceptance range of the math 
tool to reject the workpiece if the result indicates the label is 
crooked beyond an acceptable tolerance. 
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Using Subtract Example Subtract Operation (continued) 

(continued) In this case, for example, let’s suppose that the white square 
in threshold image 2 represents a label (see diagram below). 
Suppose you decide to use line gages 1 and 2 to locate the 
edge of the label near the top and bottom. Then you use a 
math tool to subtract one result from the other. If the label is 
perfectly straight, the result is 0. Suppose you want to allow 
some variance -so that, if the result is, say, greater than 3, 
the part is rejected. You would set the math tool acceptance 
range so the upper limit is 3, the lower limit 0. 

Note: In this case, the line gages are each set to horizontal, 
and the Color icon is set to white pixels. The function icon of 
each line gage menu is set to the first function icon - see 
Chapter 9 - so that the line gage upper function locates the 
left edge of the label. The acceptance range for each of the 
line gages’ functions is set to extreme values, so that the line 
gages will not fail individually (instead, the acceptance 
range of the math too.1 with the Subtract operator is set to 
distinguish between acceptable or rejected workpieces). 

Line gages 1 and 2 
shown on threshold 
image2... . , . locating the 

position of the left 
edge of the white 
square. 

Note: When using the subtract operator, you are allowed to 
select only two operands; the Third and Fourth Operand 
Type icons are automatically set to No Selection. You are 
allowed to select a constant as the Second Operand Type icon, 
if desired. Also, you are not allowed to select the all tools 
(asterisk) icon for the Operand Number icon with the 
Subtract operator. 

The math tool 7 shown on the next page subtracts the result 
of the upper function of line gage 2 from the result of the 
upper function of line gage 1. The math tool result is the 
difference in absolute value between the two results. You set 
the acceptance range so that if the math tool result is too 
high, the math tool fails, and the VIM2 outputs a reject 
decision. 
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Example 
Math Tool 
Menu - 
first part 

Example 
Math Tool 
Menu - 
second part 

Using Subtract Example Subtract Operation (continue& 

(continued) 

Subtract operator 

+-xi 

7 

Line Gage - Upper Function 

-age I 

Line Ga/geZ A , NTiectx , f A ,No Seiection 

The Multiply operator multiplies the numerical (measured) 
result of one operand by that of another (only two operands 
are allowed, and the second can be a constant); the Multiply 
math tool result indicates the product of the two operands. 

Example Multiply Operation 
Suppose you want to determine the area of a rectangular 
workpiece feature, and you have already used all of the four 
windows available. Using two line gages, and the math tool 
with the multiplier operator, you can compute the area of the 
rectangular feature. To do this, you can, for example, use a 
vertical line gage to measure the feature height, and use a 
horizontal line gage to measure the feature width. Then you 
can use a math tool with the Multiplier operator to multiply 
the two line gage measurements, and compute the feature 
area. You can then set the math tool acceptance range to 
accept or reject the workpiece based on the result. 

In this case, for example, let’s suppose we want to measure 
the area of the white square in threshold image 2 (see 
diagram on the next page). Suppose you decide to use line 
gages 1 and 2 to measure the height and width. Then you 
use a math tool to multiply one result by the other. 

Note: When using the multiply operator, you are allowed to 
select only two operands; the Third and Fourth Operand 
Type icons are set to No Selection. You are allowed to select 
a constant as the Second Operand Type icon, if desired. Also, 
you are not allowed to select the all tools (asterisk) icon for 
the Operand Number icon with the Multiply operator. 
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lllsing Multiply Example Multiply Operation (continued) 

(continued) In this case, one line gage is set to horizontal, and the other 
to vertical. The Color icon of each line gage is set to white 
pixels. The function icon of each line gage menu is set to the 
first function icon - see Chapter 9 - so that the line gage 
lower function counts the white pixels across the white 
square. The acceptance range for each of the line gages’ 
functions is set to extreme values, so that the line gages will 
not fail individually (instead, the acceptance range of the 
math tool with the Multiply operator is set to distinguish 
between acceptable or rejected workpieces). 

Line gages 1 and 2 
shown on threshold 
image 2.. . . . . measuring the height 

and width of the white 
square. 

Example 
Math Tool 
Menu - 
first part 

Example 
Math Tool 
Menu - 
second part 

The math tool 8 shown below multiplies the result of the 
lower function of line gage 1 by the result of the lower 
function of line gage 2. The math tool result is the product of 
the two results. You set the acceptance range so that if the 
math tool result is too high, or too low, the math tool fails, 
and the VIM2 module outputs a reject decision. 

Multiply operator 
x // 

Line Gage -Lower Function 

+-x1 

8 IElI ii, Xl 1 111 

Wage I 

Line Ga/ge2 A , No/Se’ec*x , f A ,~o Selection 
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Using Divide The Divide operator divides the numerical (measured) result 

I 

I- 

of one tool (operand) by a constant (only two operands are 

I allowed, and the second must be a constant); the Divide math 
tool result indicates the quotient of the first operand divided 
by the second (a constant). 

Example Divide Operation 
Suppose you want to determine the average of three line gage 
measurements of a certain workpiece feature. You can do 
this by using three line gages, and by using a math tool with 
the Add operator to total the results from the line gages. 
Then, using a second math tool, you can use the Divide 
operator to divide the result of the first math tool by three, 
and thus obtain the average measurement of the three line 
gages. You can then set the math tool acceptance range to 
accept or reject the workpiece based on the result. 

In this case, for example, let’s suppose we want to average 
three measurements of the height of the black rectangle in 
threshold image 2 (see diagram below). Suppose you decide 
to use line gages l-3 to measure the height. You use math 
tool 9 to add the three results. Then, you use math tool 10 to 
divide the result of the first math tool by three to obtain the 
average result. 

In this case, the three line gages are set to vertical, and 
positioned over the black rectangle in threshold image 2 (see 
diagram below). The Color icon of each line gage is set to 
black pixels. The function icon of each line gage menu is set 
to the first function icon - see Chapter 9 -so that the line 
gage lower function counts the black pixels across the black 
rectangle. The acceptance range for each of the line gages’ 
functions is set to allow some tolerance, so that a line gage 
will fail individually if a measurement is too extreme. 

Line gages 1 -3 
shown on threshold 
image 2.. . . . . measuring the height of 

the black rectangle. 
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Example 
Math Tool 
Menu - 
first part 

Example 
Math Tool 
Menu - 
second part 

Example 
Math Tool 
Menu - 
first part 

Example 
Math Tool 
Menu - 
second part 

Using Divide Example Divide Operation (continued) 
(continued) The math tool 9 shown below adds the results of the lower 

functions of line gage l-3. The math tool result is the total of 
the three results. You can set the acceptance range to 
extreme values so that the math tool will not fail. 

Add operator 
I/ 

Line Gage -Lower Function 

myIpTli+ I=1 1 ~ETcp~ 

*age I 

Line Ga/ge2 ,, , ‘i;’ Gagx , ~ ,, ,No Selection 

The math tool 10 shown below divides the result of math tool 
9 by the constant 3. The math tool result is the average of 
the measurement of the three line gages. You set the 
acceptance range so that if the math tool 10 result is too high, 
or too low, the math tool fails, and the VIM2 module outputs 
a reject decision. 

Divide operator 
I( 

Math Tool 

x 

-Tool 9 

ConstayS 3 A , Nyx , / A ,No Selection 

Note: When using the Diuide operator, you are allowed to 
select only two operands; the Third and Fourth Operand 
Type icons are set to No Selection. The Second Operand Type 
must be a constant (anchor icon). Also, you are not allowed 
to select the all tools (asterisk) icon for the Operand Number. 
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Chapter 13 Run Modes 
and Archiving 

Chapter Objectives The objectives of this chapter are to show how to use the 
Main menu icons to select the VIM2 module’s run mode 
options, how to transfer configurations to and from 
EEPROM using the A rchiue menu icons, and how to exit the 
setup mode and begin operation in the run mode.. 

!?w) Modes and 
Archiving 

Using the Main and Archive menu icons, you can perform 
the following: 

Select arm mode: Select from four different arm modes, 
which allow you to halt operation upon reject, to freeze the 
image upon reject, to halt operation upon each inspection, or 
to continue normal operation upon reject. 

Select standard or learn mode: Select learn mode for trial 
inspections, to enable the VIM2 module to collect statistics 
based on results of each vision tool and probe. Or select 
standard mode to operate without collecting statistics. 

Reset statistics: Set all statistics to 0 (zero). 

Store and retrieve configurations from EEPROM: Use 
the Archive menu to store up to two different configurations 
in the VIM2 module’s EEPROM, or use a configuration 
already stored in EEPROM as the working configuration. 
You can also use a default configuration. 

Select start-up configuration: Select which of the two 
stored EEPROM configurations is used as the working 
configuration upon powerup of the VIM2 module. 

Begin run mode operation: Exit the setup mode and begin 
the inspection operation in the run mode. 

Accessing the 
Main Menu 

To begin to set up the run mode parameters and/or archive 
configurations, access the Main menu as described below. 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the OK icon 
on the Setup menu to 

If the Setup menu is displayed, picking the OK icon accesses 

access the Main menu. 
the Main menu (Note: If the title banner is displayed, 
pick any bright area on the monitor screen). 

Setup Menu 

OKkon v 
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Accessing the 
Main Menu 

Below are brief descriptions of each of the Main menu icons: 

(continued) 

Main Menu 

cl &a 

Ia I 

I ,z 

D5l - - - - ml - - - - 

I GO 

I A!! 

. . . . I... o... 
SKI 1 

Archive- Pick this icon to access the Archive menu. Use the 
Archive menu to store your configuration as one of two 
EEPROM configurations. Or load a stored configuration 
from EEPROM as the working configuration. Or load the 
default configuration as the working configuration. 

Setup -Pick this icon to access the Setup menu. Use the 
Setup menu and subsequent menus to perform the majority 
of the VIM2 configuration tasks. 

Powerup Configuration - Pick this icon to select which of 
the two stored EEPROM configurations will be used as the 
working configuration upon powerup. This icon, when 
picked, toggles between configuration 1 and configuration 2. 

Standard/Learn -Pick this icon to select whether the VIM2 
module will run in standard mode or in learn mode (in learn 
mode, the VIM2 module collects a number of different 
statistics for each vision tool and probe). This icon, when 
picked, toggles between the standard mode icon (the factory) 
and the learn mode icon (the open booh). 

Arm Mode - Pick this icon to select the diagnostic mode. 
This icon, when picked, cycles through the four different arm 
mode icons - GO on reject, freeze on reject, halt on reject, and 
halt on each inspection. 

Reset Statistics- Pick this icon to set the stored values of all 
statistics collected to 0 (zero). 

Run - Pick this icon to access the Run menu. Use the Run 
menu to exit setup mode and go to run mode, and/or access 
the -4rchive menu to store your configuration in EEPROM 
before exiting the setup mode. 
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Usin the 
At! 

The VIM2 module has arm modes to aid in 
Arm odes refining VIM2 configurations for inspection processes. 

There are four arm modes available. Select the mode by 
picking the Arm Mode icon on the Main menu. 

Main Menu 

Arm mode icon H 

Your Action Comment 

Pick the km Mode icon 
four times to I!oggle through 

This icon, when picked, cycles through the four different 

the four arm modes. 
arm mode icons - GO on reject, freeze on reject, halt image 
on reject, and halt image on each inspection. 

f 
Go on 
reject 

freeze Halt Halt on 

on reject on reject each inspection 

When you exit the setup mode and begin run mode operation, 
the VIM2 module operates in the selected arm mode. In 
general, when you intend to use the VIM2 module in actual 
system operation, select either GO on reject mode, or Freeze 
on reject mode. When you intend to run a preliminary trial 
operation, select any of the four modes, as appropriate. 

Here are descriptions of each of the four arm modes: 

Go on Reject - This is the mode to select for normal system 
operation. The troubleshooting features (halt image or stop) 
are deactivated and system operation continues normally 
regardless of the accept / reject decision status. 

Freeze on Reject-With this mode selected, when an 
inspection fails, the VIM2 module retains the onscreen 
image, but continues inspecting. The frozen image may or 
may not be the image that caused the failure. To resume the 
updating of the monitor image, depress the light pen tip 
once. 
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(continued) 

El STOP 
Halt on reject -With this mode selected, whenever an 
inspection fails, the VIM2 module stops acquiring and 
processing images, and retains the image of the failed 
inspection. Using this mode, you can, after a failure, exit the 
run mode, and when you enter the setup mode, the image 
acquisition icon (on the Image menu) is set to halt image. All 
four threshold images from the last acquired image will be 
available for your review (see Chapter 8 for information on 
halt image). This allows you to, for example, check the 
results and statistics of each line gage and window you 
configured, and adjust the configuration if desired. 

A 
CAUTION: The VIM2 module stops inspecting 

t 
when a reject occurs with either halt on reject, or 

0 halt on each inspection selected; steps must be 
taken in order to resume operation. 

Note: The Busy output is held high, and the Busy LED is 
On, while the inspection is halted. 

To resume the inspection operation, depress the light pen tip 
four times. The monitor display will cycle through the four 
threshold images (and windows), then resume inspections. 

Is n n 
Halt on each inspection -With this mode selected, 
whenever an inspection takes place, the VIM2 module stops 
operation afterward, and retains the image of the inspection 
(whther or not it failed). Using this mode, you can, after 
each inspection, either resume operation as described above, 
or exit the run mode and enter the setup mode. When you 
enter the setup mode, the image acquisition icon (on the 
Image menu) is set to halt image. All four threshold images 
from the last acquired images will be available for your 
review (see Chapter 8 for information on haZt image). 

Note: To review the halted image in setup mode: 

1. Unlock the VIM2 module (in standalone mode, pick 
the monitor screen with the light pen; with PLC 
master host, assert the unlock discrete bit; with serial 
master host, send the Unlock command). 

2. Pick the monitor screen with the light pen to enter the 
setup mode (the Main menu is displayed). In setup 
mode, you can review inspection results, and 
statistics, and adjust your configuration as required. 
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Using the Learn Mode The VIM2 module has a learn mode to aid in refining 
your VIM2 configuration. While running in learn mode, the 
VIM2 collects statistics for each passing inspection (results 
for inspections for each tool/probe which fails an inspection 
are not included in the statistics for the respective 
tool/probe). 

You select either the Zearn mode, or standard mode (no 
statistics collected) by picking the Standard/Learn icon on 
the Main menu. When picked, the Standard/Learn icon 
toggles between standard mode and learn mode. 

Main Menu 

Standard/ Learn icon ’ 

- mkmi Learn mode icon Standard mode icon 

To use the learn mode, configure the VIM2 module as 
appropriate for your application, and select learn mode as 
part of your configuration before exiting to the Run mode. 
While running in learn mode, the VIM2 module collects 
statistics for the following vision tools: 

l Brightness probe (see Chapter 8) 

l All enabZed line gages (see Chapters 9 and 11) 

l All enabled windows (see Chapter 10) 

l All enabled math tools (see Chapter 12) 

You can review the statistics collected for a specific tool or 
probe by accessing the Acceptance Range menu for that tool 
or probe, and then picking the current measured result (see 
“Setting the Acceptance Range” in Chapters 8,9,10,11 
and/or 12). The statistics for the particular tool or probe are 
displayed on the right side of the screen, as shown below: 

Total of triggers processed 

Number of failures per tool/probe 

Lowest result collected 

Highest result collected 

Average of all results collected 

#n 0 
qij 0 
4f 0 

ft 0 
+ 0 
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Using Learn Mode In order to illustrate the use of the learn mode, an example 
Statistics is provided below. 

Example: Using Learn Mode 
Suppose you are going to measure the size of a workpiece 
feature by counting white pixels, using window 2 and 
threshold image 2, as shown below. 

White square represents the 
/ workpiece feature you want to 

measure 

N Window 2 covers white square 
on threshold image 2 
(example image) 

Before actually running the inspection, suppose you want to 
measure a random selection of 50 sample good parts to help 
define the window acceptance range. To do this, after 
staging and lighting the work&age, configuring threshold 
image 2, the brightness probe, window 2, and so on, you 
select the learn mode, then exit the setup mode, and enter the 
run mode. In run mode, with learn mode selected, the VIM2 
module collects statistics as you inspect the 50 parts (Note: 
For information about accessing the statistics through block 
transfer, refer to Chapters 14 and/or 15). 

To display the statistics for the window, do the following: 

Your Action Comments 

With the VIM2 module in The first pick takes the VIM2 module out of run mode, and 
run mode, pick the monitor 

screen twice to access the 
displays the title banner. The second pick puts the VIM2 
module in setup mode, and displays the Muin menu. Note: If 

Main menu. the VIM2 module has a PLC master host or serial port 
master host, the module must first be unlocked to access 
setup mode (see Chapter 14 or 15 for unlock information). 

Main Menu 

F Setup Icon 
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Using Learn Mode Example: Using Learn Mode (continued) 

Statistics 
(continued) 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the Setup menu icon to The Setup icon is the second icon from the left on the 
access the Setup menu. Main menu. 

Setup Menu 

Window Icon 

Pick the Window menu icon 
to access the ‘Window menu. 

Pick the ETC icon to When you pick the ETC icon, the second part of the Window 
access t,he second set of menu is displayed. The Acceptance Range icon is found in 

Window menu icons. the second set of icons. 

Window 
Menu 

I Pick ETC to switch menus 

- Acceptance Range icon 

Pick the Acceptance Range When you pick the Acceptance Range (“HI/LO”) icon on the 
icon on the Window menu. Window menu, the Acceptance Range menu appears: 

Current measured result 

Acceptance Range Menu 

Pick the current measured On the right side of the Acceptance Range menu are three 
rem1 t. numbers, separated by ” < = ” signs. The middEe number is 

the cur-rent measured result of the window. When you pick 
this number, the statistics are displayed. To remove the 
statistics from the screen, pick the middle number again. 
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Using learn Mode Example: Using Learn Mode (continued~ 

5 ta tis tics 
(continued) 

Your Action Comments 

0 bserve and assess the In this example, when the statistics are displayed, we see 
collected statistics. that 50 parts were inspected, and no parts failed inspection 

for this window. The lowest measured value of any of the 50 
parts was 4775 (number of white pixels). The highest 
measured value was 4925. The average value was 4885. 

‘“, 

#A 50 
#D 0 

&f 4775 

A 4925, 

+ 4885 
As a result of using the learn mode and observing the 
statistics for the window, you now have guidelines for low 
(4775) and high (4925) range limits for the window. 

Resetting the The VIM2 module stores the collected statistics so long as 
Statistics you do not download a configuration from a host or from one 

of the two EEPROM configurations. If you change the 
configuration in either of these two ways, the VIM2 module 
resets all statistics values to 0 (zero). If you change the 
configuration only through means of the light pen while in 
setup mode, the statistics are not reset. 

If you want to reset the statistics, do this while in setup mode 
by picking the Reset Statistics icon on the Main menu. 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the Reset Statistics icon Picking the Reset Statistics icon immediately resets all 
on the Main menu. statistics values to 0 (zero). 

Main Menu 

Reset Statistics icon 
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Archiving 
Conffigurations 

The working configuration* of the VIM2 module is held in 
volatile RAM, and is lost if the power to the VIM2 module is 
disconnected for any reason. Using the Archive menu, you 
can store two different configurations in EEPROM on board 
the VIM2 module. The two EEPROM configurations 
(EEPROM configuration # 1 and EEPROM configuration 
#2) are retained when power is disconnected from the VIM2; 
thus you can store two different configurations in EEPROM 
for safe keeping. And you can download either EEPROM 
configuration for use as the working configuration. 

*Note: The working configuration is the configuration used 
by the VIM2 module during operation. When you configure 
the VIM2 module with the light pen and monitor, you are 
configuring the RAM (working) configuration. 

You can also transfer and store additional configurations if 
you are using a PLC or serial host. See Chapters 14 and 15 
for more information. 

Default Configuration -You can download the default 
configuration as the working configuration by picking the 
Default Configuration icon on the Archive menu. The default 
configuration is the initial configuration set within the 
VIM2 module when you power it up the first time. 

In order to review the Archive menu icons, access the Archive 
menu by picking the Archive icon on the Main menu. 

Your Action 

With the Main menu 
displayed, pick the Archive 
icon to display the Archive 

Comments 

Main Menu 

Archive menu 

menu. 

I -h Archive icon 
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Archiving 
Configurations 

(continued) 

Archive menu 

Here are brief descriptions of each of the Archiue menu icons: 

Load Default Configuration - Pick this icon to load the 
default configuration into RAM. The default configuration is 
the configuration used by the VIM2 module when you power 
it up the first time. In the default configuration, for 
example, among other things, all line gages and windows are 
disabled, all four threshold levels are set to a value of 128, 
windows and line gages are set in default positions in the 
center of the screen, and windows are set to rectangular. 
Note: When you download the default configuration into 
RAM, the current RAM (working) configuration is lost. 

Download EEPROM #1 -Pick this icon to load the 
configuration stored as EEPROM configuration # 1 into 
RAM for use as the working configuration. Note: When you 
download a configuration from EEPROM into RAM, the 
current RAM (working) configuration is lost. 

Download EEPROM #2 -Pick this icon to load the 
configuration stored as EEPROM configuration #2 into 
RAM for use as the working configuration. Note: When you 
download a configuration from EEPROM into RAM, the 
current RAM (working) configuration is lost. 

Save to EEPROM #l -Pick this icon to save the working 
configuration for non-volatile storage to EEPROM 
configuration #l. Note: When you save a configuration to 
EEPROM #l, the previously saved EEPROM # 1 
configuration is lost. 

Save to EEPROM #2 -Pick this icon to save the working 
configuration for non-volatile storage to EEPROM 
configuration #2. Note: When you save a configuration to 
EEPROM #2, the previously saved EEPROM #2 
configuration is lost. 

It is suggested that you always back up your working 
configuration, either by saving it to one of the two EEPROM 
configurations, or by storing it through transfer to a host 
device (PLC or serial host). 
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Archiving 
Configurations 

When you save a configuration into EEPROM, normally 
a few seconds elapse while the configuration is being stored. 

(continued) During this time, this cloclz icon appears: 

A t 

CAUTION: The working configuration and both 
EEPROM configurations will be lost if you turn 

l off power to the VIM2 module while the clock icon 
is displayed. 

When the clock icon disappears, the save is complete. If you 
shut off power to the VIM2 module while saving a 
configuration to EEPROM, when power is reapplied, the 
Config F&t LED goes ON, indicating a configuration fault 
has occurred. The Config Fault LED remains ON until you 
use the light pen and monitor to enter the setup mode and 
then exit to run mode, or until you reconfigure the VIM2 
module by sending a configuration from a host device (see 
Chapters 14 and 15). 

If you use the light pen and monitor to enter the setup mode, 
after a configuration fault has occurred, you will notice that 
the working configuration, as well as both the EEPROM 
configurations, have been changed to the default 
configuration. 
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Selectin Startup 
Con P lgura tion 

When the VIM2 module is powered down, its working 
configuration, stored in volatile RAM, is lost. When you 
power up the VIM2 module, it automatically loads one of the 
two available EEPROM configurations (see “Archiving 
Configurations,” this chapter) into RAM for use as the 
working configuration. 

To prevent loss of the working configuration, store the 
working (RAM) configuration as one of the two EEPROM 
configurations (see Archiving Configurations this chapter), 
then select that EEPROM configuration as the startup 
configuration. That way, should the VIM2 module ever lose 
power during operation, the VIM2 module, when powered 
back up, will automatically load the same working 
configuration into RAM as the one that was in RAM before 
the power loss. 

You select either EEPROM configuration #l or EEPROM 
configuration #2 as the startup configuration by picking the 
Startup Configuration icon on the Main menu. 

Your Action Comments 

With theMain menu 
displayed, pick the Startup 

When picked, the Startup Configuration icon toggles 

Configuration icon to change 
between 1 (EEPROM Configuration #l) and 2 (EEPROM 

the startup configuration. 
Configuration #2). 

Main Menu 

t 

Startup Configuration icon 
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Exiting to Run Mode Once you have configured the VIM2 module for a trial run or 
for the actual inspeciion operation, and you are ready to 
begin VIM2 module inspection operations, exit the setup 
mode, and enter the run mode. In the run mode, the VIM2 
module awaits trigger signals, and, when triggered, 
performs inspections as configured. 

Main Menu 

A t WARNING: As soon as run mode is entered, the 

l 
VIM2 module will begin responding to trigger 
signals. Any equipment cannected to the 
swingarm outputs may be energized by the 
resulting VIM2 output activity. Do not enter 
run mode unless assured that subsequent outputs 
will not result in damage to person or property. 

To exit the setup mode, and enter the run mode, pick the Run 
icon on the Main menu. 

Run icon /I 

Run Menu -When you pick the Run icon, the following 
confirmation menu appears: 

Arch.ive icon ’ 

Your Action 

Pick the Archive icon, 
if desired!, to access the 

A.rchive menu. 

Pick the OK icon to return to 
the Main menu, if desired. 

Pick the Run icon to exit the 
setup m.ode and go to 

run mode. 

Run icon 

When the above icons appear, pick one of the three icons: 

Comment5 

With the Archive menu displayed, you can store the working 
configuration to EEPROM. Or, if desired, you can download 
one of the two EEPROM configurations, or the default 
configuration, for use as the working configuration. 

If you change your mind about going to run mode, picking 
the OK icon returns the Main menu. 

Picking the Run icon causes the VIM2 module to go to run 
mode (Note: If the VIM2 module is configured for master 
host operation, the VIM2 module goes to standby mode -title 
banner displayed - until locked by the master host). 
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Changing the While the VIM2 module is in run mode, you can change the 
Run Mode Display monitor display. To do this, you depress the light pen tip - 

away from the monitor screen - to cycle through and select 
from six different display options: 

(1) Show threshold image #l and window #l 

(2) Show threshold image #2 and window #2 

(3) Show threshold image #3 and window #3 

(4) Show threshold image #4 and window #4 

(5) Show threshold image #l and windows #l-4 

(6) Show “live” analog image (direct - camera to monitor) 

Using a Host Device to Change Display Mode - Note that 
you can also change the display mode using either a PLC or 
serial host device. 

If the VIM2 module is integrated with a PLC, you can cycle 
through the display options by asserting the light pen 
em&&ion discrete bit as necessary (see Chapter 14). 

Note: If both the light pen and the light pen emulation 
discrete bit are asserted simultaneously, only one is 
effective. 

When using a host connected to the VIM2 module’s RS-485 
port, you can select a specific display mode by sending the 
Change Display Mode command (see Chapter 15). 

Note: If the serial host’s Change Display Mode command is 
received by the VIM2 module, and a simultaneous light pen 
pick or PLC assertion of the light pen emulation discrete bit 
occurs, only the display selection indicated by the Change 
Display Mode command is effective. 
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Chapter Objectives This chapter provides guidelines for integrating the VIM2 
module with your PLC system. Guidelines are included for: 

l Using block transfer “read” and “write” commands 
within a PLC program for: 

- Receiving configurations from the VIM2 module. 

- Downloading configurations to the VIM2 module. 

- Receiving comprehensive inspection results and 
“learn mode” statistics from the VIM2 module. 

l Using the “discrete bit” interface between the PLC and 
the VIM2 module for discrete error or result information, 
and for helping to define the desired block transfer “read” 
and “write” information. 

/n tegfa ting the V/M2 The VIM2 module may be integrated with your process to 
M&u/e with the p~c provide feedback for process management and closed-loop 

process control. This integration can be done through 
interface with the discrete I/O of the VIM2 swingarm 
terminal, and /or through communication with a PLC. 

The VIM2 module has a discrete I/O interface which you can 
directly connect to through the swingarm terminals 
(discussed in Chapter 5). Discrete outputs include Decision 
(inspection accept/reject) and Busy. There is also a strobe 
output for inspections with strobe lighting. For triggering 
inspections with an external device, there is a Trigger input. 
You can use the discrete swingarm I/O with or without the 
use of a host. 

You can also transfer discrete information through direct 
discrete bit interface with the PLC. Discrete bit 
communications can transfer accept/reject decision and error 
condition signals; however, no measurement data is 
communicated. 

For more complete information communication, you can use 
block transfer “reads” and “writes” to transfer information 
between the VIM2 module and the PLC. 
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Defining Your Met-face Selecting the best approach for you VIM2 module/process 
Requirements interface (discrete communication or block transfer) depends 

upon your process and its feedback requirements. First you 
must determine if you need a single (discrete) accept/reject 
decision per inspection, or if you need more specific (block 
transfer) information, such as a list of tool-specific 
accept/reject decisions, a list of tool-specific numerical 
measurements, etc. These choices are discussed below: 

Using Discrete Bit Communication 
The VIM2 module communicates a workpiece accept/reject 
decision through the discrete Decision output. You access 
the decision output through either or both the PLC controller 
(discrete bits) or through the swingarm Decision terminals. 

Note: Other information, also transmitted through PLC 
controller discrete bits, are discussed later in this chapter. 

The Decision. output signals a reject if any of the acceptance 
range tests for the line gages, windows, math tools or 
brightness probe fail. 

Discrete decision information is ideal if you only need to 
identify unacceptable units from production, and do not need 
information regarding the specific cause of the rejection. 
This is practical for inspection of workpieces simply for 
completeness and/or correctness of assembly, and for 
elimination of any unacceptable part from production, 
regardless of the specific part flaw. 

Using Block Transfers 
You can use block transfers to collect specific inspection 
result values or statistics from the VIM2 module, and you 
can find out which specific inspection tool(s) failed per 
inspection. This can provide a more comprehensive 
information profile for your inspection. 

You can also use block transfers to collect and store the 
configuration data from the VIM2 module, or to download 
(“write”) a stored configuration from the PLC to the VIM2 
module. 

The block transfer approach requires appropriate use of PLC 
ladder logic and block transfer programming, as well as an 
understanding of binary, binary coded decimal (BCD), and 
hexadecimal numbering. 

Note: The transfer of blocks requires more time than 
discrete bit communication, and may add to the inspection 
cycle time in high-speed applications. This is a consideration 
mainly for high-speed applications (over 5 parts/second). 
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Defining Your Interface For example, specific measurement feedback you can 
Requirements collect from the VIM2 module through a “results” block 

(continued) transfer include discrete bit accept/reject results for these 
tools: 

-Brightness probe 
-Windows l-4 
-X and Y float gages 
-Line gages 1 through 22 
-Math tools 1-12 

The results blocks also provide measurements such as: 

-Brightness probe gray level, from 0 to 255 
-Window area measurements, from 0 to 61,696 pixels 
- X & Y gage measurements, from 0 to 255 
- Line gage measurements, from 0 to 255 
-Math tool results, from 0 to 65,535 

The commands required for the collection of the above data 
by a PLC controller are discussed in this chapter (see 
Chapter 15 for similar information regarding a host 
connected through the RS-485 serial port). The management 
and processing of such data, however, is beyond the scope of 
this manual. Many software, hardware, and 
communications products are available for this purpose. 
Contact your local Allen-Bradley PLC supplier for 
information on data management and information 
processing options for the PLC controller. 

Discrete Bit 
Communications 

This section describes how to transfer discrete data through 
discrete bit transfer with the PLC. 

Eight discrete bit lines are used for communicating discrete 
bit information between the PLC and the VIM2 module. You 
can use these data lines for transferring information to the 
VIM2 module (discrete bit outputs) or for collecting informa- 
tion from the VIM module (discrete bit inputs). The discrete 

bit outputs are used by the PLC for controlling communica- 
tions and operation of the VIM2 module. The discrete bit 
inputs are used for communicating discrete results and 
module status information from the VIM2 module to the 
PLC. 
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Discrete Bit 
Communications 

Addressing the Discrete Bits 
Tables 14.A and 14.B list the discrete bit assignments for 

(continued) communication between the PLC and the VIM2 module. 
Figures 14.1 and 14.2 illustrate addressing discrete bits to 
include rack and module/group numbers. 

Note: The bit addressing shown in this chapter is based on 
“two-slot addressing.” For other addressing schemes (one- 
slot and half-slot), refer to Appendix F. 

Table 14.A 

INPUT BIT 
ADDRESS 

VIM2 Module Discrete Bit Inputs to the PLC 

FUNCTION 

I I Module Fault (0 = Running OK, 1 = Fault) 

11 Configuration Fault (0 = Configuration OK, 1 = EEPROM/CONFIG. invalid) 

12 Busy (0 = Ready, 1 = Busy) 

13 Decision (0 = Accept, 1 = Reject) 

14 Probe Error (0 = OK, Normal Operation, 1 = Error, Probe Out of Range) 

15 X/Y Float Error (0 = OK, Normal Operation, 1 = Error, Out of Range) 

16 Reserved 

17 Configuration Busy (0 = Ready, 1 = Configuration Download in progress) 

Table 14-B 

OUTPUT BIT 
ADDRESS 

10 

11 

PLC Discrete Bit Outputs to the VIM2 Module 

FUNCTION 

Unlock (0 = Lock the Module/Disable Progrmg., 1 = Unlock/Enable Progrmg.) 

Last Block (0 = Not last block, 1 = Last Block) 

12 Select Configuration (0 = Configuration 1, 1 = Configuration 2) 

13 Select Block Tvoe (0 = Confiauration/Results. 1 = Statistics) 

14 Light Pen Emulation (0 = no assertion, 1 = assertion) 

15 Trigger (0 = Stand By, 1 = Initiate an Inspection Cycle) 

16 Binary/BCD Results (0 = Standard Binary Number Format, 1 = BCD Format) 

17 Configuration Storage (0 = RAM Storage, 1 = EEPROM Storage) 
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Discrete Bit 
Communications 

(continued) 

Figure 14.1 
Bit Addressing Scheme (for 2-slot rack addressing) 

Input (I) or Output (0) 

Rack No. (l-7) 

Module Group No. (O-7) 

Bit No. (1 O-l 7) (see Tables 14.A and 14.B) 

Word Bit 
Address 

t t 
Address 

The PLC controller addresses and controls I/O modules 
through ladder logic programming. The ladder logic rungs 
must be programmed to read inputs and write to outputs. 
These read and write operations are controlled through 
instruction addresses programmed on the ladder rungs. The 
address assignments typically appear as shown in Figure 
14.1 and Figure 14.2. 

Figure 14.2 
Example Bit Addressing (for 2-slot rack addressing) 

1’ 0 = output 

Word 

I I 

Bit 
Address Address 

Rack No. 1 

Module Group No. 3 

The VI M2 is here 

\ 

\ Rack No. 1 

Group Nos. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
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Discrete Bit 
Communications 

Discrete Bit Inputs to the’PLC Controller 
There are eight discrete input bits available through 

(continued) the PLC controller. These include (see Table 14-A): 

l Decision -This bit indicates the result status of the 
inspection, where 0 = Accept, and 1 = Reject. For 
inspection results, read this bit immediately after the 
Busy bit goes from “1” to “0.” When this bit = 1, the 
Decision LED goes On. When this bit status goes to “1,” 
remains at “1” until an inspection “accept” decision is 
made by the VIM2 module. 

it 

l Busy - This bit indicates the VIM2 module inspection 
status, where 0 = Ready (for a trigger), and 1 = Busy 
(conducting an inspection). This bit is set just after image 
acquisition has begun. Monitor the status of this bit to 
determine when to read the Decision bit; read the Decision 
bit immediately after the Busy bit goes from “1” to “0.” 
When this bit = 1, the Busy LED goes On (Note: This bit 
is also set when the VIM2 module is in setup mode). 

l Module Fault -This bit indicates the hardware operating 
status of the VIM2 module, where 0 = OK, and 1 = Fault. 
When this bit = 1, no triggers are accepted. Monitor the 
status of this bit to determine whether the VIM2 module 
has a fault and is not functioning. When this bit = 1, the 
CPU Fault LED goes On. Also, the Decision and Busy 
outputs go Off. 

l Configuration Fault -This bit indicates the VIM2 
module configuration status, where 0 = OK, and 1 =Fault. 
A fault means that either of the two configurations in the 
VIM2 EEPROM is not valid, or that the downloaded 
configuration data is not valid, or that the start-up 
configuration number is not valid. A loss of power during 
a configuration download to the VIM2 module will also 
cause a configuration fault. If the VIM2 module indicates 
a configuration fault after a configuration block transfer, 
it aborts the transfer attempt, and reloads the transfer 
buffer with the previous working RAM configuration. To 
clear this bit, configure the VIM2 module through the 
light pen interface, or by downloading a valid 
configuration from the host. When this bit = 1, the 
Config. Fault LED goes On. 

l Pro be Error - This bit indicates the status of the 
brightness probe for an inspection, where 0 = reading 
within range, and 1 = out of range. If this bit = 1, the 
Decision bit also = 1 (reject), and no other vision tools are 
evaluated. When this bit = 1, the Acq. Error LED goes 
On. Monitor the status of this bit to determine when the 
workstage lighting brightness is out of acceptable range. 
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Discrete Bit l X/Y Float Gage Error -This bit indicates the status of 
Com~munications the X and Y float gage readings for an inspection, where 

(continued) 0 = both gages are within range, and 1 = either gage is out 
of range for this inspection. If this bit = 1, the Decision bit 
also = 1 (reject). When this bit = 1, the Acq. Error LED 
goes On. Monitor the status of this bit to determine when 
the workpiece positioning is out of acceptable range. 

l Configuration Busy -This bit indicates the status of the 
configuration download process, where 0 = Not Busy, and 
1 = Busy (the VIM2 is currently receiving a configuration 
block from the host). This bit is also set while the VIM2 
module processes a block transfer command (see 
“Command Block” this chapter). While this bit = 1, the 
VIM2 cannot perform inspections, or receive another 
configuration block. Monitor the status of this bit to 
determine when to resume inspection triggers, or when to 
send the next configuration block. 

Discrete Bit Outputs to the VIM2 Module 
There are eight discrete output bits available through the 
PLC controller. These include (see Table 14-B): 

Unlock - Assert this bit to unlock the VIM2 module in 
order to enable manual (or block transfer) configuration of 
the VIM2 module. Otherwise set this bit to 0 to prevent 
any attempt at configuring the VIM:!. This bit is active 
only if the PLC is the selected master host. 

Last Block -Assert this bit just before you send the last 
block of a configuration block transfer to the VIM2 
module. Otherwise set this bit to 0. When this bit is 
asserted, the VIM2 module performs an internal 
configuration validation, then either accepts the 
configuration, or signals a configuration fault (see 
Configuration Fault bit description). If you do not set this 
bit to 1 after a block transfer of a configuration, the 
transferred data will not be loaded into the VIM2 module. 

Select Configuration - Use this bit to select the 
configuration number when you are transferring the 
configuration to or from a VIM2 module EEPROM 
configuration through a block transfer read or write. Also 
use this bit when you are changing the startup 
configuration through a command block transfer. Assert 
this bit to choose Configuration #2; otherwise, set this bit 
to 0 to choose Configuration #l. 
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Discrete Bit 
Communications 

l Select Block Type - Use this bit to select the type of block 
(configure or results vs. statistics) you wish to read from 

(continued) the VIM2 module just before you use a block transfer 
“read” command. Set this bit to 1 to select statistics; 
otherwise, set this bit to 0. Note: This bit is only effective 
if the VIM2 module is running in “learn mode.” 

l Light Pen Emulation - Assert this bit to change the 
monitor display when the VIM2 module is in the run 
mode. Asserting this bit has the same effect as depressing 
the light pen tip (that is, the VIM2 monitor cycles through 
the six display modes - see Chapter 6 or 13 for more 
information). Note: To repeat light pen emulation, you 
must set this bit to 1, then to 0, then to 1, then to 0, etc. 

l Trigger - Assert this bit to trigger an inspection cycle. 
Asserting this bit has the same effect as changing the 
trigger input status (on the swingarm) to high; that is, it 
will initiate an inspection (provided the VIM2 module is 
not busy or is not being configured). To repeat the trigger, 
you must set this bit to 1, then to 0, then to 1, then to 0, etc. 
Note: The SWG TRIGGER LED does not respond to the 
discrete bit trigger signal. Also, this bit is only effective if 
the PLC is the selected master host, and if host triggering 
is selected (see Chapter 7). 

l Binary/BCD Results - Use this bit when reading results 
blocks to select the type of numerical format for the results 
data. Set this bit to 1 to select binary-coded decimal 
(BCD); otherwise, set this bit to 0 to select binary. Note: 
Statistics data is only available in binary format. This bit 
is ignored when reading statistics blocks. 

l Configuration Storage -Use this bit when you send a 
configuration block transfer “read” or “write” to the VIM2 
module. Set this bit with a block transfer write to indicate 
whether the configuration is stored only in VIM2 module 
RAM (“O”), or also in one of the two EEPROM 
configurations (Y”). Set this bit to 1 with a block transfer 
read to indicate the configuration is read from one of the 
two EEPROM configurations (setting this bit to “0” to 
select RAM is not a valid option for block transfer reads). 
Note: If you set this bit to “1,“you must also indicate 
which of the two EEPROM configurations you are writing 
to or reading from by setting or clearing the Select 
Configuration bit. 

Use this bit also when you send the command block 
transfer to load an EEPROM configuration into RAM (the 
working configuration). Set this bit to “1” to indicate the 
downloaded EEPROM configuration is the new designated 
start-up configuration. Otherwise set to “0.” 
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Bit Manipulation There are several ways to control the operation of the 
module using programming tools in the PLC controller. One 
way is to manipulate bits in the discrete bit communications 
set, and to control triggering through ladder logic 
programming. 

Many PLC controllers have a Bit Manipulation Menu which 
can be used to force the VIM2 module control bits - listed in 
Table 14-B as the output bits. This example uses a PLC 2/05 
and T3 programming terminal. Other PLC controllers may 
be slightly different. 

To access the Bit Manipulation Menu, press SEARCH 53 on 
the T3 terminal. The Bit Manipulation Menu will be 
displayed as shown in Figure 14.3. The bits are listed in 
octal format. 

f 

Figure 14.3 
PLC Bit Manipulation Menu Used to Force Control Bits 

\ 
BIT MANIPULATION 

WORD ADDRESS: 0011 

BIT NO : 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 

STATUS : 0010000010011101 

FORCE : 

REMOTE PROG MODE 

In this example the 0011 is used as the word address. The 
address you use will be determined by the location of the 
VIM2 module in your L/O chassis. 
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Bit Manipulation Example 1: Locking and Unlocking the VIM2 Module 
This bit is only effective if the PLC is the selected master 
host. Move the cursor to the Unlock bit (bit 10 in Table 
14.B). Press “1” to unlock the module and enable light pen 
programming. The video monitor will display the title 
banner. Press “0” to lock the module and go to run mode. 
The title banner will disappear from the video monitor. 

The Unlock output bit is used to control access to the VIM2 
configuration data. When the operator wants to enter the 
setup mode, the PLC controller must set this bit high. When 
the operator unlocks the VIM2 module with the light pen the 
set-up session is started. 

Note: As long as the Unlocfi bit is set low (01, the module’s 
configuration data cannot be modified. 

Bit Manipulation Example 2: Rapid PLC System Triggering of the VIM2 Module 
A simple two-rung program can be used to rapidly trigger 
the VIM2 system inspection cycle (see Figure 14.4). This 
program is only effective if the VIM2 module is set so the 
PLC is the master host, and so the run mode trigger source is 
HOST TRIG (see Chapter 7). In this program, the Busy bit is 
used to drive the Trigger bit. This forms an oscillator which 
rapidly and continuously triggers the module. 

Figure 14.4 
Rapid Firing Under PLC Control 

VIM2 

I 3 Err 

VIM2 
Unlock 
010 

t- 

I I 
14 

VIM2 

KY 

0 
10 

VIbj2 
&yw 

l----l/l- 1 
I 12 END 01048 15 

The oscillation is stopped when the module is unlocked by 
rung 1 due to an ACQ ERROR (brightness probe out-of- 
range). The low range limit for the brightness probe should 
be set to a number greater than 10 to enable the shut-off (see 
Chapter 8). 

To test this while the program is running, disconnect the 
camera cable; the ACQ ERROR light comes on due to 
brightness out-of-range and inspections stop. To restart the 
program, force the Unlock bit back to zero. 
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Block Transfers The PLC can exchange data with VIM2 module using block 
transfer commands - block transfer “read,” and block 
transfer “write.” Block transfers are controlled from the 
PLC controller using ladder logic programming. There are 
four types of blocks which can be transferred - results, 
statistics, configuration, and command. 

A block of data can contain up to 64,16-bit words of data. 
You define the type of block, for the most part, by indicating 
the block length (number of words). Other requirements for 
the specifying different blocks are discussed individually for 
each block type in the following sections. 

Tables indicating block transfer data assignments are 
provided in Appendices B, C, and D for configuration, 
results, and statistics data. The data in data blocks may be 
assigned in either bit or word increments. Some informa- 
tion, such as an accept/reject decision, requires only one bit, 
while other information, such as a measured value for a tool, 
requires a byte of information (8 bits) or a full word. 

Configuration Blocks Configuration blocks contain information regarding the 
VIM2 module configuration. This information can be read 
from the VIM2 module, or downloaded to the VIM2 module 
(see Appendix B for the contents of the configuration blocks). 

The VIM2 module can store two configurations in its 
EEPROM memory, and another configuration (the working 
configuration) in its volatile RAM memory. You select 
which configuration you read or write through the use of 
discrete bits. There are four blocks per configuration; you 
select which block of a configuration you are writing or 
reading by specifying the block length (that is, number of 
words - 30,62,63, or 64): 

Configuration Block One - 30 Words 
- Trigger status 
- Strobe status 
- Run-time image freeze status 
- Probe position and acceptance range data 
- Window configuration data for windows l-4 

Configuration Block Two - 62 Words 
- X and Y Float line gage configuration data 
- Configuration data for line gages l-10 

Configuration Block Three - 63 Words 
- Configuration data for line gages 11-22 

Configuration Block Four- 64 Words 
- Configuration data for math tools 1-12 
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Configuration Blocks Reading Configuration Data 
(con tin ued) To upload configuration data from the VIM2 module to the 

PLC, use a block transfer “read” command. You can upload 
any one or all of the configuration blocks, as required. You 
can only read one block at a time. 

You cannot read configuration blocks while the VIM2 
module is in setup mode. If the PLC is master host, it can 
read configuration data during either stand by (unlocked, 
and not in setup mode) or run mode. If the PLC is not the 
master host, it can read configuration data only in standby 
mode. 

You can read configuration data from either of the VIM2 
module EEPROM configurations. In doing so, for each 
configuration block read, your program would include these 
steps: 

1. If you are attempting to upload a configuration while the 
VIM2 module is running in the learn mode, clear the Select 
Block Type discrete bit to specify configuration blocks (and 
not statistics). 

2. Before sending the block transfer command, set the 
Configuration Storage discrete bit to “1” to select 
EEPROM configuration (setting this bit to “0” to select 
RAM is not a valid option for block transfer reads). 

3. Set or clear the Select Configuration discrete bit to specify 
EEPROM configuration 1 or 2. 

4. Select the configuration block you are reading by block 
length (number of words - 30,62,63, or 64). 

5. Monitor the Busy discrete bit, and wait until Busy discrete 
bit is clear, indicating the VIM2 module status is not busy. 

6. Monitor the Config Busy discrete bit, and wait until Config 
Busy discrete bit is clear. 

7. Send the block transfer read command. 

8. Monitor the Config Busy bit. When it is clear, the block 
transfer is complete. 
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Writing Configuration Data 
To download configuration data from the PLC to the VIM2 
module, use a block transfer “write” command. You can 
download any one or all of the configuration blocks, as 
required. You can only write one block at a time. Writing 
configuration block is allowed only while the VIM2 module 
is in stand by mode, and if the PLC is the selected master 
host. 

You can either write only to the VIM2 module RAM 
configuration, or you can write to EEPROM configuration 1 
or 2 in addition to writing to the RAM configuration. In 
doing so, for each configuration block write, your program 
must: 

1. Check the Unlock discrete bit; set if it is not set. 

2. Before sending the block transfer command, set or clear 
the Configuration Storage discrete bit to select either RAM 
only or RAM and also EEPROM configuration. 

Note: Configuration data stored into EEPROM takes 
about 5 seconds. When configuration data is stored in 
RAM only there is no such time requirement. 

3. If you select EEPROM in step 2, also set or clear the Select 
Configuration discrete bit to specify EEPROM 1 or 2. 

4. Select the configuration block you are writing by block 
length (number of words - 30,62,63, or 64). 

5. Clear the Lust Block discrete bit if you are not sending the 
last block. Otherwise, set the Lust Block discrete bit. 

6. Monitor the Busy and Configuration Busy bit status; wait 
until these bits are clear to send the block transfer write 
command. 

7. Send the block transfer write command. 

8. Monitor the Config Busy bit. When it is clear, the block 
transfer is complete. 
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Results B/o& The results blocks provide specific results data for each 
vision tool (see Appendix C for a complete listing of the 
contents of the results blocks). The results blocks can only be 
read from the VIM2 module; you cannot write results blocks 
to the VIM2 module. There are two results blocks - Results 
Block l(59 words, all results except math tools) and Results 
Block 2 (13 words, math tools only). The PLC can read 
results only while the VIM2 module is in run mode. 

Block Length 
You select which results block you are reading by specifying 
the block length (that is, number of words). You specify 13 to 
select Results Block Two. 

To select Results Block One, specify any number of words 
from 1 to 59 (except 13 or 30).* The PLC will read that 
amount of consecutive words in Results Block One, starting 
with the first word. 

*Note: If you specify 30, the PLC reads the configuration 
block of that length; if you specify 13, the PLC reads Results 
Block Two (only if a math tool is enabled; otherwise the PLC 
reads the first 13 words of Result Block One). You cannot 
read a partial portion of Results Block Two. 

The results are provided in either binary, or binary-coded 
decimal (selectable through the BinarylBCD Results bit). 

Results Block One - 1-59 Words 
(words 1-4, discrete results): 
- The brightness probe (in range/out of range) 
- Windows 1 through 4 (accept/reject) 
- X and Y Float line gages (in range/out of range) 

i 
Line gages 1 through 22 (accept/reject) 

words 6-58, measured values): 
- Brightness probe luminance level 
- Pixel counts for windows 1 through 4 
- Upper and lower function results, X and Y float gages 
- Upper and lower function results, line gages 1 through 22 

Results Block Two - 13 Words 
(word 1, discrete results): 
- Math tool (1-12) results (accept/reject) 
(words 2-13, actual values): 
- Math tool (1-12) results values 

Reading Results Data 
To upload results data from the VIM2 module to the PLC, 
use a block transfer “read” command. You can only read one 
block or partial block at a time. 
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rResults Blocks In reading each results block, your program must: 
(continued) 

1. Before sending the block transfer command, if you are 
attempting to upload results while the VIM2 module is 
operating in the “learn” mode, clear the Select Block Type 
discrete bit to specify results blocks (and not statistics). 

2. Set or clear the BinarytBCD Results discrete bit to select 
binary or BCD results. 

3. Select the block you are reading by block length. 

4. Monitor the Busy discrete bit status; when it changes from 
1 to 0, send the block transfer read command. 

5. Monitor the Config Busy bit. When it is clear, the block 
transfer is complete. 

S ti3 tistics Blocks The statistics blocks provide data for each vision tool 
collected while the VIM2 module is running in the “learn” 
mode. The statistics blocks can be only be read from the 
VIM2 module, and cannot be written to the VIM2 module 
(see Appendix D for a complete listing of the contents of the 
statistics blocks). The PLC can read statistics only while the 
VIM2 module is running in learn mode. There are four 
statistics blocks; you select which statistics block you are 
reading by specifying the block length (that is, number of 
words - 55,12,62, or 60): 

Statistics Block One - 55 Words 
- Number of triggers 
- Number of triggers failed 
- Number of window failures, windows l-4 
- Number of X and Y float gage failures, upper/lower 
- Number of line gage failures, l-22, upper/lower 

Statistics Block Two - 12 Words 
- Number of math tool failures, l- 12 

Statistics Block Three - 62 Words 
(Statistics - minimum, maximum, average) 
- Brightness Probe 
- Windows 1-4 
- X and Y float gages, upper/lower 
- Line gages 1-14, upper/lower 

Statistics Block Four - 60 Words 
(Statistics - minimum, maximum, average) 
- Line gages 15-22, upper/lower 
- Math tools 1-12 
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Statistics Blocks Reading Statistics Data 
(continued) To upload statistics data from the VIM2 module to the PLC, 

use a block transfer “read” command. You can upload any 
one or all of the statistics blocks, as required. You can only 
read one block at a time. You can only read statistics while 
the VIM2 module is running in the “learn” mode. The 
statistics are provided in binary format only. 

For each statistics block read, your program must: 

1. Before sending the block transfer command, set the Select 
Bloctz Type discrete bit to specify statistics blocks (and not 
configuration or results). 

2. Select the statistics block you are reading by block length 
(number of words - 55,12,62, or 60). 

3. Monitor the Busy discrete bit status; wait until the bit is 
clear, indicating the VIM2 module is not busy. 

4. Send the block transfer read command. 

5. Monitor the Config Busy bit. When it is clear, the block 
transfer is complete. 
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Command Block The PLC can send a “command” block to the VIM2 module 
using a block transfer “write” command in order to change 
the working configuration. You select the new working 
configuration by setting or clearing the SeZect Configuration 
discrete bit before sending the command block to the VIM2 
module. You can also use the command block to reset the 
VIM2 module statistics only (Note: The statistics are reset 
automatically if you use the command block transfer to 
change the configuration, or if you write a configuration to 
the VIM2 module). Table 14-C shows the command block. 

Table 14.C 
Command Block Transfer 

Command Block Transfer 

FUNCTION VALUES 

Configuration Change 0 = Nochange, 1 = Change 

Reserved for Future Expansion 0 
Reset Statistics 0 = No change,* 1 = Reset Statistics 

Reserved for Future Expansion 0 

Reserved for Future Expansion Zero 
. . -. _ . . ..^. - 

‘NOte: rhe StatlStlCS are reset whenever bit U IS set t0 1, Whether or not Dlt 8 IS Set t0 U. 

Writing the Command Block 
To download the command block data from the PLC to the 
VIM2 module, use a block transfer “write” command. The 
VIM2 module must be in standby mode, and the PLC must be 
the selected master host, in order for the PLC to write the 
command block. In writing the command block, your 
program would include these steps: 

1. Check the Unlock discrete bit, and set if not set to 1. 

2. If a configuration change is requested in the command 
block, set or clear the Select Configuration discrete bit to 
select the new working configuration from either 
EEPROM configuration 1 or EEPROM configuration 2. 

3. If a configuration change is requested in the command 
block, set or clear the Configuration Storage bit to indicate 
if the selected EEPROM configuration number is to be 
saved as the new start-up configuration number. 

4. Select the command block you are writing by block length 
(number of words = 5). 

5. Monitor the Config Busy and Busy bits; wait until these 
bits are clear to send the block transfer write command. 
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Block Transfer Example An example of a results block transfer will serve as an 
example of block transfer programming. The PLC program 
in Figure 14.5 reads the list of measurement results for each 
inspection performed. 

Figure 14.5 
Free-Rtrnninn T imar 
. .-- . . . . . . . . . ..y . ..I.WI 

VIM2 
Tri ger 

Latch Trigger 00 9 

W- 
15 

Set Block 
Type 
010 

(Ul- 
13 

Binary 

Re F 8 

-it 
00 

Select 

Bio;"o" 

O- 

16 

E2 
TI# 

-it 

Unlatch Trigger 

VIM2 

12 15 

Free 

032 

-i/I {TON j 

15 .Ol 
PR 033 

VIM2 
To'o",92' 

AC xxx 
I 

BiYJ 032 010 

-i/H I BLOCK XFER READ ---(EN>-- 
12 15 DATA: 0030 07 

MODULE: 100 
LENGTH: 59 110 

FILE: 0500-0572 -bN>- 
07 
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Displaying the To display the contents of the results blocks, place the 
I?esults Blocks blinking cursor on the block transfer instruction and press 

“DISPLAY 0.” Figure 14.6 shows a typical results block 
with results displayed in binary form. Figure 14.7 displays 
the same results block in hexadecimal form. 

Notice that the display in Figure 14.6 is updated with every 
inspection cycle. 

Figure 14.6 
Results Block Display in Binary Format 

BINARY DATA MONITOR 
BLOCK XFER READ 
MODULE ADDR: 110 
FILE: lOOO- 1034 

POSITION FILE DATA 
001 00000000 00011000 
002 00001010 10000000 
003 00000000 00000000 
004 00000000 00000000 
005 00000000 00000000 
006 00000000 00001001 
007 00000000 00000000 
008 00000000 00000001 
009 00001000 00001111 
010 00000000 00010000 
011 00000000 00000000 
012 00000000 00000000 
013 00000000 10111111 
014 00000000 00100101 
015 00000000 10111000 

RUN/PROGRAM MODE 

Results Block Format The numerical measurements in the results block can be 
sent to the PLC controller in binary or binary coded decimal 
(BCD) format. The format is selected by discrete output Bit 
#16. If the output is set to one, the results will be formatted 
as four digit BCD numbers. If the output is set to zero, the 
measurements will be formatted as 16 bit binary numbers. 

If you are not familiar with the following counting systems, 
refer to your PLC programming manual. 
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Results Block Format 
(continued) 

Figure 14.7 
Results Block Display in Hexadecimal Format 

/ 

HEXADECIMAL DATA MONITOR 
BLOCK XFER READ 
MODULE ADDR: 110 
FILE: lOOO- 1034 

POSITION FILE DATA 
006 0009 
007 0000 
008 0001 
009 08OF 
010 0010 
011 0000 
012 0000 
013 OOBF 
014 0025 
015 OOB8 
016 0013 
017 OOAD 
018 0010 
019 OOZF 
020 1013 

RUN/PROGRAM MODE 

Block Transfer There are four numbering systems used with programmable 
Numbering Systems controllers. They are: 

- Binary 
- Decimal 
- Octal 
- Hexadecimal 

These numbering systems differ by the counting base used 
and the resultant differences in place values. The decimal, 
octal, and hexadecimal numbering systems are represented 
by binary bit sets at the PLC controller level and converted 
for display. This coding is referred to as binary-coded 
decimal (BCD), binary-coded octal (BCO), and hexadecimal. 
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Block Transfer 
Numbering Systems 

(continued) 
Figure 14.8 

nary Numbering 

I 

I 1 x27 = 128 128 
I 

1 x26 = 64 064 

1 x25 = 32 032 

I I I I 
0 x 24 = 00 

1x23=8 
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I 1x2’ = 2 

I r 

1x20=1 
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An 8-Bit 8yte (Two Bytes Per 16-Bit Word) 

000 

008 

004 

002 

001 

= 23910 

Binary Format 
The binary numbering system uses a number set that 
consists of two digits: the numbers 0 and 1. All information 
in memory is stored as an arrangement of O’s and 1’s. Each 
digit in a binary number has a certain place value expressed 
as a power of two. The decimal equivalent of a binary 
number is computed by multiplying each binary digit by its 
corresponding place value and adding these numbers 
together, as shown in Figure 14.8. 

When PLC output bit 16 is set to 0, the results block data 
will be transferred in binary format (unsigned integer). 
Each block contains up to 64,l&bit words. Each word 
contains one or more numbers. 
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Block Transfer The formats of the configuration, results, and statistics 
Numbering Systems blocks are detailed in Appendices B, C, and D. 

(con timed) 
Figure 14.9 
BCD Word Format 

16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 210 

Bit 
Word lllllllllllllll1 

I WXYZ BCD3 BCD2 BCDl 

Scale Factor 3 Digit BCD Value 

BCD Format 
BCD words, as applied in the VIM2 system, have two parts: 
the scale factor and the value. The scale factor is used to 
allow a greater range of numbers than is possible with only 
three digits. The bits in the scale factor allow the transfer of 
numbers that are 10, and 100 times greater than the three 
digit value represented in the three-digit BCD value. The 
format of the BCD word is shown in Figure 14.9. The Scaling 
factors represented by the four scale factor bits (bits 12 
through 15) are: 

W is Not Used 
X is Not Used 
Y is set to 1 if the value is l/100 the actual value 
2 is set to 1 if the value is l/10 the actual value 

The remaining 12 bits are assigned in groups of four; one 
group for each digit. This is because it takes four binary 
number places to reach a decimal count of 9. The numbers 
displayed in the BCD mode are three digit unsigned decimal 
integers of 0 through 9. 

The BCD bits are assigned as follows: 

BCD3 is the high order digit (bits 8 through 11) 
BCD2 is the middle digit (bits 4 through 7) 
BCDl is the low order digit (bits 0 through 3) 
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Block Transfer You can use X/Y Float Error discrete bit in your PLC 
Numbering Systems program to verify that all tool readings are reported in the 

(con tin ued) results block. If both this bit is clear(O), then the results 
block will contain measurements from all enabled tools. If 
the X/Y Float Error bit is set, results of all tools with shift 
compensation enabled (“float” status selected) will be zero, 
and the corresponding tool status bits will be set to 1 to 
indicate failure. 
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Chapter 15 Using the RS-485 Port 

Chapter Objectives In this chapter we describe how to: 

l Configure the VIM2 module for serial communication. 

l Use ASCII or DFl protocol commands to perform 
functions including uploading or downloading 
configurations, reading results or statistics data, and 
locking/unlocking the VIM2 module. 

RS-485 Communications Using the RS-485 port you can link computers which have an 
RS-485 port to the VIM2 module. You can also link these 
additional devices, through the use of an RS-232/RS-485 
converter, to the VIM2 module’s RS-485 port: 

l Computers with RS-232 ports 

l Operator Interfaces such as Allen-Bradley Industrial 
Terminals and Computers with serial ports. 

l I/O modules such as the BASIC module (Catalog No. 
1771-DB) or ASCII module (Catalog No. 1771-DA). 

The RS-485 port on the VIM2 module is designed for half- 
duplex, point-to-point communication only. 

Note: To communicate with the VIM2 module RS-485 port, 
you must also supply the communication driver for your host 
device. Contact your local Allen-Bradley representative for 
more information on RS-232/RS-485 converters and/or 
communication drivers. 

ASCII and DFI Protocols 

Command Availability 

There are two protocol options when you use the RS-485 
communications port, ASCII and DFl. This chapter 
describes both of these options. First we describe the ASCII 
protocol and then the DFl protocol. 

The availability of each serial command depends on the 
current mode of the VIM2 module (setup, standby, or run), 
and upon whether or not the serial host is selected as the 
master host. The stipulations for mode and host status are 
listed in the descriptions for each command. 
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What Functions Can Be A host device can perform the following functions through 
Performed Over The 

RS-485 Interface? 
the RS-485 port: 

l Obtain VIM2 module results information. 

l Obtain VIM2 module statistics information. 

l Upload or download VIM2 module configurations. 

l Transfer configurations between the VIM2 module’s 
RAM configuration and two EEPROM configurations. 

l Change run mode display. 

l Trigger an inspection. 

l Lock or unlock the VIM2 module to control access to 
the setup mode. 

1///W2 Moth/e 
Configuration 

If you are using the RS-485 port, you must configure the 
VIM2 module, using the light pen/monitor interface, for 

Instructions serial communications. Begin by enabling and configuring 
the serial communications port: 

Your Action Comments 

Pick the Environment icon If the Main menu is displayed, first access the Setup menu by 
on the Setup m.enu to access picking the Setup icon (the “open padlock”). Then, with the 

the Environment menu. Setup menu displayed, pick the Environment icon. 

Setup Menu 

Environment Menu 

Serial Enable Icon fl w Baud Rate Icon 

Pick the Serial Enable icon to 
select ASCII or I)Fl protocol. 

Pick the Baud Rate Picking this icon repeatedly cycles through the baud rate 
icon as necessary to set the options - 1200,2400,4800, or 9600. 

baud rate for communication. 
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VIM2 Configuration 
instructions 

Note: When you select RS-485 communications, the data 
format is fixed as follows: 

(continued) 
l 8 Data Bits 

l 1 StopBit 

l No Parity 

Next, select the master host, or select no master host, 
according to whether a PLC, or a serial device, will act as the 
master host, or if no device will be a master host. The master 
host is exclusively permitted to perform certain functions, 
such as downloading configurations or triggering 
inspections. A subset of the master host functions can be 
performed by a PLC o.r serial device which is not the master 
host, such as the collection of configuration or results data 
(Note: The specific host and mode stipulations which apply 
when issuing a command from a serial host are included in 
this chapter, in the description for each command). 

Your Action Comments 

Pi& the Host! Standalone Picking this icon selects the master host (or selects no muster 
icon as necessary to select 

the appiropriate mode. 
host). Note: The Serial Host icon is not available unless you 
first enable the RS-485 port using the Serial Enable icon 
(described on the previous page). 

Host / Standalone Icon PlC is master host 

nl % No master host 

Ei + RS-485 device is master host 

Pick the Trigger Source 
icon as necessary to select 

Picking the Trigger Source icon toggles the icon between 

the appropriate mode. 
Host Trigger and Swingarm Trigger. Note: Ifthe Host 
Trigger icon is selected, a master host must be selected (PLC 
or serial), since only a master host can issue a trigger. 

Trigger Source Icon 

@q-L Swingarm Trigger 
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VIM2 Powerup Sequence When the VIM2 module is powered up, regardless of the 
with Serial Device as master host selection (PLC, serial, or no master host) it 

Master Host first conducts a number of self-diagnostic tests. The VIM2 
module also checks the two configurations stored in the 
EEPROM; if both are valid, the selected Starting 
Configuration is downloaded from EEPROM to RAM to 
become the working configuration. 

If the serial line has been selected as the master host, the 
VIM2 module waits for five seconds for a command from the 
serial host after the diagnostics are complete. If a command 
from the serial host is not received within five seconds, the 
VIM2 will automatically be “unlocked,” and the VIM2 
module will go to standby* mode. The selection of serial line 
as the master host is maintained by the VIM2 module. 

If a command from the serial host is received within five 
seconds, the VIM2 module will be locked and will go to run 
mode (unless the command is the Unlock command, in which 
case the VIM2 module goes to standby* mode). 

*Note: Standby mode is an interim mode of the VIM2 
module which occurs upon leaving run mode, and before 
entering setup mode. When the VIM2 module is in standby 
mode, the title banner is displayed on the monitor. The 
VIM2 module enters standby mode when: 

a The VIM2 module, in run mode, is unlocked by the 
master host. 

l The VIM2 module is in setup mode, a master host is 
present, the module is locked, and you exit setup mode by 
picking the Run icon. 

l The VIM2 module is in run mode and operating as a 
standalone unit, and you pick the monitor screen once 
with the light pen. 

Serial Line “Wake- up” The VIM2 module does not continually monitor the serial 
line for messages; instead, it waits until an incoming signal 
is received, and then “wakes up” and begins to receive the 
incoming signal. So part of the initial incoming command is 
lost. Thus, each time a command is sent, the VIM2 module 
will respond to the initial command as though it is an invalid 
command - in DFl protocol a NAK is issued; in ASCII, the ? 
character is issued. 

In order to accomodate the necessity for serial line wake-up, 
the serial host must respond to the initial NAK (DFl) or ? 
(ASCII) by repeating the original command. 
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Serial Line Error Tracking The VIM2 module maintains three counters for the purpose 
of tracking and handling communication errors. You can 
access the counter data only by sending the Serial Line 
Diagnosis command. You set counter maximums using the 
SeriaE Line Initialization command. The purpose of these 
counters and their maximum settings is discussed below. 

The first counter tracks the number ofconsecutive erroneous 
messages, and is incremented each time a message exchange 
is aborted (for example, when the limit of NAKs, or negative 
acknowlegements, is surpassed). 

The consecutive erroneous messages counter is reset to zero 
when: a successful message exchange between the serial 
host and the VIM2 module is achieved; when the serial line 
driver is initialized (refer to the Serial Line Initialization 
command), when a user-defined maximum number of 
consecutive erroneous messages has been reached (refer to 
the Serial Line Initialization command), or when a user- 
defined maximum number of inspections has been completed 
since the last reset. 

If the maximum number of consecutive erroneous messages is 
reached, a condition called serial line fai2ure occurs. When a 
serial line failure occurs, a second counter -which tracks the 
number of serial line failures -is incremented. Other 
consequences of serial line failure depend on whether or not 
the serial line host is the master host. If the serial line host 
is not the master host, and a serial line failure occurs, the 
VIM2 module continues operating in run mode, but the 
serial line communication is shut down, and this icon - 

appears on the monitor (unless the image is “frozen,” which 
occurs if the Freeze on Reject mode is selected and a reject 
occurs). While the serial line is shut down, a third counter - 
which tracks the number of inspections since the last serial 
line reset - is incremented. The serial line is reenabled when 
the number of inspections since the last serial line reset 
counter reaches a user-defined maximum (refer to the Serial 
Line Initialization command). 

If the serial line host is the master host, and a serial line 
failure occurs, serial line communication remains enabled. 
However, this icon appears on the monitor - 

and theVIM module halts the inspection process, until a 
valid message is received from the serial host. 
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ASCII hOtOCO/ This section describes the use of ASCII protocol for 
communication with the VIM2 module, including 
descriptions of the ASCII commands. 

AK// Protocol’ Conventions In describing the ASCII protocol we use the following 
conventions: 

l All ASCII commands begin with the ” > ” character. 

l ASCII commands are shown in bold characters: 

> RCn,CBf [CR] 

l Non-printable ASCII characters are shown as follows: 

[CR] = Carriage Return 
[LF] = Line Feed 
- = Space 

l Unless _ is specified, there are no spaces between 
characters. 

l ASCII commands contain only these ASCII characters: 

- Digits O-9 

-Letters A-Z (upper case), *, - , (space), and , (comma) 

l The X is the repeat count, an optional parameter for some 
commands which indicates the number of times the VIM2 
module will repeat the given command. For example: 

> RRx,RD [CR] 

The range for this parameter is between 0 and 255. If you 
do not include the repeat count, the value of 1 is assumed. 
If you use the repeat count value of 0 (zero), the command 
will be executed indefinitely (until another command is 
received). Note: A repeat count of 0 is treated as 1 for 
Echo commands. 

Note also that when a repeat count is used with any Read 
type command (not including Read Configuration), the 
VIM2 module will send the data after each inspection, 
until the number of repeats is executed, or until another 
Read type command (including Read Configuration) is 
received; the newly received command will then be 
executed. Commands such as Trigger, or Change Display 
Mode received before the repeats are completed will not 
cancel the remainder of the command repeats, nor will 
going to setup mode then returning to run mode. 
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AK// Protocol Con wen tions l The n qualifier is included in some commands to 
(con tin ued) designate a specific configuration. 

l The f flag parameter is included in some commands to 
select specific blocks, bits, or images. 

For example: 

>RCn,CBf [CR] 

Replace n in the above command with a digit (O-2) to 
specify RAM, EEPROM 1 or EEPROM 2. Replace f in the 
above command with a digit to specify a single block. 
Replace f with “*” to specify all blocks. Replace f with a 
range (f 1 - f2) to specify a group of blocks as shown in the 
example below: 

> RCl ,CBl-3 [CR] 

ASC// Data Con version Some ASCII commands involve the exchange of data 
between the VIM2 module and the host. This data is defined 
in the command or response format descriptions for each 
command, where applicable. 

Note that, when ASCII protocol is used, data from the VIM2 
module is transmitted as hexadecimally-encoded ASCII 
characters; these ASCII characters must be interpreted as 
hexadecimal digits for decoding by the user. 

For example, a VIM2 module response to this Read Outputs 
command: 

>RO,l-4 [CR] 

could be the following hexadecimal values: 

30 30 20 30 30 20 30 30 20 30 3113 

These values represent the ASCII characters 

0 0 space 0 0 space 0 0 space 0 1 carriage return. 

The above ASCII response would be interpreted, then, as 
hexadecimal 00 00 00 01 and be used as the response byte 
data by the user. 

Note: Examples of response data are included in the 
command descriptions in this chapter. These data examples 
depict hexadecimal values - the hexadecimal values 
obtained by converting the hexadecimally-encoded ASCII 
response to hexadecimal data bytes, as described above. 
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Using ASCII Protocol After you have made the equipment connections and 
configured the VIM2 module for RS-485 communications 
with ASCII as the selected protocol, all ASCII strings issued 
by the host will be interpreted as commands. 

The VIM2 module will validate the command. If the 
command is valid the VIM2 module will reply: 

If the command is not valid the VIM2 module will respond: 

? [CR] [LFI 

The VIM2 module will process all valid commands and 
discard any invalid commands. Data may or may not be 
returned with a command depending upon the type of 
command that was sent. Refer to Appendix G for an ASCII 
conversion chart. 

Note: A simple way to test the RS-485 link is to send the 
VIM2 module a [CR]. If you have the port properly 
connected and have the VIM2 module configured for RS-485 
with ASCII as the selected protocol, you will receive this 
response. - ? [CR][LF]. If you receive no response, check your 
connections and VIM2 module configuration. 

The ASCII commands are discussed beginning on the next 
page* 
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Serial Line Initialization Use this command to set two parameters for the serial line 
error tracking (listed as nl and n2 for this command, and dl 
and d2 in the response to the Serial Line Diagnostics 
command). Refer also to the Serial Line Error Tracking 
section in this chapter for more information. 

This command has the following structure: 

>X I,nl ,n2 [CR] 
nl = Decimal value for maximum 

number of erroneous messages 
h$/;;lt = 100). Range is O- 

Decimal value for maximum 
number of inspections between 
resets of consecutive erroneous 
error counter, or between 
reenabling of communications 
(d&k&t = 500). Range is O- 

n2= 

Sending this command also resets the VIM2 module’s 
counter for each parameter (refer to d3 and d4 in the 
response to the Serial Line Diagnostics command on the next 
page). 

Set the nl value according to the selected baud rate, and the 
maximum allowable error delay. Set the n2 value according 
to the average inspection rate and the required delay before 
trying to reenable communications. 

Host/Mode Stipulations: Valid for either master host or 
non-master host. Valid in all modes. 
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Serial f ,ine Diagnosis Use this command to receive diagnostic data from the VIM2 
module regarding the serial communications link. Refer 
also to the Serial Line Error Tracking section in this chapter. 

This command has the following structure: 

>X D [CR] 

The response includes five words of data, dl - d5: 

' dl WI dl (L)-d2(H)-dz(L)-d3(H)-d3(~)- 
d4(H)_d4(L)_dS(H)_ds(L)[CR] 

where each data word consists of two bytes, a high byte (H) 
and a low byte (L), and each byte is represented by two 
hexadecimal characters (00-FF), followed by a space. Each 
hexadecimal characte.r is represented by an ASCII character. 

Here are descriptions of each data type: 

dl : Maximum number of erroneous messages. Set by the 
Serial Line Initialization command. Defaults to 100 
(decimal) upon power-up, or each time the VIM2 module 
configuration is changed. 

d2: Maximum number of inspections between two 
communication resets. Set by the Serial Line Initialization 
command. Defaults to 500 (decimal) upon power-up, or if the 
VIM2 module configuration is changed. 

d3: Current number of consecutive erroneous messages. The 
VIM2 module increments this counter each time it receives a 
message which is not recognized as valid. 

d4: Current number of inspections since last reset. The 
VIM2 module increments this counter each time an 
inspection is conducted. 

d 5: Number of serial line failures. This number is 
incremented each time a serial line failure occurs (that is, 
when the d3 value reaches the maximum set by dl). 

An example response would be: 

This response indicates, for example, that dl = 00 64 (100 
decimal). That is, the maximum number of erroneous 
messages is set to 100 (this is the default setting). 

Host/Mode Stipulations: Valid for either master host or 
non-master host. Valid in all modes. 
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Echo Use the echo command to check the serial communications 
link. This command will return the same same string of 
characters that are sent out with the command. This 
command has the following format: 

> Ex,data [CR] 
X = Number of times command is 

repeated (optional, range O-255, 
default =l) 
Note: A value of 0 (zero) is 
treated as a 1 (for this 
command only). 

data = Character string to be echoed 

For example: 

> E2,H ELLO [CR] 

This command causes the VIM2 module to return: 

HELLO [CR] [LF] 
HELLO [CR] [LF] 

Host/Mode Stipulations: Valid for either master host or 
non-master host. Valid in all modes. 

Read Configuration Use this command to retrieve specified configuration blocks. 
You can request the configuration data from either of the 
two EEPROM configurations. This command has the 
following format: 

> RCn,CBf [CR] or 
>RCn,CB f&f2 [CR] 

n = Selected configuration, where: 
1= EEPROM #l 
2= EEPROM #2 

f = Selected block. Valid range of 
l-4, or use ” * ” to indicate all 
blocks. 

fl-f2 = Span of blocks (for example, 
2-4, or l-2) 
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Read IConfiguration Response to the Read Configuration command is: 
(continued) 

data.. . 
.d.a.{$ZR][ LF] for first selected block 

. . I 
. . . [CR][LF] for second selected block 
etc. 

where data consists of a number of two-byte words. Each 
byte consists of two hexadecimal characters (00-FF), 
followed by a space, and each individual hexadecimal 
character is represented by an ASCII character. Refer to 
Appendix B for configuration block descriptions and sizes. 

Host/Mode Stipulations: Valid in standby mode for master 
host or non-master host. Valid in run mode for master host 
only. 

Write ‘Configuration Use this command to download a configuration to the VIM2 
module. You download specified configuration blocks (see 
Appendix B for configuration block information). The VIM2 
module stores the downloaded configuration block(s) in a 
“buffer,” or temporary memory location. 

Note: After you use the Write Configuration command, you 
must send the Verify command in order to have the VIM2 
module validate the configuration block(s), and transfer 
them from the buffer to RAM (the working configuration). 
After this, you can copy the configuration block(s) to one of 
the two EEPROM configurations, if desired, using the Save 
Configuration to EEPROM command. 

The Write Configuration command has the following format: 

>W,C,f[CR] 
data [CR] 
. . . 
data [CR] 

f = Selected block. Valid range of 
1-4, or use * * ” to indicate all 
blocks. 

or ;ayiC,fl-f2 [CR] fl-f2 = Span of blocks (for 
..I 

.d.aieCR] for first selected block exampze’247 Or lw2’ 

e;;rck’jfor second seEected block 
. 
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Write Configuration Data in the downloaded configuration blocks consists of a 
(continued) number of two-byte words. Each byte consists of two 

hexadecimal characters (00-FF), followed by a space, and 
each individual hexadecimal character is represented by an 
ASCII character. 

Host/Mode Stipulations: Valid for master host only. Valid 
in standby mode only. 

Verify Use this command after you download the configuration 
block(s) using the Write Configuration command. 

The Verify command has the following format: 

>V[CR] 

There is no VIM2 module response to this command. 

When you send this command, the VIM2 module checks the 
validity of the configuration block(s) stored in the buffer. 

Note: When you use the Write Configuration command, the 
VIM2 module stores the downloaded configuration block(s) 
in a “buffer,” or temporary memory location. 

If the configuration data in the buffer is valid, the VIM2 
module copies the data to RAM (the working configuration). 

Note: When the configuration is copied to RAM, the 
configuration previously stored in RAM is overwritten. 
Also, any statistics that have been stored by the VIM2 
module are cleared. 

If the data is found to be not valid, the VIM2 module’s 
Configuration Fault discrete bit is set, and the VIM2 module 
does not copy the configuration block(s) to RAM. 

Note: Since no response is returned for this command, the 
Verify operation may fail without any warning other than 
the Configuration Fault discrete bit. We recommend that 
you check the Configuration Fault discrete bit after sending 
the Verify command (refer to either the Read Outputs or the 
Read Discrete Results command for information). 

Host/Mode Stipulations: Valid for master host only. Valid 
in stand by mode only. 
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Save RAM C:onfiguration Use this command to copy the configuration stored in the 
to EEPROM VIM2 module’s RAM (the working configuration) to the 

EEPROM configuration specified in the command. 

The Save Configuration to EEPROM command has the 
following format,: 

>Sn[CR] 
n = Selected EEPROM, where: 

1= EEPROM #1 
2= EEPROM #2 

For example, to store the RAM configuration to EEPROM 
#2, send this command: 

>S2 [CR] 

Host/Mode Stipulations: Valid for master host only. Valid 
in stand by mode only. 

Load EEPROM Cronfiguration Use this command to load one of the two configurations 
to RAM stored in the VIM2 module’s EEPROM to the VIM2 module’s 

RAM, thus becoming the new working configuration. When 
sending this command, you select which EEPROM to load 
(#l or #2), and you also specify whether you want the 
selected EEPROM configuration to become the new start-up 
configuration. 

The Load EEPROM Configuration to RAM command has the 
following format: 

>LO,nl ,n2[CR] 
nl = Selected EEPROM, where: 

1= EEPROM #1 
2= EEPROM #2 

n2 = Save new start-up 
configuration, where: 

O=No 
Other = Yes 

For example, to load EEPROM #2 to the RAM configuration, 
and then set EEPROM #2 as the starting configuration, 
send this command: 

>LO,2,1 [CR] 

Host/Mode Stipulations: Valid for master host only. Valid 
in stand by mode only. 
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Read Outputs Use this command to have the VIM2 module send the status 
of the specified discrete bits. The VIM2 module responds to 
the first request as soon as it is not busy. If a repeat count is 
included in the command, the VIM2 module provides 
subsequent responses upon completion of each inspection. 

The Read Outputs command has the following format: 

>Rx,Of [CR] or x = Number of times command is 
Rx,Of 1 -f2 [CR] repeated (optional, default =I) 

f = Selected bit. Valid range of 1-8, 
OF use ” ‘* ” to indicate al2 bits. 

fl-f2 = Span of bits (for example, 14) 

The discrete bits indicated by the f parameter are as follows: 

Bit 1 = Module fault bit 
Bit 2 = Configuration fault bit 
Bit 3 = Module busy bit 
Bit 4 = Decision bit 
Bit 5 = Probe fault bit 
Bit 6 = X/Y compensation fault bit 
Bit 7 = 0 (Not Used) 
Bit 8 = Configuration busy bit 

The response to the command has the following format: 

data [CR] 

where data consists of one byte for each of the bits specified 
in the Read Output command. Each byte consists of two 
hexadecimal characters, followed by a space, and each 
hexadecimal character is represented by an ASCII character. 
The value for each byte is always either 00 (off) or 01 (on). 

For example, to request the return of all the discrete bits, 
with no repeat count, you send this command: 

>R,O* [CR] 

The example response would include eight bytes (separated 
by spaces), one byte for each of the eight bits requested: 

00~00~00~01~00~00~00~00 [CR] 

T Byte 1 (Bit 1) t Byte 8 (Bit 8) 

In this example, the fourth byte (the Decision bit) = 01, 
indicating that in the last inspection the part was rejected. 

Host/Mode Stipulations: Valid for either master host or 
non-master host. Valid in all modes. 
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Read Dkcrete Results Use this command to have the VIM2 module send the on/off 
status of all the discrete bits, and the pass/fail result of the 
brightness probe, windows, lines gages, and math tools. The 
VIM2 module responds to the first request as soon as it is not 
busy. If a repeat count is included in the command, the 
VIM2 module provides subsequent responses upon 
completion of each inspection. 

The Read Discrete Results command has this format: 

> RRx,RD[CR] 
X = Number of times command is 

repeated (optional, default =1) 

The VIM2 module response has the following format: 

byte 1 byte 2 byte 3 byte 4-byte 5-byte 6-byte 7 
byte 8Ibyte 9Ibyte I~CR] 

- 

where each byte consists of two hexadecimal characters (OO- 
FF), followed by a space, and each individual hexadecimal 
character is represented by an ASCII character. Convert hex 
values to binary to obtain status (0 = pass, 1 = fail) for each 
discrete result. Response bytes l-10 are: 

Byte Description 

1 Discrete bit results (see the bit assignments below). 

Bit0 = Module fault bit 
Bit 1 = Configuration fault bit 
Bit2 = Module busy bit 
Bit3 = Decision bit 
Bit4 = Probe fault bit 
Bit5 = X/Y compensation fault bit 
Bit6 = 0 (Not Used) 
Bit7 = Configuration busy bit 

2 Brightness probe and window results. Bit 0 = probe status, 
Bits l-4 = window l-4 status, respectively. Bits 5-8 = 0 (not 
used). 

3 Line gages X, Y, 1, and 2 status: 

Bit 0 = Float gage X, upper function status 
Bit 1 = Float gage X, lower function status 
Bit 2 = Float gage Y, upper function status 
Bit 3 = Float gage Y, lower function status 
Bit 4 = Line gage 1, upper function status 
Bit 5 = Line gage 1, lower function status 
Bit 6 = Line gage 2, upper function status 
Bit 7 = Line gage 2, lower function status 
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Read Discrete Results Description (continued) Byte 
(continued) 

4 Line gages 3-6 status: Bit 0 = line 3, gage upper 
function status, bit 1 = line gage 3, lower function 
status, bit 2 = line gage 4, upper function status, etc. 

5 Line gages 7-10 status 

6 Line gages 11-14 status 

7 Line gages 15-18 status 

8 Line gages 19-22 status 

9 Math tools 1-8 status: Bit 0 = math tool 1 status, bit 1 
= math tool 2 status, etc. 

10 Math tools 9-12 status (bits 4-7 not used) 

For example, suppose the VIM2 module’s response to the 
Read Discrete Results command is this (Note: Recall that 
the response values below would be obtained by converting a 
hexadecimally-encoded ASCII response to hexadecimal 
values): 

0~~02~~0~00~00~00~00~00~00~00 [CR] 
t Byte 1 Byte10 f 

In this example, Byte 1 = 08. This represents the binary 
value: 

0000 1000 
tBit7 TBitO 

Byte 1 contains the discrete bit status; according to the 
binary code, the Decision bit (bit 3, the fourth bit from the 
right) is asserted, indicating that in the last inspection the 
part was rejected. 

Byte 2 = 02. This represents the value 0000 0010 binary. 
Byte 2 contains the probe and window results. According to 
the binary code, bit 1 is asserted, meaning window #l failed. 

Byte 3 = 10. This represents the value 0001 0000 binary. 
Byte 3 contains the pass/fail result of the upper/lower 
functions of line gages X, Y, 1, and 2. According to the 
binary code, bit 4 is asserted, meaning the upper function of 
line gage 1 failed. 

Bytes 4-10 = 00. This represents the value 0000 0000 
binary. According to the binary codes for these bytes, none of 
the remaining line gage functions or math tools failed. 

Host/Mode Stipulations: Valid for either master host or 
non-master host. Valid in run mode only. 
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Read l?esults Blocks Use this command to have the VIM2 module send the 
specified results block(s). The VIM2 module responds to the 
first request as soon as it is not busy. If a repeat count is 
included in the command, the VIM2 module provides 
subsequent responses upon completion of each inspection 

The Read Results Blocizs command has this format: 

>RRx,RBf[CR] 
X = Number of times command is 

repeated (optional, default =l) 
f = Selected block. Valid range of 

l-2, or use rr* “to indicate both 
blocks. 

The VIM2 module response has the following format: 

data[CR] for first block specified 

da&(CR] for last block specified 

where data in the uploaded results blocks consists of a 
number of bytes, each separated by a space (see Appendix C 
for detailed results block information). Each byte consists of 
two hexadecimal characters (00-FF), and each individual 
hexadecimal character is represented by an ASCII character. 

Host/Mode Stipulations: Valid for either master host or 
non-master host. Valid in run mode only. 
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Read S,tatistics Blocks Use this command to have the VIM2 module send the 
specified statistics block(s). The VIM2 module responds to 
the first request as soon as it is not busy. If a repeat count is 
included in the command, the VIM2 module provides 
subsequent responses upon completion of each inspection. 

The Read Statistics Blocks command has this format: 

> RSx,SBf [CR] or 
>RSx,SBf 1 -f2[CR] 

X = Number of times command is 
repeated (optional, default =l) 

f = Selected block. Valid range of 
l-4, or use cI * ” to indicate all 
blocks. 

fl-f2 = Span of blocks (for example l-3) 

The VIM2 module response has the following format: 

data[CR] for first block specified 

da$CR] for last block specified 

where data in the uploaded statistics blocks consists of a 
number of bytes, each separated by a space (see Appendix D 
for detailed statistics block information). Each byte consists 
of two hexadecimal characters (00-FF), and each individual 
hexadecimal character is represented by an ASCII character. 

Host/Mode Stipulations: Valid for either master host or 
non-master host. Valid in run mode only (Note: In order for 
the VIM2 module to collect statistics, it must be running in 
the learn mode). 
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f ock Use the Lo& command to prevent the VIM2 module from 
entering the setup mode. The command has the following 
structure: 

> L [CR] 

There is no VIM2 module response to this command. 

If you send the Lock command to the VIM2 module while it is 
in the setup mode, the VIM2 module will go to run mode as 
soon as the user exits the setup mode. If you send the Lock 
command to the VIM2 module while it is in the standby 
mode, the VIM2 module will exit the standby mode and go to 
run mode. 

Host/Mode Stipulations: Valid for master host only. Valid 
in setup or standby mode only. 

Unlock Use the Unlock command to allow the VIM2 module to enter 
the setup mode. The command has the following structure: 

>U [CR] 

There is no VIM2 module response to this command. 

If you send the Unlock command to the VIM2 module while 
it is in the run mode, the VIM2 module will exit the run 
mode and go to standby mode. 

Note: To enter setup mode from standby mode, you must 
pick a bright area on the monitor screen with the light pen. 

If you send the Unlock command to the VIM2 module while 
it is in the standby mode (it is already unlocked), there will 
be no effect. 

Host/Mode Stipulations: Valid for master host only. Valid 
in run or stand by mode only. 
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Trigger Use the Trigger command to initiate a VIM2 module 
inspection cycle (if the VIM2 module is in run mode), or to 
have the VIM2 module acquire an image (if the VIM2 
module is in setup mode). The command has the following 
structure: 

>T [CR] 

There is no VIM2 module response to this command. 

Note: Sending the Trigger command to the VIM2 module 
does not activate the SWG TRIGGER LED on the VIM2 
module. 

Host/Mode Stipulations: Valid for master host only. Valid 
in run mode ifthe VIM2 module is set for host triggering. 
Valid in setup mode ifthe VIM2 module is set for host 
triggering, and if the setup trigger is set to Run Mode 
Trigger. 

Change Display Mode Use the Change Display Mode command to change the 
monitor image displayed during run mode to the image 
specified in this command. The command has the following 
structure: 

>W,D,n [CR] 
n = Selected display, where; 

1= window 1 
2 = window 2 
3 = window 3 
4 = window 4 
5= windows l-4 
6= “live” image 

There is no VIM2 module response to this command. 

Note: If the VIM2 module is displaying a halted image (as a 
result of running in either the Halt on Reject or Halt on 
Inspection arm mode), sending the Change Display Mode 
command will have the same effect as a light pen pick. That 
is, when the command is sent, the monitor image display will 
not change to the specified image, but will toggle to the next 
display in sequence. 

Host/Mode Stipulations: Valid for master host or non- 
master host. Valid in run mode only. 
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Reset Statistics Use this command to reset all statistics collected while the 
VIM2 module operated in the learn mode. The command has 
this format: 

>ZS [CR] 

There is no VIM2 module response to this command. 

Host/Mode Stipulations: Valid for master host or non- 
master host. Valid in run mode or standby mode only. 
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ASCII Command Summary After you have become familiar with the ASCII commands, 
you can use the following command summary as a quick 
reference guide. 

Table 5.A 
ASCII Command Summarv 

Command Command Structure 

Serial Line Diagnosis >XD [CR] 4 

Field Descriptions Host/Mode Stipulations* 

For Master / Non-Master 
Modes SU, SB, R 

Serial Line 
Initialization 

>X I,n 1 ,n2 [CR] n 1 = max. erroneous messages for Master / Non-Master 

(o-65535) Modes SU, SB, R 

n2 = max. inspections until reset 

(O-65535) 

Echo > Ex, data [CR] 

Read Configuration >RCn, CBf [CR] 

Write Configutration >W,C,f [CR] 

>data [CR]. . 

>data [CR] 

Verify >V [CR] 

Save Configuration >Sn [CR] 
RAM to EEPROM 

Load Configuration >LO,nl ,n2 [CR] 
From EEPROM to 
RAM 

x = times repeated (O-255) For Master / Non-Master 

Data = ASCII string Modes SU, SB, R 

n = configuration Mode SB for Master / Non- 
(1 = EEPROM #l, 2 = EEPROM #2) Master 

f = configuration block(s) Modes SB, R for Master 

f = configuration block(s) For Master, Mode SB only 

data = configuration data for 

each specified block 

For Master, Mode SB only 

n = EEPROM configuration For Master, Mode SB only 
(1 = EEPROM #l, 2 = EEPROM #2) 

nl = EEPROM configuration For Master, Mode SB only 
(1 = EEPROM #l, 2 = EEPROM #2) 
n2 = new startup configuration 

(0 = No, Other = Yes) 

Read Outputs >Rx, Of [CR] 

Read Discrete E!it > RRx, RD [CR] 
Results 

Read Results Blocks >RRx, RBf [CR] 

Read Statistics > RSx, SBf [CR] 
BI ocks 

Lock >L [CR] 

Unlock >U [CR] 

Trigger >T [CR] 
..I 8.. -- I. , 

x = times repeated (O-255) For Master / Non-Master 
f = selected bit(s) Modes SU, SB, R 

x = times repeated (O-255) For Master / Non-Master 
Mode R 

x = times repeated (O-255) For Master / Non-Master 
f = selected block(s) Mode R 

x = times repeated (O-255) For Master / Non-Master 
f = selected block(s) Mode R 

For Master, Modes SU, SB 

For Master, Modes SB, R 

For Master, Modes SU, R 
r I., I. . . I -.. -- , -. . . 

modult *Master ana Non-Master rnarcate nest type for wmcn command IS vatra. Su, 56, ana K rnalcate VIM2 

modes for which command is valid, where SU = setup mode, SB = standby mode, and R = run mode. 

, 
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ASCII Command Summary 
(Continued) 

Table 5-A 
ASCII Command Summary (continued) 
I I 

I Command 
I 

Command Structure 

1 CMrr-rre Display 1 >W,D,n [CR1 

I Reset Statistics 

I 

>ZS [CR] 

Field Descriptions 

*Master and Non-Master indicate host type for which command is valid. SU, SB, and R indicate VIM2 module 
modes for which command is valid, where SU = setup mode, SB = standby mode, and R = run mode. 

n = selected display 
(l-4 = windows I-4, respectively, 
5 = all windows, 6 = “live”) 

Host/Mode Stipulations* 

For Master / Non-Master 
Mode R 

For Master / Non-Master 
Modes SB, R 
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Dfl Protocol The remainder of this chapter describes the use of DFl 
protocol commands. After you have made the equipment 
connections and configured the VIM2 module for RS-485 
communications and DFl protocol, DFl packets of data can 
be sent to the VIM2 module. 

In this section, we only describe the DFl command structure 
and the actual DFl commands that are used with the VIM2 
module. For more information about DFl protocol, refer to 
Appendix E of this manual. 

DFl Character Set 

Command Structure 

In the DFl protocol mode, all data is transferred between the 
VIM2 module and a host as bytes with values of 00-FF (hex). 
Refer to Appendix G to convert control codes like ACK and 
NAK to/from hexadecimal values. 

Each command the host device sends to the VIM2 module is 
represented by a block of data beginning with DLE STX 
(Data Link Escape, Start of Transmission) and terminated 
with DLE ETX BCC (Data Link Escape, End Transmission, 
Block Check Character). The data between the header and 
trailer characters is the command data. The following shows 
the structure of a typical command: 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
_ 

I . . . . . . . _ 
DLE i STX i Data i DLE i ETX ; BCC i 

:. .._. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,.v;.L.s ;... ._.. ..-. . .I 

..i HEA;ER I.~~;~oMMII”D ,,r,.i.. , ,,;,,, i 

Note: To avoid any confusion between DLE (10 hex) and 
data equal to 10 (hex:), a value of 10 (hex) is transmitted as 
10 (hex) 10 (hex). The DLE code is transmitted simply as 10 
(hex). This is referred to as “DLE stuffing.” 
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Command Structure There are different types of fields that can occur in the 
(continued) command data; these fields are described below: 

l Operation field- This field appears in every command, 
and contains the code for the command directed to the 
VIM2 module. For example, the structure of a command 
is shown below, where 01 indicates the Echo command: 

. . . . . . . . . . . ..-............~ . . . . . . . .._............ ~ . . . . r . . . . . . . . 
; 01 i 00 ; 02 ; 31 ; 32 ; 33 _ : . . . . I 

OPERIITIOC 1 

I . . \ . . +.,..y..7 . . . . . . . . 

X(HIGH BYTE) X (LOW BYTE) DATA 

l x (H) / x (L) -These two fields are included with certain 
commands to indicate the number of times the command 
is executed (in the example above, the x value is 0002 - 
the command is executed twice). The valid range is 0000 
to FFFF (65,535). If you use a value of 0000, the 
command will be executed indefinitely (until another 
command is received). Note: A value of 0000 is treated 
as a 0001 for the Echo command. 

Note also that when a repeat count is used with any Read 
type command (not including Read Configuration), the 
VIM2 module will send the data after each inspection, 
until the number of repeats is executed, or until another 
Read type command (including Read Configuration) is 
received; the newly received command will then be 
executed. Commands such as Trigger, or Change Display 
Mode received before the repeats are completed will not 
cancel the remainder of the command repeats, nor will 
going to setup mode then returning to run mode. 

l Data field- Contains data (described per command). 

l Object field - This field appears in some commands, in 
addition to the operation field, to further define the 
operation. For example, in the diagram below, the 
operation field, 07, indicates a Read command, while the 
object field, 15, specifies that results blocks will be read. 

. . . . . . . . . ..-............ -... . . . . . . .._............_............. 
i 07 : 00 ; 01 i 15 ; 00 ; 

opERAT,o( . . . . 7 . . . . . . . . . [...L . . y.. ._..... \ 

X (HIGH BYTE) X (LOW BYTE) OBJECT f (FLAG) 

l The n qualifier is included in some commands to indicate 
a specific configuration, or to indicate parameter values. 

l The f flag parameter is included in some commands to 
select specific blocks, bits, or images. 
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Serial Line Initialization Use this command to set two parameters for the serial line 
error tracking (listed as nl(H) / n I(L) and n2(H)l nZ(L) for 
this command, and dl and d2 in the response to the Serial 
Line Diagnosis command). Refer also to the Serial Line 
Error Tracking section in this chapter for more information. 

This command has the following structure: 
:..........:...............~...............~...............~ 

............... . 

i 11 i nl (H) ; nl (L) i n2 (H) i n2 (L) 
1..........:...............:...............:...............~ 

i 
... ..... ....... . 

Where: 11 = Serial Line Initialization command 
nl(H) I nl(L) = Maximum numberoferroneous 

messages (default = 100). Range 
is 0000 -FFFF. 

nZ(H) I n2(L) = Maximum number of inspections 
between resets of consecutive 
erroneous error counter, or between 
reenabling of communications 
(default = 500). Range is OOOO- 
FFFF. 

Sending this command also resets the VIM2 module’s 
counter for each parameter (refer to d3 and d4 in the 
response to the Serial Line Diagnostics command). 

Set the n l(H) / n I(L) value according to the selected baud 
rate, and the maximum allowable error delay. Set the 
nZ(H)l n2(L) value according to the average inspection rate 
and the required delay before trying to reenable 
communications. 

Host/Mode Stipulations: Valid for either master host or 
non-master host. Valid in all modes. 
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Serial line Diagnosis Use this command to receive diagnostic data from the VIM2 
module regarding the serial communications link. Refer 
also to the Serial Line Error Trucking section in this chapter 
for more information. 

This command has the following structure: 
. . 

; 12 ; 
: . . 
Where: 12 = Serial Line Diagnosis command 

The VIM2 module response contains a data field which 
includes five words of data: 

~...‘.......“.“......‘““.“.‘..........................‘.““.”..’.‘“‘.“‘....“.‘.................................................................,....... 

! dl (H) ; dl (L) ; d2 (H) ; d2 (L) ; d3 (H) : d3 (L) ; d4(H) ; d4(L) ; d5 (H) : d5 (L) ; 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......................................... 

where each word consists of two bytes. Here are descriptions 
of each word: 

dl : Maximum number of erroneous messages. Set by the 
Serial Line Initialization command. Defaults to 100 
(decimal) upon power-up, or each time the VIM2 module 
configuration is changed. 

d2: Maximum number of inspections between between two 
communication resets. Set by the Serial Line Initialization 
command. Defaults to 500 (decimal) upon power-up, or each 
time the VIM2 module configuration is changed. 

d3: Current number of consecutive erroneous messages. The 
VIM2 module increments this counter each time it receives a 
message which is not recognized as valid. 

d4: Current number of inspections since last reset. The 
VIM2 module increments this counter each time an 
inspection is conducted. 

d5: Number of serial line failure. The VIM2 module 
increments this number each time a serial line failure occurs 
(that is, when the d3 ,value reaches the maximum set by dl ). 

An example data field in the response would be: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

; 00 i 64 ; 0 1 ; F4 ; 00 ; 02 ; 00 ! C8 ; 00 ; 01 ; 

This response indicates, for example, that dl = 0064 (100 
decimal). That is, the maximum number of erroneous 
messages is set to 100 (this is the default setting). 

Host/Mode Stipulations: Valid for either master host or 
non-master host. Valid in all modes. 
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Echo Use the Echo command to check the communications link. 
This command will return the same same string of 
characters that are sent out with the command. This 
command has the following structure: 
. . . . . . . . . . ..-............_. . . ..- . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
i 01 ! x(H) i x(L) _ Data i 
: . . . . . . . . . .._............_.......... .._............: 

Where: 01 = Echocommand 
x(H)/x(L) = Number of times repeated 

Note: A value of 0000 (zero) is 
treated as 0001 (for this command 
only). 

data = Character string to be echoed 

For example, this command: 

~~~~~~-.~~~~~~.~......~....................................-....___.....,_._._.__,.___........,...............,,~.~~~~,, 
; DLE ; STX ; 01 ; 00 ; 02 ; 31 ; 32 ; 33 ; 34 ; 35 ; DLE ; ETX ; Bee ; 

will cause the VIM2 module to return: 
................................................................................................ 
; DLE ; STX ; 31 ; 32 ; 33 : 34 ; 35 ; DLE ; ETX ; BCC i 
.... ....... ... ........ ... ..... ... ..... ... ..... . .. ..... ... ...... .. ........ ... ........ ... ...... ..j ......... 
; 

..~........................................~ ........................................... 
DLE ; STX ; 31 : 32 ; 33 i 34 ; 35 ; DLE ; ETX ; BCC 

.............................. . ............... . ................................................ 
; 
. 

Host/Mode Stipulations: Valid for either master host or 
non-master host. Valid in all modes. 
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Read Configuration Use this command to retrieie specified configuration blocks. 
You can request the configuration data from either of the 
two EEPROM configurations (see Appendix B for 
configuration block data). This command has the following 
format: 
. . . . . . - . . . . . _ . . . . ., . . . . _ 
: 06 : 07 : n i f : 
. . . . . - . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . 

Where: n = Selected configuration, where: 
Ol= EEPROM #1 
02= EEPROM #2 

f = Selected block(s), where you 
create a hex value which sets 
individual bits: 
Bit 0 = selects block 1 
Bit 1 = selects block2 
Bit 2 = selects block 3 
Bit 3 = selects block 4 
Bits 4-7 not used (zero) 

For example, to read configuration blocks 2 and 3 from 
EEPROM configuration # 1, you would send this command: 

n\ Jf . . . . . ..-..........................___._...._........_..._..__._......._......_.__.____.. 
; DLE ; STX ; 06 1 07 ; 01 ; 06 ; DLE i E-/-X ! BCC i 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~_ __._____,._.. . ...! . . . . 1.......... I _. . . . . . _.’ .._ _... ..__ __.’ . . . . .._, 

00000110 

‘. : ‘_ 
, : 

: . . : 

Bits7 + 4 Bits 3 + 0 

where n = 01 (selects EEPROM 11, and f= 06 (indicating bits 
1 and 2 are set, which select blocks 2 and 3). 

The VIM2 module responds by sending a message for each of 
the selected blocks; the data field of each returned message 
contains the binary content of the selected block: 

; DLE i STX i data f DLE i ET)( i BCC i First selected 
.__..__._.. i .._.__.... i ‘.:.: .__.......... :.:.: _... i .._...... f . . . . . . . . . . . ____.,....! block. 

. . . 

; 
._._._._.. f . .._.... i .._. ..:.:..dafa..::..: _... i ._._..._.. f ._....____ i ._.._.____~ 

DLE i ‘jTX i i DLE i ETX i Bee i Last selected 
block. 

Host/Mode Stipulations: Valid in standby mode for master 
host or non-master host. Valid in run mode for master host 
only. 
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Write IConfigura tion Use this command to download a configuration to the VIM2 
module. You download specified configuration blocks (see 
Appendix B for configuration block information). The VIM2 
module stores the downloaded configuration block(s) in a 
“buffer,” or temporary memory location. 

Note: After you use the Write CorzFguration command, you 
must send the Verify command in order to have the VIM2 
module validate the configuration block(s), and transfer 
them from the buffer to RAM (the working configuration). 

The Write Configuration command has the following format: 
. . . . . . . . . . ..~............_............. 
; 06 ; 07 ; f 
: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._........... 

; 
. 

Where: f = Selected block(s), where you use 
a hex value which sets 
individual bits: 
Bit 0 = selects block 1 
Bit 1 = selects block 2 
Bit 2 = selects block 3 
Bit 3 = selects block 4 
Bits 4-7 not used (zero) 

Immediately upon sending the Write configuration 
command, you then follow with additional DFl messages 
which contain the data for each selected configuration block. 
For example, to write configuration blocks 1 and 2, you 
would send this command: 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
; DLE ; STX ; OB ; 07 ; 03 ; DLE i ETX i BCC i 

. . . . . . . ::,.____...., ~ . . . . . . . . ...! . . . . . . . . . . . 
__..- .._ 

,..‘. 
‘._ 

. . . . 
_.. . .._ 

00000011 f=03 
. : .: ._. : 

Bits7 + 4 Bits3 + 0 . 

where f = 03 (indicating bits 0 and 1 are set, which select 
blocks 1 and 2). You would then follow the Write 
Configuration command with two messages -one for each of 
the selected blocks. The data field of each message would 
contain the binary content of the respective block: 

; DLE i STX i data _ _ _ i DLE i ETX i BCC i data for 
. . . . . . ..__.. _...__._._ i ___.. ‘.:.: . ..__..._..._.____....~ __._.__...~ __.._.._._; . .._._._... Block, 

........................................................................................ 

; DLE ; STX i ... 
: 

data .__ i DLE i ETX ! BCC j ~~~~kf~r 
.................................. .......... .......... .. ........ ... ........ ... ......... 

Host/Mode Stipulations: Valid for master host only. Valid 
in stand by mode only. 
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Verify Use this command after you download the configuration 
block(s) using the Write Configuration command. 

The Verify command has the following format: 
. . _ 

; OD ; 

1............. 

There is no VIM2 module response to this command. 

When you send this command, the VIM2 module checks the 
validity of the configuration block(s) stored in the buffer 
(Note: When you use the Write Configuration command, the 
VIM2 module stores the downloaded configuration block(s) 
in a “buffer,” or temporary memory location). 

If the configuration data in the buffer is valid, the VIM2 
module copies the data to RAM (the working configuration). 

Note: When the configuration is copied to RAM, the 
configuration previously stored in RAM is overwritten. 
Also, any statistics that have been stored by the VIM2 
module are cleared. 

If the data is found to be not valid, the VIM2 module’s 
Configuration Fault discrete bit is set, and the VIM2 module 
does not copy the configuration block(s) to RAM. 

Note: Since no response is returned for this command, the 
Verify operation may fail without any warning other than 
the Configuration Fault discrete bit. We recommend that 
you check the Configuration Fault discrete bit after sending 
the Verify command (refer to either the Read Outputs 
command or the Read Discrete Results command for 
information). 

Host/Mode Stipulations: Valid for master host only. Valid 
in stand by mode only.. 
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5a ve RAM Configuration Use this command to copy the configuration stored in the 
to EEPROM VIM2 module’s RAM (the working configuration) to the 

EEPROM configuration specified in the command. 

The Save Configuration to EEPROM command has the 
following format: 
. . . . - . . . - . . _ 
i 08 : 00 i n i 
:............-.......................... 

Where: n = Selected EEPROM: 
1= EEPROM #l 
2= EEPROM #2 

For example, to store the RAM configuration to EEPROM 
#2, send this command: 
.................................. ............................................ 

; 
: 
DLE ; STX ; 08 ; 00 ; 02 ; DLE : ETX i BCC i 

.. ........ .. ........ ... ..... ... ..... ... ..... ... .................... .. ......... 

Host/Mode Stipulations: Valid for master host only. Valid 
in stand by mode only. 

Load EEPROM Configuration Use this command to download one of the two configurations 
to RAM stored in the VIM2 module’s EEPROM to the VIM2 module’s 

RAM, thus becoming the new working configuration. When 
sending this command, you select which EEPROM to load 
(#l or #2), and you also specify whether the selected 
configuration will become the new start-up configuration. 

This command has the following format: 
- _ _ _ 

; 03 i 00 i nl _ n2 i 
. . . . ..-............-............ l............ I 

Where: nl = Selected EEPROM, where: 
1= EEPROM #l 
2= EEPROM #2 

n2 = Save new start-up 
configuration, where: 

O=No 
Other = Yes 

For example, to store EEPROM #2 to RAM, and then set 
EEPROM #2 as starting configuration, send this command: 

“.hx.. .............................. ....... .d.nf. .......................... 
; DLE ; STX ; 03 ; 00 ; 02 ; 01 ; DLE ; ET)( ; BCC i 
:. . ........ ... ........ . .. ..... . .. ..... ... ..... ... ..... ... ........ ... ........ ... ........ . 

Host/Mode Stipulations: Valid for master host only. Valid 
in stand by mode only. 
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Read Outputs Use this command to have the VIM2 module send the status 
of the specified discrete bits. The VIM2 module responds to 
the first request as soon as it is not busy. If a repeat count is 
included in the command, the VIM2 module provides 
subsequent responses upon completion of each inspection. 

The Read Outputs command has the following format: 
. - . . _ . . . _ . . . . . 
; 05 ; x(H) ; x(L) ; 06 ; f ; 
:............-..........................~............I............. 

Where: x(H) / X(L) = Number oftimes repeated 
f = Selected block(s), where you use 

a hex value which se2ects bits: 
Bit 0 = Module fault 
Bit 1 = Configuration fault 
Bit 2 = Module busy 
Bit 3 = Decision 
Bit 4 = Probe fault 
Bit 5 = XIY floatgage fault 
Bit 6 = 0 (Not Used) 
Bit 7 = Configuration busy 

For example, to read bits O-3 once, send this command: 

; DLE ; STX ; 05 ; 01) ; 01 i 06 ; OF ; DLE ; ETX ; BCC ; 
:__.,_,_.__: .,.,__,._.: .___...: ____...: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-. “‘.‘~.,‘~‘~.~.~“: . . . . . . . . . . . .,........: 

. . . . . .._ 

-......_,____ 

-‘..-...______ 

f=OF 00001111 
.- ._ : 

.: ._ : : 

Bits 7 + 4 Bits3 + 0 

The response to the command has the following format: 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

! DLE : STX i . . . data . . _ ; DLE ; ETX : BCC i 

where data consists of the bytes specified in the Read 
Output command. Each specified discrete bit is represented 
by one byte; the value is always either 00 (off) or 01 (on). For 
example, a response to the command shown above might be: 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._.___.._.._...___...___.....__..._........._.____.__..._...__.._. 
!DLE~STX; 00 i 00 ! 00 i 01 ~DLE;ETX~BCC: 

-._ _. 
. . _.-. ‘_ ‘.. . . . . 

BitsO- ..‘. 

in which bit 3 (the Decision bit) is asserted, indicating a 
reject decision. 

Host/Mode Stipulations: Valid for either master host or 
non-master host. Valid in all modes. 
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Read Discrete Results Use this command to have the VIM2 module send the on/off 
status of all the discrete bits, and the pass/fail result of the 
brightness probe, windows, lines gages, and math tools. The 
VIM2 module responds to the first request as soon as it is not 
busy. If the command is to be repeated, the VIM2 module 
provides subsequent responses after each inspection. 

The Read Discrete Results command has this format: 
. . . . . . . .._............-........... ~............. 
; 07 i x(H) ; x(L) ; 06 ; 
: . . . _ . . _ . . . . _ . . . . . . 

Where: x(H) I’X (L) = Number oftimes repeated 

The VIM2 module response has the following format: 

. . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
_ DLE _ STX ~bytel~byte2:byte3~byte4~byte5~byte6~byte7~byte8~byte9 byte10 i DLE 1 ETX : BCC _ 
:..........:..........:..........:..........:...... ._.,.,..: . . . . . . . ...’ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L............ I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Byte 

1 

4 Line gages 3-6 results, upper and lower functions: Bit 0 = 
gage 3 upper, bit 1 = gage 3 lower, bit 2 = gage 4 upper, etc. 

Line gages 7-10 results 

Line gages 11-14 results 

Line gages 15-18 results 

Line gages 19-22 results 

Math tools l-8 results: Bit 0 = math tool 1 status, bit 1 = 
math tool 2, etc. 

10 Math tools 9-12 results (bits 4-7 not used). 

Response bytes l-10 are interpreted as follows (convert hex 
values to binary to obtain status (0 = pass, 1= fail) for each 
discrete result): 

Description 

Discrete bit results (use the same bit assignments as listed in 
the Read 0 utpu t command). 

Brightness probe and window results: Bit 0 = probe status, 
bits l-4 = window l-4 status, respectively. 

Line gages X, Y, 1, and 2 results, upper and lower functions: 
Bit 0 = gage X upper, bit 1 = gage X lower, bit 2 = gage Y 
upper, bit 3 = gage Y lower, bit 4 = gage 1 upper, bit 5 = 
gage 1 lower, bit 6 = gage 2 upper, bit 7 = gage 2 lower. 
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Read Discrete Resuk For example, suppose the VIM2 module’s response to the 
(continued) Read Discrete Results command is this: 

............................................................................ ...................................................... .......... ......... .......... : 

; DLE ; STX ; 08 ; 02 ; 20 ; 00 ; 00 ; 
: :. : 

00 ; 00 ; 00 ; 00 ; 00 ; DLE ; ETX ; BCC ; 
........................................................................................ . .......... . ..................... . ............................................ 

In this example: 

Byte 1 = 08. This converts to the value 0000 1000 
binary. Byte 1 contains the discrete bit status; according to 
the binary code (see the Read Outputs command), the 
Decision bit (bit 3) is asserted, indicating that in the last 
inspection the part was rejected. 

Byte 2 = 02. This converts to the value 0000 0010 binary. 
Byte 2 contains the probe and window results. According to 
the binary code, window #l failed. 

Byte 3 = 20. Th is converts to the value 0010 0000 binary. 
Byte 3 contains the pass/fail result of the upper/lower 
functions of line gages X, Y, 1, and 2. According to the 
binary code, the lower function of line gage 1 failed. 

Bytes 4-10 = 00. This converts to the value 0000 0000 
binary. According to the binary codes for these bytes, none of 
the remaining line gage functions or math tools failed. 

Host/Mode Stipulations: Valid for either master host or 
non-master host. Valid in run mode only. 
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Reacf Resdts Blocks Use this command to have the VIM2 module send the 
specified results block(s). The VIM2 module responds to the 
first request as soon as it is not busy. If a repeat count is 
included in the command, the VIM2 module provides 
subsequent responses upon completion of each inspection 
(see Appendix C for results block descriptions). 

The Read Resz&s Blocks command has this format: 
. . . . . - . . . . . . - . . . . . - . . . . . _ . . . . . 

j 07 ; x(H) ; x(L) ; 15 ; f ; 
: . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,...........-............G . . . . . .._.._._..._.___.__._ 

x = Number of times command is 
repeated (optional, default =l) 

f = Selected block(s), where a hex 
value selects blocks: 
Bit 0 = Results block 1 
Bit 1 = Math tool results 
Bits 2-7 Not used (zero) 

The response to the command has the following format: 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-................................................................... 

: DLE i STX i __. data . . . ; DLE i ETX i BCC ! 
:.....................................................:......,.........................: 

where data consists of the binary content of specified results 
block. If two results blocks are specified in the command, 
then a separate response is issued for each block. 

For example, to read both blocks once, send this command: 

..‘..“‘.‘.~..‘““...“. . . . . . .._...........__................................................. 

; DLE ; STX ; 07 ; 00 ; 01 ; 15 ; 03 ; DLE ; ETX ; BCC i 
:_........._..___,_..................................._......_..~......_.._.._....,. . . . . . . . .._. ..' ..__._. . . . . . . . '....._. 

.‘...,, 
..‘..._.___ 

f=03 00000011 

'_ _' ._ 
:. ., _' : 

Bits 7 + 4 Bits 3 + 0 

The response to the command shown above would be: 

: .......... : .......... : ................................................................ 
; DLE : STX i ... data ... 
........... . .......... . 

; DLE ; ETX ; BCC ; dat;,;-y”s 
................................ .. ........ .... ....... ... ........ . 

........................................................................................ 
! DLE ! STX ! . . _ data . . _ : DLE : ETX : BCC i data= results 
:..........:..........:...............................~ .. ........ ... ........ ... ........ . block 2 

Host/Mode Stipulations: Valid for either master host or 
non-master host. Valid in run mode only. 
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Read Statistics Blocks Use this command to have the VIM2 module send the 
specified statistics block(s). The VIM2 module responds to 
the first request as soon as it is not busy. If a repeat count is 
included in the command, the VIM2 module provides 
subsequent responses upon completion of each inspection 
(see Appendix D for statistics block descriptions). 

The Read Statistics Bloc& command has this format: 
........... .._............_............-............- ............ _ 
; 
: 

07 ; x(H) ; x(L) ; 53 i f ; 
............ _ ............ _ ............ _ ............ i ............ _ 

xW)~x(L) = Number of times command is 
repeated (optional, default =l) 

f = Selected block(s), where a hex 
value selects blocks: 
Bit 0 = Statistics block 1 
Bit 1 = Statistics block 2 
Bit 2 = Statistics block 3 
Bit 3 = Statistics block 4 
Bits 4-7 Not used (zero) 

The response to the command has the following format: 

........................................................................................ 

! DLE _ STX _ ... data ... ; DLE ; ETX ; BCC i 
:.....................................................: .. ........ ... ......... .. ........ . 

where data consists of the binary content of the specified 
statistics block. If multiple statistics blocks are specified, 
then a separate response is issued for each block. 

For example, to read block 3 once, send this command: 

._.__.___..._..__._..__......................___........-....................................... 
i DLE i ST)( i 07 ; 00 ; 01 ; 53 ; 04 ; DLE ; ETX ; BCC ; 
:_.._.__._.~.._.___._.I..........__..........__......._......_.~................................ . . . . . . ..__ -..._.., 

.....- ._.__,, 
-.-...____. 

f=04 00000100 

. . : '. ;- -.. .' : 
Bits7 + 4 Bits3 + 0 

The response to the command shown above would be: 

i DLE _ STX _ _._ data . . . _ DLE _ ETX i BCC ! data= 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..I..........~ block 1 

Host/Mode Stipulations: Valid for either master host or 
non-master host. Valid in run mode only (Note: In order for 
the VIM2 module to collect statistics, it must be running in 
the learn mode). 
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lock Use the Lo& command to prevent the VIM2 module from 
entering the setup mode. The command has the following 
structure: 
.............. 
; 04 ! 
: ............. 

There is no VIM2 module response to this command. 

If you send the Lock command to the VIM2 module while it is 
in the setup mode, the VIM2 module will go to run mode as 
soon as the user exits the setup mode. If you send the Lock 
command to the VIM2 module while it is in the standby 
mode, the VIM2 module will exit the standby mode and go to 
run mode. 

Host/Mode Stipulations: Valid for master host only. Valid 
in setup or standby mode only. 

Unlock Use the Unlock command to allow the user to enter the VIM2 
module setup mode. The command has the following 
structure: 
. . . 

; OA ; 
:............. 

There is no VIM2 module response to this command. 

If you send the Unlock command to the VIM2 module while 
it is in the run mode, the VIM2 module will exit the run 
mode and go to standby mode. 

Note: To enter setup mode from standby mode, you must 
pick a bright area on the monitor screen with the light pen. 

If you send the Unlock command to the VIM2 module while 
it is in the standby mode (it, is already unlocked), there will 
be no effect. 

Host/Mode Stipulations: Valid for master host only. Valid 
in run or standby mode only. 
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Trigger Use the Trigger command to initiate a VIM2 module 
inspection cycle (if the VIM2 module is in run mode), or to 
have the VIM2 module acquire an image (if the VIM2 
module is in setup mode). The command has the following 
structure: 
.............. 
; 09 
: 

; 
............. 

There is no VIM2 module response to this command. 

Note: Sending the Trigger command to the VIM2 module 
does not activate the SWG TRIGGER LED on the VIM2 
module. 

Host/Mode Stipulations: Valid for master host only. Valid 
in run mode ifthe VIM2 module is set for host triggering. 
Valid in setup mode ifthe VIM2 module is set for host 
triggering, and the setup mode trigger is set for Run Mode 
Trigger. 

Change Display Mode Use the Change Display MocEe command to change the 
monitor image displayed during run mode to the image 
specified in this command. The command has the following 
structure: 
: .......... ..~. ........... . ............ . 

i OB i 02 i n i 
..... ......... .... ......... ..... ....... . 

Where: n = Selected display: 
Ol= window 1 
02 = window 2 
03 = window 3 
04 = window 4 
05= windows 1-4 
06 = “live” image 

Note: If the VIM2 module is displaying a halted image (as a 
result of running in either the Halt on Reject or Halt on 
Inspection arm mode), sending the Change Display Mode 
command will have the same effect as a light pen pick. That 
is, when the command is sent, the monitor image display will 
not change to the specified image, but will toggle to the next 
display in sequence. 

Host/Mode Stipulations: Valid for master host or non- 
master host. Valid in run mode only. 
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Reset Statistics Use this command to reset all statistics collected while the 
VIM2 module operated in the learn mode. The command has 
this format: 
_............. 

; IO ; 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

There is no VIM2 module response to this command. 

Host/Mode Stipulations: Valid for master host or non- 
master host. Valid in run mode or standby mode only. 
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DFI Command Summary After you have become familiar with the DFl commands, 
you can use the following command summary as a quick 
reference guide. 

Table 5-B 
nFi Cnmmand Cummarv -. . _ -......-.. - --......-. , 

Command Command Structure Field Descriptions Host/Mode Stipulations* 

ierial Line Diagnosis 12 For Master / Non-Master 

Modes SU, SB, R 

ierial Line 

nitialization 

ll/nlH/nlL /nZH/nZL nlH/nlL=max.erroneous 

messages (0000-FFFF) 
n2H/nZL = max. inspections 

until reset (0000-FFFF) 

For Master / Non-Master 

Modes SU, SB, R 

:cho 

?ead Configuration 

tirite Configuration 

Verify 

Save Configuration 
RAM to EEPROM 

Load Configuration 
From EEPROM to 
RAM 

01 I XHI xl/data 

06/07/n/f 

OBl07lf 
data.. . 

data 

OD 

08/00/n 

03/00/ nil n2 

xH/XL = repeats (0000-FFFF) For Master I Non-Master 

Data = hexadecimal string Modes SU, SB, R 

n = configuration (01 = Mode SB for Master / Non- 

EEPROM 1,02 = EEPROM 2) Master 
f = configuration block(s) Modes SB, R for Master 

f = configuration block(s) For Master, Mode SB only 
data = configuration data for 

each specified block 

For Master, Mode SB only 

n = EEPROM configuration For Master, Mode SB only 

(01 = #l, 02 = #2) 

nl = EEPROM configuration For Master, Mode SB only 

(01=#1,02=#2) 
n2 = new startup config- 
uration (00 = No, other = Yes) 

Read Outputs 

Read Discrete Bit 

Results 

Read Results Blocks 

Read Statistics 

Blocks 

Lock 

Unlock 

Trigger 
.-. _- 

OS/xH/ xL/06/f 

07/xH/xL/06 

07/xH/xL/ 15/f 

07/xH/xL/S3/f 

04 

OA 

09 
. . 

xH/xL = repeats (0000-FFFF) For Master / Non-Master 

f = selected discrete bit(s) Modes SU, SB, R 

XH/XL = repeats (0000-FFFF) For Master / Non-Master 

Mode R 

xH/xL = repeats (0000-FFFF) For Master / Non-Master 

f = selected block(s) Mode R 

xH/xL = repeats (0000-FFFF) For Master / Non-Master 

f = selected block(s) Mode R 

For Master, Modes SU, SB 

For Master, Modes SB, R 

For Master, Modes SU, R 
t. 8. I r,. r” ~-~~‘-~~--~-\,IL”~--_I..I- 

and Non-Master IndlCate nost type tor 
modes for which command is valid, where SU = 

wnlcn commana ~svarla. >u, stl, ana n lnalcare VIIVIL 
setup mode, SB = standby mode, and R = run mode. 

moaule 
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Command Summary 
(Continued) 

Table 5.B 
DFl Command Summarv (continued) 

Command Structure 

OBl02ln 

( Reset Statistics 10 For Master I Non-Master 

*Master and Ntz ?r indicate host type f r which command is valid. SU, SB, and R indicate VIM2 
module modes for which command is valid, where SU = setup mode, SB = standby mode, and R = run mode 

Field Descriptions 

n = selected display 
(01-04 = windows l-4,05 = all 

windows, 06 = “live”) 

Host/Mode Stipulations* 

For Master / Non-Master 

Mode R 
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El REGISTRATION MENU 

BACK TO 

~qETuii”t”” 

ENGAGE /DISENGAGE ENGAGE i DISENGAGE STORE SHIFT / 

BRIGHTNESS SHIFT BRIGHTNESS 
REGISTRATION REGISTRATION REGISTRATION 
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Total of inspections failed 
for this tool I probe 
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Average of all results collected 

MATH TOOL 
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ACCEPTANCE RANGE: MENUS 
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Appendix B Configuration Blocks 

WORD BIT 
(16 Bits) (Decimal) 

CONFIGURATION BLOCK 1 OF 4 

(Block Length of 30 Words) 

FUNCTION VALUES 

0 Source of Trigger 0 = Host, 1 = Swingarm 

1 Strobe Light Use 0 = Disabled, 1 = Enabled 
2 Setup Trigger O= Standalone 1 = Runtime 

3-4 Master Host 0 = PLC, 1 = Standalone, 2 = RS-485 
5-7 Reserved for Future Expansion Zero 

8-9 Freeze Status 0 = Go, 1 = Freeze on reject, 2 = Halt on 
reject, 3 = Halt on next inspection 

10 Runtime mode 0 = Standard, 1 = Learn 
11-12 RS-485 Protocol O= Disable, 1 = DFl, Z=ASCll 

13-15 RS-485 Baud Rate 0 = 001100, 1 = 2400,2 = 4800,3 = 9600 

o-7 Probe X-Axis Position Column Value of 0 to 248 

8- 15 Probe Y-Axis Position Row Value of 16 to 240 

o-7 Probe Compensation Reference Level Value of 0 to 255 
8 Probe Compensation Mode 0 = Immed. Brightness Comp., 

1 = Next Field Brightness Comp. 
9-15 Reserved for Future Expansion Zero 

o-7 Probe Lo Acceptance Range Limit Value of 0 to 255 

8-15 Probe Hi Acceptance Range Limit Value of 0 to 255 
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Configuration Blocks 

CONFIGURATION BLOCK 1 OF 4 

(Block Length of 30 Words) 
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B-3 

CONFIGURATION BLOCK 2 OF 4 

(Block Length of 62 Words) 

WORD BIT 

(16 Bits) (Decimal) 
FUNCTION VALUES 

1 o-7 X Gauge - X-Axis Start of Line Column Value of 0 to 254 

8-15 Y Gauge - Y-Axis Start of Line Row Value of 11 to 252 

2 o-7 Lo Accept. Range Limit - Upper Function Value of 0 to 255 

8-15 Hi Accept. Range Limit - Upper Function Value of 0 to 255 

3 o-7 Lo Accept. Range Limit - Lower Function Value of 0 to 255 

8-15 Hi Accept. Range Limit-Lower Function Value of 0 to 255 

4 o-1 Selected Threshold Number 0 = Threshold 1, 1 = Threshold 2 

for Application of Line Gauge 2 = Threshold 3, 3 = Threshold 4 

2-3 X/Y Float Status 0 = Anchored, 1 = Floating 

2 = X,Y Sequence, 3 = Y,XSequence 
4. Line Status Flag 0 = Disabled, 1 = Enabled 

5, Line Direction Flag 0 = Horizontal, 1 = Vertical 

6 White/Black Count Selection 0 = Black, 1 = White 
7 Reserved for Future Expansion Zero 

8-‘I 1 Line Function Code Value of 0 to 8 
0 = Left Edge &Width of Largest Blob 
1 = Right Edge &Width of Largest Blob 
2 = Center&Width of Largest Blob 

3 = Left Edge &Width of Leftmost Blob 
4 = Center &Width of Leftmost Blob 
5 = Right Edge &Width of Rightmost 

Blob 

6 = Center &Width of Rightmost Blob 
7 = Count White & Black Pixels 

8 = Count Number of Blobs & Number 
of Edges 

12-13 Line Filter Code 0 = No Filter, 1 = Filter 1, 2 = Filter 2 
14-15 Reserved for Future Expansion Zero 

5 o-7 Line End Point Location Value of 0 to 254 
8-l 5 Floating Reference Zero Ordinate Value of 0 to 254 (Zero for Line Gauges 1 

to221 

6-10 Config. Data For Y Gauge 

11-15 Configuration Data For Line Gauge 1 

16-20 Configuration Data For Line Gauge 2 

21-25 Configuration Data For Line Gauge 3 

26-30 Configuration Data For Line Gauge 4 

31-35 Configuration Data For Line Gauge 5 

36-40 Configuration Data For Line Gauge 6 

41-45 Configuration Data For Line Gauge 7 

46-50 Configuration Data For Line Gauge 8 

Same Assignments as Words l-5 

Same Assignments as Words l-5 

Same Assignments as Words l-5 

Same Assignments as Words l-5 

Same Assignments as Words l-5 

Same Assignments as Words l-5 

Same Assignments as Words l-5 

Same Assignments as Words l-5 

Same Assignments as Words l-5 
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Configuration Blocks 

CONFIGURATION BLOCK 2 OF 4 

(Block Length of 62 Words) 

FUNCTION 

Configuration Data For Line Gauge 9 

Configuration Data For Line Gauge 10 

Configuration Revision Level 

Reserved for Future Expansion 

VALUES 

Same Assignments as Words l-5 

Same Assignments as Words 1-5 

Zero 
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CONFIGURATION BLOCK 3 OF 4 

(Block Length of 63 Words) 

WORD BIT 
(16 Bits) (Decimal) 

FUNCTION VALUES 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6-10 

11-15 

16-20 

21-25 

26-30 

31-35 

36-40 

41-45 

46-50 

51-55 

o-7 Line Gauge 11 - X-AxisStart of Line Column Value of 0 to 254 
8--S Line Gauge 11 - Y-Axis Start of Line Row Value of 11 to 252 

o-7 Lo Accept. Range Limit - Upper Function Value of 0 to 255 
8-’ 5 Hi Accept. Range Limit - Upper Function Value of 0 to 255 

o-7 Lo Accept. Range Limit - Lower Function Value of 0 to 255 
8-l 5 Hi Accept. Range Limit - Lower Function Value of 0 to 255 

o-1 Selected Threshold Number 0 = Threshold 1, 1 = Threshold 2 
for Application of Line Gauge 2 = Threshold 3, 3 = Threshold 4 

2-3 X/Y Float Status 0 = Disabled, 1 = Enabled 
4 Line Status Flag 0 = Disabled, 1 = Enabled 
5 Line Direction Flag 0 = Horizontal, 1 = Vertical 
6 White/Black Count Selection 0 = Black, 1 = White 
7 Reserved for Future Expansion Zero 

8-l 1 Line Function Code Value of 0 to 8 
0 = Left Edge &Width of Largest Blob 
1 = Right Edge &Width of Largest Blob 
2 = Center &Width of Largest Blob 
3 = Left Edge &Width of Leftmost Blob 
4 = Center &Width of Leftmost Blob 
5 = Right Edge &Width of Rightmost 

Blob 
6 = Center &Width of Rightmost Blob 
7 = Count White & Black Pixels 
8 = Count Number of Blobs & Number 

of Edges 
12-13 Line Filter Code 0 = No Filter, 1 = Filter 1, 2 = Filter2 
14-15 Reserved for Future Expansion 

o-‘7 Line End Point Location Value of 0 to 254 
8-15 Reserved for Future Expansion Zero 

Configuration Data For Line Gauge 12 Same Assignments as Words l-5 

Configuration Data For Line Gauge 13 Same Assignments as Words 1-5 

Configuration Data For Line Gauge 14 Same Assignments as Words l-5 

Configuration Data For Line Gauge 15 Same Assignments as Words 1-5 

Configuration Data For Line Gauge 16 Same Assignments as Words l-5 

Configuration Data For Line Gauge 17 Same Assignments as Words 1-5 

Configuration Data For Line Gauge 18 Same Assignments as Words l-5 

Configuration Data For Line Gauge 19 Same Assignments as Words l-5 

Configuration Data For Line Gauge 20 Same Assignments as Words l-5 

Configuration Data For Line Gauge 21 Same Assignments as Words l-5 
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Configuration Blocks 

CONFIGURATION BLOCK 3 OF 4 

(Block Length of 63 Words) 

BIT FUNCTION 
(Decimal) 

Configuration Data For Line Gauge 22 

O-l5 Configuration Revision Level 

o-‘I 5 Reserved for Future Expansion Zero 

0-I 5 Reserved for Future Expansion 

VALUES 

Same Assignments as Words l-5 

Zero 
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WORD BIT 
(16 Bits) (Decimal) 

CONFIGURATION BLOCK 4 OF 4 

(Block Length of 64 Words) 

FUNCTION VALUES 

1-5 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6-10 

1 l-15 

16-20 

21-25 

26-30 

31-35 

36-40 

41-45 

46-50 

51-55 

56-60 

Configuration Data For Math Tool 1 

0 Math Tool Enable O= Disabled, 1 = Enabled 
l-4 Operation 0 =AND, 1 = OR, 2 = Minimum, 

3 = Maximum, 4 = Add, 5 = Subtract, 
6 = Multiply, 7 = Divide 

5- I 5 Reserved for Future Expansion Zero 

o-2 First operand type (Note: Refer to 0 = Not used, 1 = Window, 
Chapter 12 for operand type restrictions) 2 = Gage Upper, 3 = Gage Lower 

4 = Math tool, 5 = Constant 
3-7 First operand number(Note: Refer to Value of O-31 

Chapter 12 for operand number Window: 0 = All, l-4 
restrictions) Gage : 0 = All, l-22 

Math tool: 1-12 
Constant: O-29 = l-30 

30=50 
31= 100 

8-‘IO Second operand type See first operand type 
11-15 Second operand number See first operand number 

o-2 Third operand type See first operand type 
3-7 Third operand number See first operand number 

8-‘IO Fourth operand type See first operand type 
11-15 Fourth operand number See first operand number 

o-‘I 5 Low Accept Range Limit Value of 0 to 65534 

o-‘I 5 High Accept Range Limit Value of 0 to 65534 

Configuration Data For Math Tool 2 Same as Math Tool 1, Words l-5 

Configuration Data For Math Tool 3 Same as Math Tool 1, Words l-5 

Configuration Data For Math Tool 4 Same as Math Tool 1, Words l-5 

Configuration Data For Math Tool 5 Same as Math Tool 1, Words l-5 

Configuration Data For Math Tool 6 Same as Math Tool 1, Words l-5 

Configuration Data For Math Tool 7 Same as Math Tool 1, Words 1-5 

Configuration Data For Math Tool 8 Same as Math Tool 1, Words l-5 

Configuration Data For Math Tool 9 Same as Math Tool 1, Words l-5 

Configuration Data For Math Tool 10 Same as Math Tool 1, Words l-5 

Configuration Data For Math Tool 11 Same as Math Tool 1, Words l-5 

Configuration Data For Math Tool 12 Same as Math Tool 1, Words l-5 
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CONFIGURATION BLOCK 4 OF 4 

(Block Length of 64 Words) 

FUNCTION 

Configuration Revision Level 

Reserved for Future Expansion Zero 

Reserved for Future Expansion Zero 

Reserved for Future Expansion Zero 

VALUES 
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Results Blocks 

RESULTS BLOCK 1 OF 2 

(Block Length of 59 Words) 

WORD BIT 

(16 Bits) (Dec~~mal) 
FUNCTION VALUES 

(The ‘I*” Indicates Values Affected by the 
Binary/BCD Discrete Bit Setting) 

0 Brightness Probe Accept. Range Status 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
‘I Window 1 Acceptance Range Status 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
2 Window 2 Acceptance Range Status 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
3 Window 3 Acceptance Range Status 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
4 Window 4 Acceptance Range Status 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 

s-15 Reserved for Future Expansion Zero 

0 Upper Function Status of X-Float Gauge 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
l Lower Function Status of X Float Gauge 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
2 Upper Function Status of Y-Float Gauge 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
3 Lower Function Status of Y Float Gauge 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
4 Upper Function Status of Line Gauge 1 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
S Lower Function Status of Line Gauge 1 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
6 Upper Function Status of Line Gauge 2 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
7 Lower Function Status of Line Gauge 2 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
8 Upper Function Status of Line Gauge 3 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
9 Lower Function Status of Line Gauge 3 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
10 Upper Function Status of Line Gauge 4 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
11 Lower Function Status of Line Gauge 4 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
12 Upper Function Status of Line Gauge 5 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
13 Lower Function Status of Line Gauge 5 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
14 Upper Function Status of Line Gauge 6 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
15 Lower Function Status of Line Gauge 6 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 

0 Upper Function Status of Line Gauge 7 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
1 Lower Function Status of Line Gauge 7 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
i! Upper Function Statusof Line Gauge 8 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
3 Lower Function Status of Line Gauge 8 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
4 Upper Function Status of Line Gauge 9 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
5 Lower Function Status of Line Gauge 9 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
6 Upper Function Statusof Line Gauge 10 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
7 Lower Function Status of Line Gauge 10 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
8 Upper Function Status of Line Gauge 11 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
9 Lower Function Status of Line Gauge 11 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
10 Upper Function Status of Line Gauge 12 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
11 Lower Function Status of Line Gauge 12 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
12 Upper Function Status of Line Gauge 13 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
13 Lower Function Status of Line Gauge 13 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
14 Upper Function Status of Line Gauge 14 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
15 Lower Function Status of Line Gauge 14 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
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RESULTS BLOCK 1 OF 2 

(Block Length of 59 Words) 

WORD BIT 

(16 Bits) (Decimal) 

FUNCTION VALUES 

(The “*” Indicates Values Affected by the 
Binary/BCD Discrete Bit Setting) 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

0 Upper Function Status of Line Gauge 15 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
1 Lower Function Status of Line Gauge 15 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
2 Upper Function Status of Line Gauge 16 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
3 Lower Function Status of Line Gauge 16 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
4 Upper Function Status of Line Gauge 17 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
5 Lower Function Status of Line Gauge 17 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
6 Upper Function Statusof Line Gauge 18 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
7 Lower Function Status of Line Gauge 18 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
B Upper Function Statusof Line Gauge 19 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
9 Lower Function Status of Line Gauge 19 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
10 Upper Function Status of Line Gauge 20 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
11 Lower Function Status of Line Gauge 20 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
12 Upper Function Statusof Line Gauge 21 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
13 Lower Function Status of Line Gauge 21 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
14 Upper Function Status of Line Gauge 22 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
15 Lower Function Status of Line Gauge 22 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 

0.. 15 Reserved for Future Expansion Zero 

o- 15 Brightness Probe Luminance Level Gray Scale Value of 0 to 255* 

o- 15 Window 1 Pixel Count Value of Oto 61,696* 

o-15 Window 2 Pixel Count ValueofOto61,696* 

o-15 Window 3 Pixel Count ValueofOto61,696* 

o-1 5 Window 4 Pixel Count Value of 0 to 61,696* 

o-1 5 Upper Function Result of X-Float Gauge Value of 0 to 255* 

o-1 5 Lower Function Result of X-Float Gauge Value of 0 to 255* 

o-1 5 Upper Function Result of Y-Float Gauge Value of 11 to 255* 

o-15 Lower Function Result of Y-Float Gauge Value of 11 to 255* 

o-1 5 Upper Function Result of Line Gauge 1 Value of 0 to 255* 

o-1 5 Lower Function Result of Line Gauge 1 Value of 0 to 255* 

o-1 5 Upper Function Result of Line Gauge 2 Value of 0 to 255* 

o-15 Lower Function Result of Line Gauge 2 Value of 0 to 255* 

o-15 Upper Function Result of Line Gauge 3 Value of 0 to 255* 

o-15 Lower Function Result of Line Gauge 3 Value of 0 to 255* 

o-15 Upper Function Result of Line Gauge 4 Value of 0 to 255* 

o-15 Lower Function Result of Line Gauge 4 Value of Oto 255* 

o-1 5 Upper Function Result of Line Gauge 5 ValueofOto255* 
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RESULTS BLOCK 1 OF 2 

(Block Length of 59 Words) 

WORD BIT 

(16 Bits) (Decimal) 

FUNCTION VALUES 

(The “* I( Indicates Values Affected by the 
Binary/BCD Discrete Bit Setting) 

24 o-15 

25 o-15 

26 O-15 

27 o- 15 

28 o- 15 

29 o- 15 

30 o- 15 

31 o- 15 

32 o- 15 

33 o- 1s 

34 o- 15 

35 o- I 5 

36 o- 15 

37 o- I 5 

38 o- I 5 

39 o- I 5 

40 o- I 5 

41 o- 15 

42 o- 15 

43 o- 15 

44 o-‘I 5 

45 o- I 5 

46 o- 15 

47 o- 15 

48 O-l 5 

49 o- I 5 

50 04 5 

51 o- ‘I 5 

52 O-l 5 

Lower Function Result of Line Gauge 5 Value of 0 to 255* 

Upper Function Result of Line Gauge 6 Value of 0 to 255* 

Lower Function Result of Line Gauge 6 Value of 0 to 255* 

Upper Function Result of Line Gauge 7 Value of 0 to 255* 

Lower Function Result of Line Gauge 7 Value of 0 to 255* 

Upper Function Result of Line Gauge 8 Value of 0 to 255* 

Lower Function Result of Line Gauge 8 Value of 0 to 255* 

Upper Function Result of Line Gauge 9 Value of 0 to 255* 

Lower Function Result of Line Gauge 9 Value of 0 to 255* 

Upper Function Result of Line Gauge 10 Value of 0 to 255* 

Lower Function Result of Line Gauge 10 Value of 0 to 255* 

Upper Function Result of Line Gauge 11 Value of 0 to 255* 

Lower Function Result of Line Gauge 11 Value of 0 to 255* 

Upper Function Result of Line Gauge 12 Value of 0 to 255* 

Lower Function Result of Line Gauge 12 Value of 0 to 255* 

Upper Function Result of Line Gauge 13 Value of 0 to 255* 

Lower Function Result of Line Gauge 13 Value of 0 to 255* 

Upper Function Result of Line Gauge 14 Value of 0 to 255* 

Lower Function Result of Line Gauge 14 Value of 0 to 255* 

Upper Function Result of Line Gauge 15 Value of 0 to 255* 

Lower Function Result of Line Gauge 15 Value of 0 to 255* 

Upper Function Result of Line Gauge 16 Value of 0 to 255* 

Lower Function Result of Line Gauge 16 Value of 0 to 255* 

Upper Function Result of Line Gauge 17 Value of 0 to 255* 

Lower Function Result of Line Gauge 17 Value of 0 to 255* 

Upper Function Result of Line Gauge 18 Value of 0 to 255* 

Lower Function Result of Line Gauge 18 Value of 0 to 255* 

Upper Function Result of Line Gauge 19 Value of 0 to 255* 

Lower Function Result of Line Gauge 19 Value of 0 to 255* 
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RESULTS BLOCK 1 OF 2 

(Block Length of 59 Words) 

WORD BIT FUNCTION VALUES 

(16 Bits) (Decimal) (The “*,, Indicates Values Affected by the 
Binary/BCD Discrete Bit Setting) 

53 o-15 Upper Function Result of Line Gauge 20 Value of 0 to 255* 

54 o-15 Lower Function Result of Line Gauge 20 Value of 0 to 255* 

55 O-15 Upper Function Result of Line Gauge 21 Value of 0 to 255* 

56 o-15 Lower Function Result of Line Gauge 21 Value of 0 to 255* 

57 o-15 Upper Function Result of Line Gauge 22 Value of 0 to 255* 

58 o-15 Lower Function Result of Line Gauge 22 Value of 0 to 255* 

59 o-1 5 Reserved for Future Expansion Zero 
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RESULTS BLOCK 2 OF 2 

(Block Length of 13 Words) 

WORD BIT 
(16 Bits) (Decimal) 

FUNCTION VALUES 

(The “*” Indicates Values Affected by the 
Binary/BCD Discrete Bit Setting) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

0 Math Tool 1 Status 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
‘I Math Tool 2 Status 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
2 Math Tool 3 Status 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
13 Math Tool 4 Status 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
4 Math Tool 5 Status 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
5 Math Tool 6 Status 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
6 Math Tool 7 Status 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
7 Math Tool 8 Status 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
I3 Math Tool 9 Status 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
9 Math Tool 10 Status 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
10 Math Tool 11 Status 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 
11 Math Tool 12 Status 0 = Accept, 1 = Reject or Error 

12-15 Reserved for Future Expansion Zero 

o-15 Math Tool 1 Result Value of 0 to 65,535* 

o-15 Math Tool 2 Result Value of 0 to 65,535* 

o-15 Math Tool 3 Result Value of 0 to 65,535* 

o-15 Math Tool 4 Result Value of 0 to 65,535* 

o-15 Math Tool 5 Result Value of 0 to 65,535* 

o-15 Math Tool 6 Result Value of 0 to 65,535* 

O-15 Math Tool 7 Result Value of 0 to 65,535* 

o-15 Math Tool 8 Result Value of 0 to 65,535* 

o-15 Math Tool 9 Result Value of 0 to 65,535* 

o-15 Math Tool 10 Result Value of 0 to 65,535* 

o-15 Math Tool 11 Result Value of 0 to 65,535* 

o-15 Math Tool 12 Result Value of 0 to 65,535* 
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Appendix D Statistics Blocks 

STATISTICS BLOCK 1 OF 4 

(Block Length of 55 Words) 

WORD ISIT FUNCTION 
(16Bits) (Decimal) 

VALUES 

1 o-15 Processed Triggers Value of 0 to 65,535 

2 o-15 Failed Inspections Value of 0 to 65,535 

3 o-15 Failed Probes Value of 0 to 65,535 

4 o-15 Window 1 Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

5 o-15 Window 2 Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

6 o-15 Window 3 Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

7 o-15 Window 4 Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

8 o-15 Float gage X (upper function) Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

9 o-15 Float gage X (lower function) Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

10 o-15 Float gage Y (upper function) Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

11 o-15 Float gage Y (lower function) Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

12 o-15 Line 1 (upper function) gage Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

13 o-15 Line 1 (lower function) gage Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

14 o-15 Line 2 (upper function) gage Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

15 o-15 Line 2 (lower function) gage Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

16 o-15 Line 3 (upper function) gage Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

17 o-15 Line 3 (lower function) gage Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

18 o-15 Line 4 (upper function) gage Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

19 o-15 Line 4 (lower function) gage Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

20 o-15 Line 5 (upper function) gage Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

21 o-15 Line 5 (lower function) gage Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

22 o-15 Line 6 (upper function) gage Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

23 o-15 Line 6 (lower function) gage Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

24 o-15 Line 7 (upper function) gage Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

25 o-15 Line 7 (lower function) gage Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

26 o-15 Line 8 (upper function) gage Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

27 o-15 Line 8 (lower function) gage Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 
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STATISTICS BLOCK 1 OF 4 

(Block Length of 55 Words) 

WORD BIT FUNCTION 
(I6 Bits) (Decimal) 

VALUES 

28 o-‘I 5 Line gage 9 (upper function) Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

29 o-‘I 5 Line gage 9 (lower function) Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

30 0-:i5 Line gage 10 (upper function) Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

31 o-1 5 Line gage 10 (lower function) Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

32 o-1 5 Line gage 11 (upper function) Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

33 o-15 Line gage 11 (lower function) Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

34 o-1 5 Line gage 12 (upper function) Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

35 o-1 5 Line gage 12 (lower function) Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

36 o-1 5 Line gage 13 (upper function) Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

37 o-15 Line gage 13 (lower function) Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

38 o-15 Line gage 14 (upper function) Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

39 o-15 Line gage 14 (lower function) Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

40 o-15 Line gage 15 (upper function) Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

41 o-15 Line gage 15 (lower function) Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

42 o-15 Line gage 16 (upper function) Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

43 o-15 Line gage 16 (lower function) Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

44 o-15 Line gage 17 (upper function) Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

45 o-15 Line gage 17 (lower function) Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

46 o-15 Line gage 18 (upper function) Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

47 o-15 Line gage 18 (lower function) Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

48 O-15 Line gage 19 (upper function) Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

49 o-15 Line gage 19 (lower function) Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

50 o-15 Line gage 20 (upper function) Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

51 o-15 Line gage 20 (lower function) Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

52 o-15 Line gage 21 (upper function) Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

53 o-15 Line gage 21 (lower function) Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

54 O-15 Line gage 22 (upper function) Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

55 o-15 Line gage 22 (lower function) Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 
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STATISTICS BLOCK 2 OF 4 

(Block Length of 12 Words) 

WORD BIT FUNCTION VALUES 
(16Bits) (Decimal) 

1 o-’ 5 MathTool 1 Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

2 o-’ 5 Math Tool 2 Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

3 o-: 5 Math Tool 3 Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

4 0-q 5 Math Tool 4 Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

5 o-1 5 Math Tool 5 Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

6 o-1 5 Math Tool 6 Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

7 o-15 Math Tool 7 Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

8 o-1 5 Math Tool 8 Failures Value of 0 to 65, 535 

9 o-1 5 Math Tool 9 Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

10 o-15 Math Tool 10 Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

11 o-15 Math Tool 11 Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 

12 o-15 Math Tool 12 Failures Value of 0 to 65,535 
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STATISTICS BLOCK 3 OF 4 

(Block Length of 62 Words) 

WORD BIT FUNCTION 
(I6 Bits) (Decimal) 

VALUES 

1 o-7 Probe Minimum Value Value of 0 to 255 

8-15 Probe Maximum Value Value of 0 to 255 

2 o-7 Probe Average Value Value of 0 to 255 

8-15 Reserved for Future Expansion Zero 

3 o- 15 Window 1 Minimum Value Value of 0 to 65,535 

4 o- 15 Window 1 Maximum Value Value of 0 to 65,535 

5 o- 15 Window 1 Average Value Value of 0 to 65,535 

6-8 Window 2 Statistics (see Words 3-5) 

9-l 1 Window 3 Statistics (see Words 3-5) 

12-14 Window 4 Statistics (see Words 3-5) 

15 o-7 Float gage X (upper) Minimum Value Value of 0 to 255 
a- 15 Float gage X (lower) Minimum Value Value of 0 to 255 

16 o-7 Float gage X (upper) Maximum Value Value of 0 to 255 
8- 15 Float X (lower) Maximum Value gage Value of 0 to 255 

17 o-7 Float gage X (upper) Average Value Value of 0 to 255 
8- 15 Float X (lower) Average Value gage Value of 0 to 255 

18-20 Float gage Y Statistics (see Words 15-17) 

21-23 Line gage 1 Statistics (see Words 15-I 7) 

24-26 Line gage 2 Statistics (see Words 15-I 7) 

27-29 Line gage 3 Statistics (see Words 15-l 7) 

30-32 Line gage 4 Statistics (see Words 15-I 7) 

33-35 Line gage 5 Statistics (see Words 15-l 7) 

36-38 Line 6 Statistics (see Words 1 S-17) gage 

39-41 Line gage 7 Statistics (see Words 15-17) 

42-44 Line gage 8 Statistics (see Words IS- 17) 

45-47 Line gage 9 Statistics (see Words 15-I 7) 

48-50 Line gage 10 Statistics (see Words 15-I 7) 

51-53 Line gage 11 Statistics (see Words 15-17) 

54-56 Line 12 Statistics (see Words 15- 17) gage 

57-59 Line gage 13 Statistics (see Words IS- 17) 

60-62 Line gage 14 Statistics (see Words 15-l 7) 
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STATISTICS BLOCK 4 OF 4 

(Block Length of 60 Words) 

WORD BIT FUNCTION 
(16 Bits) (Decimal) 

VALUES 

1 o-7 Line 15 (upper) Minimum Value Value gage of 0 to 255 

8-l 5 Line 15 (lower) Minimum Value Value gage of 0 to 255 

2 o-7 Line 15 (upper) Maximum Value Value gage of 0 to 255 

8-l 5 Line gage IS (lower) Maximum Value Value of 0 to 255 

3 o-7 Line 15 (upper) Average Value Value gage of 0 to 255 

8-l 5 Line 15 (lower) Average Value Value gage of 0 to 255 

4-6 Line gage 16 Statistics (see Words l-3) 

7-9 Line gage 17 Statistics (see Words l-3) 

10-12 Line gage 18 Statistics (see Words l-3) 

13-15 Line gage 19 Statistics (see Words l-3) 

16-18 Line gage 20 Statistics (see Words l-3) 

19-21 Line 2 1 Statistics (see Words l-3) gage 

22-24 Line gage 22 Statistics (see Words l-3) 

25 0-l 5 Math Tool 1 Minimum Value Value of 0 to 65,535 

26 o-‘I 5 Math Tool 1 Maximum Value Value of 0 to 65,535 

27 o-‘I 5 Math Tool 1 Average Value Value of 0 to 65,535 

28-30 Math Tool 2 Statistics (see Words 25-27) 

31-33 Math Tool 3 Statistics (see Words 25-27) 

34-36 Math Tool 4 Statistics (see Words 25-27) 

37-39 Math Tool 5 Statistics (see Words 25-27) 

40-42 Math Tool 6 Statistics (see Words 25-27) 

43-45 Math Tool 7 Statistics (see Words 25-27) 

46-48 Math Tool 8 Statistics (see Words 25-27) 

49-5 1 Math Tool 9 Statistics (see Words 25-27) 

52-54 Math Tool 10 Statistics (see Words 25-27) 

55-57 Math Tool 1 1 Statistics (see Words 25-27) 

58-60 Math Tool 12 Statistics (see Words 25-27) 
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Appendix E Dfl Protocol 
Description 

Objectives This appendix describes the Allen-Bradley DFl 
communication protocol, and the programming you need to 
do at the host end to communicate with the VIM2 module. 

What is DFI Protocol? DFl protocol is an Allen-Bradley developed software 
convention used for serial communications. DFl protocol 
provides some handshaking and data-packing formats which 
allow for fast communications with integrity of the data. 

DFl protocol combines some features of subcategories Dl 
and Fl as described in the ANSI X3.28-1976 specification. 
The DFl for the VIM2 module is half-duplex, point-to-point 
communications between the VIM2 module and a computer 
host. 

Transmission Codes DFl protocol is a character-oriented protocol that uses the 
following ASCII control characters extended to eight bits by 
adding a zero for bit 7 (see ANSI X3.4, CCITT V-3, or IS0 
646 for the standard definition of these characters). 

Control Character Hexadecimal Code 

STX (Start of Text) 02 
ETX (End of Text) 03 
ENQ (Enquiry) 05 
ACK (Acknowledge) 06 
DLE (Data Link Escape) 10 
NAK (Negative Acknowledge) 15 

Additionally, a block check character (BCC) field is used at 
the end of each packet for error checking. These bytes can be 
any value from 00 to FF hex. 

As used in the following paragraphs, a code is an indivisible 
sequence of one or more bytes having a specific meaning to 
the protocol. Indivisible means that the component bytes of a 
code must be sent one after another with no other bytes 
between them. It does not refer to the timing of the bytes. 
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Tfaw71ission Codes The protocol uses these codes: 
(continued) 

l Control codes: 

) DLE STX 

) DLE ETX BCC 

) DLEACK 

) DLENAK 

) DLEENQ 

l Data codes: 

) Data (single bytes having values 00-OF and ll-FF 
hex) 

) DLE DLE (or 10 10, to represent the value 10 hex) 

Using two DLEs in sequence to represent the value 10 hex is 
called “DLE stufing.” The system reads a single 10 hex as a 
Date Link Escape, and expects the next byte to be a control 
code. A valid 10 hex intended to be data would be 
misinterpreted as a DLE. To send 10 hex as a data value, 
send it twice in sequence. 

We can also group codes into two classes according to their 
use - codes issued from a station transmitting a message, 
and response codes issued from a station receiving a 
message. By this classification, the codes are: 

l Codes from station transmitting a message: 

) DLE STX - indicates the start of a message. 

) Data (00-OF and ll-FF hex) - encodes the bytes of the 
command. 

) DLE DLE (or 10 10) - encodes the value 10 hex in the 
text code. 

) DLE ETX BCC - terminates a message. 

) DLE ENQ - requests the retransmission of the last 
received ACK or NAK. 

l Response code from station receiving a message: 

) DLE ACK - signals that the receiver has successfully 
received the last message sent. 

) DLE NAK - signals that the receiver did not 
successfully receive the last message sent. 
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Messlage Packets A message packet starts with a DLE STX, ends with a DLE 
ETX BCC, and includes all data codes in between. Data 
codes can occur only inside a message packet. 

Figure A.1 shows the format of a message packet. At the end 
of each message is a one byte BCC. 

Figure A.1 
Message Packet Format 

- - 

Data . . . DLE ETX BCC 

Block Check Character The block check character (BCC) is a means of checking the 
accuracy of each message packet transmission. It is the 2’s 
complement of the 8-bit sum (module-256 arithmetic sum) of 
all data bytes between the DLE STX and the DLE ETX BCC. 
It does not include any other message packet codes or 
response codes. 

For example, if a message packet contained the data codes 8, 
9,6,0,2,4, and 3, the message packet codes would be (in 
hex): 

10 02 03 EO 

DLE STX Data DLE ETX BCC 

The sum of the data bytes in this message packet is 20 hex. 
The BCC is the 2’s complement of this sum, or EO hex. This 
is shown in the following binary calculation: 

0010 0000 20 hex 
1101 1111 l's complement 

cl 

1110 0000 2's complement (EO hex) 
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BIock Check Character To transmit the data value 10 hex, you must use the data 
(continued) code DLE DLE. However, only one of these DLE data bytes is 

included in the BCC sum. For example, to transmit the 
values 8,9,6,0,10,4, and 3 hex, you would use the following 
message codes: 

10 02 

Represents single 
data byte value of 10 

03 D2 

DLE STX Data DLE ETX BCC 

In this case, the sum of the data bytes is 2E hex because only 
one DLE text code is included in the BCC. So the BCC is D2 
hex. 

The BCC algorithm provides a medium level of data 
security. It cannot detect transposition of bytes during 
transmission of a packet. It also cannot detect the insertion 
or deletion of data values of zero within a packet. 

Message Size The maximum size of a message packet is 250 bytes. This 
does not include the “DLE STX,” “DLE ETX BCC,” or the 
first “DLE” of data “DLE DLE.” 
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Transmitter Actions Whenever the message source can supply a packet and the 
transmitter is not busy, transmitter A sends a message 
packet (see Figure A-2). It then starts a timeout, and waits 
for a response. 

When transmitter A gets a DLE ACK, the message transfer 
is complete. After signaling the message source that the 
message has been sent successfully, transmitter A proceeds 
with the next message. 

If transmitter A gets a DLE NAK, it retransmits the same 
message. The transmitter restarts the timeout and waits 
again for a response. The default retry setting is 3. Once the 
number of retransmissions exceeds this limit, the 
transmitter should notify the message source that the 
transmission has failed. The transmitter can then proceed 
with the next message. 

If the timeout expires before transmitter A gets a response, it 
sends a DLE ENQ to request a retransmission of the last 
response sent. Transmitter A restarts the timeout and waits 
for a response. The default retry setting is 3 for the VIM2 
module. If this ENQ limit is exceeded, the transmitter 
should notify the message source that the transmission has 
failed. The transmitter can then proceed with the next 
message. 

DLE ACK and DLE NAK are the only response codes 
defined. If the receiver gets an invalid response code, it 
should ignore it. 

Note that the transmitter must encode a text value of 10 hex 
as two consecutive (indivisible) bytes, each of value 10 hex. 
This is necessary to distinguish the text value of 10 hex from 
the DLE control code of 10 hex. This technique is known as 
DLE stuffing. The receiver must be able to reverse this 
process and extract the original text value of 10 hex. 
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Tmwnitter Actions Figure A.2 is a flowchart which gives a simplified view of an 
(con timed) example of software logic for implementing the transmitter. 

Figure A.2 
Transmitter for DFl Protocol 

Retransmit Same Message 

Message Packet 

Data DLE ETX BCC 

Timeout Loop 

Legend 

No 

TV 

No 
DLE ENQ 

0 P = Recovery Procedure I 

w 

0 T = Ready to Transmit Next Message 

“Default Values 
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Receiver Actions Since the receiver gets input structured in a variety of 
formats from the physical world, it is more complex and must 
be capable of responding to many adverse situations. Some 
of the things that can conceivably happen are listed here: 

Receiver is busy and cannot process the message. 

A message can contain a parity error. 

The BCC can be invalid. 

The DLE STX or DLE ETX BCC may be missing. 

The message can be too long. 

A spurious control or text code can occur outside a 
message. 

A spurious control code can occur inside a message. 

Any combination of the above can occur. 

The DLE ACK response can be lost, causing the 
transmitter to send a duplicate copy of a message that has 
already passed to the message sink. 

The receiver must keep a record of the last response code 
(DLE ACK or DLE NAK) sent. If it receives a DLE ENQ, the 
receiver sends this recorded response code again. 

Until it receives a DLE STX or a DLE ENQ, the receiver 
ignores all input. On initialization, receipt of spurious 
control or text code outside a message, or receipt of DLE 
STX, the last response code is set to NAK. Receipt of ACK 
from last message sent will set the response to ACK. The 
receiver responds to a DLE ENQ input by sending its last 
response (ACK or NAK) and continues waiting for input. If 
the receiver gets a DLE STX, it resets its BCC accumulator 
and data buffer to zero and starts storing the data in the data 
buffer. 
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Receiver Actions While the receiver stores all link-level data codes in the data 
(continued) buffer, it adds the link-level data code values to the BCC. If 

the data buffer overflows, or there is no buffer available, the 
receiver continues summing the BCC, but it discards the 
data. 

The receiver also sets an error flag to indicate the occurrence 
of a parity, buffer overrun, message framing, or modem 
handshaking error. When the receiver gets a DLE ETX BCC, 
it checks the error flag, the BCC, and the message size. If any 
of the tests fail, the receiver sends a DLE NAK. 

Figure A.3 is a flowchart which gives a simplified view of an 
example of software logic for implementing the receiver. 
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Receiver Actions 
(continued) 

Figure A.3 
Receiver DFl Protocol 

1 No 

No 
- 

No 
LAST = NAK 

1 LAST=ACK ] , 
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Example If you were to connect a line monitor to the wires between 
stations you could observe the activates shown in Figure A.4: 

Figure A.4 
Message Error Recovery 

Normal message 

Path 1: DLE STX (Data) DLE ETX BCC+ DLE STX (Data) DLE ETX BCC+ 

Path 2: tDLE ACK tDLE ACK 

Message with parity or BCC error and recovery 

Path 1: DLE STX (Noise) DLE ETX BCC+ DLE STX (Data) DLE ETX BCC+ 

Path 2: tDLE NAK tDLE ACK 

Message with ETX destroyed 

Path 1: DLE ST.K (Data) (Noise) [timeout] DLE ENQ-, DLE STX (Data) DLE ETX BCC+ 

Path 2: tDLE NAK tDLE ACK 

Good message but ACK destroyed 

Path 1: DLE STK (Data) DLE ETX BCC- [timeout] DLE ENQ-, 

Path 2: tDL (Noise) CK tDLE ACK 

Note: A simple way to test the RS-485 link is to send the 
VIM2 module a DLE ENQ (enquiry). If you have the port 
properly connected and the VIM2 module is configured for 
DFl protocol, the VIM2 module should send a DLE ACK or 
DLE NAK in response. If no response is provided, check 
your connections and VIM2 module configuration. 



Appendix F Discrete Bit 
Addressing 

Objective This appendix describes the format for addressing the 
discrete bits when using a PLC with the VIM2 module. The 
addressing is discussed for these cases: 

l Two-slot addressing 

l One-slot addressing 

l Half-slot addressing 

The block transfer addressing is also discussed for each of the 
three cases listed above. 

Two-slot Addressing When two-slot addressing is used, the discrete bits are 
addressed as follows: 

l Output (PLC to VIM2 module) - ORG / 10 to ORG /17 

l Input (VIM2 module to PLC) - IRG i 10 to IRG /17 

where R = rack number, and G = module/group number. 

Block transfers are addressed to RGO. 

For example, in the diagram below, the VIM2 module is 
located in rack 0, module group 3. In this case, discrete bit 
outputs are addressed 003 / 10 to 003 /17. Discrete bit 
inputs are addressed 103 / 10 to 103 07. 

Block transfers would be addressed to 030. 
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One-dot ,4ddressing When one-slot addressing is used, the discrete bits are 
addressed as follows: 

l Output (PLC to VIM2 module) - ORG / 0 to ORG /7 

l Input (VIM2 module to PLC) - IRG / 0 to IRG 17 

where R = rack number, and G = module group number of 
the right slot of the two occupied by the VIM2 module. 

Block transfers are addressed to RGO where R = rack 
number, and G = module group number of the left slot of the 
two occupied by the VIM2 module. 

For example, in the diagram below, the VIM2 module is 
located in rack 3, in module groups 4 and 5. In this case, the 
discrete bit outputs are addressed 035 10 to 035 /‘i. Discrete 
bit inputs are addressed 135 / 0 to 135 /7. 

Block transfers would be addressed to 340. 

VIM2 
/ Module 

: 
7 
1 
A 
s 
B 

Module/G roup 

Remote 
Rack 3 
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Ha/f-slot Addressing When half-slot addressing is used, the discrete bits are 
addressed as follows: 

l Output (PLC to VIM2 module) - ORG / 0 to ORG /7 

l Input (VIM2 module to PLC) - IRG / 0 to IRG /7 

where R = rack number, and G = module group number of 
the last nodule of the two occupied by the VIM2 module. 

Block transfers are addressed to RGO where R = rack 
number, and G = module group number of the second module 
of the two occupied by the VIM2 module. 

For example, in the diagram below, the VIM2 module is 
located in rack 1, in module groups 0 to 3. In this case, the 
discrete bit outputs are addressed 013 / 0 to 013 / 7. 
Discrete bit inputs are addressed 113 / 0 to 113 / 7. 

Block transfers would be addressed to 110. 

Module/Group Nos. 

\ Rack 0 Rack 1 

Module/Group Nos. 
<VIM2 

Module 
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Appendix G ASCII Conversion Table 

ASCII or 
Control 

Decimal 

Char. Value 

NUL 0 

SOH 1 

STX 2 

ETX 3 

EOT 4 

ENQ 5 

ACK 6 

BEL 7 

I LF I ‘0 I * I * I 42 I 2A I J 1 74 1 UA i I 1 106 1 6A 
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Objectives This appendix supplies definitions to terms used in this 
manual which relate to vision technology in general, and to 
terms which relate specifically to the VIM2 module. 

Definition of Terms There are terms in this manual which are used in the 
machine vision industry, and others which are specific to the 
VIM2 system. These and other key terms are defined below: 

l Acceptance Range -The range of values that are 
accepted for vision tool range tests. The acceptance range 
is defined by high and low range limits. The high and low 
range limits define the range of variation that can be 
tolerated above and below the nominal value. Range 
limits are defined by the user. 

l Arc hiving Configurations- When you are configuring 
the VIM2 module for an inspection application, the 
configuration is stored in the VIM2’s volatile RAM. If you 
wish to save the configuration, store the configuration in 
the VIM2’s EEPROM memory. You can store, or archive, 
two different configurations in EEPROM. 

l Blob -A group of contiguous (adjacent) white or black 
pixels along a line of pixels in an image. The line gages of 
the VIM2 module ca.n make edge, center, and width 
measurements for blobs. 

l Block Transfer - A block transfer is a method of 
communicating a “block” of data between a PLC and an 
I/O module. In this case, the I/O module is the VIM2 
module and the block of data can be results data, 
configuration data, or statistics data. All block transfers 
are invoked by an instruction from the PLC controller. 

l Brightness Probe - A sample area of the image used to 
measure light intensity or “brightness.” This probe can be 
used to: 

- Measure the brightness of a small section of the image. 

-Detect lighting brightness changes from inspection to 
inspection in order to compensate for variations in 
brightness, 
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Defirdion of Terms 0 Column - A row of pixels in the vertical (Y) direction in 
(continued) the image or on the display screen. 

l Brightness Registration -This feature allows you to 
adjust all the threshold image settings based on a 
permanent change in lighting brightness level in the 
workstage area. 

l Configuration Blocks -Blocks of data that may be 
uploaded to, or downloaded from, a PLC controller, or to a 
computer connected through the VIM2 module’s RS-485 
port. The configuration blocks contains configuration 
information about measurement windows, line gages, the 
brightness probe, math tools, and other setup information. 

One of the more im,portant aspects of the VIM2 module is 
that configuration data can be transferred to and from the 
PLC controller or other computer. As a result, configur- 
ation data can be sent to the PLC controller or other host, 
the VIM2 module removed and replaced, and the replace- 
ment module easily reconfigured by downloading a 
configuration from the host to the VIM2 module. Note 
that two different configurations can also be stored on 
board the VIM2 module in non-volatile EEPROM. 

l Constant - A selectable numerical value used as a 
parameter when using the math tools. 

l Contrast -The brightness difference between the 
workpiece and the background as seen in the image. Good 
contrast is important for reliable operation of the vision 
tools used in the VIM2 module. 

l Decision output-The Decision output is a discrete 
output which indicates the accept/reject status of an 
inspection. This status is available through both the PLC 
controller (the De&iorz bit) and through the swingarm 
(the Decision output). 

l Depth of Field - The range in which objects focus clearly. 
It is measured from the distance beyond the ideal focal 
point to the distance in front of it in which objects remain 
in focus. 

l EEPROM Configuration - One of two configurations 
which are stored in the VIM2 module’s non-volatile 
electrically eraseable programmable memory (EEPROM). 

l Field of View - The inspected area that is seen through a 
lens or optical instrument by the sensor grid of the video 
camera. 
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Definition of Terms l Icon -A symbolic, pictorial representation of a feature 
(continued) or a menu (group of icons). “Picking” an icon with the 

light pen enables/disables or selects a feature or 
parameter, or selects the depicted icon menu. The icons 
and icon menus are introduced in Chapter 6. The complete 
icon menu branching map is illustrated in Appendix A. 

l Host - A PLC, or a computer connected to the VIM2 
module through the RS-485 port, which communicates 
with the VIM2 module. A host device can collect fault, 
results, statistics, or configuration information from the 
VIM2 module (see also Master Host). 

l Field (Video) - A single scan of the video camera image. 
The camera produces a steady stream of video fields, each 
consisting of a series of scan lines (rasters). 

l Gray Level -A measure of relative brightness from black, 
through many increments of gray, to white. 

l Light Pen -The input device used to interact with the 
VIM2 module. The light pen has a retractable tip, and is 
used to select or “pick” icons and menus on the video 
monitor. 

l Line Gage - Line gages represent one type of inspection 
tool provided by the VIM2 module. A line gage inspects a 
set of horizontally or vertically aligned pixels (found in a 
row or column). 

l Math Tools -User-defined formulas which combine or 
adjust the results of inspection tools. 

l Master Host-A host device (PLC, or a computer 
connected to the VlM2 module through the RS-485 port,), 
which is designated as master host in the VIM2 module’s 
configuration. A master host, as distinguished from a host, 
can configure the VIM2 module, and trigger inspections, 
as well as collect fault, results, statistics, or configuration 
information (see also Host). 

l Operator - A symbol (such as + ) or term (such as AND) 
that represents the operation performed by a math tool 
upon one or more operands. 

l Operand -A quantity or value (such as a constant, or the 
result of a line gage function or window), upon which the 
operator in a math tool acts. 
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Definition of Terms l Pick -The action of depressing the tip of the light pen 
(continued) against a displayed icon or value on the monitor screen to 

“select” the function or menu represented by that icon. 

l Pixel - One picture element (or dot) in a video image. The 
video image is a matrix of pixels. 

l RAM Configuration - The “working” configuration (the 
configuration by which the VIM.2 module operates), which 
is stored in the VIM2 module’s volatile random access 
memory (RAM). 

l Results -The value generated by a vision tool as a 
consequence of the tool inspecting a threshold image, or in 
the case of a math tool, the value generated as a 
consequence of the operator acting upon the operands. 

l Results Blocks -Data tables stored by the VIM2 module 
which can be transferred to the PLC or other host. The 
results blocks contain information indicating the 
accept/reject status of acceptance range tests for the 
brightness probe, line gages, windows, and math tools. 
The actual probe luminance gray value, pixel counts for 
each window, line gage results for each line gage, and 
math tool results are communicated through the results 
blocks. The VIM2 module generates two results blocks for 
each inspection cycle. 

l Row -A line of pixels across the image in the horizontal 
(X) direction. 

l Shift Registration -This feature allows you to adjust the 
inspection tool positions based on a permanent change in 
the nominal workplece position in the workstage area. 

l Standoff - The distance between the inspected workpiece 
and the camera body. 

l Statistics Blocks - Data tables stored by the VIM2 
module which can be transferred to the PLC or other host. 
The statistics blocks contain accumulated statistical data 
for the brightness probe, line gages, windows, and math 
tools; the statistics are gathered while the VIM2 module 
operates in “learn” mode. The statistics include the 
triggers processed, inspections failed per tool/ probe, and 
tool/probe minimum, maximum, and average values. 
Statistics are collected for measurements which fall within 
the respective acceptance range only (statistics are not 
kept for failed tools). The VIM2 module generates four 
statistics blocks for each inspection cycle. 
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Definitian Of Terms 0 Swingarm -A screw terminal connector installed on the 
(continued) front panel of many 1771-I/0 modules, including the VIM2 

module. It’s used to connect wires to the module. 

l Threshold - A gray level used to transform a gray-scale 
video image into a binary image. Pixels whiter than the 
threshold are converted to white (11, values darker or 
equal to the Threshold are converted to black (0). 

l Vision Tool - The VIM2 module vision tools include the 
line gages and windows. Vision tools are used to take 
measurements and generate accept/reject decisions. 

l Window - Windows are shapes which define localized 
image areas to be inspected in measurement operations. 
The user defines the window size, shape, and location. The 
vision operation used in VIM2 module windows is area 
measurement by pixel counting. 

l Workpiece - The part or object inspected by the VIM2 
module. 

l Workstage -The specific area where the vision 
inspections for an application are to take place. 
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Appendix J Specifications 

Specifications 

I/O Rack Installation . . . . 

Cameras . . _ . . _ _ _ . . _ _ 

Backplane Current . . . . . 

Swingarm Trigger Input 

Trigger input (isolated) . 

Minimum trigger pulse 

width _ _ . 

Decision and Busy 

Swingarm Outputs 

Discrete outputs . . . . . 

Maximum current . . . 

Isolation . _ _ . _ _ . . . . . 

Connection . . _ _ . _ . _ . _ . 
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series B I/O chassis. 

Catalog No. 2801-YB, -YC, -YD 

3 A at 5 volts 

3.3 VDC to 32 VDC 

50 ps 

3 to 32 VDC 

1A 

1500 VAC RMS from other I/O 

Polarity insensitive, shared common 

connection. 

5 volt active 

Non-isolated, shares input power 

common. 

Compatible with A-B machine 

vision strobe light sources. 

RS-485, half-duplex 

ASCII or DFl protocol. 

O-550 C (32-l 3 10 F) 

-40 to 850 C (-40 to 185 F) 
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